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p. iii
Dagmar A. Riedel
Searching  for the Islam ic  Epistem e:
The Status  of H istorical Inform ation  
in M edieval  M iddle-Eastern  A nthological  W riting
This is a study of two compilations that originated in western Iran before the Mongol conquest. The 
research contributes to the ongoing discussion of the organization and preservation of knowledge in 
literate societies. The Muhadarat al-udaba’ wa-muhawarat al-shucara‘ wa-l-bulagha* (Conversations 
among Men of Letters and Debates between Men of Poetry and Rhetoric) is a major anthology of literary 
Arabic, ascribed to the lexicographer and philosopher Abu al-Qasim al-Raghib al-Isfahani (d. before 
1050?). The Rahat al-sudur wa-ayat al-surur (Comfort of Hearts and Wonder of Delights) is a Persian 
miscellany about the Great Seljuq sultanate that Muhammad al-Rawandl (d. after 1209), an obscure 
calligrapher and theologian, compiled in the first decade of the thirteenth century in Hamadan to petition 
the Rum Seljuq sultan Kay Khusrau (ruled 1192-1197 and 1205-1211) in Konya. Both works are single­
subject encyclopedias, designed as comprehensive textbooks.
The circulation of manuscripts and imprints provides a diachronic perspective on the diffusion of 
knowledge. These textbooks circulated largely between Isfahan and Istanbul. Raghib’s anthology is a 
propaedeutic work for a general audience, and is still in print in contemporary Middle Eastern societies.
In contrast, RawandT’s miscellany is a personalized curriculum of Great Seljuq politics and courtly 
etiquette, and thus became obsolete in the sixteenth century. The biographical data on their authors offer 
the complementary synchronic perspective on the geography of knowledge in pre-Mongol Iran.
The contents of the Muhadarat and the Rahat illustrate how their authors utilized well- 
established conventions of transmitting knowledge to compile an anthology of literary Arabic and a 
miscellany about the Great Seljuq sultanate. The arrangement of their contents is the most original 
aspect of these textbooks. On the macro-level, the sequence of parts, chapters, and sections follows a 
principle of associative order of topics and disciplines. The textbooks are witnesses to societal 
dependence on literacy. The oral transmission of knowledge had lost its monopoly, yet writing was less 
a replacement than a supplement to the oral tradition. The contents and structure of the Muhadarat and 
the Rahat document the continued prestige and use of oral practices within a literate society.
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Transliteration and Translation
The transliteration of Persian words is Arabic-based and follows the system of the 
Deutsche Morgenlandische Gesellschaft: dj or j is g, kh is h, sh is s, gh is g, and k is q; in 
addition, a long waw is always transliterated as a the long vowel u , and a longy a ‘as I. 
The four Persian letters that supplement the Arabic alphabet are transliterated as p, c, z, 
and g. To represent the Persian conventions of using the Arabic script as clearly as 
possible, the final ha’ in Arabic and Persian words, such as hutbe and hane, is 
transliterated as -e, while the final ha’ in Persian words, such as dih and rah, is 
represented as -h. Moreover, the Rahaf s critical edition preserved the peculiarity of the 
thirteenth-century manuscript to use d in vowel/consonant-combinations instead of the 
standardized d (Rawandl, Rahat: XXXVIII s.v. 5). This historical spelling convention is 
not represented in the transliteration to facilitate reading and understanding of the Persian 
citations.
Ottoman names are given in their Republican Turkish spelling to distinguish the Ottoman 
reception of Arabic and Persian textbooks.
In titles and quotes, different systems of transliteration are preserved and not adjusted.
The English spelling of well-known foreign names and terms—for example, Koran, 
Meshed, vizier, or Shicite—follows the American Heritage Dictionary, 4th ed.
The English rendition of Koran verses follows the translation by A.J. Arberry (London: 
Allen & Unwin, 1955). Otherwise the translations are mine, though references to 
translations by others are given in the notes whenever necessary.
Notation o f  Historical Dates
All dates are given according to the Common Era only. If the conversion of a date of the 
Islamic lunar calendar falls between two years of the Common Era—for example, the 
higra year 502 began on 11 August 1108 CE and ended on 31 July 1109 CE—the 
Common Era year that corresponds to the longer part of the respective lunar year will be 
used in the text. For all conversions, I used the Islamic calendar, available on the 
homepage of the Institute of Oriental Studies at Zurich University: 
http://www.ori.umzh/hegira.html.




BCE Before the Common Era
CE Common Era, coinciding with the Christian era
higra The Islamic lunar calendar begins 622 CE, which is the higra year
1, when the prophet Muhammad left Mecca to emigrate with his 
followers to Yathrib, which today is known as Medina
ii. Catalogues
GAL Geschichte der Arabischen Litteratur by Carl Brockelmann
GAS Geschichte des Arabischen Schrifttums by Fuat Sezgin
OCLC Online Computer Library Center, Inc, the records of its WorldCat
are available on the internet: http://www.firstsearch.oclc.org 
Storey Persian Literature: A Bio-bibliographical Survey by C. A. Storey
Storey-Bregel Peridskaya literatura: Bio-bibliograficheskii obzor by C.A. Storey,
revised by Yu. E. Bregel
iii. Dictionaries
Hava Al-Fara’id al-durrrya: Arabic-English Dictionary by J.G. Hava
(5th ed.)
Lane Arabic-English Lexicon by E.W. Lane
MuTn Farhang-i farsl-i mutawassit by Muhammad MuTn
Wehr & Cowan A Dictionary o f Modern Written Arabic by Hans Wehr, revised by
J. Milton Cowan (4th ed.)
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I Introduction'. Textbooks of medieval Islamic societies
But science students accept theories on the authority o f teacher and text, not because o f evidence. What 
alternatives have they, or what competence?
Thomas S. Kuhn, The Structure o f  Scientific Revolutions
Aber das, was an jeder Geschichte immer auch neu ist, laBt sich kausal gerade nicht erklaren. Jede 
Kausalerklarung geht davon aus, da!3 man ein Phanomen aus einem anderen, sogar aus anderartigen 
Phanomenen ableitet. Damit wird ein Zusammenhang gestiftet, der in dem zu erklarenden Phanomen 
gerade nicht erhalten sein muB. Kausale Ableitungen konnen also, will man die Einmaligkeit eines 
geschichtlichen Ereignisses erfassen, nur subsidiar verwendet werden.
Reinhart Koselleck, “Terror und Traum”
Compilations of non-fictional texts written for educational purposes are an intellectual 
phenomenon specific to literate societies. Recent research on medieval and premodem 
encyclopedias, discussed at three west-European conferences during the 1990s, has 
largely concentrated on composite sources from Antiquity, the Latin Middle Ages, and 
the Enlightenment.1 But the upsurge of interest in how large quantities of data were 
organized in premodem comprehensive texts, which ought to contain all that should be 
known about the world or one of its phenomena, parallels the growing prestige of 
information science and information technology as academic disciplines at universities in 
the western world. The epistemological consequences of the ongoing transition from 
print to digital media cannot yet be gauged, and the fierce competition between various
1. The proceedings were published: Picone, L ’Enciclopedismo; Eybl, Enzyklopddien; and Binkley, Pre- 
Modern Encyclopaedic Texts. For contributions to Arabic literature, see the article coauthored by Claude 
Bremond and Bernard Darbord in Picone, L ’Enciclopedismo-, and the articles by Hilary Kilpatrick, Maaike 
van Berkel, Geert Jan van Gelder, and Ulrich Marzolph in Binkley, Pre-Modem Encyclopaedic Texts. I am 
greatly indebted to Sheila Lindenbaum for bringing Peter Binkley’s work to my attention. Binkley 
supplemented the published proceedings with a “Working Bibliography” that is available on the internet. 
Tony Street was so kind as to pass on information about the encyclopedia research at the Centre for 
Research in the Arts, Social Sciences and Humanities, Cambridge, UK; see: Featherstone and Turner, “Idea 
o f an Encyclopaedia.” In Germany, research on compilations o f non-fictional texts in Latin and the west- 
European vernaculars has been promoted by the Sonderforschungsbereich Trager, Formnen, Felder 
pragamatischer Schriftlichkeit at the Institut fur Fruhmittelalterforschung at the Universitat Munster.
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internet search engines illustrates the difficulties of capturing the entropy of classification 
systems on the internet. Accordingly, the impact of digitalization on definitions and 
storage of knowledge is also not yet fully comprehended. Although there are, in theory, 
no limits to knowledge, every human life is finite, and concepts of knowledge change 
over time and vary between societies as well as civilizations.
My study of two compilations that originated in western Iran before the Mongol 
conquest of the thirteenth century, and which circulated for centuries between Tehran and 
Istanbul, contributes to the debate on the organization and preservation of knowledge in 
literate societies. The Muhadarat al-udaba’ wa-muhawarat al-sucaraJwa-l-bulagaJ 
(Conversations among Men of Letters and Debates between Men of Poetry and Rhetoric) 
is a major anthology of literary Arabic, ascribed to the lexicographer and philosopher Abu 
al-Qasim al-Ragib (died before 1050?) and associated with Isfahan. The Rahat al-sudur 
wa-ayat al-surur (Comfort of Hearts and Wonder of Delights) is a miscellany of Persian 
texts about the Great Seljuq sultanate that Nagm al-DIn Abu Bakr Muhammad b. CA1I b. 
Sulaiman al-Rawandl (died after 1209), an obscure calligrapher and theologian, compiled 
in the first decade of the thirteenth century in Hamadan to petition the Rum Seljuq sultan 
Giyat al-DIn Kai Husrau b. Qilig Arslan (ruled 1192-1197 and 1205-1211) in Konya.
Between the seventh and thirteenth centuries, Islamic civilization gave rise to 
astounding intellectual and scientific achievements. The central role of knowledge (cilm) 
and its pursuit (talab al-ilrri) is considered both a hallmark of and an explanation for the 
legendary splendors of the courts in medieval Baghdad, Cairo, Granada, or Ghazna.2 The
2. Franz Rosenthal is representative of this attitude in his Knowledge Triumphant: “in Islam, the concept o f  
knowledge enjoyed an importance unparalleled in other civilizations.” (334).
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thirteenth century, however, marks a watershed in the course of Middle-Eastern history.
In retrospect, the political and socioeconomic turmoil of the Mongol conquest appears as 
the final blow to the Golden Age of so-called classical Islamic civilization. The 
impression of intellectual decline is reinforced by the significant developments that 
occurred in Christian Europe, especially regarding the spread of Scholasticism in the 
Latin West. Consequently, there is scant research on the intellectual history of Islamic 
societies after the Mongol conquest: the rise of western Europe since the sixteenth 
century and its unparalleled global dominance since the eighteenth century largely made 
the study of non-western concepts of knowledge seem theoretically and practically 
insignificant.3 For the explanatory value of the Golden-Age concept lies in confirming 
the contemporary supremacy of western civilization, inasmuch as fall and decline were 
already hovering in the wings of the Mongol conquest while modem science emerged in 
western Europe.4 The concept presupposes a translatio imperii suggesting two 
interpretations of the intellectual history of medieval Islamic societies: a prologue to the
3. Levi-Strauss, Structural Anthropology: “A society can live, act, and be transformed, and still avoid 
becoming intoxicated with the conviction that all the societies that preceded it during tens o f millenniums 
did nothing more than prepare the ground for its advent, that all its contemporaries— even those at the 
antipodes— are diligently striving to overtake it, and that the societies which will succeed it until the end of 
time ought to be mainly concerned with following its path. This attitude is as naive as maintaining that the 
earth occupies the center of the universe and that man is the summit o f creation.” (336).
4. Rosaldo, “From the Door o f His Tent”: “In a similar vein, the historian dwells more on what the villagers 
o f Montaillou lack (usually relative to lowland villages or centers o f feudal hierarchy) than on what they 
possess. This peculiar descriptive rhetoric, depicting through empty negatives than positive features, 
appears frequently in ethnographic discourse, as will be seen in the work o f Evans-Pritchard. The following 
passages indicate how Le Roy Ladurie characterizes his subjects, not by defining their form o f life, but by 
highlighting absences, the technology and forms o f social stratification they have failed to develop” (85).
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Renaissance and Humanism,5 or the allegory of a prodigal son who wasted his splendid 
Hellenistic inheritance.6 But the gold standard for research on Islamic civilization is in 
either case the development of western Europe since the eleventh century.7 The starting 
point of my study, in contrast, is the consideration that it is necessary to understand the 
intellectual history of Islamic societies, as far as possible, in its own terms before it will 
be possible to explain, for example, the stark contrast between Baghdad during the reign 
of the Abbasid caliph Harun al-RasId (ruled 786-809) and Baghdad under the presidency 
of Saddam Hussein (ruled 1979-2003). The Muhadarat and the Rahat are compilations 
of non-fictional texts designed for the educational purpose of instructing their readers, 
and are thus evidence for communal concepts of knowledge. My analysis of these two 
textbooks, the circulation of which was not terminated by the Mongol conquest, explores 
how their histories of reception reflect the political and socioeconomic changes that 
occurred in Middle-Eastern societies between the eleventh and twentieth centuries.
Research on eleventh- and twelfth-century Iran is severely restricted by the 
paucity of evidence that survived the watershed of the Mongol conquest. Since the
5. Graeco-Arabic studies focus on the reception o f the intellectual heritage of Antiquity and Hellenism until 
the eleventh century; see, for example: Gutas, Greek Thought. Otherwise, Adam Mez, Mohammed 
Arkoun, Joel L. Kraemer, and others have tried to enhance the status o f medieval Islamic civilization by 
identifying an indigenous Islamic Renaissance or Humanism; see, for example: Makdisi, Rise o f  Humanism.
6. See, for example: Grant, Foundations o f  Modern Science-, and Huff, Rise o f  Early Modern Science.
7. Saliba, “Seeking the Origins”: “the works o f one cultural science are always evaluated in terms o f the 
criteria o f  modem science. As a result, the history o f science is studied for the sake o f discovering the 
cumulative connecting links that led to the creation o f modem science and not as an attempt to understand 
one more feature o f the originating culture in order to understand it in its totality.” (141).
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disciplinary divisions in Middle-Eastern studies are largely based on languages,8 Arabic 
and Persian literatures that originated within the same geographical region and in 
temporal proximity are usually not treated together, although the population of western 
Iran was not only ethnically and religiously but also linguistically diverse. The analysis 
of the Muhadarat and the Rahat offers the opportunity to examine how this diversity was 
reflected in composite sources that are comparable despite their obvious differences in 
contents, target audiences, and histories of reception.9 Ragib and Rawandi composed 
these works as freelancers without a patron while living in west-Iranian cities. The 
compilations are written in literary Arabic and literary Persian, respectively. The 
juxtaposition of their contents elucidates concepts of knowledge in western Iran before 
the Mongol conquest, whereas the comparison of their reception documents which of the 
collected data were transformed into indispensable components of canonical knowledge.
I. a. Manuscripts and imprints
The Muhadarat and the Rahat are both composite texts because their contents were culled 
from sundry preexisting sources. The development of the Arabic script in the second half
8. For the observation that the classification o f texts based on languages is approached differently in the 
history of science, see: Saliba, “Seeking the Origins”: “No one would dispute the classification o f a 
scientific text written in Chinese or Greek as belonging to the Chinese or Greek cultural spheres 
respectively. But when it conies to other scientific works, say texts written in Arabic, Persian, Turkish or 
Urdu, for example, the problem becomes slightly more complicated and those same historians o f science 
drop linguistic classificatory terminology to resort instead to a cultural/religious terminology that designates 
such works as Islamic.” (140).
9. For comparison strategies, especially individualizing and variation-finding comparison, see: Tilly, Big 
Structures: 80-87. For such a comparison, the limitation to two compilations is sensible. The description 
of sixty-four Chinese encyclopedias, for example, did not allow for the induction o f the ideal type o f such a 
leishw, see: Kaderas, Leishu: 257-259.
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of the seventh century led to the emergence of Arabic literature and the written 
documentation of knowledge about all aspects of society: reports about the life of the 
Prophet and his companions, the heritage of pre-Islamic poetry, legal decisions on the 
collection of taxes and the distribution of revenues, or the heritage of Hellenistic 
medicine and philosophy. With the rise of written Persian literature in the tenth and 
eleventh centuries, the written transmission of knowledge gained a second medium, 
extending its grasp to fields of knowledge outside the Arabic-Islamic civilization.10 
Arabic and Persian compilations thereafter formed the foundation of intellectual pursuits 
in Islamic societies, and a rich differentiation followed from their continued popularity. 
Today, a large variety of medieval and premodem compilations are available as modem 
imprints in the Middle East. But Arabic and Persian compilations are not yet well 
researched. To twentieth-century scholars, their contents appeared as purely derivative 
with their authors having fed on the originality of others, filling page after page with 
thoughts, stories, or verses that were not their own." This situation has lead to an 
inconsistent approach to compilations in Middle-Eastern studies. Scholars routinely 
relied on composite sources as almost inexhaustible databases of functional data12 about
10. “Mawsuca”: 907; compare: “Muhtarat”: 529.
11. See, for example, the lack o f enthusiasm expressed by John North in Binkley, Pre-modern 
Encyclopaedic Texts: “for I can hardly believe that there is any philosopher around today with a natural 
inclination—as opposed to a grant-generated, or a congress-generated inclination—to investigate the 
epistemology o f the encyclopedia.” (183).
12. For the heuristic distinction between functional and intentional data, see: Schmale, Funktion und 
Formen: “[es] geniigt fur unsere Zwecke... einerseits zwischen dem funktionalen Bereich des menschlichen 
Handelns und dessen Wirkungen und andererseits dem intentionalen Bereich der Vorstellungen der 
handelnden und die Handlungen betrachtenden Personen zu unterscheiden. ... das Interesse der modemen 
Geschichtswissenschaft [hat sich] seit dem 19. Jahrhundert dennoch in erster Linie auf den funktionalen 
Bereich, auf das vomehmlich politisch Handelnder, auf die sogenannten historischen Tatsachen, die
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medieval Islamic societies: biographical dictionaries, book catalogs, chronicles, or 
handbooks of legal and medical knowledge. But the study of Arabic and Persian 
compilations as vehicles of the transmission of knowledge has lacked intellectual appeal, 
although these composite sources constitute an extremely rich body of evidence for the 
intellectual history of medieval and premodem Islamic societies.13
A study of the Muhadarat and the Rahat faces the practical challenge that, after 
more than two centuries of Arabic and Persian studies at universities in western Europe, 
we have still a remarkably insufficient knowledge of extant and accessible Islamic 
manuscripts in collections in the Middle East and Asia, as well as an uneven cataloguing 
of Islamic manuscripts in private and public depositories in the western world.14 Even 
though it is not possible to estimate the ratio of lost to preserved manuscripts, it is ironic 
that this inadequate cataloguing reflects in part the enormous numbers of manuscripts 
that were manufactured in Middle-Eastern societies between the eighth and the twentieth
‘Ereignisse’ gerichtet.” (1).
13. Z. Vesel in “Mawsuca”: “But regarding the question o f the originality o f this literature in relation to the 
Arabic models by which it was largely inspired, this work o f evaluation still remains to be done for the 
majority o f the texts.”(908); and J.T.P. de Bruijn in “Muhtarat”: “Persian anthologies have so far not been 
studied as a special category of books. Yet the role which they played in the workings o f literature was 
quite substantial. ... Anthologies also deserve our attention in their own right because they provide 
valuable insights into the production o f books.” (529). Similar attitudes to Latin anthologies have been 
observed by Rouse and Rouse, Authentic Witnesses: “While the Florilegium Angelicum and the Florilegium 
Gallicum have been studied with regard to the individual texts contained in them, few have treated 
florilegia  as real books, written by someone who drew upon other books, and asked whether one can 
determine where they were compiled on the basis o f the medieval circulation o f the texts that they contain.” 
(155).
14. Deroche, Manuel: 25.
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centuries.15 A thorough analysis of the reasons for our curiously incomplete grasp of the 
actually preserved evidence for Middle-Eastern history is beyond the scope of my study,16 
but this situation is noteworthy because it is so bewildering to scholars who work in 
fields, such as classics or medieval French history, and who are used to taking for granted 
that they know reasonably well both the sources that are lost and the copies of the sources 
that have survived.17
This state of research on Islamic manuscripts has had dire consequences for the 
state of research on Islamic codicology, Arabic paleography, source criticism, and 
scholarly editing, since progress in these fields would depend on enhancing our current 
knowledge of preserved Islamic manuscripts.18 The Muhadarat and the Rahat are 
available in twentieth-century imprints, though only the Rahat has been critically edited
15. For strategies as to how to address the puzzling shortage o f original documents among the preserved 
and accessible written sources for medieval Islamic societies, with the exception o f the Ottoman empire, 
see: Chamberlain, Knowledge: 11-21. For the claim that official documents were probably literally inserted 
into Persian historiography because their authors were employed at noble courts and hence were privy to 
such information, see: Meisami, Persian Historiography. 290-291. For a remarkably sanguine summary of 
the archives and documents o f  Middle-Eastern history, compare: Humphreys, Islamic History. 40-49.
16. The issue is not mentioned in the discussion o f the written sources— documents and historiography— of 
Middle-Eastern history by Humphreys, Islamic History: 25—49.
17. Research on Latin anthologies, especially the studies by Mary A. Rouse and Richard H. Rouse, 
highlights the substantial gaps in our knowledge o f Arabic and Persian compilations through illustrating 
which approaches are currently not feasible due to our incomplete knowledge o f the actually preserved 
Islamic manuscripts; see, for example: Rouse and Rouse, Authentic Witnesses: 124 (identification o f the 
sources o f a compilation to determine the extent o f  their editing and revision); 155 and 159 (circulation o f a 
compilation juxtaposed to that o f its sources); and 102 (citation o f a compilation in other works).
18. For a consideration o f how to edit compilations that originated in the Latin West, and which were 
continually revised and adjusted to new audiences, see: Meier, “Grundziige”: 469 and 482. That criteria of 
scholarly editing are subject to change and vary from discipline to discipline is discussed in the essays 
collected in Greetham, Scholarly Editing.
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according to the standards of early-twentieth-century Persian philology.19 Whenever 
possible I consider manuscripts and imprints next to each other. I examined a selection of 
Muhadarat manuscripts and the unique Rahat manuscript in west-European libraries, and 
manuscript catalogues have yielded indirect evidence for extant copies and their 
circulation. Although I compare the data yielded by manuscripts and imprints to examine 
the limits of that which can be learned about these compilations from the histories of their 
reception, for all other Arabic, Persian, and Ottoman sources I have consulted the 
imprints that were readily accessible. This was a pragmatic, though inconsistent, decision 
because all of those imprints are subject to the same reservations as the imprints of the 
Muhadarat and the Rahat. Nonetheless, references to the compilations and theirs authors 
in other works supplied invaluable additional evidence that allowed me to double-check 
conclusions based on the codicological evidence of the manuscripts and the internal 
evidence of the compilations to situate Ragib and Rawandl within the geography of 
knowledge20 in pre-Mongol Iran.
I. b. Middle-Eastern anthologies
According to the current research on Arabic and Persian anthologies, both the Muhadarat 
and the Rahat can be described as anthologies, though specialists of Arabic and Persian 
literatures approach compilations in general and anthologies in particular from very 
different viewpoints. Research on Arabic anthologies is dominated by two interrelated
19. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Beirut; and Rawandl, Rahat. For an evaluation of the imprints, see below, 
chapter II, notes 63-66 (Muhadarat) and 199-200 {Rahat).
20. The phrase geography o f  knowledge is used by Burke, Social History. 55.
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questions. The first concerns the problem of literary genre: Which criteria determine 
whether a composite source is an anthology or an encyclopedia? The second addresses 
their epistemological context: Which composite sources represent Arabic letters (a d a b ), 
and which also qualify as belles-lettres, understood as entertaining, and occasionally 
fictional, literature?21 Unfortunately, there is no research on the emergence and 
development of the various genres of secular and sacred literature, surveying the 
interaction between texts and society in diachronic and synchronic perspectives.22 Nor is 
there a debate about the methodology and theory indispensable for the task of writing this 
history.23
21. For adab as synonym of education ( n a id e ia ), see: Rosenthal, Knowledge Triumphant'. 200 and 284. 
For adab as synonym o f Humanism, see: Makdisi, Rise o f  Humanism: 110. For adab as a literary genre , 
see: “Mawsuc a”: 903. For adab as the term for general knowledge that can be distinguished from cilm as 
the term for specialized learning, often closely associated with religious knowledge and theology, see: Jan 
Geert van Gelder in Binkley, Pre-modern Encyclopaedic Texts: 244-245. For closely associating adab 
with rhetoric, see: Meisami, Persian Historiography: 289-294; for the assumption that adab was the 
solution to the intricate problems o f working out the chronology and the functional data in historiography, 
compare: Robinson, Historiography : 76. Because o f the use o f the term adab in twentieth-century Arabic, 
medieval works o f adab are still approached as the direct precursor o f entertaining literature, fiction, or 
belles-lettres; see, for example: Allen, Arabic Literary Heritage: 220-222. Translating adab as “Arabic 
letters” captures, in contrast, the range o f this medieval Islamic concept because the term letters 
encompasses prose as well as poetry, and cannot be restricted to rhetoric or fiction.
22. Jauss, Alteritat undModernitat: “Die Geschichtlichkeit der Literatur geht indes nicht in der Abfolge 
asthetisch-formaler Systeme und dem Wandel der Gattungshierarchien auf. Es genugt nicht, die 
diterarische Reihe> nur zur Sprache als der nachstliegenden <auBerliterarischen Reihe> in Beziehung zu 
setzen. Da literarische Gattungen ihren <Sitz im Leben> und damit gesellschaftliche Funktion haben, muB 
auch die literarische Evolution iiber das ihr eigene Verhaltnis von Diachronie und Synchronie hinaus durch 
ihre gesellschaftliche Funktion im allgemeinen ProzeB der Geschichte bestimmbar sein.” (356).
The current historiography o f medieval and premodem Arabic and Persian literatures is still dominated by 
the monumental bio-bibliographical surveys o f preserved texts that originated between the seventh and 
nineteenth centuries; the most important are GAL, GAS, Storey, and Storey-Bregel.
23. Koselleck, Vergangene Zukunft: “Streng genommen kann uns eine Quelle nie sagen, was wir sagen 
sollen. Wohl aber hindert sie uns, Aussagen zu machen, die wir nicht machen durfen. Die Quellen haben 
ein Vetorecht. ... Das, was eine Geschichte zur Geschichte macht, ist nie allein aus den Quellen ableitbar: 
es bedarf einer Theorie moglicher Geschichte, um Quellen uberhaupt erst zum Sprechen zu bringen.” (206); 
“So fuhrte die konsequente Aufklarung zu dem Postulat, daB die Geschichte in ihrer Komplexitat nur 
erkannt werden konne, wenn sich der Historiker von einer Theorie leiten lasse. Er muBte,..., die 
Geschichte aus einem Aggregat in ein System uberfuhren, um Quellen ordnen, befragen und zum Sprechen
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In the late 1960s, Franz Rosenthal equated adab with belles-lettres and 
entertainment, and classified monographs—defined as single-subject compilations—and 
anthologies as entertaining literature, but encyclopedias and mirrors-for-princes as 
educational literature.24 While he implied that monographs, anthologies, encyclopedias, 
and mirrors-for-princes were usually transmitted as the work of an identifiable 
individual,25 he utilized the criteria of authorial intention—entertainment versus 
education—and of comprehensive contents—encyclopedia defined as multi-subject 
compilation—to distinguish between anthologies and encyclopedias.26 But in the early 
1980s, after Seeger A. Bonbakker had reread the standard works by Use Lichtenstadter, 
Carlo-Alfonso Nallino, and Charles Pellat while working on the adab article for the 
Cambridge History o f Arabic Literature, he declared that adab cannot be restricted to 
belles-lettres and entertainment and comprises also general knowledge.27 It is remarkable 
that the broader definition of adab followed from Bonebakker’s efforts to claim the 
cUyun al-ahbar (The Best Stories) by cAbd Allah b. al-Qutaiba (died 889) as an adab
bringen zu konnen.” (280); and “Ebensowenig gibt es -  ohne theoretische Vorklarung -  eine rationale 
Begriindung dafur, welche Griinde uberhaupt zahlen.” (296).
24. Rosenthal, Knowledge Triumphant: 252-253 (belles-lettres) and 283 (educational literature).
25. For the famous exception o f the Rasa’il Ihwan al-safa’ (Letters by the Brethren o f Purity), a 
compilation o f hermetic texts assumed to be written by a group o f anonymous IsmaTlite scholars from 
tenth-century Basra, see: Marquet, “Ikhwan al-Safa’.”
Today we do not associate a contemporary encyclopedia with a single author; Mircea Eliade, for example, 
is the general editor o f the Encyclopedia o f  Religion.
26. The distinction between contents—more than one topic— and form— excerpts from other sources— is 
mixed up in this characterization o f medieval Arabic prose by Leder and Kilpatrick, “Classical Arabic 
Prose”: “Generally, though, a compilation has one or more subjects, divided where necessary, into separate 
sections.” (17).
27. Bonebakker, “Early Arabic Literature”: 390 and 414; compare his CHAL article “Adab”: 30.
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anthology, effectively taking this compilation as the literary model according to which he 
defined adab.2% This link between adab and Ibn Qutaibas’ cUym al-ahbar has influenced 
later studies of medieval Arabic compilations. In her dissertation on misers in medieval 
Arabic literature,29 Fedwa Malti-Douglas derived the organizational principles of 
anthologies from the cUyun al-ahbar?0 With regard to her understanding of anthologies, 
she followed Rosenthal as well as her academic advisor Bonebakker. She stated that 
“[e]ncyclopedism does not equal adab”3' because adab comprised a field of scholarly 
learning, the subjects of which were preserved in anthologies that meet standards of 
literary excellence.32 Her definition implies that everything goes in encyclopedias, but the 
contents of anthologies reflect a sense of academic and aesthetic discretion. In the late 
1990s, Stephanie B. Thomas took the same stance toward the cUym al-ahbar and 
anthologies in the dissertation about the Muhadarat. On the one hand, she compared 
Ragib’s compilation with the cUyun al-ahbar because this work is “commonly referred to 
as the archetypal ‘adab encyclopedia’ <sic>.”33 On the other hand, she argued that the
28. Rosenthal also discussed Ibn Qutaiba’s cUyun al-ahbar in detail, but he focused on how Ibn Qutaiba 
explicated concepts o f knowledge (cilm) in his anthology, and did not consider whether to classify the cUyun 
al-ahbar as entertainment or education; compare: Rosenthal, Knowledge Triumphant: 254-265.
29. UCLA 1977, published in 1985 under the title Structures o f  Avarice: The Bukhala’ in Medieval Arabic 
Literature.
30. Malti-Douglas, Structures: 11-14.
31. Malti-Douglas, Structures: 16 note 45, compare 12.
32. Malti-Douglas, Structures: “three aspects ... are significant... They are: 1) the notion o f ‘scholarship;’ 
2) the concept o f an anthology; and 3) the principle o f  selection on the basis of literary merit.” (11).
33. Thomas, “The Concept o f Muhadara”: 153; compare 17 and 237-238. The exemplary status o f the 
cUyun al-ahbar seems so well established that Thomas did not explain how Ibn Qutaiba’s compilation 
actually acquired this reputation. But she observed later that Ragib excerpted the 'Uyun al-ahbar for the 
Muhadarat: 201; compare SarisI, Al-Ragib al-lsfahanr. 151.
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Muhadarat is an anthology because an encyclopedia covers, according to our 
contemporary understanding, all in an objective manner without any concern for merit 
and quality.34
It is surprising that the terms anthology and encyclopedia prove so intractable 
when applied to Arabic literature. Although Malti-Douglas and Thomas firmly rejected 
the term encyclopedia, neither addressed the question of whether Arabic anthologies are 
works of prose or poetry.35 While Geert Jan van Gelder did not hesitate to call Ibn 
Qutaiba’s cUyun al-ahbar an “encyclopaedic anthology,”36 Hilary Kilpatrick shunned both 
terms in her study of the Kitab al-agm l{Book of Songs) by Abu al-Farag al-Isfahanl 
(897-967 or 972).37 The situation is further complicated by the absence of a technical 
terminology for compilations that did not belong to the curricula of legal and religious 
studies.38 The term muhtarat appeared already in the twelfth century in the titles of
34. Thomas, “The Concept o f Muhadara”: “its [i.e., encylcopedia’s] (modem) connotations o f neutrality, 
comprehensiveness and length” (5); and “‘Encyclopedia’ in the western tradition connotes 
comprehensiveness, but not necessarily the ’best o f the best’ theme typical o f adab collections.” (10-11); 
compare 11 note 22.
35. Malti-Douglas herself exclusively examined the prose anecdotes in her sources; for a critical 
consideration o f this decision, see: Fanjul, Review o f Structures: 130-131. The Muhadarat is, for example, 
considered a work o f medieval Arabic prose by Leder and Kilpatrick, “Classical Arabic Prose”: 17.
36. Geert Jan van Gelder in Binkley, Pre-modem Encyclopaedic Texts: 252.
37. The terms anthology and encyclopedia are not listed in the “Index o f Subjects and Terms” in: 
Kilpatrick, Making the Great Book o f  Songs: 433—435.
38. Collections o f  had it (stories about the prophet Muhammad), for example, are divided into musannaf 
(topical arrangement) and musnad (arrangement based on transmitters); compare Charles Pellat in “Mawsuc 
a”: “the idea o f an encyclopedia was not expressed in Classical Arabic,... Nevertheless, the absence o f a 
perfectly descriptive term... does not necessarily imply the non-existence of a tendency to encyclopaedic 
writing” (903).
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collections of Arabic poetry, and has today also the meaning anthology,39 Yet the term 
encyclopedia is in contemporary Arabic translated with the twentieth-century neologism 
maws if a.m
Persian anthologies, however, remain to be studied.41 As in Arabic, there is a 
variety of terms that cannot be clearly distinguished from each other, while in 
contemporary Persian the term anthology is translated with the twentieth-century 
neologism gulcm-i adabZ42 In his survey of Persian anthologies in the second edition of 
the Encyclopaedia o f Islam, J.T.P. de Bruijn observed that Persian anthologies can be 
works of prose as well as works of poetry.43 Since he did not consider anthologies a 
specific genre of Persian literature, he also regarded as anthologies commonplace books 
and scrapbooks compiled for personal use, as well as unique miscellanies of selected 
works made to order. Rawandl described the Rahat as magmff or magmife,44 and de
39. “Mukhtarat”: 526-528, where Andras Hamori defined an anthology as a collection o f poetry; compare: 
Wehr & Cowan: 309 s.v. muhtar.
40. “Mawsuca”: 903 and 907; compare: Wehr & Cowan: 1253.
41. “Mukhtarat”: 529; compare: Melikian-Chirvani, “Anthology”: 151-152.
42. “Mukhtarat”: 528-529; compare: Mu'in, 3: 3365 s.v. gulcln. No survey of medieval or contemporary 
Persian words for the term encyclopedia is provided by Z. Vesel’s survey o f “Persian writings o f an 
encyclopaedic character” in “Mawsuca”: 907-908.
43. “Mukhtarat”: 529.
44. Rawandl, Rahat: 44 lines 19 and 22; 58 line 10; and 67 line 7 (Rahat); 57 lines 3-4 (compilation of 
poetry); and 58 line 11 (compilation o f prose and poetry); compare its metaphorical uses: 40 lines 2-3 
(human character); and 51 lines 16-17 (comprehensive knowledge). In the following I translate the terms 
magmff and magmffe as compilation; see below, chapter III, notes 137, 168,176, and 204; and chapter IV, 
note 84.
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Bruijn and Assadullah Souren Melikian-Chirvani translated these terms as anthology.45
I. c. Encyclopedias in western and non-western literatures
In contrast, the European history of the terms anthology and encyclopedia, which are both 
Greek neologisms from the late fifteenth century, is well researched.46 Nondescript titles 
of compilations were the rule in Antiquity and the Latin Middle Ages, and the terms 
encyclopedia and anthology were not coined before the end of the fifteenth century. 
Humanists used encyclopedia retrospectively for Greek and Latin works that offered a 
comprehensive survey of a single subject or a complete curriculum. Only at the 
beginning of the sixteenth century did encyclopedia, commonplace book, and 
florilegium—a Latin loanword that is a literal translation of the neologism 
avGoAoyiov—appear in the titles of compilations, modeled on the masterworks of 
Antiquity. There are three areas of contemporary research on encyclopedias: western 
encyclopedias since the eighteenth century, western encyclopedias from Antiquity to the 
eighteenth century, and research on non-western encyclopedias.
The mother of all modem western encyclopedias is L ’Encyclopedie, ou 
dictionnaire raisonne des arts, des sciences et des metiers (1751-1780) by Denis Diderot 
(1713-1784) and Jean Le Rond d’Alembert (1717-1783). This monumental alphabetical
45. “Mukhtarat”: “most often a volume o f prose texts by more than one author” (528); and Melikian- 
Chirvani, “A n th o lo g y “assembled [texts]” (152).
46. Grubmuller, “Florilegium”: 606; and Meier, “Enzyklopadie”: 451; compare: Rigg, “Anthologies;” and 
Rigg, “Commonplace Books.” For a summary o f the current debate on the first use o f  the term 
encyclopedia, as well as the bibliographical references to the standard works, see: Robert L. Fowler in 
Binkley, Pre-modern Encyclopaedic Texts: 27-29. In medieval studies, scholars use the term florilegium  
instead o f the term anthology, see, for example: Rouse and Rouse, Authentic Witnesses: 5-7.
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lexicon embodied the educational project of the Enlightenment, advancing the spread of 
science and rationality through western Europe. The work established the literary genre 
of the modem encyclopedia, and research on western encyclopedias can be divided into 
research on encyclopedias before and after L ’Encyclopedic. Whereas studies of the work 
by Diderot and d’Alembert and their various successors contribute to the debate of how 
the Enlightenment influenced and shaped specific western concepts of modernity and 
humanism, studies of encyclopedias that belong to the premodem western tradition, 
comprising works in Greek, Latin, and the European vernaculars from Antiquity to the 
beginning of the eighteenth century, provide arguments for the discussion of how to 
understand the rise of western Europe since the eleventh century. For the exploration of 
premodem encyclopedias is informed by assumptions about continuities and breaks 
within the course of Europe’s intellectual history from Athens in the fifth century BCE to 
Paris in the eighteenth century CE. This scholarship grew from research on education and 
the transmission of knowledge in Antiquity and the Middle Ages.47 Its focus reflects the 
influence of cultural history and anthropology on classics and medieval studies, so that 
the range of the prestigious classical canon of historiography, philosophy, and fiction has 
been widened to accommodate research on non-fiction as well as other written sources. 
Since premodem encyclopedias belong to various literary genres, the term encyclopedia
47. For a survey o f twentieth-century research on medieval encyclopedias in both Latin and west-European 
vernaculars, see: Meier, “Grundzuge”: 468-471 and 492-494; and Meier, “Enzyklopadie”: 452-453. In the 
Dictionary o f  the Middle Ages, encyclopedias are lumped together with dictionaries and divided into three 
groups; see: “Encyclopedias and Dictionaries”: 442^146 (Arabic and Persian); 446—447 (Byzantine); and 
447—450 (European). Their authors perceived both dictionaries and encyclopedias as handbooks and 
reference works, and neither discussed questions o f etymology, word history, or literary genre.
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cannot refer to the literary genre of premodem encyclopedias, and instead denotes a 
paradigm reflecting the contents and the intended uses of written compilations.48
The focus on explaining the unquestionable leadership of the western world with 
regard to science, technology, and economics since the nineteenth century is also the 
backdrop for research on non-westem encyclopedias conducted by western scholars. The 
study of a non-westem civilization offers the opportunity to explore the intellectual 
differences between our mind-set and theirs.49 The approaches range from identification 
with an exotic, though essentially similar, civilization to the rejection of an alien, thus 
inferior, civilization, but the invisible heart of the matter is always the self-image of our 
western civilization.50 Although the hermeneutic problem of how to mediate between a 
non-westem and western civilization is common to all research on non-westem literatures 
conducted by western scholars, the methodological challenge of how to determine the 
relevance of research on western encyclopedias for the examination of non-westem 
encyclopedias is usually ignored. On the one hand, the unquestioned assumption that 
independent research on non-westem literatures can be conducted with a western 
terminology leads, for example, to the above analyzed impasse of whether Arabic
48. Catherine Rubincam in Binkley, Pre-modern Encyclopaedic Texts: “encyclopaedic literature as a 
paradigm, in which texts can participate, rather than a prescriptively defined genre” (127).
49. Fuhrmann, Bildung: “Es gab allerdings in der Philosophischen Fakultat Zonen, die nicht unbedingt zum 
Kanon der Allgemeinbildung gehorten: die Facher, die einzig der Forschung dienten, die nicht auch 
kunftige Lehrer heranzuziehen hatten. Dieser Bereich des Exzentrischen nahm wahrend der zweiten Halfte 
des 19. Jahrhunderts deutlich zu: Um den Kern kristallisierten sich Spezialitaten zumal fur die 
altorientalischen und aufiereuropaischen Kulturen,” (79).
50. Rosaldo, “From the Door o f His Tent”: “Implicit in the Annales program is a notion, analogous to the 
ethnographer’s term social structure,. . . ,  that enables the historian to assert that his subjects resemble him 
because o f demonstrable structural continuities that endure over a long timespan (longue duree).” (82).
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anthologies are encyclopedias. On the other hand, the equally unquestioned assumption 
of an essential incomparability between western and any non-westem civilization is used 
to reject research on western literatures as being inapplicable for the study of non-westem 
literatures.51 But this attitude disregards that both non-westem and premodem western 
encyclopedias share two characteristics: They are compilations of non-fictional texts 
designed for educational purposes, yet their pragmatic uses are not bound to the 
conventions of a specific literary genre. Unlike western encyclopedias that were derived 
from the model of L ’Encyclopedie, the term encyclopedia can only identify a paradigm, 
and not a literary genre, if applied to premodem and non-westem encyclopedias.
I. d. Analyzing composite sources
The Muhadarat and the Rahat are unwieldy works because they consist of a multitude of 
excerpts from a variety of secular and sacred sources. The state of research on Middle- 
Eastern anthologies and encyclopedias indicates the absence of a heuristic terminology to 
identify and examine these complex composite sources from different perspectives. I 
therefore propose to distinguish between form (compilation and miscellany), literary 
genre (anthology), paradigm (encyclopedia), and use (textbook). It is particularly 
important to consider form and paradigm separately because this differentiation reveals
51. With regard to research on Persian historiography, Julie Scott Meisami and Sholeh Quinn are 
representative o f this attitude; see: Meisami, “History as Literature”: 18; and Quinn, Historical Writing: 23. 
With regard to research on Chinese encyclopedias, see: Kaderas, Leishu: “das Begriffskonzept der 
‘encyclopaedia’, das in der Renaissance entstanden ist, [konnotiert] zweifelsfrei einen innerlich ‘kreisartig’ 
zusammengehorigen Kanon von Wissenschaften der aries. Das Wort kann daher eben nicht undifferenziert 
auf andere Werke iibertragen werden, die aus Kulturtraditionen stammen, deren Wissensordnungen mit 
vollig anderen Komponenten als denen der artes liberales konstitutiert werden.” (41—42).
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the logical faults of the syllogism that, because all encyclopedias are compilations and 
most premodem works are compilations, most premodem works are encyclopedias.52
With regard to their form, the Muhadarat and the Rahat are compilations. 
Rawandl’s compilation can be more specifically described as miscellany, organized in 
three thematic parts with three distinct groups of sources. With regard to their literary 
genre, the Muhadarat is an anthology, surveying the tradition of literary Arabic in verse 
and prose. Since the negation of a characteristic does not contribute to the definition of 
literary genre, there is little heuristic value in interpreting the unique Rahat as a highly 
original exception to a certain literary genre that in turn can only be grasped in the 
consequent violation of all its conventions.53 With regard to their paradigm, the 
Muhadarat and the Rahat are single-subject encyclopedias. Ragib’s anthology covers a 
multitude of topics to survey the tradition of literary Arabic. Rawandl’s miscellany 
contains a selection of texts about justice, politics, and courtly etiquette to commemorate 
the Great Seljuq sultanate in western Iran. But the two works are nevertheless 
encyclopedias because both subjects are treated comprehensively.54 With regard to their 
use, the Muhadarat and the Rahat are textbooks. They were designed to foster the
52. Robert L. Fowler in Binkley, Pre-modem Encyclopaedic Texts'. 22 note 50.
53. To which degree the patronage o f Islamic courts encouraged the composition o f unique compilations 
that were not bound to genre conventions has not yet been researched; see J.T. P. de Bruijn’s remark about 
“private volumes” in “Muhtarat”: 529.
54. For the concept o f a single-subject encyclopedia, defined as the comprehensive treatment o f a single 
subject, see: Robert L. Fowler in Binkley, Pre-modem Encyclopaedic Texts: “the following works and 
topics are relevant to the theme o f pre-modem encyclopedic works: works commonly called encyclopedias, 
such as those o f Pliny and Vincent o f Beauvais, which anticipate in form the modem encyclopedia; 
comprehensive treatments o f a single subject that imitate the broader encyclopedia; more generally, works 
that bear some essential relation to the omne scibile; and the omne scibile itself, both its conception and the 
methods used to capture it.” (14); compare 7-10 and 23-26.
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education of their readers, though both authors employed different didactic strategies.
The Arabic anthology is prescriptive, and the Persian miscellany descriptive. For the 
mastery of literary Arabic is to a greater extent rule-bound than the evaluation of political 
decisions.
The term textbook denotes in contemporary American English “a book used in 
schools or colleges for the formal study of a subject.”55 Although medieval Middle- 
Eastern compilations have at first glance nothing in common with mass-market textbooks 
for twenty-first-century students, employing textbook as a heuristic term has the 
advantage of highlighting the educational purpose of the Muhadarat and the Rahat. At 
the current state of research it is almost impossible to overstate the pragmatic uses of 
these works. In Arabic and Persian studies alike, compilations are still evaluated 
according to the Romantic criterion of artistic originality or the historicist criterion of 
objective witness. The standard criticism that compilations are lacking in originality 
becomes a moot point if compilations of non-fictional texts written for educational 
purposes are approached as textbooks, inasmuch as textbooks are, by definition, not 
designed as original, creative writing about any given subject. In the Structure o f  
Scientific Revolutions, Thomas S. Kuhn introduced the heuristic distinction between 
textbooks that initiate students to a certain field of knowledge, acquainting them with the 
fundamentals of a certain discipline, on the one hand and original research that
55. American Heritage Dictionary. 4th ed.: 1790.
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contributes to this field of knowledge on the other hand.56 Since Kuhn observed that the 
emergence of textbooks is secondary to the formation of a scientific paradigm, the 
heuristic distinction allowed him to demonstrate that a concept of science derived from 
science textbooks is necessarily different from one based on the history of scientific 
research. But employing textbook as a heuristic term has the additional advantage of 
emphasizing that the Muhadarat and the Rahat were written for specific audiences. 
Compilations also originated as personal notebooks of excerpts.57 Keeping a 
commonplace book was a widely used learning device because the note-taking 
documented, and hence supported, the student’s systematic reading for his studies. 
Conversely, commonplace books, unlike anthologies, were not compiled with the 
intention to be perused by another person. Commonplaces, however, were occasionally 
used to organize the contents of compilations,58 and anthologies and commonplace books 
can appear as indistinguishable from each other, unless their different audiences are taken 
into consideration.
In the eleventh and twelfth centuries, when Ragib and Rawandl composed the 
Muhadarat and the Rahat in western Iran, learned men, intellectuals, and scientists had 
been exchanging ideas across the Islamic world (umma) for over four centuries.
56. Kuhn, Structure: “the textbooks from which each new scientific generation learns to practice its trade. 
Inevitably, however, the aim o f such books is persuasive and pedagogic; a concept o f  science drawn from 
them is no more likely to fit the enterprise that produced them than an image o f a national culture drawn 
from a tourist brochure or a language text. This essay attempts to show that we have been misled by them 
in fundamental ways. Its aim is a sketch o f the quite different concept o f science that can emerge from the 
historical record o f the research activity itself.” (1).
57. For a reflection on the compilation o f his personal commonplace book, see: Baker, “Narrow Ruled.”
58. Burke, Social History: 95 and 181.
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Scholarly communities and research networks, as well as textbooks and the 
accompanying methods of how to instruct the next generation, were fully developed. 
Ragib and Rawandl did not invent new literary genres, yet the contents of the Muhadarat 
and the Rahat illustrate how they utilized well-established conventions of transmitting 
knowledge to compile an anthology of literary Arabic and a miscellany about the Great 
Seljuq sultanate. The arrangement of their contents is thus the most original aspect of 
these textbooks, conceived as single-subject encyclopedias.59
I. e. Contextualizing textbooks
In the following I analyze the Muhadarat and the Rahat with regard to their circulation, 
their reception, and the arrangement of their contents. Despite the wealth of Islamic 
manuscripts, there is no contemporary external evidence to double-check information 
about Ragib and Rawandl that was gleaned from the text of the compilations, 
biographical dictionaries, book catalogues, and references to either the authors or their
59. Christel Meier in Keller, Pragmatische Schriftlichkeit: “Die Geschichte der Enzyklopadie nicht nur des 
Mittelalters ist eine Geschichte ihrer Reorganisationen. Das gilt fur diese Gattung in strikterem Sinn als fur 
andere, da Stofforganisation hier essentiell, das heiBt die eigentliche Werkschopfung ist.”(158). For Meier, 
however, medieval western encyclopedias form a literary genre {Gattung).
For the compilation o f diverse material as an intellectual achievement, compare Lewis, Studies: 
“Characteristically, medieval man ... was an organizer, a codifier, a man o f system. His ideal could be not 
unfairly summed up in the old housewifely maxim ‘A place for everything and everything in its (right) 
place’. ... the tranquil, indefatigable, exultant energy o f a passionately logical mind ordering a huge mass 
of heterogeneous details into unity. They desire unity and proportion, all the classical virtues, just as keenly 
as the Greeks did. But they have a greater and more varied collections o f things to fit in. And they delight 
to do it. ... It is out o f this that the medieval picture o f the universe evolved: a chance collection of 
materials, an inability to say 'Bosh', a temper systematic to the point o f morbidity, great mental powers, 
unwearied patience, and a robust delight in their work. All these factors led them to produce the greatest, 
most complex, specimen o f syncretism or harmonization which, perhaps, the world has ever known. They 
tidied up the universe.” (44—45).
In Arabic studies, the necessity of analyzing the arrangement o f the contents of anthologies has been argued 
by Malti-Douglas, Structures: 14; Leder and Kilpatrick, “Classical Arabic Prose”: 15-18; and Thomas, 
“Concept o f Muhadara": 19-20.
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compilations in other works. Although a heavy reliance on unverifiable data is rather 
normal with regard to research on medieval Islamic societies, this lack of external 
evidence remains problematic from a methodological point of view. The validity of 
assumptions that are exclusively based on internal evidence is difficult to challenge, 
whereas the scarcity of external evidence inevitably increases the amount of conjectures 
necessary to first develop the assumptions and then reach the conclusions. I cannot 
change the given limitations of my sources, but I juxtapose the direct codicological 
evidence of manuscripts and imprints with the indirect evidence of their reception in 
other written sources whenever possible. It is the physical existence of the manuscripts 
and imprints of the Muhadarat and the Rahat that proves the historical reality of these 
textbooks and raises the question of how Middle-Eastern audiences used them over the 
centuries.
I conduct this analysis in three steps. In the second chapter, I explore the 
socioeconomic context of the Muhadarat and the Rahat. The circulation of manuscripts 
and imprints provides a diachronic perspective on the transmission of knowledge in 
Islamic societies between the eleventh and twentieth centuries. Their distinctive histories 
of reception document that over time these textbooks moved from western Iran to 
Istanbul, though they were popular with different audiences. In the third chapter, I sift the 
biographical data for Ragib and Rawandl to complement the diachronic perspective with 
the synchronic perspective on the seats of knowledge in western Iran before the Mongol 
conquest. The authors’ official biographies suggest that a non-elite book market and 
demand for private education and tutoring allowed learned men, who otherwise did not
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distinguish themselves among their contemporaries, to make a living independent of the 
patronage of city elites or ruling dynasties. In the fourth chapter, I focus on the 
compilations to analyze the relationship between the organization of their contents and 
their educational goals. While the reliance on written texts for the transmission of 
knowledge is indisputable evidence for the importance of literacy with regard to 
education, Ragib and Rawandl paid tribute also to oral practices. In the Muhadarat the 
references to conversation and debate allude to the concept of a umma, in which all 
Muslims communicate with each other in Arabic. In the Rahat, the ceremonies of the 
Rum Seljuq court are reflected in the invocations on behalf of its dediccatee Kai Husrau 
and in the poems adduced as evidence for Great Seljuq politics. I conclude this study in 
the fifth chapter with a reflection on the significance of these textbooks for the 
intellectual history of Islamic societies.
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II Circulation and uses of textbooks: Quality and quantity
To resume the fundamental principle o f Gadamer’s hermeneutics, there is more truth in the later efficacy of 
a text, in the series o f  its subsequent readings, than in its supposedly ‘original’ meaning.
Slavoj Zizek, The Sublime Object o f  Ideology
In medieval Islamic societies, the gap between a work’s documented history of reception 
and an almost completely undocumented author to whom the work has been ascribed is 
fairly common. The poetic oeuvres ascribed to Imru’ al-Qais (sixth century) and Rudakl 
(died c.940), for example, are not supplemented with any external historical evidence for 
their lives. Moreover, the sources that are available for eleventh- and twelfth-century 
Arabic and Persian literatures usually do not comprise autobiographical texts, such as 
diaries, letters, or sketch books, from which glimpses of an author’s intention and 
personality could be gleaned. But such evidence is also rarely available for western 
authors. Most often the works ascribed to an author are the only evidence of his, 
sometimes her, existence. The reception of a work can be traced indirectly through its 
transmission and indicates how audiences utilized it, so that the evidence of its 
transmission documents its circulation and use. Reception and transmission are 
interrelated historical processes that in turn reflect changes and continuities in reading 
practices and episteme, sinon a work that is no longer useful for audiences often falls 
from grace within the canon of transmitted, and thereby preserved, texts. Even though an 
analysis of a work’s reception cannot substitute for authorial intention, such an analysis is 
constructed from data preserved in manuscripts, imprints, biographical dictionaries and
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book catalogues, as well as other written sources, and thus based on evidence and not on 
conjecture.1
The discussion of the reception of the Muhadarat and the Rahat combines two 
different perspectives: a diachronic overview of a thousand years of circulation and a 
detailed examination of evidence for their uses.2 Three groups of evidence document the 
reception: manuscripts and imprints of the Muhadarat and the Rahat, entries in 
biographical dictionaries and book catalogues, and references to the Muhadarat and the 
Rahat in other works. Manuscripts and imprints are the products of different 
technologies with different socioeconomic frameworks that determine who has access to 
books and how the accessible books can be used.3 Manuscripts and imprints are not only 
texts that can be read. The traditional focus on written texts as the most important means 
of recording and transmitting knowledge makes it easy to overlook that books themselves
1. “Eine Literaturgeschichte des Mittelalters, in der so getan wiirde, als besaBen wir die alten Texte, so wie 
wir Goethes Texte besitzen, wiirde ihre Aufgabe verfehlen. Mittelalterliche Literatur ist nur durch die 
Uberlieferungsgeschichte zuganglich. Erhalten sind nicht die Werke selbst, sondem nur die Abschriften 
davon... Die Erwartung der positivistischen Mittelalterphilologie, mit den Mitteln der Textkritik den 
Wortlaut der Originate wiedergewinnen zu konnen, hat sich in vielen Fallen nicht erfullt. Fiir eine Autor- 
und Werk-bezogene Literaturgeschichte ist das bedauerlich. Nicht selten bedeutet der 
Uberlieferungsbefund eine Einschrankung oder Verunsicherung des Wissens iiber den mittelalterlichen Text 
und sein Werk. ... Viel wichtiger ist jedoch den Gewinn zu sehen, den die Literaturgeschichte aus den 
Uberlieferungsverhaltnissen ziehen kann. Wenn mittelalterliche Literatur nur iiber die Uberlieferung 
zuganglich ist, muC sie auch so beschrieben werden.” (Bumke, Literatur als Aufgabe: 38-39).
2. “The correct posture o f the historian is the one that allows him or her the utmost freedom to move from a 
microscopic to a macroscopic dimension, and vice versa -  to combine long shots and close-ups as in a 
m ovie,... (A close-up can be used to reveal what is hidden from view in the long shot, but so can a long 
shot disclose what is invisible in the close-up.) ... The general is not the goal, the final point o f  destination, 
because in the case o f history it is not true that a higher level o f abstraction and generality involves a better 
grasp o f reality. Historical generalizations do not preempt the epistemological value o f a full immersion in 
the configurations o f particulars.” (Gianna Pomata in Medick and Trepp, Geschlechtergeschichte und 
Allgemeine Geschichte: 115-116).
3. For a recent glimpse o f the ongoing debate about the consequences o f the introduction o f the printing 
press in western Europe, see: Grafton and others, “How Revolutionary was the Print Revolution.”
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are commodities, and thus physical objects of social practice—comparable, for example, 
to beakers and dishes. Approaching books as commodities reveals the wealth of 
socioeconomic data that are documented by books aside from the texts recorded on their 
pages. Colophons and copyright statements can contain information about who made a 
book, when, and for whom. Owners and booksellers can mark their property with 
inscriptions, seals, ex-libris, and prices. Readers scribble on flyleafs, between the lines, 
and on the margins. Such codicological evidence documents the socioeconomic context 
of manuscripts and printed books, whereas entries in biographical dictionaries and book 
catalogues offer the opportunity to compare the traces of use and circulation, as 
documented through manuscripts and books, with the perception of the very same works 
and their authors by men who compiled structured surveys about authoritative scholars in 
a given field and descriptive catalogues of known and extant works. The available 
evidence of transmission indicates two distinct histories of reception for the Muhadarat 
and the Rahat. Ragib is the author of acclaimed lexicographical and philosophical works 
and his Muhadarat was studied between Tehran and Istanbul during a time span of 
thousand years. In contrast, the Rahat was only preserved in a single manuscript, and 
Rawandl appears as an obscure calligrapher and theologian.
II. a. The many manuscripts of the Muhadarat
Manuscripts of Ragib’s anthology have circulated in Islamic societies since the twelfth 
century. The total number of manuscripts is difficult to gauge, since the number of 
preserved manuscripts is not necessarily directly proportional to the number of
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manuscripts produced between the tenth and nineteenth centuries. In general, small, 
cheap manuscripts were more easily damaged by wear and tear and hence less likely to 
survive than larger, more luxurious copies, whose greater material value was in itself 
already an incentive to protect and preserve them.4 Today the work is considered rare.5 
No copy is held in any North American collection. West-European collections in 
London, Leiden, Paris, Berlin, Halle (Saale) and Vienna own a total of twelve Arabic 
manuscripts. Two of them are dated fragments from the twelfth century, and the one in 
London is the oldest preserved manuscript of the Muhadarat.6
Table 1. Arabic manuscripts of the Muhadarat in west-European libraries. 
Dated complete codex
18 October 1754 London, British Library, MS arab. Add. 7305.
Dated fragments
6 February 1129 
April/May 1200
July 1639
London, British Library, MS arab. Add. 18,529.
Berlin, Staatsbibliothek -  Stiftung PreuBischer Kulturbesitz, 
Orientabteilung, MS arab. Wetzstein I I 1175.
Berlin, Staatsbibliothek -  Stiftung PreuBischer Kulturbesitz, 
Orientabteilung, MS arab. Wetzstein I I424.
4. For considerations o f how a book’s size and material value influenced the chances o f survival in 
fifteenth- and sixteenth-century Britain, compare: Kristian Jensen in Hellinga and Trapp, History o f  the 
B o o t  354-356.
5. Email by Dr. Amoud J.M. Vrolijk, Assistant Curator at the Legatum Wamerianum in the Leiden 
University Library, 5 February 2001. Compare what Joseph von Hammer (1774-1856) experienced at the 
beginning of the nineteenth century: “Wiewohl ich mir alle Miihe gegeben habe, aus Konstantinopel ein 
vollstandiges, correctes und schon geschriebenen Exemplar dieses auf keiner europaischen Bibliothek, aber 
wohl auf denen Konstantinopels, befindlichen oft als trefflich geriihmten Werkes zu erhalten, so ist mein 
Wunsch doch nur in Betreff der schonen Schrift vollkommen erfullet worden.” (Tacalibl, Muhtasarat: VI).
6. For codicological descriptions o f the manuscripts, see: Berlin -  Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, 7: 329-333 s.v. 
8346-8350; Halle (Saale) -  Wehr, Verzeichnis: 42 s.v. 116; Leiden -  De Goeje and Houtsma, Catalogus 
codicum Arabicorum: 276-277 s.v. CCCCLXIV; London -  Cureton and Rieu. Catalogus codicum 
manuscriptorum orientalium: 333-334 s.v. DCCXXVII, and 439 s.v. MXCIV; and Vienna -  Flugel, 
Handschriften, 1: 332 s.v. 360, and 341-343 s.v. 369-370; compare: Duda, Islamische Handschriften, 1: 
283 and 291.
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Undated complete codices
Vienna, Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek, MS arab. A.F. 144-145.
Vienna, Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek, MS arab. N.F. 51.
Undated fragments
Berlin, Staatsbibliothek -  Stiftung PreuBischer Kulturbesitz, Orientabteilung, MS arab. 
Petermann 105.
Berlin, Staatsbibliothek -  Stiftung PreuBischer Kulturbesitz, Orientabteilung, MS arab. 
Sprenger 1218.
Berlin, Staatsbibliothek -  Stiftung PreuBischer Kulturbesitz, Orientabteilung, MS arab. 
Wetzstein I I423.
Halle, Universitats- und Landesbibliothek Sachsen-Anhalt -  Bibliothek der DMG, MS 
arab. 116.
Vienna, Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek, MS arab. Mixt. 37.
Undated excerpt
Leiden, University Library -  Legatum Wamerianum, MS arab. Or. 178 (1).
There are thirty-two Arabic and three Persian manuscripts of Ragib’s anthology in 
collections outside western Europe.7 Carl Brockelmann (1868-1956) did not list a 
manuscript in the former Soviet Union,8 India or North Africa, but he knew of twenty- 
four Arabic manuscripts of the Muhadarat in Cairo, Damascus, Istanbul and Meshed.9
7. One o f those thirty-two manuscripts is not listed by Brockelmann or Mugahid: Istanbul, Suleymaniye 
Kutuphanesi, MS arab. Yeni Cami 1004. Compare: Yini gam f: 53 s.v. 1004.
8. In the 1920s Helmut Ritter found a manuscript with an Adab al-satrang (Etiquette o f Chess) ascribed to 
Ragib in the library of the University o f Kazan: Ritter, “Philologika I”: 94; compare: DahabI, Siyar, 18: 121 
note 1; and Ragib, Nawadir: xiii note 29. Brockelmann, however, included this reference only in his Ragib 
article for the first edition o f the Encyclopedia o f  Islam: Brockelmann, “al-Raghib al-Isfahanl”: 1186. This 
work could be an excerpt or a fragment o f a larger work, such as the Magma' al-balaga (Academy of  
Rhetoric) mid Muhadarat. There are no further references to an Adab al-satrang ascribed to Ragib in 
biographical dictionaries, book catalogues, or scholarship.
9. GAL 1: 289, and GAL S 1: 506; compare: Brockelmann, “al-Raghib al-Isfahanf”: 1186. For the 
catalogues, see: Cairo -  Fihris al-kutub al-arabiya: 334 and 345; Damascus -  Sigill galil: 86 s.v. 5-8; 
Istanbul -  Daftar-i kutubhane-yi Aya; suftya: 253 s.v. 4254-4258; Daftar-i kutubhane-yi Salim Aga: 84 s.v. 
987; Kuprlizade Muhammad Pasa: 89 s.v. 1371-1380; §e§en, Catalogue, 2: 98-102 s.v. 1371-1380; and 
Meshed -  Fihrist-i Kitabhane-yi mubarake 3: part 15, 38 s.v. 108; compare: Fikrat, Fihrist-i alifba’1 : 499 
s.v. Muhadarat. I am greatly indebted to Dr. Amoud J.M. Vrolijk for his generously providing me with 
copi es o f  the relevant pages from the Damascus catalogue.
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Ahmad Mugahid found another seven Arabic manuscripts in libraries in Meshed, Tabriz, 
Tehran and Yazd,10 as well as three Persian manuscripts of an abridged translation of the 
Muhadarat by Muhammad Salih b. Muhammad Baqir Qazwml (died after 1705) in 
Meshed and Tehran.11 Among the thirty-two Arabic manuscripts are fourteen fragments 
in Cairo, Istanbul, Meshed, Tabriz, Tehran, and Yazd,12 and four abridgments in Cairo, 
Damascus, Istanbul, and Meshed,13 but only five complete codices in Istanbul, Tabriz, and
10. Ragib, Nawadir, xviii. Mugahid lists a total o f  ten manuscripts. But the third is a microfilm o f the 
twelfth-century fragment in the British Library (MS arab. Add. 18,529), the fifth is a fragment—Meshed, 
Kitabhane-yi markazl-yi Astan-i quds-i radawi, MS arab. 4403—  that was already known to Brockelmann 
(GAL S 1: 506), and the tenth—Tehran, Kitabhane-yi Madrase-yi cAlI-yi mutahhari, MS arab.
315— Mugahid assumes stolen. For six of the remaining seven manuscripts, see these catalogues: Meshed -  
Fikrat, Fihrist-i alifba’I: 499 s.v. Muhadarat; Tabriz -  YunusI, Fihrist, 1: 1243-1244 s.v. 2559; Tehran -  
cAbd al-cAz!z, Fihrist: 178-179 s.v. 144; Danispazuh and Munzawl, Fihrist, 8: 489 s.v. 1884; and 9: 1259 
s.v. 2492; and Yazd -  Turaihi, Fihris: 245. As regards the seventh manuscript—Tehran, Kitabhane-yi 
Madrase-yi cAli-yi mutahhari, MS arab. 3265— I was unable to obtain a manuscript catalogue that also 
covered the Muhadarat manuscripts. The most recent manuscript catalogue for this collection is Munzawi, 
Fihrist', compare: Hadi Sharifi in Roper, World Survey, 1: 526—528. Sharif describes this work as a three- 
volume catalogue, covering the complete collection, even though it is presented as the continuation o f an 
earlier two-volume catalogue by Ibn Yusuf SIrazI, published in 1939. Munzawi organized this work as a 
title catalogue in alphabetical order, but unfortunately only the first two volumes, covering the letters a lif  to 
dal, are owned by the libraries o f UC Berkeley and UCLA and hence available through Interlibrary Loan.
11. Ragib, Nawadir. xxv. For the fragment—Tehnan, Kitabhane-yi Maglis-i sura-yi island, MS pers.
308— see: Brockelmann, “al-Raghib al-Isfahani”: 1186. For the other two manuscripts, see these 
catalogues: Meshed -  Fihrist-i Kitabhane-yi mubarake 3: section 15, 4 s.v. 11; compare: Fikrat, Fihrist-i 
alifba’I: 499 s.v. Muhadarat; and Tehran- Danispazuh and Munzawi, Fihrist, 13: 3452-3454 s.v. 4503.
12. Cairo, Dar al-kutub al-misriya, MS arab. adab 275-276; Istanbul, Koprulii Kutiiphanesi, MS arab. Fazil 
Ahmet Pa§a 1372-1373 and 1375-1380; Meshed, Kitabhane-yi markazl-yi Astan-i quds-i radawi, MS arab. 
4403; Tehran, Kitabhane-yi Madrase-yi cAlI-yi Mutahhari, MS arab. 3265; Tehran, Kitabhane-yi markazl-yi 
Danisgah-i Tihran, MS arab. 2492; and Yazd, Kitabhane-yi Wazlri, MS arab. 14,700.
13. Cairo, Dar al-kutub al-misriya, MS arab. adab muhtasar 97; Damascus, Dar al-kutub al-zahiriya, MS 
arab. adablyat cAbd Allah Bey; Istanbul, Koprulii Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Fazil Ahmet Pa§a 1374; and 
Meshed, Kitabhane-yi markazl-yi Astan-i quds-i radawi, MS arab. 4990. The manuscript in Cairo is the 
copy o f an abridgment compiled by Suyuti. Katip Qelebi did not mention Suyuti’s abridgment, though he 
knew o f an al-Muhadarat wa-l-muhawarat by Suyuti: Haggi Hallfa, K asf al-zunun 5: 415. For the claim 
that this work is Suyutl’s abridgment o f the Muhadarat, compare: SarisI, Al-Ragib al-Isfahanl: 87. For the 
reference to an eighteenth-century Cairene probate record, in which a Husn al-muhadara by Suyuti is listed 
among the books owned by a miller, compare: Hanna, Praise o f  Books: 100. But see also the nineteenth- 
and twentieth-century catalogues: Cairo -  Fihris al-kutub al-arabiya: 345; Damascus -  Si f i l l  galil: 86 s.v. 
8; Istanbul -  §e§en, Catalogue, 2: 100 s.v. 1374; and Meshed -  Fikrat, Fihrist-i alifba’I : 499 s.v. 
Muhadarat; compare: Ragib, Nawadir: xviii s.v. 9.
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Tehran.14 Ten of the seventeen manuscripts in Istanbul were described in the 1986 
catalogue of the Koprulii Library in Istanbul.15 Unfortunately, the available information 
for the remaining nine manuscripts in Damascus and Istanbul does not specify whether 
those are complete codices, fragments, or abridgments. In addition, no manuscripts has 
been identified as the abridgment by the obscure Mahmud b. Muhammad b. al-Auram, 
whose muhtasar seems only to have been known to Katip Qelebi (1609-1657).16 The 
absence of any other trace for both author and abridgment is unusual because so many 
scholars excerpted Katip Qelebi’s catalogue o f Arabic literature. Finally, there is no 
recent confirmation—with the exception of the manuscript catalogue of the Koprulii 
Library in Istanbul and Mugahid’s research in Iranian libraries—of which Arabic 
manuscripts in collections in Cairo, Damascus, and Istanbul are still extant. Salah al-DIn 
al-Nahi, cUmar cAbd al-Rahman al-SarisI, and cUmar al-Tabbac recently published studies 
on Ragib and edited his works, but no one explicitly mentioned, and hence corroborated, 
that previously catalogued Arabic Muhadarat manuscripts are still extant.17
14. Istanbul, Haci Selim Aga Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. 987; Istanbul, Kopriilii Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Fazil 
Ahmet Pa§a 1371 (1); Tabriz, Kitabhane-yi mill!, MS arab. 2559; Tehran, Kitabhane-yi markazl-yi 
Danisgah-i Tihran, MS arab. 1884; and Tehran, Kitabhane-yi cumuml-yi macarif, MS arab. adabiyat 144.
15. Istanbul, Koprulii Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Fazil Ahmet Pa§a 1371-1380; and §e§en, Catalogue, 2:
98-102 s.v. 1371-1380.
16. HaggI Hallfa, K asf al-zunun: “li-Mahmud b, Muhammad b. al-Auram <sic> muhtasarun murattabun 
cala talatin wa-cisrina maqalatan auwalu-hu al-hamdu auwalan wa-ahiran li-l-auwali wa-l-ahiri ila ahiri-tu” 
An abridgment that is arranged in twenty-three maqalas was written by Mahmud b, Muhammad b. al- 
Auram. Its beginning is: At the beginning and the end, the praise is fo r  the first and the last..., and so forth 
(5: 414—415); for the variant readings o f Flugel’s al-Auram as al-Arwam and al-Ardam, compare: HaggI 
Hallfa, Ke$f-el-zunun, 2: col. 1609 note 2. Since neither author nor abridgment are mentioned in modem 
standard bibliographies and catalogues, it is important that Katip Celebi quoted the abridgment’s incipit, 
indicating that he had actually seen a copy o f the work.
17. Nahl, Hawalid: 62; SarisI, Al-Ragib al-Isfahanr. 288; and Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Tabbac, 1:12.
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Table 2. Arabic and Persian manuscripts of the Muhadarat 
in collections outside western Europe.
Four complete dated Arabic codices
16 Oct. 1391 Istanbul, Koprulii Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Fazil Ahmet Pa§a 1371 (1).
8 July 1658 Tehran, Kitabhane-yi markazl-yi Danisgah-i Tihran, MS arab. 1884.
1860 Tabriz, Kitabhane-yi milll, MS arab. 2559.
June/July 1868 Tehran, Kitabhane-yi Timuml-yi macarif, MS arab. adabiyat 144.
One complete undated Arabic codex
Istanbul, Haci Selim Aga Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. 987.
Eight dated Arabic fragments
June 1183 Istanbul, Koprulii Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Fazil Ahmet Pa§a 1378.
17 Oct. 1388 Istanbul, Kopriilii Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Fazil Ahmet Pa§a 1380.
1398 Istanbul, Kopriilii Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Fazil Ahmet Pa§a 1379.
June 1510 Istanbul, Kopriilii Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Fazil Ahmet Pa§a 1375.
1660 Tehran, Kitabhane-yi Madrase-yi cAlI-yi Mutahhari, MS arab. 3265.
1703 Meshed, Kitabhane-yi markazl-yi Astan-i quds-i radawi, MS arab. 4403.
16 Oct. 1712 Cairo, Dar al-kutub al-misriya, MS arab. adab 276.
2 May 1855 Cairo, Dar al-kutub al-misriya, MS arab. adab 275.
Six undated Arabic fragments
Istanbul, Koprulii Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Fazil Ahmet Pa§a 1372.
Istanbul, Koprulii Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Fazil Ahmet Pa§a 1373.
Istanbul, Kopriilii Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Fazil Ahmet Pa§a 1376.
Istanbul, Kopriilii Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Fazil Ahmet Pa§a 1377.
Tehran, Kitabhane-yi markazl-yi Danisgah-i Tihran, MS arab. 2492.
Yazd, Kitabhane-yi Wazlri, MS arab. 14,700.
Two dated Arabic abridgments
14 April 1627 Cairo, Dar al-kutub al-misriya, MS arab. adab muhtasar 97.
1834 Meshed, Kitabhane-yi markazl-yi Astan-i quds-i radawi, MS arab. 4990.
Two undated Arabic abridgments
Damascus, Dar al-kutub al-zahiriya, MS arab. adabiyat cAbd Allah Bey.
Istanbul, Koprulii Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Fazil Ahmet Pa§a 1374.
Nine Arabic manuscripts of whose precise contents is unknown
Damascus, Dar al-kutub al-zahiriya, MS arab. adabiyat Muradlya.
Damascus, Dar al-kutub al-zahiriya, MS arab. adabiyat Hayyatln 1.
Damascus, Dar al-kutub al-zahiriya, MS arab. adabiyat Hayyatln 2.
Istanbul, Siileymaniye Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Ayasofya 4254.
Istanbul, Siileymaniye Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Ayasofya 4255.
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Istanbul, Siileymaniye Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Ayasofya 4256.
Istanbul, Siileymaniye Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Ayasofya 4257.
Istanbul, Siileymaniye Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Ayasofya 4258.
Istanbul, Siileymaniye Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Yeni Cami 1004.
Undated codex of the abridged Persian translation
Tehran, Kitabhane-yi Maglis-i sura-yi islaml, MS pers. 308.
Two undated fragments of the abridged Persian translation
Meshed, Kitabhane-yi markazl-yi Astan-i quds-i radawi, MS pers. 4306.
Tehran, Kitabhane-yi markazl-yi Danisgah-i Tihran, MS pers. 4503.
Fourteen of those thirty-five Arabic and Persian manuscripts are dated between 
1183 and 1868. In addition, the catalogues contain details that provide a terminus ad 
quem for another nine among the remaining twenty-one undated manuscripts. The ten 
Arabic manuscripts in the Kopriilii Library in Istanbul belonged to a waqf of the grand 
vizier Kopriilii Mehmet Pa§a (c. 1578-1661), while the Kopriilii Library itself was 
established by his elder son, the grand vizier Kopruluzade Fazil Ahmet Pa§a 
(1635-1676), after the father’s death.18 Six of those ten manuscripts are undated, though 
two of them can be approximately dated because of dated ownership statements.19 For the 
other four manuscripts a cut-off date is established through the foundation of the library.20 
The Arabic manuscript in the Yeni Cami in Istanbul was part of a waqf of the Ottoman
18. Istanbul, Kopriilii Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Fazil Ahmet Pa§a 1371-1380; compare: Kuprilizade 
Muhammad Pasa\ 89 s.v. 1371-1380, and 247. For the Kopriilii Library, see: Gokbilgin and 
Trepp,“Kopriilii”: 261.
19. Istanbul, Koprulii Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Fazil Ahmet Pa§a 1373 and 1377; and §e§en, Catalogue, 2:
99-100 s.v. 1373, and 101 s.v. 1377.
20. Istanbul, Kopriilii Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Fazil Ahmet Pa§a 1372 and 1374-76; and §e§en, Catalogue, 
2: 99 s.v. 1372, and 100-101 s.v. 1374-1376.
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sultan Ahmed III (ruled 1703-1730).21 Based on the sultan’s date of death the manuscript 
was probably copied before 1730. Two manuscripts in Meshed—the dated fragment of 
the Muhadarat and its undated Persian translation—belonged to a waqf that in 1732 was 
established by Nadir Sah Afsar (1688-1747), who, in 1736, seized power from the last 
Safavid shah.22 These two manuscripts were copied before the establishment of the waqf 
because they must have been extant to be included in the waqf.
Of the total of forty-seven manuscripts, I have examined nine Arabic manuscripts 
in London, Berlin, Halle (Saale) and Leiden23 and obtained photocopies of the two Arabic 
manuscripts in the library of Tehran University.24 These eleven manuscripts of the 
Muhadarat are all modest, not very attractive copies. All codices are of a medium size, 
neither small nor large.25 The largest is the complete dated codex from the eighteenth
21. Istanbul, Siileymaniye Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Yeni Cami 1004; and YinTgamf: 53 s.v. 1004, and 103. 
For the Yeni Cami, which had been built by the sultan’s grandmother Turhan Hatice Sultan and in whose 
tomb Ahmed III is buried, see: Peirce, The Imperial Harem: 206-208.
22. Meshed, Kitabhane-yi markazl-yi Astan-i quds-i radawi, MS arab. 4403; Meshed, Kitabhane-yi 
markazl-yi Astan-i quds-i radawi, MS pers. 4306; compare: Fihrist-i Kitabhane-yi mubarake 3: part 15, 4 
s.v. 11, and 38 s.v. 108. For Nadir Sah’s interest in the shrine o f the eighth imam despite his official 
Sunnite agenda, see: “Astan-e qods-e razawF’: 831; Perry, “Afsharids”: 587; and Perry, “Nadir Shah 
Afshar”: 855.
23. Berlin, Staatsbibliothek -  Stiftung PreuBischer Kulturbesitz, Orientabteilung, MS arab. Pet. 105;
Berlin, Staatsbibliothek -  Stiftung PreuBischer Kulturbesitz, Orientabteilung, MS arab. Spr. 1218; Berlin, 
Staatsbibliothek -  Stiftung PreuBischer Kulturbesitz, Orientabteilung, MS arab. We. II423-424; Berlin, 
Staatsbibliothek -  Stiftung PreuBischer Kulturbesitz, Orientabteilung, MS arab. We. I I 1175; Halle (Saale), 
Universitats- und Landesbibliothek Sachsen-Anhalt -  Deutsche Morgenlandische Gesellschaft, MS arab.
116; Leiden, University Library -  Legatum Wamerianum, MS arab. Or. 178 (1); London, British Library, 
MS arab. Add. 7305; and London, British Library, MS arab. Add. 18,529.
24. Tehran, Kitabhane-yi markazl-yi Danisgah-i Tihran, MS arab. 1884; and Tehran, Kitabhane-yi 
markazl-yi Danisgah-i Tihran, MS arab. 2492. I owe many thanks to Vlad Atanasiu for helping me to 
procure these photocopies.
25. For the exact measurements o f the eleven manuscripts, as well as all other codicological details that are 
discussed in this context, see the physical descriptions in the catalogues quoted above, note 6.
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century, whose size is comparable to a folio format.26 It is noteworthy, however, that the 
two fragments from the twelfth century have a very similar square format, which, together 
with their other similarities regarding paper, script and layout, suggests that they were 
produced within the same regional bookmaking tradition.27 All copies were written on 
rough, unpolished papers. The text shows only simple, functional illumination, usually 
limited to the rubrication or overlining of the chapter and section headings and the 
keywords. The manuscripts are also not distinguished by valuable bindings. None of the 
original bindings, if they ever existed, have been preserved, and the present bindings are 
either recent European bindings or simple Islamic bindings that were at an unknown time 
fitted to the codices. The low value of these manuscripts is further reflected in their 
colophons, ownership statements, ex-libris, and seal impressions.28 Only the colophon of 
an eighteenth-century codex in London identifies the asl,29 and just a scribal note in the 
complete seventeenth-century codex in Tehran mentions the patron.30 Conversely, there
26. London, British Library, MS arab. Add. 7305.
27. London, British Library, MS arab. Add. 18,529; and Berlin, Staatsbibliothek -  Stiftung PreuBischer 
Kulturbesitz, Orientabteilung, MS arab. We. II 1175.
28. For the consideration that silence with regard to sources and patrons might indicate a lower value and a 
lesser authority attached to a book, see: Lotte Hellinga in Hellinga and Trapp, History o f  the Book. 84 and 
86 .
29. London, British Library, MS arab. Add. 7305; compare: Cureton and Rieu, Catalogus codicum 
manuscriptorum orientalium: 333-334 s.v. DCCXXVII. The scribe Sulaiman b. al-Saiyid Dawud b.
Haidar b. Ahmad b. Mahmud al-Husainl al-Mazyadi described the manuscript from which he worked: “Wa- 
qad naqala can nushatin suratan ta’rihu-ha ihda wa-tisTn wa-hamsami’a dat hatt gably wa-rasm gair gaily 
wa-min al-wahm gair hally” He wrote the copy from a manuscript whose date was the higra year 591 [i.e., 
1195 CE] and which had an untrained writing and letters without clear shapes and was not free o f  errors 
(fol.401v).
30. Tehran, Kitabhane-yi markazl-yi Danisgah-i Tihran, MS arab. 1884; compare: Danispazuh and 
Munzawi, Fihrist 8: 489. The one-volume manuscript has neither foliation nor pagination, but I did not add 
a foliation because the photocopy is unbound and out o f  order. The colophon at the end o f the eleventh
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are no references to proud owners who inscribed their names or marked their copies with 
their seals. The absence of a patron’s names in the colophons corresponds to the 
observation that in the introduction Ragib does not mention a concrete reason—such as 
the name of a patron or a specific event—for composing the work.31 The author’s silence 
is striking because the Arab-Islamic conventions of introducing a work offer the author 
the opportunity to state his intent, to make his pitch.32 Moreover, the complementary 
poetic traditions of madh and higa’ indicate that identifying a man by his name was an 
accepted practice.33 Understatement was not considered fashionable. Finally, the 
sequence of the Muhadarat’s twenty-five chapters is visually preserved in ten of the 
eleven manuscripts. The exception is the undated manuscript in Leiden, which is a
chapter is dated 8 July 1658 and is followed by a scribal note on the folio verso. The manuscript seems to 
have been planned as two volumes because the first and second part were written by different hands and the 
second part opens with its own title page: “al-hadd al-tanl casara min al-Muhadarat.” The scribe o f the first 
part, cAbd al-Latlf b. Muhammad b. Muhammad b. Tarif changed for colophon and note from an Ottoman 
rtash to igazl. His additional note states that the manuscript had been ordered—“culliqa had a al-kitab al- 
mubarak bi-rasm”—by Ahmad Efendi Bustanzade who served as judge in Constantine and Damascus—  
“al-qadl bi-madlnat al-Qustantlnlya al-mahrusa sabiqan wa-yauma’idin bi-madlnat Dimasq al-sam al- 
mahmlya.”
31. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Beirut: “wa-bacdu saiyidu-na— cammara Allah bi-makanihl marabi0 al-karam 
wa-magamic al-nicam—uhibbu an ahtara la-hu mimma sannaftu min nukat al-ahbar.” Now our master—may 
God grant him at his station spring abodes o f  generosity and junctions o f  blessings—wanted that I  choose 
fo r  him from that which I  have compiled from the wisecracks among stories (1:7). For the assumption that 
Nukat al-ahbar is a lost compilation, compare: Thomas, “Concept o f Muhadara”: 159 note 17. The 
Muhadarat’& introduction does not contain any other allusion to a historical person or a specific social 
context and thus the oblique reference appears as a topos. Compare also the four dedication phrases 
without an identified patron, which were gleaned from other works ascribed to Ragib: SarisI, Al-Ragib al- 
Isfahanr. 36.
32. For the premodem Arab-Islamic topoi o f introductions, see: Freimark, “Mukaddima”: 495; compare: 
Serikoff, “TahmTds.”
33. For the thesis that Ragib consciously veiled his patron, see: Fliigel, Handschriften: “ein Haupt- und 
Musterwerk dieser Gattung, welches der Verfasser auf das Verlangen seines Sajjid, den er nicht nennt,... 
verfasste.” (1: 341 s.v. 369). For the interpretation that Ragib’s reticence was an expression o f modesty, 
compare: Madelung, “Ar-Ragib al-Isfahanl”: 156.
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miscellany of two works: the Arabic Muhadarat and the Persian mirror for princes Tuhfat 
al-muluk (Gift of Kings).34 The conventions of introduction and colophon are stripped 
down to their absolute minimum: the formulae basmala and tamma as well as very short 
passages in the praise of God, i.e., hamdala,35 The person who compiled this miscellany 
through excerpting the two works seems to have produced a copy, solely for personal use, 
because the visual means of page layout—such as different scripts and rubrication or 
overlining—that customarily organize the diverse contents in the other manuscripts are 
conspicuously absent from this copy.36
II. b. Imprints and critical editions
The Muhadarat has been in print since the nineteenth century in both the Middle East and
34. Leiden, University Library -  Legatum Wamerianum, MS arab. Or. 178 (1). A terminus ad quem is 
given through the manuscript’s provenance because Jacob Gool (1596 1667) acquired this copy in 
commission for Leiden University: Voorhoeve, Handlist: XV, XVII and 224. Unfortunately, Leiden’s 
catalogues do not record where Gool, who had worked in Morocco, as well as in Istanbul and Aleppo, 
purchased the manuscript: Schmidt, Catalogue: 1.
35. Leiden, University Library -  Legatum Wamerianum, MS arab. Or. 178 (1): “Bi-sm Allah al-rahman al- 
rahlm. min Allah astafinu fi kull amr. fa-inna Allah li-l-da°T naglb.” In the name o f God the merciful the 
compasionate. I  ask God fo r  help with everything. God is noble fo r  a reason, (fol.lv); “wa-l-hamd -li-llah 
rabb al-calamain. tamma.” Praise be to God, the Lord o f  both worlds. (The book) has come to an end. 
(fol.l59r). The transition from the hamdala to the work’s subject matter—this transition is usually 
introduced with amma bacdu, and the like— is not marked at all. For a short survey o f formulae in the 
colophon, compare: Deroche, Manuel: 339-341.
36. For another manuscript without chapter headings, see: Istanbul, Kopriilii Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Fazil 
Ahmet Pa§a 1380; compare: §e§en, Catalogue, 2: 102 s.v. 1380. For a manuscript that the scribe explicitly 
identifies as a personal copy (li-nafsi-hi), see: Istanbul, Kopriilii Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Fazil Ahmet Pa§a 
1379; compare: §e§en, Catalogue, 2: 102 s.v. 1379. For the practice o f studying a text through copying it 
as a whole or in excerpts, see: Messick, Calligraphic State: 90 and 116-118. That in sixteenth-century 
England university students copied by hand the texts which they could not afford to buy as printed books is 
discussed by David N. Bell in Hellinga and Trapp, History o f  the Book: 210, 220-221, and 233-234; for the 
very different situation in the fifteenth century with regard to the need for textbooks, compare in the same 
volume the observations by Elisabeth Leedham-Green: 330-33land 334. But manuscripts, primarily 
written for personal use, could also be rough drafts or lecture notes; for rough drafts, see: Gacek, Arabic 
Manuscript Tradition: 73 s.v. sawad; and Ayman Fu’ad Sayyid in Dutton, Codicology: 93-101; for lecture 
notes, see: Schoeler, “Kitab al-cAin”: 27-28; and compare: Kristian Jensen in Hellinga and Trapp, History 
o f  the Book: 355.
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Europe. In the Middle East, commercial printing only spread in the nineteenth century, 
whereas the rise of Oriental studies, which accompanied in Europe the establishment of 
Vergleichende Sprachwissenschaft as an independent academic discipline, led at the 
beginning of the nineteenth century to a dramatic increase of scholarly editions of texts in 
Oriental languages. A total of eight different editions, published between 1829 and 1999, 
are documented in catalogues and quoted in scholarship whenever the Muhadarat is 
mentioned. But the available data do not allow conclusions about the numbers of books 
actually printed. Research in the fields of printing history and historical bibliography for 
Middle-Eastern and North-African societies in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, as 
well as research on the history of European imprints in Oriental languages, is still in its 
infancy.37 Consequently, the conventions through which presses distinguished a 
successive printing from a new edition, as well as the criteria of differently priced copies, 
remain yet to be studied, and so cannot yield conclusive data for the issue at hand.
Table 3. Imprints of the Muhadarat.
Critical edition of the incomplete Arabic text accompanied with a translation
1829 Vienna, ed. Gustav Flugel
The complete Arabic text 
1870 n.p., ed. Muhammad al-Samalutl 
1908 Cairo, ed. Ibrahim b. Hasan al-Faiyuml 
1961 Beirut
1999 Beirut, ed. cUmar al-Tabba°
37. Albin, “Arabic Printing”: 114; and Geoffrey Roper in Atiyeh, Boot. 224. For a summary o f the history 
of printed books in Egypt, see: George N. Atiyeh in Atiyeh, Book: 243-249. There is also no specialized 
bibliography o f European imprints in Arabic, Persian, or Ottoman, providing detailed publication 
information; emails by Joel B. Silver, Curator o f Books at the Lilly Library, Bloomington, Indiana, 10 and 
11 August 2004.
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Arabic abridgments
1902 Cairo, ed. Ibrahim Zaidan 
1960 Cairo, ed. Anwar al-Gundi
Critical edition of the abridged Persian translation
1993 Tehran, ed. Ahmad Mugahid
In the Middle East, the first imprint of Ragib’s anthology appeared in Egypt 
during the rule of IsmaTl (1863-1879), which was characterized by an expansion of book 
publishing in the private sector.38 The complete text of the Muhadarat was published in 
two volumes on behalf of the Ganflyat al-macarif al-misriya (Egyptian Society of 
Education) at the end of July 1870.39 Founded in 1868, the 6amciyat al-macarif al- 
misriya was a learned society that played a significant role in the publication of important 
works of medieval Arabic literature.40 In accordance with this revivalist agenda, the 
edition represents visually a continuation of the Islamic manuscript tradition in print.41 In 
accordance with the Ottoman conventions, each volume has a discrete table of 
contents—-fihrist—that precedes the title page and is separately paginated.42 Both 
volumes are paginated with Arabic numerals, to which the printer also added the 
customary catchword—raqqas—on the left comer of each folio verso, even though the
38. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. SamalutI.
39. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. SamalutI, 1: 450, and 2: 428.
40. Brugman, Introduction'. 27.
41. Endress, “Handschriftenkunde”: 295-296.
42. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. SamalutI:, 1: ii-iv, and 2: ii-iv. For the term fihrist, see: Gacek, Arabic 
Manuscript Tradition'. I l l  s.v. fihris, fihrist. These two separate tables o f contents appear as superfluous 
because a survey o f all twenty-five chapters and their sections concludes the introduction: Ragib, 
Muhadarat, ed. SamalutI, 1: 3-5.
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pagination renders catchwords superfluous. Both catchwords and pagination are devices 
for insuring that pages and quires will be bound in order.43 Although the use of 
catchwords predates the use of foliation or pagination, as early as the seventeenth century 
there appeared Ottoman manuscripts in which texts were organized through both 
catchwords and pagination.44 The two title pages of the first Muhadarat imprint do not 
name the editor, printing house, or date of publication, but both volumes end with 
colophons that contain these data.45 Nor does title page and colophon identify the place 
of publication.46 Illuminated headpieces, framed chapter headings and frames of the text 
block follow the aesthetics of manuscript pages.47 Furthermore, the Muhadarat is 
combined with the Dail tamarat al-auraq flal-muhadarat (Supplement to the Fruits of 
the Pages about Conversations) by Abu Bakr b. CA1I b Higga al-HamawI (1366-1434).48 
The presentation of a supplement to another work on the margins is also a traditional 
practice of organizing texts in Islamic manuscripts.
43. For the term raqqas, see: Gacek, Arabic Manuscript Tradition: 57 s.v. raqqas.
44. As an example o f a North-African Ottoman manuscript that contains both a preceding, paginated table 
o f contents, which has replaced the traditional survey o f contents in the introduction, and a continuous 
pagination, which is added to the traditional catchwords, see the seventeenth-century abridgment of 
Buhari’s Sahlh: Bloomington, Indiana, Lilly Library, MS arab. Allen 16.
45. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. SamalutI, 1: 1 and 449—450 , and 2: 1 and 428.
46. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. SamalutI, 1: 450, and 2: 428. The place o f publication could be Alexandria, 
Bulaq or Cairo. The edition was printed by Ibrahim al-Muwailihl (died 1906), the father o f the important 
neo-classical author Muhammad al-Muwailihl (1858-1930); see: Brugman, Introduction: 69. Ibrahim al- 
Muwailihl was a journalist as well as a publisher, and in 1869, shortly before the publication o f the 
Muhadarat, he established the weekly newspaper Nuzhat al-afkar (Entertainment o f  Thoughts).
47. For the illuminated headpieces, see: Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. SamalutI, 1: 2, and 2: 2.
48. GAL 2: 16, and GAL S 2: 8-9.
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In the first decade of the twentieth century, two editions of the Muhadarat were 
issued in Cairo. The complete text of the anthology was published in 1908.49 This two- 
volume edition represents a transitional stage between manuscript and print. On the one 
hand, the preceding table of contents, page layout and colophons belong to the Ottoman 
manuscript tradition.50 On the other hand, the catchwords have disappeared and only the 
pagination has remained. Moreover, the two title pages name the printing house and 
booksellers.51 Aside from a bookseller close to the Azhar, the honorifics and titles of the 
men who collaborated on this edition—the editor Ibrahim b. al-Saih Hasan al-Faiyumi, 
the publisher Hadrat al-Saiyid Husain Efendi Saraf and the bookseller Hadrat al-Saih 
Saiyid Musa Sarif—suggest that this edition was prepared by Muslim modernists, whose 
publishing efforts aimed at the preservation of so-called classical Arabic, understood as 
the Arabic of the Koran.52 According to Brockelmann, the editions of 1870 and 1908 
were issued in three impressions. The 1870 edition was also printed in 1867 and 1888, 
while the 1908 edition was previously printed in 1893 and 1906.53 Unfortunately, there is
49. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Faiyumi.
50. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Faiyumi, 1: i—ii, and 2: i-ii (tables o f contents); and 1: 347, and 2: 325 
(colophons).
51. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Faiyumi, 1:1, and 2: 1. For this edition, the printer was not also the bookseller. 
The printing house— al-Matbcfa al-amira al-sarafiya— was under the direction o f Hadrat al-Saiyid Husain 
Efendi Saraf, while the work was sold in the bookstore o f Hadrat al-Saih Saiyid Musa Sarif as well as in a 
shop close to the Azhar.
52. Brugman, Introduction: 27.
53. Brockelmann, “al-Raghib al-Isfahanl”: 1186; Ragib, Nawadir: xvii; compare: SarisI, Al-Ragib al- 
Isfahanr. 87 note 6 and 288. Although neither Brockelmann nor Mugahid give any further reference to 
support this information, both claim that Samalutl’s edition was first printed in 1867. In contrast, SarisI 
does not distinguish between new editions and reprints, and even supplies for each date o f publication the 
name o f another publisher, while he only quotes from the 1961 edition, and does not include the six early 
imprints in his bibliography. For 1870 as the year o f publication o f Samalutl’s edition, compare: 
Gildemeister, “Ettsealibi”: 171.
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no evidence to confirm Brockelmann’s data because the colophons of available copies 
give only 1870 and 1908 as years of publication.54 In addition to these two imprints of the 
full text, a slim one-volume extract of the first thirteen chapters was published in 1902.55 
Ragib’s introduction is visibly separated from the following text and marked with its own 
heading: “Muqaddimat al-mu’allif.”56 The table of contents now follows the text, as is 
customary in French books.57 This edition was published by the bookstore Maktabat al- 
hilal, which had been founded by the Greek-Orthodox Lebanese author Gurgl (Georges) 
Zaidan (1861-1914) in 1894.58 Therefore, the title page gives the year of publication only 
according to the Christian calendar.59 The rationale of layout and organization is to 
present the purged and shortened anthology in a packaging that has the feel of books 
printed in contemporary France.60 The volume ends with a full-page price-list of another 
seventeen books—dictionaries, textbooks for the learners of Arabic, and collections of
54. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. SamalutI: “wa-kana tamamu-hu ft awa’il Gumada ula sanat 1287” Its 
completion was at the beginning o f  (jumada ula in the higra year 1287 [i.e., the end o f  July 1870 CE] (2: 
428); and Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Faiyumi: “wa-qad kana al-tamamu awa’il Ragab al-haram cam 1326 min 
higratin” The completion was at the beginning o f  Ragab al-haram in the year 1326 after the higra [i.e., the 
end o f  July 1908 CE] (2: 325).
55. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Zaidan. The abridgment counts only twelve chapters, because Zaidan 
completely deleted the tenth chapter about foods and ended the anthology with the chapter about love, 
which is usually the thirteenth chapter.
56. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Zaidan: 2-3.
57. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Zaidan: 303-304.
58. George N. Atiyeh in Atiyeh, Book. 247; see also p.246 for the practice that in Egyptian publishing 
since the 1870s the bookstores were also the publishers. For GurgI (Georges) Zaidan, see: Brugman, 
Introduction'. 218-224.
59. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Zaidan: 1. Already in the 1880s books printed in Egypt could show both the 
Muslim and Christian year on the title page. See, for example, the four volumes o f CA1I Mubarak’s cAlam 
al-Dm  that bear on the four title pages the hi fra  year 1299 as well as 1881 CE.
60. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Zaidan: “Hadaba-hu wa-htasara-hu Ibrahim Zaidan” (1).
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Arabic poetry and literature—also available from the Maktabat al-hilalfr This 
abridgment of the Muhadarat has stayed in print throughout the twentieth century.62
A new edition of the complete Muhadarat was published 1961 in Beirut.63 This 
imprint in four volumes presented the anthology in a modem edition. Consequently, the 
edition has been repeatedly reprinted in Egypt and Lebanon, and its version of Ragib’s 
anthology has become the edition that is commonly cited in scholarship,64 although the 
Lebanese publishing house Dar maktabat al-hayat does not identify sources or editors in 
the short preface to the first volume.65 Moreover, the impression of an up-to-date, and 
allegedly more reliable, edition is the result of a modem layout, and thus is technically 
just an optical illusion. An annotation that appears in unchanged form in the three 
editions of 1870, 1908, and 1961 suggests that the 1870 edition was actually the basis for 
the later editions of the anthology’s complete text.66 Shortly before the Beirut reprint of
61. In the advertisement the editor Ibrahim Zaidan refers only to the bookstore and stresses its good 
services: “wa-ladai-ha [i.e., maktaba] qa’ima bi-asma’ al-kutub tursilu magganan li-man yatlubu-ha min 
mudlr al-maktaba” It has a catalogue that informs about book titles, free o f  charge fo r  whomever demands 
it from the bookseller ( Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Zaidan: 305).
62. See, for example, just the editions listed in OCLC: Beirut: Dar al-atar, 1980 (OCLC record 22884870); 
and Beirut: Dar al-gll, 1986 (OCLC record 22392069).
63. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Beirut.
64. See, for example: SarisI, Al-Ragib al-Isfahanr, Marzolph, Arabia ridens; and Thomas, “Concept of 
Muhadara”: 156. For the opinion that this is the best edition o f the Muhadarat, see: Ragib, Nawadir: xvii 
s.v. 8.
65. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Beirut, 1: 5; the preface is precisely titled: “Kalimat al-nasir.” In contrast, in the 
three Egyptian imprints, the editors were identified: Muhammad al-Samalutl prepared the 1870 edition 
(Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. SamalutI, 1: 450), Ibrahim Zaidan the 1902 abridgment (Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. 
Zaidan: 1), and Ibrahim b. al-Saih Hasan al-Faiyuml the 1908 edition (Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Faiyumi, 2: 
325).
66. This annotation concerns an anecdote about how sultans informed their boon companions that they had 
to leave. The anecdote contains a number o f Persian expressions that Muhammad cArif, wakil o f  the 
<jamcfyat al-ma'arif translated in the 1870 edition: “qala-hu Muhammad °Arif wakil GamTyat al-macarif ’ 
(Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. SamalutI, 1: 121). Muhammad cA rif s note appears completely unchanged in the 
later editions: Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Faiyumi, 1: 94; and Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Beirut, 1: 192. Regarding
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the complete work, a new abridgment by Anwar al-6undi appeared in Cairo. This rare 
version of the Muhadarat is not listed in any western bibliography or database and only 
SarisI referred to it.67 In 1999, the most recent edition of the Muhadarat was published in 
Beirut. Its editor, cUmar al-Tabbac, presents the text of the 1908 edition with annotations, 
but he did not consult any manuscripts and does not identify the sources used in his 
explanatory footnotes.68 These observations indicate that twentieth-century editors and 
their publishing houses regarded the two early printed editions of Ragib’s anthology as 
authoritative versions. Printing appeared as the superior technique for the copying of 
manuscripts, and so the oldest available imprint became the source of newer ones.69 Such 
attitudes toward imprints and manuscripts, especially as long as printing and copying by 
hand were still fiercely competing with each other,70 are not a phenomenon limited to 
Islamic manuscript culture. Among fifteenth-century English printed books, imprints 
could attain the status of standard editions and then superseded the preceding, older 
manuscript tradition.71 This leads to the question of which manuscripts the editors had 
used for their editions—despite the separate problem of actually finding a Muhadarat 
manuscript in Egypt.
further evidence for the dependency between the three imprints, see below, chapter III, note 94.
67. Al-Muhtar min kitab muhadarat al-udaba‘li-l-Ragib, ed. Anwar al-Gundl, Cairo: Wizarat al-taqafa al- 
misriya, 1960 (SarisI, Al-Ragib al-Isfahanr. 198 note 1, and 292). I was unable to obtain a copy o f this 
abridgment, since there is no record for this edition in a western database.
68. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Tabba0, 1: 12.
69. For an example o f producing an ‘improved’ version o f a work through textual criticism o f its previous 
imprints, with no consideration whatsoever o f its extant manuscripts, see the printing history o f Ibn Hazm’s 
Tauq al-hamama: Witkam, “Stemma”: 90-91; compare: Muhsin Mahdi in Atiyeh, Book: 11 and 15 note 7.
70. For a survey o f this transitional epoch, see: Muhsin Mahdi in Atiyeh, Book: 1-15.
71. Lotte Hellinga in Hellinga and Trapp, History o f  the Book: 91.
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The Muhadarat is currently available in three different Arabic editions—the 
editions of 1961 and 1999 and the 1902 abridgment—in the Middle East, though none is 
a critical edition.72 The variety of non-academic imprints indicates that since the 1870s 
there has been sufficient demand from a general audience to keep the work in print. 
Conversely, the two critical editions of Ragib’s anthology were printed outside the Arab 
lands. In 1829, Gustav Fliigel (1802-1870) published the Muhtasarat min kitab mu 'nis 
al-wahld flal-muhadarat (Excerpts from the Book of the Companion to the Man Alone in 
Conversations).73 The text presents a critical edition of a Muhadarat fragment in 
Vienna’s National Library, accompanied with a German translation.74 Although Fliigel 
knew the Muhadarat, he did not recognize the edited text as a fragment of Ragib’s 
anthology and instead identified Abu Mansur °Abd al-Malik al-TacalibI (961-1038) as its
72. In this context ‘critical editing’ only implies that an editor produces a copy o f a text, aiming at 
constructing an author’s original work through examining the available sources. For a consideration o f the 
different approaches to critical editing in general, see: G. Thomas Tanselle in Greetham, Scholarly Editing'. 
9-32. For a surprisingly sanguine description o f the state o f affairs in the field o f Arabic studies, compare: 
M.G. Carter in Greetham, Scholarly Editing: 546-574.
73. Ta°alibl, Muhtasarat.
74. Vienna, Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek, MS arab. Mixt. 37; Fliigel, Handschriften, 1: 332 s.v. 360; 
compare: Tacalibl, Muhtasarat: XXVIII-XXIX; and Duda, Islamische Handschriften, 1: 291. For a review 
o f Flugel’s edition, see: Ewald, Review o f Muhtasarat.
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author.75 Fliigel’s edition was the first European imprint of an Arabic anthology.76 It 
belonged to the nineteenth-century enterprise in which European scholars published basic 
texts for the study of Arabic literature in western Europe.77 Nonetheless, Flugel’s edition 
was never reprinted. The other critical edition was prepared by Ahmad Mugahid and 
presents the text of Qazwml’s abridged Persian translation of the Muhadarat.78 This 
Persian abridgment was published 1993 in Tehran under the title Nawadir (Rarities).
II. c. The Muhadarat between Tehran and Istanbul
Dated manuscripts and imprints of the Muhadarat indicate that the anthology has been in
75. Joseph von Hammer purchased the manuscript in Istanbul: Tacalibl, Muhtasarat: V-VI and XXVIII. 
Ironically, Hammer did not recognize that the fragment belonged to the Muhadarat, though he knew 
Ragib’s work (VII). Fliigel even used the Muhadarat's contents to argue that Tacalibi’s work represents a 
similar type o f anthology (XII-XIII note 4). For the correct identification of contents and author, see: 
Gildemeister, “Ettsealibi;” compare: GAL 1: 340 s.v. 29.
Flugel’s mistake caused some confusion about a fragment in the Bibliotheque nationale— MS arab.
3304— that is ascribed to Tacalibl: Slane, Catalogue: 578-579 s.v. 3304; Vajda, Index general: 453 s.v. 
Muhadarat; and Vajda, “Une anthologie”: 212. Fliigel, however, had already mentioned that the two 
manuscripts were not related: Tacalibi, Muhtasarat: XXVIII.
76. Hammer wrote the preface to this edition, in which he described available editions and translations of 
the compilations o f  Arabic literature and poetry. Hammer distinguishes between chrestomathies, compiled 
by European Arabists, and original Arabic compilations, such as the text o f this edition: “An arabischen 
Anthologien hat es in Europa im letzten Jahrzehente Gottlob! nicht gefehlt; zwischen der arabischen... 
Chrestomathie des Freyh. S i l v e s t r e  d e  S a c  y... und zwischen der jungsten arabischen Anthologie 
Hm. P r o f .  K o s e g a r t e  n’s stehen die franzosischer und deutscher Professoren, die der Hm. H u m b 
ert ,  G r a n g e r e t  d e  l a  Gr  a n g e ,  R o s e n m i i l l e r  und O b e r l e i t n e r  mitten in. ... Die 
genannten Anthologien sowohl als die friiheren sind alle das Werk europaischer Auswahl und keine 
derselben ist in solcher Ordnung von einem Morgenlander ausgewahlt oder zusammengestellt worden. 
Uberhaupt hat man bisher in Europa von dem Geist und Wesen arabischer Bliithenlesen nur wenige Kunde 
gehabt, indem man auBer der poetischen, der H a m a s a (deren Herausgabe Hr. Prof. F r e y t a g  so 
eben gliicklich vollendet hat), von den prosaischen im Geiste der des S t o b a e u s  nach Materien 
geordneten bisher sehr wenig gewufit.” (Tacalibl, Muhtasarat: II—III).
77. Tacalibi, Muhtasarat.
In the OCLC record 31050510, there are eight copies listed in North America and two copies in Britain. 
Even though books like this scholarly edition tend to have a higher survival rate, they do not only survive in 
libraries. Still, it is unlikely that the edition size was larger than a couple o f hundred copies. For these 
considerations about Flugel’s edition I am very much indebted to Joel B. Silver, Curator o f Books at the 
Lilly Library, Bloomington, Indiana, emails from 10 August 2004.
78. Ragib, Nawadir.
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circulation, if  not always in use as a textbook of literary Arabic, since the first half of the 
twelfth century. But it is impossible to construe a stemma because the available data for 
the transmission of the Muhadarat are fragmentary. The interpretation of the available 
data hinges on how they are contextualized within the socioeconomic conditions and 
intellectual frameworks of different Islamic societies, from pre-Mongol Iran and the 
Ottoman empire to contemporary Egypt. Unfortunately, there is still little research about 
manuscript workshops, book trade and the formation of private and public collections, as 
well as the changes initiated by the large-scale introduction of printing in the nineteenth 
century.79 Only a blurred outline of the Muhadarat's circulation can be gleaned from 
those data.
Among the dated manuscripts of the Muhadarat there is the peculiar absence of 
dated manuscripts that originated between the thirteenth and sixteenth centuries.
Whereas the thirteenth-century gap can be explained with the political instabilities and 
economic problems that were caused by the Mongol conquest, the end of the Abbasid 
caliphate, and the expansion of the Seljuq sultanate into Anatolia, the fifteenth-century 
and sixteenth-century gaps can be filled with some of the undated manuscripts that are 
approximately dated as fifteenth-century copies.80
79. For research on the book in Islamic societies up to 1990, see Michael W. Albin’s selective 
bibliography in Atiyeh, Book: 273-281; and for research on the Arabic manuscript tradition up to 2000, see: 
Gacek, Arabic Manuscript Tradition: 179-269.
80. In the catalogues, the following three manuscripts are approximately dated in the fifteenth century: 
Berlin, Staatsbibliothek -  Stiftung PreuBischer Kulturbesitz, Orientabteilimg, MS arab. We. I I423; Berlin, 
Staatsbibliothek -  Stiftung PreuBischer Kulturbesitz, Orientabteilung, MS arab. Spr. 1218; and Istanbul, 
Koprulii Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Fazil Ahmet Pa§a 1376.
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Table 4. Dated manuscripts and imprints of the Muhadarat.
1129 London, British Library, MS arab. Add. 18,529.
1183 Istanbul, Koprulu Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Fazil Ahmet Pa§a 1378.
1200 Berlin, Staatsbibliothek -  Stiftung PreuBischer Kulturbesitz, Orientabteilung, MS 
arab. We. I I 1175.
G A P O F  M O R E  THAN A HUNDRED YEARS
1388 Istanbul, Koprulu Kutiiphanesi, MS arab. Fazil Ahmet Pa§a 1380.
1391 Istanbul, Koprulu Kutiiphanesi, MS arab. Fazil Ahmet Pa§a 1371 (1).
1398 Istanbul, Koprulu Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Fazil Ahmet Pa§a 1379.
G A P O F  M O R E  THAN A HUNDRED YEARS
1510 Istanbul, Kopriilii Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Fazil Ahmet Pa§a 1375.
G A P O F  M O R E  THAN A HUNDRED YEARS
1627 Cairo, Dar al-kutub al-misriya, MS arab. adab muhtasar 97.
1639 Berlin, Staatsbibliothek -  Stiftung PreuBischer Kulturbesitz, Orientabteilung, MS 
arab. We. I I424.
1658 Tehran, Kitabhane-yi markazl-yi Danisgah-i Tihran, MS arab. 1884.
1660 Tehran, Kitabhane-yi Madrase-yi cAH-yi Mutahhari, MS arab. 3265.
1703 Meshed, Kitabhane-yi markazl-yi Astan-i quds-i radawl, MS arab. 4403.
1712 Cairo, Dar al-kutub al-misriya, MS arab. adab 276.
1754 London, British Library, MS arab. Add. 7305.
1829 Vienna, ed. Gustav Fliigel
1834 Meshed, Kitabhane-yi markazl-yi Astan-i quds-i radawl, MS arab. 4990.
1855 Cairo, Dar al-kutub al-misriya, MS arab. adab 275.
1860 Tabriz, Kitabhane-yi milll, MS arab. 2559.
1868 Tehran, Kitabhane-yi cumuml-yi macarif, MS arab. adablyat 144.
1870 ed. Muhammad al-Samalutl
1902 Cairo, ed. Ibrahim Zaidan
1908 Cairo, ed. Ibrahim b. Hasan al-Faiyuml
1960 Cairo, ed. Anwar al-Gundl
1961 Beirut
1993 Tehran, ed. Ahmad Mugahid
1999 Beirut, ed. TJmar al-Tabbac
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The humble character of the examined Arabic manuscripts suggests that the 
Muhadarat was considered a practical textbook rather than a literary work suited to 
become a decorative coffee-table book. The most famous example of such a literary 
work is the eleventh-century Sahname (Book of Kings) by Abu al-Qasim al-FirdausI (died 
1020 or 1025), which, since the fourteenth century, was produced in very expensively 
illuminated and illustrated manuscripts, like the famous codex commissioned by the 
Safavid shah Tahmasb (ruled 1524-1576).81 Only valuable manuscripts were repaired or 
recycled, so that the small number of preserved Muhadarat manuscripts copied before 
1639 does not allow conclusions about the work’s circulation and popularity in the 
preceding centuries.82 Numerous identified abridgments document that Ragib’s 
anthology was so well-known that even shortened versions compiled by readers just for 
their own libraries were transmitted and preserved. The Muhadarat excerpts in the 
undated miscellany in Leiden are an example of this reception phenomenon.83 Otherwise, 
the printed Arabic abridgment from 190284 represents the continuation of the already 
well-established abridgment practice. Among the thirty-two Arabic manuscripts in 
Middle-Eastern libraries, four abridgments are held in collections in Cairo, Damascus, 
Istanbul and Meshed. The manuscripts in Damascus and Istanbul are undated,85 while the
81. For Firdausi’s date o f death, see: Khaleghi-Motlagh,“FerdowsI”: 513 and 517. For Tahmasb’s 
Sahname codex, see: Grabar, Miniatures: 67 and figs. 32 and 33; compare: Quinn, Historical Writing: 25.
82. With regard to the repair o f damaged manuscripts, see: Deroche, Manuel: 16, 76, 188, 212, and 215.
83. Leiden, University Library -  Legatum Wamerianum, MS arab. Or. 178 (1).
84. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Zaidan.
85. Damascus, Dar al-kutub al-zahiriya, MS arab. adablyat cAbd Allah Bey; and Istanbul, Kopriilii 
Kutiiphanesi, MS arab. Fazil Ahmet Pa§a 1374.
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Cairo manuscript is dated 1627 and the Meshed one 1834.86 Unfortunately, the 
catalogues do not indicate whether those manuscripts preserve Muhadarat versions 
compiled for personal use or for sale. This information is also lacking for the three 
manuscripts that contain QazwM’s abridged Persian translation from the seventeenth 
century.87 Neither the complete abridgment nor its two fragments have an introduction, 
be it by Ragib or by his Persian translator Qazwlnl.88 Seen against the background of 
many well-established forms of private and official patronage, it is salient that Mugahid 
did not mention whether the manuscripts nonetheless bear any reference, such as a 
panegyric, to an identified patron.
The current location of the thirty-two Muhadarat manuscripts in collections 
outside western Europe, as well as the places where the work was published in the 
nineteenth century, provide indirect information about the Islamic societies in which the 
anthology was available to readers and book collectors. The exact value of these data for 
the spread of the Muhadarat throughout the umma is nevertheless limited because 
Muslims traveled across the political boundaries between Islamic societies to perform the 
hagg and to further their education through talab al-cilm, in addition to the involvement 
of many people in the trade of commodities between Asia, Africa, and Europe. The 
mobility of both people and goods included scribes, who traveled in the search of training
86. Cairo, Dar al-kutub al-misriya, MS arab. adab muhtasar 97; and Meshed, Kitabhane-yi markazl-yi 
Astan-i quds-i radawl, MS arab. 4990.
87. Tehran, Kitabhane-yi Maglis-i sura-yi islaml, MS pers. 308; Meshed, Kitabhane-yi markazl-yi Astan-i 
quds-i radawi, MS pers. 4306; and Tehran, Kitabhane-yi markazl-yi Dani§gah-i Tihran, MS pers. 4503; 
compare: Ragib, Nawadir: xxv.
88. Ragib, Nawadir. alif note 1.
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and better employment, as well as books, which were not only traded but also given away 
as presents, looted as spoils of war, or stolen by covetous readers and unscrupulous 
librarians.89 The Muhadarat manuscript in Halle (Saale) documents the mobility of 
books.90 The undated copy consists of two parts: a fourteenth- or fifteenth-century 
fragment from Mamluk Egypt (fol. 1-204), and its eighteenth-century Ottoman 
continuation (fol.205-346). The codicological and palaeographical data indicate that a 
scribe trained in the Ottoman tradition of calligraphy analyzed the Mamluk fragment. 
While the Ottoman scribe used black ink on different European tre-lune laid papers to 
supplement a text written with brown ink on thick laid paper without chain lines,91 he 
changed neither the size of the text-block nor the number of lines per page.92 Moreover, 
the Ottoman scribe also followed his Mamluk predecessor by relying solely on differently 
sized scripts, especially the interplay between a nash without ligatures and a larger tauqT
89. For general observations about the theft o f books, as well as for examples o f notorious European book 
thieves, see: Manguel, History o f  Reading: 236-245; compare: David N. Bell in Hellinga and Trapp, 
History o f  the Book: 234. In Islamic societies, provisions against the theft o f books can be observed in the 
wording of w aqf statements that regulated the use o f endowed books; see: Messick, Calligraphic State: 
97-98 and 119-122.
90. Halle (Saale), Universitats- und Landesbibliothek Sachsen-Anhalt -  Deutsche Morgenlandische 
Gesellschaft, MS arab. 116; compare: Wehr, Verzeichnis: 42 s.v. 116.
91. For the importance o f chain lines, laid lines, and watermarks, such as tre lune, to identify paper 
produced in Islamic societies, see: Deroche, Manuel: 59-66. For the manufacture o f  paper in medieval Iraq 
and Syria, compare: Bloom, Paper. 47-61. Despite its wealth o f information, Bloom does not discuss how 
to distinguish European from Islamic papers.
92. The dimension o f the text-block stays c. 17.5 cm x c. 11 cm, as does the number o f seventeen lines per 
page with c. 1 cm interlineal spacing; both parts o f the manuscript show some traces o f a ruling board 
(mis tar a).
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with ligatures to set off the headings of chapters, sections, and rubrics.93 The overall 
result of the Ottoman scribe’s efforts was a full copy of the Muhadarafs last nine 
chapters, carefully produced, though rather inexpensive, because both parts were written 
on unglazed papers without expensive illumination or illustration.94 The Muhadarat 
manuscript thus offers insight into how in the Ottoman empire scribes recycled century- 
old fragments of Arabic literature into contemporary trade books. Finally, the 
circumstances under which between the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries the twelve 
Arabic manuscripts of the Muhadarat became the property of west-European 
libraries—that is, answers to questions of provenance, such as who sold the manuscripts 
to the European libraries and why and for how much money were they acquired—are 
mostly beyond construction. The lack of information about the copies’ provenance 
reflects to some degree that none of these unremarkable manuscripts is considered 
outstanding,95 though another reason could also be the loss of administrative paperwork
93. For the aesthetics o f combining different styles o f script on one page, an invention that is attributed to 
Yaqut al-Mustacsim (died 1299), and its importance for Ottoman calligraphy, see: Stanley, Qur'an: 27-30, 
39 item 27 (b/w reproduction), and 82-83 item 27 (color reproduction). Compare Mohamed Zakariya’s 
modem examples o f combining differently sized scripts in: Safwat, Art o f  the Pen: 234.
94. The assumption o f care taken by the Ottoman calligrapher is supported by the observation that in the 
Ottoman continuation all quires are quatemia, folded in the same way so that the chain lines are always 
running vertically. The same care is documented by the selected European papers because at least three 
different watermarks are visible, yet the papers are very similar with regard to thinness, color, and 
appearance.
95. With regard to three manuscripts in Leiden and Vienna that were acquired through the influential 
European scholars Jacob Gool and Hammer, the catalogues do not make this connection explicit. For Jacob 
Gool, see: Leiden, University Library -  Legatum Wamerianum, MS arab. Or. 178; compare: De Goeje and 
Houtsma, Catalogus codicum Arabicorum: 276-277 s.v. CCCCLXIV; and Voorhoeve, Handlist: XV, XVII 
and 224. For Hammer, see: Vienna, Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek, MS arab. Mixt. 37; compare: 
Tacalibi, Muhtasarat: V-VI; Fliigel, Handschriften, 1: 332 s.v. 360; and Duda, Islamische Handschriften,
1: 291; as well as Vienna, Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek, MS arab. A.F. 144-145; compare: Tacalibl, 
Muhtasarat: XII note 4; Fltigel, Handschriften, 1: 343 s.v. 370; and Duda, Islamische Handschriften, 1: 
283“
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because of the massive destruction of European cities during World War II. That 
between the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries these manuscripts were added to 
collections of Oriental manuscripts proves that in Islamic societies copies of the 
Muhadarat were available for sale to European collectors.
Table 5. Manuscripts of the Muhadarat in collections in Turkey, Syria, Egypt, and Iran.
Seventeen Arabic manuscripts in Turkey
Istanbul, Haci Selim Aga Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. 987.
Istanbul, Kopriilii Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Fazil Ahmet Pa§a 1371.
Istanbul, Kopriilii Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Fazil Ahmet Pa§a 1372.
Istanbul, Koprulu Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Fazil Ahmet Pa§a 1373.
Istanbul, Kopriilii Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Fazil Ahmet Pa§a 1374.
Istanbul, Kopriilii Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Fazil Ahmet Pa§a 1375.
Istanbul, Kopriilii Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Fazil Ahmet Pa§a 1376.
Istanbul, Kopriilii Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Fazil Ahmet Pa§a 1377.
Istanbul, Kopriilii Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Fazil Ahmet Pa§a 1378.
Istanbul, Koprulu Kutiiphanesi, MS arab. Fazil Ahmet Pa§a 1379.
Istanbul, Kopriilii Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Fazil Ahmet Pa§a 1380.
Istanbul, Siileymaniye Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Ayasofya 4254.
Istanbul, Siileymaniye Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Ayasofya 4255.
Istanbul, Siileymaniye Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Ayasofya 4256.
Istanbul, Siileymaniye Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Ayasofya 4257.
Istanbul, Siileymaniye Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Ayasofya 4258.
Istanbul, Siileymaniye Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Yeni Cami 1004.
Four Arabic manuscripts in Syria
Damascus, Dar al-kutub al-zahiriya, MS arab. adablyat Muradlya.
Damascus, Dar al-kutub al-zahiriya, MS arab. adablyat Hayyatln 1.
Damascus, Dar al-kutub al-zahiriya, MS arab. adablyat Hayyatln 2.
Damascus, Dar al-kutub al-zahiriya, MS arab. adablyat cAbd Allah Bey.
Three Arabic manuscripts in Egypt
Cairo, Dar al-kutub al-misriya, MS arab. adab 275.
Cairo, Dar al-kutub al-misriya, MS arab. adab 276.
Cairo, Dar al-kutub al-misriya, MS arab. MS arab. adab muhtasar 97.
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Three Persian and eight Arabic manuscripts in Iran
Meshed, Kitabhane-yi markazl-yi Astan-i quds-i radawl, MS arab. 4403.
Meshed, Kitabhane-yi markazl-yi Astan-i quds-i radawl, MS arab. 4990.
Meshed, Kitabhane-yi markazl-yi Astan-i quds-i radawl, MS pers. 4306.
Tabriz, Kitabhane-yi milli, MS arab. 2559.
Tehran, Kitabhane-yi Madrase-yi cAlI-yi Mutahhaii, MS arab. 3265.
Tehran, Kitabhane-yi Maglis-i sura-yi islam l, MS pers. 308.
Tehran, Kitabhane-yi markazi-yi Danisgah-i Tihran, MS arab. 1884.
Tehran, Kitabhane-yi markazi-yi Danisgah-i Tihran, MS arab. 2492.
Tehran, Kitabhane-yi markazi-yi Danisgah-i Tihran, MS pers. 4503.
Tehran, Kitabhane-yi cumumi-yi macarif, MS arab. adablyat 144.
Yazd, Kitabhane-yi Waziri, MS arab. 14,700.
Today, the largest holdings of Muhadarat manuscripts are kept in Turkey and Iran, 
the successor states of the Ottoman and Safavid empires. Three libraries in Istanbul hold 
together seventeen Arabic copies of the work, while eleven manuscripts of the Arabic 
text, or its Persian abridgment, are divided between seven Iranian libraries. In contrast, in 
Syria and Egypt, the Arab lands that had been provinces of the Ottoman empire, the 
national libraries in Damascus and Cairo together own a mere seven copies of the Arabic 
anthology. Yet the three Arabic imprints that appeared between 1870 and 1908, were 
published in Egypt. In the case of Egypt, the ratio between two available manuscripts and 
the publication of three different imprints before World War I might further explain the 
importance of the 1870 edition for the later imprints of the work. The National Library of 
Egypt had just been founded in 1870.95 Unfortunately, the colophons of the 1870 edition 
do not provide any information about the manuscripts used for the imprint.97
96. Brugman, Introduction: 66.
97. The editor indicated that he worked from complementary fragments whose origins he did not reveal: 
“baida anna nusaha-hu [i.e., guz’] wa-in katurat can itnatain la tazldu can wahida-hu” Yet its manuscripts, 
even though they were more than two, did not amount to more than one o f  it (Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. 
SamalutI, 1: 450).
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Even though Islamic societies are all characterized by the rule of Islamic elites, 
the actual circulation of works indicates the siginifcance of regional differentiation within 
the enormous range of cultural expressions, understood as Islamic despite their various 
incompatibilities.98 An evaluation of the Muhadarat's circulation must therefore identify 
the regions of the umma in which Ragib’s anthology was not known. To date there is no 
record of a copy of the Muhadarat in a North-African or Spanish collection, but the 
circulation of manuscripts and imprints outlines an axis between Iran and Turkey that 
crosses through the Arab lands. On the one hand, the complete seventeenth-century 
codex of the Muhadarat in Tehran is a manuscript whose scribes betray an Ottoman 
training in calligraphy and illumination and whose patron was an Ottoman judge.99 On 
the other hand, the miscellany in Leiden100 was written by a person who read Arabic as 
well as Persian. The compiler was familiar with nastacllq because nastacllq ligatures 
permeate his very informal nash. The waqfs of Koprulu Mehmet Pa§a, Ahmed III and 
Nadir Sah Afsar document that both Ottoman and Safavid dignitaries owned copies the 
Muhadarat. This observation is important because not every Arabic work that circulated 
in Iran and India was also available to Ottoman readers, as can be illustrated with the
98. With regard to the commonalities o f Islamic societies, compare this definition o f Islamic art: “the art 
produced for rulers or populations o f Islamic culture. The works discussed did not always have a 
specifically religious purpose, sometimes far from it, and the patrons and artists were not invariably good 
Muslims, and occasionally not Muslims at all. It is for this reason that it is appropriate to speak o f this art 
as Islamic, which admits o f some latitude in definition, rather than as Muslim, which does not. However, 
the culture in which the works were produced was permeated with Muslim thought, and this, together with 
factors o f geography and history, conditioned what was made.” (Brend, Islamic Art: 10).
99. Tehran, Kitabhane-yi markazl-yi Danisgah-i Tihran, MS arab. 1884. For the patron’s name, see above, 
note 30.
100. Leiden, University Library -  Legatum Wamerianum, MS arab. Or. 178 .
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works of Mulla Sadra (1572-1641). Obtaining a copy of his Kitab al-asfar al-arbaca 
(Book of the Four Journeys) in the Ottoman empire was most difficult in the seventeenth 
century, and even in the twentieth century the book was only rarely on sale outside India 
and Iran.101 The distribution of Muhadarat manuscripts suggests further that the work 
was more popular among the Ottomans than the Safavids. This impression is reinforced 
by the abridged Persian translation, which Qazwlnl produced in the second half of the 
seventeenth century and of which only three manuscripts are known today. Qazwlnl’s 
Persian translation appears as a failed effort to increase the interest of his Safavid 
audience in an Arabic anthology that seemed distinguished enough to warrant a 
translation.102 In contrast, there is no evidence for an Ottoman translation of the work.
The different attitudes of Ottoman and Safavid readers toward a late-tenth or early 
eleventh-century Arabic anthology raise questions about language barriers within the 
umma. They suggest that Ottomans and Safavids had different perceptions of the role of 
Arabic within their societies because Ottoman and Persian were not equally efficient tools 
of communication outside their societies. For Safavids and Ottomans alike, Arabic was a 
very important second language because of its uncontested dominance in the fields of 
theology and law. Though Ottoman rule and administration brought the Ottoman 
language to the Balkans, North Africa and the central Arab lands, Persian functioned as
101. Muhsin Mahdi in Atiyeh, Book. 9 and 14 notes 4-5.
102. Although the available evidence supports this conclusion, it is important to remember that no 
introduction has been preserved in any o f the three Persian manuscripts and that Mugahid’s codicological 
description o f these manuscripts is very basic: Ragib, Nawadir: xxv and alif note 1.
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the lingua franca between the Mediterranean, the Black Sea and the Indian Ocean.103 
These regional disparities in the Muhadarat's reception continued in the nineteenth 
century, when official printing presses were newly established in Egypt and the Qajar 
empire.104 In the Ottoman empire, where Christians and Jews had been printing books 
since the sixteenth century, the High Porte only began to endorse the printing of books 
and newspaper on a larger scale at the beginning of the nineteenth century.105 In the 
1860s the Arabic text of the Muhadarat was still copied by hand in Qajar Iran,106 while 
the work was prepared for its first imprint in Egypt.107 Seen in connection with the rise of 
the Pan-Arabism, it is no longer surprising that a late-tenth or early-eleventh-century 
Arabic anthology was printed in Egypt, yet did not make the cut when Qajar and Ottoman 
publishers had to choose what to present to their regional audiences who otherwise had a 
greater chance of finding a Muhadarat manuscript.
II. d. Professional responses to the Muhadarat
As already mentioned, Ragib himself did not specify his audience in the Muhadarat's 
introduction. Since the anthology is not mentioned in other works ascribed to Ragib,108
103. Iraj Afshar in Cooper, Significance:. 19-29.
104. “Matbaca”: 797-798, 801-802, and 803-804.
105. “Matbaca”: 799-803.
106. Tabriz, Kitabhane-yi milll, MS arab. 2559; and Tehran, Kitabhane-yi TimumTyi macarif, MS arab. 
adablyat 144.
107. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. SamalutI.
108. Madelung, “Ar-Ragib al-Isfahanl”: 157.
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the audiences of those works cannot serve as the starting point of speculations about the 
Muhadarat’s users. Book trade and book ownership in premodem Islamic societies has 
also not been systematically researched. But references to the Muhadarat in biographical 
dictionaries109 and book catalogues have preserved how over the centuries Ragib’s 
colleagues judged as professional readers and classified the work. Although this evidence 
does not equally cover the thousand years of the Muhadarat’s reception or all Islamic 
societies between Iran, Central Asia and the Balkans, it does indicate shifts of focus that 
concurred with the course of Islamic history.110
109. For an objection against using kitab al-tabaqat or kitab al-taragim as Arabic terms for the literary 
genre biographical dictionary, see: Wadad al-Qadi in Atiyeh, Book, “there is no equivalent for the term 
‘biographical dictionaries’... and more importantly,... there are many genres of writing that come close to 
being identified as biographical dictionaries when they are, strictly speaking, not: one is to be reminded of 
the how closely biographical dictionaries have been associated with history for example. Thus, a 
biographical dictionary, as I would define it, is a prose work whose primary structure is that o f a series of  
biographies, regardless o f the order in which these biographies succeed each other.” (94). Treating kitab al- 
tabaqat and kitab al-taragim as semantic units, al-Qadl actually argues that which is missing in the Arabic 
vocabulary is the term for, and more importantly the concept of, dictionary. Only this implicit conceptual 
distinction allows her then to pit a prose narrative, understood as historiography, against a sequence o f  
biographies, understood as dictionary, because even al-Qadl does not understand a work like Ni§apuri’s 
Salguqname, a dynastic history o f the Great Seljuqs organized as the successive reigns o f their sultans, as 
tabaqat, although the “biographies are... the determining factor” (96) in this chronicle. For a semantic 
comparison o f the singular tabaqa with the terms gins and sinf, see: Mottahedeh, Loyalty. 105-107. For the 
juxtaposition o f sir a and targama on the one hand and miigam  and tabaqat on the other, while translating 
only mucgam as biographical dictionary because o f an implied alphabetical order, see: Robinson, 
Historiography. 61, 64, and 67.
Nonetheless, Robinson does not discuss al-Qadi’s considerations, although he states “it is not enough to 
recycle indigenous categories, since they cannot guide us to any single, ‘authentic’ meaning o f texts and 
genres” (58). For a concise summary o f the debate surrounding the origins of biographical dictionaries see: 
Gilliot, “Tabakat”: 8-9.
110. For a survey of approaches to biographical dictionaries, see the introductory remarks about how to 
extract data for the history and historiography o f Islamic societies from these works: Bulliet, Patricians: 
xi-xii; Bulliet, Conversion: 5, 18-19, and 142-143 notes 5-6; Chamberlain, Knowledge: 18-20; Cooperson, 
Classical Arabic Biography: 18-23; Ephrat, Learned Society: 11-13; Hourani, “Islamic History”: 15-16; 
Petry, Civilian Elite o f  Cairo: 5-14. However, those pragmatic considerations are o f no consequence for 
the conceptual question o f kitab al-tabaqat and kitab al-taragim, asked by al-Qadl and discussed in the 
preceding note.
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The first biographical dictionaries were compiled in the ninth century.111 Their 
ordering principle is the grouping and ranking of many men, and occasionally a few 
women, covering the whole umma and its history, or being restricted to specific periods, 
regions and achievements.112 In twelfth-century Khurasan, Abu al-Hasan °A1I b. Zaid b. 
Funduq al-Baihaql (1100-1170) compiled the first biographical dictionary that contains 
an entry for Ragib.113 Outside Iran, the Syrian Sams al-DIn Muhammad al-Dahabl 
(1274-1348 or 1352) was the first to include Ragib in a biographical dictionary. In the 
Siyar calam al-nubala’ (Noble Men’s Biographies), one of his own abridgments of the 
Ta ’rih al-islam (Chronicle of Islam), he provided a short notice about Ragib.114 Dahabl’s 
younger contemporary Salah al-DIn Halil al-Safadl (1297-1363) added Ragib’s obituary, 
though without even an estimated date of death, to his Kitab al-waflbi-l-wafayat (The 
Trustworthy Keeper’s Book of Death Certificates).115 Yet the first explicit reference to 
the Muhadarat trailed the oldest known manuscript of the anthology by more than three
111. Wadad al-Qadi in Atiyeh, Book: 97-101.
112. For the distinction between general and restricted biographical dictionaries, see: Wadad al-Qadl in 
Atiyeh, Book'. 94-96.
113. Ibn Funduq, Ta ’rih: 112-113 s.v. 62. For the question o f whether this author was known as Ibn 
Funduq or BaihaqI, see: Halm, “Bayhaqi”: 895. Arabists seem to prefer BaihaqI (e.g., Madelung, “Ar- 
Ragib al-Isfahanl”: 155 and 156 note 26). In contrast, specialists o f medieval Iranian history (e.g., 
Pourshariati, “Local Historiorgraphy”: 140) often opt for Ibn Funduq to easier distinguish between this 
Iranian author o f Arabic and Persian works and Abu al-Fadl al-Baihaqt (995-1077), who is famous for his 
Persian history.
114. DahabI, Siyar, 18: 120-121 s.v. 60. For the relationship between the Siyar and the Ta ’rih, see: Ben 
Cheneb and de Somogyi, “al-Dhahabl”: 215-216 s.v. 6. One o f the curious aspects o f DahabT’s work is that 
the Ta ’rih itself does not contain a biographical entry for Ragib.
115. SafadI, Wap: 45 s.v. 44.
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centuries. The fragment in the British Library is dated 6 February 1129,116 while the 
Egyptian polymath Abu al-Fadl cAbd al-Rahman Galal al-DIn al-Suyutl (1445-1505) was 
the first to name the anthology in his Bugyat al-wucat fitabaqat al-lugawm wa-l-nuhat 
(The Vessel’s Desire for Generations of Philologists and Grammarians), a biographical 
dictionary of lexicographers and linguists.117 Suyuti identified the titles of three works 
ascribed to Ragib: the well-known Mufradat alfaz al-Qur ’an (Dictionary of the Koran), 
the obscure Afanm al-balaga (Arts of Rhetoric)118 and the Muhadarat. The entry attests 
that Suyuti primarily appreciated Ragib as the author of works on Arabic lexicography 
and rhetoric.119 In the following centuries, Suyuti’s opinion of Ragib, and especially the 
data provided in this biographical dictionary became the most important source for Ragib, 
and so the Muhadarat was almost always mentioned whenever Ragib’s name came up. In
116. London, British Library, MS arab. Add. 18,529.
117. Suyuti, Bugya: “la-hu Mufradat al-Qur’an wa-Afanln al-balaga wa-l-Muhadarat” (296 s.v. al- 
Mufaddal).
118. Suyuti was also the first to mention the Afanm al-balaga that in turn was included in the biographical 
dictionaries and book catalogues, if  their compilers consulted the Bugyat. However, Brockelmann did not 
mention the Afanm at all (GAL 1: 289, and GAL S 1: 506; compare: Brockelmann, “al-Raghib al- 
Isfahanl”). At the moment two different identifications are on the table. SarisI did not include the Afanm in 
his list o f  Ragib’s works, even though he quoted it in passing because he quoted Suyuti (SarisI, Al-Ragib al- 
Isfahanr. 49-88, especially 57, and 287-288). But SarisI discovered two manuscripts o f a Magma' al- 
balaga, ascribed to Ragib. He did not discuss that no one ever ascribed such a work to Ragib before his 
discovery (compare: Rowson, “al-Raghib al-Isfaham”: 389). In the introduction to the Magmac edition 
SarisI first considered it not impossible that this work is actually the Afanm (Ragib, Magmcf, 1: 6 note 1) 
and then compared it to the Muhadarat, concluding that Ragib wrote the Muhadarat before the Magmac 
(19-21). In contrast, Rowson suggested that the Magmac be identified with the lost Kitab al-mcfamal- 
akbar (The Greatest Book o f Rhetorical Figures), mentioned by Katip Qelebi (compare: HaggI Hallfa, K asf 
al-zunun, 5: 616), and the Afanm with an untitled Yale manuscript (Rowson, “al-Raghib al-Isfahanl”: 
389-390). For a conflation o f both speculations, compare: Thomas, “Concept o f  Muhadara”: 154-155 note 
6 .
119. Suyuti also included Ragib in his main work on the Arabic language, al-M uzhirficulum al-luga wa- 
anwifiha (The Luminous Book about the Language Sciences and their Various Branches), though he 
discussed only the merits o f the Mufradat in connection with his discussion of clarity (macrifat al-faslh): 
Suyuti, Muzhir, 1: 184 and 201.
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Koran exegesis and scholarship of hadE (stories about the prophet Muhammad), Suyuti’s 
influence is the most obvious. The Sunnite theologians Fahr al-DIn al-Razi (1149-1209) 
and Muhammad b. Bahadur al-ZarkasI (1344-1391) had referred to Ragib without also 
referring to his Muhadarat, but the anthology’s title appeared in a twentieth-century 
Shicite hadTt commentary by c Abbas b. Muhammad Rida al-Qumml (1877-1941) because 
he quoted Suyuti.120
For the fifteenth-century Mamluk scholar Suyuti, the reference to the Muhadarat 
was not of primary importance. In general, Islamic manuscripts do not have indices that 
would offer additional keys to the various tidbits of information that are gathered in a 
biographical dictionary within the organizational framework of individual names, be they 
isms (personal names), kunyas (patronymics), nisbas (names of origin), or laqabs 
(monikers and honorifics).121 Suyuti arranged the selected biographies in alphabetical 
order, and so his reference to the Muhadarat can only be retrieved if one knows the full 
name of its author.122 This situation, however, changed in the sixteenth century. After 
Selim I (ruled 1512-1520) had completed the Ottoman conquest of the central Arab lands 
and taken the title caliph, the Ottoman empire was at the height of its power during the 
reign of Suleyman Qanuni (ruled 1520-1566). Now scholars surveyed the Arabic literary
120. Fahr al-DIn al-Razi, Asas: 5; ZarkasI, Burhan, 4: 468—469 s.v. al-Ragib al-Isfahanl; and Qurnml, 
Safmat, 1: 529. QummI, however, does not identify Suyuti’s Bugya as his source.
121. Until the eighteenth century, Islamic manuscripts contained in the introduction a survey o f contents 
that did not provide precise folio or page references: Deroche, Manuel. 337.
122. Suyuti’s treatment o f Ragib’s name is rather confusing. In the Bugya he listed Ragib’s biography 
under the ism al-Mufaddal (Suyuti, Bugya: 296), but in the Muzhir he determined al-Muddal as the ism of 
Ragib’s paternal grandfather (Suyuti, Muzhir, 1: 201). For a detailed analysis o f the transmission o f the 
components o f Ragib’s name, see below, chapter III, note 40.
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heritage for Ottoman audiences and compiled catalogues of Arabic literature, in which the 
vast tradition of Arab-Islamic knowledge was no longer imagined as an assembly of 
learned individuals, but was transformed into a collection of books.123
Ta§kopriizade (1495-1560) conceived the Miftah al-sacada wa-misbah al-siyada f i  
maud ff at al-culum (The Key to Happiness and the Lamp of Command over the Matters of 
Knowledge) as a systematic catalogue of Arabic textbooks that presented an Islamic 
curriculum in two parts. The first concerns the study of the visible world—“fi al-irsad ila 
kaifiya tahsil tanq al-nazar”124—and explicates in six sections, of quite differing length, 
Arabic script, Arabic language and literature, intellectual pursuits, natural sciences, 
political sciences, and the sarTa. In contrast, the second part consists only out of a single 
section about spiritual knowledge: “fi culum al-batin.”125 In the section about Arabic 
language and literature, Ta§kopriizade divided the contents into three chapters and 
proceeded from single words (:mufradat) to sentences (mumkkabat) and the genres of 
Arabic literature (furif al-ulum al-carabfya).m He identified Ragib’s Muhadarat as a
123. Ottoman scholars were not the first, o f course, to compile book catalogues instead o f biographical 
dictionaries. The most important example is the Fihrist by Ibn al-Nadlm (died 987 or 995), a book dealer in 
Abbasid Baghdad. However, the crucial difference between the reference work by Ibn al-Nadlm and by 
Ottoman scholars, such as Ta§kopriizade and Katip Qelebi, is that Ibn al-Nadlm compiled his catalogue as a 
bookdealer’s list o f books in circulation, while the catalogues by Ta§kopriizade and Katip Qelebi were not 
conceived for such a concrete economic enterprise. For the interdependency between an oral transmission 
o f knowledge and an uninterrupted chain o f acknowledged authorities, compare: Wilffied Bamer in Herzog 
and Koselleck, Epochenschwelle: ‘“Reine Form’ ist die miindliche Weitergabe sakralen Wissens (als 
Zeugnisschaft, Katachese usw.), aber auch, als diachron-personale Kontinuitatsbedingung, die successio der 
geistlichen Funktionstrager.” (13 note 56). For the roughly contemporary emergence o f  bibliographies in 
sixteenth-century western Europe, compare: Burke, Social History: 93 and 103-107.
124. Taskubrizade, Miftah, 1: 73.
125. Taskubrizade, Miftah, 3: 7.
126. Taskubrizade, Miftah, 1: 95-285; the mufradat section comprises pp.95-143, the one about 
murakkabat pp. 144-270, and the one about the fur 3  al-ulum al-carabiya pp.270-285.
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book for the study of cilm al-muhadara, one of the fields of knowledge constituting the 
second chapter about sentences.127 Ta§kopruzade defined cilm al-muhadara as “the 
aptitude to quote a statement by someone else in a way appropriate with regard to its 
conventional meanings or with regard to its peculiar form,”128 listing more than twenty 
titles of books that are useful for the study of cilm al-muhadara, most of which do not 
have the noun muhadara in their title.129 It is unclear whether Ta§kopriizade himself 
knew Ragib’s Muhadarat. He referred to the work as “(Funun al-muhadarat) li-l-Ragib
127. Taskubrizade, Miftah, 1: 226.
For a sociolinguistic interpretation o f cilm al-muhadara as an adab discipline that provides the conceptual 
tool to analyze compilations, such as Ragib’s Muhadarat, see: Thomas, “Concept o f Muhadara”: 22-89 and
153. Ta§kopruzade, however, did not use the terms adab or adab ry at to define a non-religious field of 
knowledge; for the speculation that Ta§kopruzade substituted the term muhadara for kutub al-adab or kutub 
al-adabJya, see: 88. Thomas herself first admits that cilm al-muhadara is “an overlooked and taxonomically 
indistinct adab discipline” (99) and then relies on the eminent authority of cAmr b. Bahr al-Gahiz (c.776— 
869) and his Al-Bayan wa-l-tabym  (Eloquence and Elucidation) to “explore the conceptual foundation and 
rhetorical aspects o f muhadara” (99) in his “pre-scholastic conception o f eloquence” (99-100), although 
“al-Jahiz does not use the word muhadara in al-Bayan” (106). She also tried to establish a link between 
Gahiz and Ragib by observing the unsurprising fact that Ragib excerpted the very famous Bay an for his 
anthology (165 note 27, and 201). Despite her pragmatic approach o f perceiving the Muhadarat as a 
collection of quotables apt for concrete communication situations, Thomas does not explain how literary 
Arabic was used by the speakers o f Arabic dialects and other languages. Nor does she consider how the 
coexistence o f various languages and dialects changed between the ninth and sixteenth centuries: Why was 
the Muhadarat still praised by the Ottoman scholar Ta§kopriizade, even though its contents was never 
adjusted to changing linguistic realities?
128. Taskubrizade, Miftah: “malakat Irad kalamin li-l-gair munasibin li-l-maqam min gihat macaniya-ha 
<sic> al-wadTya au min gihat tarklbi-hl al-hass” (1: 226).
Thomas, following Wolfhart Heinrichs, suggests that the term muhadara should be translated as “apt 
quotable”: Thomas, “Concept o f Muhadara": 28; compare: Heinrichs, “Classification”: 120 and 139. 
However, Ragib’s Muhadarat is a late-tenth- or early-eleventh-century work, whereas the first mention of  
an cilm al-muhadara occurred in the twelfth century: Thomas, “Concept o f Muhadara”: 40. While Heinrich 
correctly pointed out that theoretical classifications o f knowledge are always secondary phenomena 
(Heinrichs, “Classification”: 139), it seems nevertheless problematic to project a later definition onto earlier 
texts, claiming that Ragib compiled his Muhadarat for social practices that are the implicit context o f  this 
later definition. A secondary process o f reception and use remains different from the author’s primary 
process o f  conception.
129. Taskubrizade, Miftah, 1: 226-235; compare the survey on the term muhadara in titles by Thomas, 
“Concept of Muhadara"'. 89-98.
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al-Isfahanr’ and “al-Muhadarat”130 without ever quoting its complete correct title of 
Muhadarat al-udaba “ wa-muhawarat al-sucaraJ wa-l-bulaga \ He did not volunteer any 
personal remark about the work, whereas in other cases he stated explicitly either the 
source of a judgment or his personal point of view.131 But Ta§k6priizade’s classification 
indicates, first, that Ragib’s Muhadarat enjoyed enough popularity to be included in his 
catalogue and, second, that it enjoyed popularity as a textbook the described usefulness of 
which seemed to lie somewhere between dictionary and thesaurus.
In the seventeenth century, roughly two generations after Ta§kopriizade, Katip 
Celebi (1609-1657) compiled his extensive catalogue of Arabic literature, the Kasf al- 
zunun can as ami al-kutub wa-l-funun (Disclosure of Opinions about Book Titles and the 
Branches of Knowledge), frequently quoting from his predecessor’s work, yet choosing a 
mechanical principle to order his data. Katip £elebi listed all titles in strictly alphabetical 
order from alif to ya \  using a limited number of technical terms as section headings that 
mark, like signposts, the otherwise uninterrupted flow of more than fourteen-thousand 
titles. The alphabetical order is important because it allows readers to do something that 
is impossible in Ta§kopriizade’s Miftah al-sacada\ They can search the Kasf al-zunun 
without having first to grapple with understanding a system comparable to
130. Taskubrizade, Miftah, 1: 226 and 283.
131. Compare, for example: Taskubrizade, Miftah: “wa-ra’aitu fi hada al-cilm kitaban mausuman (cUyun 
al-anba’ fi tabaqat al-atibba’)” I  have seen a characteristic book on this field o f  knowledge: The prime news 
about the biographies o f physicians (1: 285); and “wa-la anfaca min tasnlf Ibn Sina wa-l-imam al-Razi” 
Nothing is more useful than the work by Ibn Sma and by the master al-RazT(\: 348).
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Ta§kopruzade’s Islamic curriculum.132 Ragib’s Muhadarat appears as the first title under 
cilm al-muhadara, but in the section about film al-suwar al-kawakib—the astronomical 
knowledge of the constellations—Katip (^elebi also offered the guess that Saiqal al-fahm 
(Burnisher of Comprehension) was used as its alternative title.133 Although the different 
titles of Ragib’s anthology appear under different keywords, the mechanical principle of 
arranging all titles in alphabetical order even accommodates books the precise contents of 
which were unbeknownst to Katip (^elebi, as in case of the Saiqal al-fahm. This seems to 
indicate that already in sheer numbers the general availability of books within the 
Ottoman empire rendered it infeasible for one individual to examine in person every work 
to be known in circulation. Besides, titles are not necessarily appropriate and correct 
labels of a text’s contents in that they are also always marketing tools, directed at a patron 
or any other buying customer.134 Katip Qelebi, however, did not just compile a list of 
titles. Like Ta§kopruzade, he defined his keywords, occasionally even quoting 
Ta§kopriizade’s definitions from the Miftah al-saca d a fs and cautiously annotated some 
titles with sundry comments. While Ta§kdpriizade’s entry about the Muhadarat
132. For the alphabetization o f reference works in western Europe, see: Burke, Social History. 109-110, 
115, and 184-187.
133. HaggI Halifa, K asf al-zunun, 5: 414—415, and 4: 114. Katip Qelebi did not justify his guess, but 
compare how Ragib himself described the usefulness o f his anthology: Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Beirut: “an 
ahtara la-hu [i.e., saiyidi-na] mimma sannaftu... yagcalu-hu saiqal al-fahm <sic>” that I  choose fo r  him [i.e., 
our master] from that which I  have compiled... to make him a tool to refine his discernment (1: 7).
134. For the textbook market in sixteenth-century Britain, see: Kristian Jensen in Hellinga and Trapp, 
History o f  the Booh  364. To date there is no systematic study o f the medieval and premodem conventions 
for naming texts, be they written in Arabic, Persian or Ottoman; for a preliminary consideration o f the 
relationship between Arabic titles and work, see: Wickens, “Notional Significance;” for a quantitative study 
o f titles o f medieval Arabic literature, see: Ambros, “Beobachtungen.”
135. HaggT Halifa, K asf al-zunun: “qala Abu al-Hair ft Miftah al-scfada: huwa cilmun yahsulu min-hu 
malakat trad kalamin li-l-gair” (5: 414).
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documents how the work was classified within an Islamic curriculum, Katip Qelebi called 
the anthology the principal work of cilm al-muhadara, providing evidence that 
seventeenth-century Ottoman intellectuals held the work in high esteem.136 Esteem is not 
the same as popularity, but the seventeen manuscripts, recorded in nineteenth- and 
twentieth-century catalogues of Ottoman collections, suggest that Ragib’s Muhadarat was 
actually in demand and not just touted by some lone scholars.
The catalogues by Ta§kopriizade and Katip £elebi have remained major reference 
works of Arabic literature because they offer the possibility of identifying works by title 
alone. Consequently, both became important bibliographies to European scholars who 
sometimes even studied Arabic literature through an Ottoman lens, relying not only on 
the Ottoman data collections, but accepting also an Ottoman point of view.137 When 
Joseph von Hammer (1774—1856) wrote his entry about Oriental anthologies for the 
Ersch-Gruber ’sche Encyclopddie, he summarized both entries on cilm al-muhadara and 
also included Katip (Jelebi’s good opinion of the Muhadarat.™ Hammer’s protege 
Fliigel, who had also edited the Kasf al-zunun, sided then with both Katip Odebi and 
Hammer when he praised the Muhadarat in his Vienna catalogue, which was published
136. Haggi Halifa, K asf al-zunun: “wa-huwa cumdat hada al-fann baina al-fudala’” it is the fundamental 
work o f  this discipline among distinguished men. (5: 414).
137. Adnang, “Catalogue”: “the catalogues compiled by Ahlwardt, Brockelmann, and their venerable 
precursor in the vast field o f Arabic bibliography, Hajji Khalifa.” (496-497).
138. Hammer, “Anthologie”: “das geschaetzteste grofie Werk dieser Art” (268); compare Hammer’s 
reference to Katip Celebi as the main source o f his article on Arabic anthologies in: Tacalibi, Muhtasarat: 
III-IV.
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between 1865 and 1867.139 Esteem for Ragib’s anthology had thus entered European 
scholarship and was still echoed by Carl Brockelmann (1868-1956), who toward the end 
of the nineteenth century placed the Muhadarat at the very top of his list of works by 
Ragib.140 However, in the second half of the twentieth century Ulrich Marzolph sternly 
proclaimed that in the Muhadarat Ragib can seem a dull hack,141 and Everett Rowson 
reduced esteem for the Muhadarat to a relative popularity whose actual extent in Islamic 
societies he neither explored nor explained.142 At the same time, Rowson adhered to the 
pattern established by Brockelmann, as Rowson too began his list of Ragib’s works with 
the Muhadarat, giving an astonishing prominence to a work that until the sixteenth 
century had been completely overshadowed by Ragib’s exegetical and philosophical 
writings.
It is this assumption of the Muhadarat's prominent role in Ragib’s oeuvre that 
currently differentiates western from Arab and Iranian scholarship. For in Arabic 
biographical dictionaries of the nineteenth and twentieth century, when Pan-Islamism as
139. Flugel, Handschriften: “ein Haupt- und Musterwerk dieser Gattung, welches der Verfasser... aus 
seinem Vorrath an eigenen Schopfungen und seinen Sammlungen aus den Schrifiten Anderer verfasste.” (1: 
341 s.v. 369). For Hammer’s promotion o f Fliigel’s research, see Hammer’s preface to Fliigel’s edition of 
the unrecognized Muhadarat fragment: Tacalibl, Muhtasarat: I-VIII, sepecially VII-VIII.
140. GAL 1:289. The first volume o f GAL was published in 1895, and almost four decades later 
Brockelmann organized Ragib’s works in a different order, placing the works on Koran exegesis before the 
Muhadarat'. Brockelmann, “al-Raghib al-Isfahanl.”
141. Marzolph, Arabia ridens: “ ar-Ragib al-Isfahanl, dessen Enzyklopadie aus einzelnen thematisch 
begrenzten Kapiteln besteht, die stereotyp mit Koranzitaten und Ausspriichen des Propheten Muhammed 
beginnen und sich dann in einer derartig massiven Haufung von Gedichtzitaten und rudimentar verknappten 
Zitaten und Erzahlungen ergehen, dafi es gelegentlich schwer fallt, den Autor nicht als geistlosen 
‘Materialhuber’ zu taxieren.” (1: 46).
142. Rowson, “al-Raghib al-Isfaham”: “his best-known work” (389); compare: Brockelmann, “al-Raghib 
al-Isfahani”: “Am verbreitesten ist sein Adabbuch Muhadarat” (1186). Brockelmann too did not explain 
how he reached the conclusion that the Muhadarat is the most popular o f Ragib’s works.
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well as Arab, Turkish and Iranian nationalisms emerged in Islamic societies, Arab and 
Turkish authors did not single out the Muhadarat as either important or remarkably 
popular. Their disinterested attitude does not offer any indication as to whether the 
Muhadarat was actually still studied as a textbook in the way SuyutI, and perhaps Katip 
£elebi, had encountered the work itself as readers. The Muhadarat seems now to have 
achieved the status of a literary monument that has stayed in print since the 1870s 
because a copy of the anthology is a prestigious object to own, though perhaps no longer 
a textbook to study. That men and women have owned books for reasons other than 
study and entertainment has been often observed since the beginning of book manufacture 
in the ancient Middle East.143 Aside from the expensive, rare books that are coveted by 
collectors and connoisseurs, people buy books to acquire for themselves the physical 
embodiment of their own literary tradition, even if they never get round to reading and 
studying those books. The emerging Arab nationalism appears as one factor that 
supported an antiquarian attitude of Arab audiences toward the Muhadarat and hence 
produced demand for the work, considered now a classic of the Arabic literary tradition. 
The Ottoman scholar Ismail Pa§a (1839-1920) listed in the H adtyat al-arifm  (Gift of 
Learned Men) under Ragib’s name the titles of all works ascribed to Ragib in 
alphabetical order.144 The Maronite Christian Yusuf b. Ilyan Sarkis (1856-1932) 
compiled the Mucgam  a l-m atb if at al-carabJya wa-l-mucarraba  (Lexicon of Printed 
Arabic Books and Arabic Translations) after he had left his work for an Ottoman bank to
143. For the differences between working copies and status symbols with regard to fifteenth-century 
manuscripts o f the English common law, see: J.H. Baker in Hellinga and Trapp, History o f  the Book. 422.
144. IsmaTl Ba§a, Hadtyat al-arifm, 1: col.311.
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open a bookstore in Cairo in 1912.145 Sarkis conceived this biographical dictionary as a 
bookdealer’s database for Arabic books in print and thus paid much attention to 
bibliographical details. In the Mucgam he provided basic biographical information about 
Ragib, followed by an alphabetical list of five titles, available in print in Egypt in the 
1910s and 1920s.146 In contrast, Hair al-DIn al-Zirikll (1893-1976) included much less 
specific data in his vast al-Aclam (Distinguished Men). He listed eleven titles ascribed to 
Ragib, just indicating with ta’ or ha’ whenever he was aware of printed editions and 
manuscripts, though unfortunately not identifying publishers or manuscript collections.147 
In the second half of the twentieth century, the Jordanian scholar °Umar cAbd al-Rahman 
al-SansI acknowledged the Muhadarat's fame, but it is just a relative fame among the 
few works that do not concern dogma, ethics or Koran exegesis and hence rank last on his 
list of Ragib’s works.148
The preeminence of the title catalogues by Ta§kopriizade and Katip Qelebi can be 
further gauged by the absence of any other title catalogue for the next three centuries.
Only in the 1930s did the Iranian scholar Muhammad Muhsin Aga Buzurg TihranI 
(1876—1970) begin the publication of his monumental al-DarFa ila tasanif al-sTa (Guide 
to the Writings of the Shi°a), the last volumes of which were still unpublished by the late
145. Zirikll, Aclam, 9: 290-291; and Sadgrove, “Sarlds Family.”
146. Sarlds, Mucgam: col.921-923.
147. Zirikli, Aclam, 2: 279.
148. SarisI, Al-Ragib al-Isfahanr. “huwa ashar musannafat al-Ragib al-adabiya” it is the most widely known 
o f  R agib’s adab works (85). SarisI divided Ragib’s oeuvre into four groups: “caqlda” doctrine (49-56), 
“ahlaq” ethics (56-68), “tafslr” Koran commentary (68-84), and “ataru-hu al-adabi wa-l-lugawi” his works 
on adab and linguistics (85-88). The last section is not only the shortest o f the four sections; despite the 
plural star SarisI discussed just two works: the Muhadarat and the Magmcf al-balaga.
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1980s. Since Aga Buzurg TihranI conceived the D arfa  as an alphabetical Arabic 
catalogue of every Arabic text ever ascribed to a Shicite author,149 his catalogue 
supplemented rather than challenged the work of his two predecessors. He included 
Ragib’s writings because of his alleged Shicite affiliations, but no word in the entry about 
the Muhadarat suggests that the work itself enjoyed any kind of reputation among Shi°ite 
scholars.150 A similarly neutral attitude toward the anthology can be observed in the 
works of his two Iranian contemporaries, the already mentioned c Abbas b. Muhammad 
Rida al-Qumml151 and Muhammad Qazwinl (1877-1949). Qumml’s quote from Suyufi’s 
Bugya does not indicate whether he had any personal opinion of the Muhadarat.152 The 
posthumously published notes by Qazwinl contain fourteen pages about Ragib in which 
Qazwinl focused on name variants and a possible date of death to locate Ragib more 
precisely in the intellectual circles of Buyid Iran.153 Qazwinl was thoroughly acquainted 
with European scholarship, and his references to the Muhadarat do not go beyond the 
verbatim quotes from the catalogues by Ta§kopriizade and Katip Qelebi.154
Twentieth-century Arabists who were trained in Europe and North America 
tended to focus on the Arabic literature that originated before the Mongol conquest of the
149. Algar, H. “Aqa Bozorg Tehranl”: 169.
150. Aga Buzurg TihranI, Darfa, 20: 128 s.v. 2237.
151. According to Brockelmann, Qumml was an Iranian Shicite theologian: GAL S 2: 840 s.v. 99.
152. Quimru, Safmat, 1: 529.
153. Qazwinl, Yad dast-ha, 5: 2-15.
154. For Qazwlnl’s interpretation o f the statements by Ta§kopriizade and Katip Qelebi, see: Qazwinl, Yad 
dast-ha, 5: 6 and 8.
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thirteenth century. For information on authors and works they relied on biographical 
dictionaries that were compiled before the sixteenth century, and hence were closer to the 
researched medieval authors, as well as on Ottoman title catalogues. Their dependance 
on both sources has obscured that the establishment of the Safavid dynasty through shah 
IsmaTl (ruled 1501-1524) led not only to the foundation of a Shicite empire but also to 
the appropriation of a literary Arabic tradition as a Shicite Iranian tradition. In contrast to 
the nondescript evidence for the Muhadarafs late-nineteenth-century reception in the 
works by Aga Buzurg TihranI, Qazwinl and QummI, between the end of the seventeenth 
and the first half of the twentieth century four Shicite authors compiled biographical 
dictionaries in Arabic and Persian in which they argued with the Muhadarat for Ragib’s 
Shicite affiliations. These scholars did not rely on the very few historical details, 
suggested by two Iranian sources from the eleventh and twelfth centuries: the history of 
Isfahan by al-Mufaddal b. Sacd al-Mafarruhl (eleventh century)155 and the already
155. Mafarruhl, Kitab: 32; compare the fourteenth-century translation: Mafarruhl, Targume: 124. 
According to the fourteenth-century translator, Mafarruhl, wrote the work in 1030: “tarldb-i buzurgl az 
buzurgan-i gahan u-fadill az fudala’i zaman ta’rih-i an sane-yi ihda wa-cisrin wa-arbacmi’a allatl ittafaqat al- 
gara al-§acwa’bi-ha fi Isfahan nam-i u Mufaddal b. Sacd b. al-Husain al-Mafarruhl—rahima-hu Allah 
tacala— mafrugbi-asallb-i cibaratl ra’iq dar qawalib-i carablyatl la’iq sa’iq dunanke har sag0! az an bi-haqlqat 
wahy-i fa’iq u-hayy-i natiq bud” The composition o f  a great man among the great men o f the world and o f  
a learned man among the learned men o f  their time was an event o f  that higra year 421 [i.e., 1030 CE], in 
which occurred the devastating raid o f  Isfahan. His name was Mufaddal b. Sacd  b. al-Husain al- 
Mafarruhi—may God the Sublime have mercy on him—accomplished with regard to the methods o f  style, 
pure in the forms o f  literary Arabic, worthy, and brilliant, just as every rhymed prose sentence by that man 
was truly excellent inspiration and rational living (4). c Abbas Iqbal, who edited the Persian translation, 
discussed this statement in his introduction (ba’~ glm). He accepted the translator’s statement in principle, 
but pointed to references suggesting some sections were composed during the reign o f Seljuq sultan Malik 
Sah Abu al-Fath Mucizz al-DIn (ruled 1073-1092). Still, Iqbal warned that nonetheless there is no evidence 
as to whether Mafarruhl was still alive at that time. The early date o f  composition was already noticed by 
Browne, “Account o f  a Rare Manuscript History o f Isfahan”: 414; compare: Storey 1,2: 349 s.v. 455; and 
Storey-Bregel 2: 1011-1012 s.v. 873 [455], Yet some scholars— e.g., Bulliet, “Mafarruhl;” Madelung, 
“Ar-Ragib al-Isfahani”: 163 postscript to 157; Paul, “Histories”: 117 note 3; and Ritter, Review— state that 
Mafarruhl probably wrote the work between 1073 and 1092.
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mentioned biographical dictionary by Ibn Funduq.156 Instead, they searched the 
Muhadarat for examples of how CA1I and his family were addressed, eulogized and 
honored, assuming that Ragib expressed his dogmatic positions in a textbook.157 These 
references to the anthology do not allow any conclusions as to whether the work was still 
used as a textbook, though they do indicate that, in Iran, copies of the Muhadarat's 
Arabic text were accessible and read—at least to gather evidence about Ragib himself.
But none of these Shicite scholars referred to the Muhadarat's Persian abridgment. Their 
silence could be explained with scholarly etiquette: scholars cite late-tenth- or early- 
eleventh-century Arabic texts in Arabic because they are scholars. However, it also 
conforms to the translation’s scant manuscript evidence, since the three undated 
fragments in Meshed and Tehran do not suggest that the Persian version was ever widely 
popular in Iran.158 While the rhetorical effort of arguing convincingly for Ragib’s Shicite 
affiliations led these authors to write lengthier entries than their non-Shicite counterparts, 
the Shicite agenda is otherwise important because it reveals that among non-Shicite 
scholars the question of Ragib’s dogmatic positions is rather downplayed and treated as a 
nonissue.
156. Ibn Funduq, Ta’rlh: 112-113 s.v. 62.
157. Compare this description o f their procedure in Mudarris, Raihmat al-adab: “ba°dl az culama bi- 
istinad-i Inke az ahl al-bait-i cismat—calai-him al-salam—bisyar riwayat karde u-dar mauqic-i riwayat az 
hadrat-i amir al-mu’minln CA1I b. Abl Talib— calai-hl al-salam—faqat ba cibarat-i amir al-mu’mimn tacblr 
awarde u-az hulafa-yi dlkar hatta al-imkan riwayat nakarde u-naza’ir-i In-ha nisbat-i taSayyu0 bi-du 
dade’and” Some theologians use to attribute to him Shfite affiliations through relying upon that which he 
transmitted often about the members o fcAlT’s pure family—upon them be peace—and that he only used the 
phrase ‘amir al-mu ’minm ’fo r  reports about his excellency the Amir al-Mu ’minm cA lI b. A b l Talib—upon 
him be peace—and as fa r  as possible avoided using it fo r  reports about the other caliphs, and similar 
things. (2: 292).
158. Meshed, Kitabhane-yi markazl-yi Astan-i quds-i radawl, MS pers. 4306; Tehran, Kitabhane-yi 
Maglis-i §ura-yi islaml, MS pers. 308; and Tehran, Kitabhane-yi markazl-yi Danisgah-i Tihran, MS pers. 
4503. For Mugahid’s comments on the manuscripts, compare: Ragib, Nawadir: xxv.
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Around 1700, the Safavid scholar MIrza cAbd Allah Afandl b. Tsa al-Isfahanl 
(died c. 1718) compiled the Riyad al-culama’ wa-hiyad al-fudala’ (The Meadows of 
Scholars and the Cisterns of Eminent Men), a comprehensive biographical dictionary of 
learned men associated with the Imamlya, in which he included Ragib.159 Afandl focused 
on Ragib’s credentials as a theologian, naming the titles of three works about Koran 
exegesis, aside from the Muhadarat. The larger part of the entry comprises a discussion 
of Ragib’s standing as an Imamite philosopher, and Afandl’s main argument is that in the 
Asrar al-imama (Secrets of the Imamlya) the obscure Imamite theologian Tmad al-DIn 
Hasan b. CA1I al-TabarsI considered Ragib the first Imamite philosopher.160 On the one 
hand, Afandi’s indifference to functional data for Ragib’s life recalls the biographical 
dictionaries by Dahabi and Safadi. On the other hand, unlike his thirteenth- and 
fourteenth-century predecessors, Afandl included the Muhadarat in the list of notable 
works.
In the second half of the nineteenth century, the Qajar mugtahid Saiyid MIrza 
Muhammad Baqir Hwansan (1811-1895) collected the biographies of more than seven- 
hundred intellectuals and scholars in the Raudat al-gannatfiahwal al-culama’ wa-l-sadat 
(Gardens of Paradise Concerning the Circumstances of Learned Men and the Prophet’s 
Descendants). In the imprint, the entry about Ragib runs a bit over thirty pages, most of
159. Afandl, Riyad alJ ulcima\ 2: 172. For the few known details o f Afandi’s biography, see: Zirikli, 
Aclam, 4: 251.
160. TabarsI, Asrar al-imama: 514; compare the introduction: xvii. The editors of this new edition suggest 
that TabarsI was a contemporary o f Nasir al-DIn al-TusI (died 1274): vii-viii.
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which are filled with excerpts from the Muhadarat}61 There is no evidence whatsoever
for Ragib’s Shicite affiliations, and so Hwansari could only imply that Ragib practiced
taqiya}61 He needed less than two pages to describe that he detected Shaficite positions in
the Muhadarat and other scholars discussed Ragib’s dogmatic allegiances, to quote
Suyufi’s entry from the Bugya, and to provide a commented list of Ragib’s works that
ends with the Muhadarat:
He [i.e., Ragib] also wrote the very great book of the Muhadarat, whose name is 
linked to him and which exceeds ten volumes! In it, among the rarities of the 
aphorisms, the exquisite stories, and the unusual and delicate benefits is that 
which is not to be found in any other book by him. Among delicacies is that 
which he mentions in it and which does not desere that I exclude it from this 
book, so that it may bring the grace of God.163
After this hyperbolic praise for Ragib’s anthology Hwansari filled the following twenty-
eight pages with passages from the Muhadarat, drawing on chapters from the beginning,
the middle, and the end. It is unclear, though, that he actually knew the complete work
because he is the only one to ever describe a version of the Muhadarat as being longer
than ten volumes. The oldest preserved fragment of the Muhadarat shows that already at
the beginning of the twelfth century the anthology’s twenty-five chapters were divided
into four volumes, and these volume divisions are still valid for the twentieth-century
161. Hwansari, Raudat al-gannat, 3: 197-227 s.v. 273; the quotes from the Muhadarat fill pp.199-226.
162. Hwansari, Raudat al-gannat: “wa-ka-anna-hu la-ma yatara’a min taqwiyatin <sic> ganaba al-haqq fi 
bacd musannafatihl” Although he appears to us right in his encouragement, he avoids the truth in some o f  
his works. (3: 197). Compare: Madelung, “Ar-Ragib al-Isfahani”: 158.
163. Hwansari, Raudat al-gannat'. “la-hu aidan kitab «al-Muhadarat» kabirun giddan ismu-hu maca-hu 
yazldu cala casr mugalladat! Wa-fi-hl min nawadir al-hikam wa-l-hikayat al-tarifa wa-cawa’id al-mustatrafa 
al-lafifa ma la yugidu fi gair min kitabin. Wa-min lata’ifa ma dakara-hu fi-hl wa-haqlqun bi-an la ahalla 
hada al-kitab min-hi li-ya’tiya bi-fadl Allah” (3: 199). In this passage the technical term for volume is 
mugallad, and not guz ’.
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imprints, whether they are bound as one, two, or four volumes.164 Hwansari finished the 
entry about Ragib with a short notice about his date and place of death, without 
discussing the numerous suggestions that had accumulated since the fifteenth century 
when SuyutI first compared and evaluated the available opinions on the matter.165 That 
the mugtahid Hwansari focused in such an extravagant manner on the Muhadarat—his 
praise is unique among all previous and succeeding references to the anthology—despite 
the considerable body of theological writings ascribed to Ragib, is further evidence that 
the Raudat al-gannat presents partisan positions.166 HwansarFs utilization of the
164. London, British Library, MS arab. Add. 18,529: “al-gild al-rabi° min al-Muhadarat li-l-Ragib”
(fol.lr), and “al-mugallada al-rabica min kitab al-Muhadarat” (fol.3r). Compare the 1961 imprint for which 
the Muhadarat'% text is divided into two parts that are bound in four volumes (agza ’) and the 1999 imprint 
of the Persian abridgment in one volume, even though in these twentieth-century imprints the number of  
chapters per volume is not identical with those o f the twelfth-century fragment: Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. 
Beirut, 4: 725; and Ragib, Nawadir. za’-h a ’.
165. Hwansari, Raudat al-gannat, 3: 227. Hwansan mentioned that in the Ahbar al-basar by Abu al-Fida’ 
(1273—1331) he found among the events o f the higra year 565 [i.e., 1170 C E], a death notice for the sheikh 
Abu al-Qasim al-Isfahanl In a recent edition o f this extremely popular universal history, which is not a 
critical edition based on manuscripts, there is not a death notice for Ragib among the events o f the higra 
year 565: Abu al-Fida’, Muhtasar, 3: 63-64. Yet, among the events o f the higra year 465 [i.e., 1073 C E], 
there is a death notice for al-Imam Abu al-Qasim cAbd al-Karfm b. Hawazin b. cAbd al-Malik al-Qusairf al- 
Nlsabun (2: 271; italics mine). Moreover, this man is called sheikh and was the author o f a good Koran 
commentary. Since Hwansari concluded that Ragib died before Zamahsari (died 1144), it seems very 
probable that 565 is a typographical error; compare: Aga Buzurg TihranI, D arfa, 5: 46 s.v. 179.
Otherwise, Hwansari’s unique reference to Abu al-Fida’ has caused a bit o f confusion; see: Madeltmg, “Ar- 
Ragib al-Isfahanl”: 155; comparre: Qazwinl, Yad dast-ha, 5:11. But it is quite possible that the manuscript 
or imprint o f the Ahbar al-basar, used by Hwansarf, provided exactly this information because the Ahbar al- 
basar was transmitted with numerous continuations. Nonetheless, in some twentieth-century Shfite 
reference works, the authors used Hwansari’s death date for Ragib without any further comment; see, for 
example: Mudarris, Raihanat al-adab, 2: 293; Aga Buzurg TihranI, Darfa,I: 374 s.v. 1951; 10: 364 s.v. 
133; and 21: 364 s.v. 5469; and YunusI, Fihrist, 1: 1243 s.v. 2559.
166. For Hwansarl’s sectarian agenda, see: Hairi, “Khwansari”: 1028.
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Muhadarat suggests that strategically the anthology is the more useful work for a Shicite 
agenda because its outlook is so non-partisan.167
In the first half of the twentieth century the Syrian theologian Muhsin al-Husainl 
al-cAmifi (1865-1952) and the Iranian author Muhammad CA1I Mudarris 
(c. 1878-1954)— contemporaries of Aga Buzurg TihranI, Qazwinl and 
QummI—compiled biographical dictionaries: the Arabic Acyan al-sTa (Prominent Men of 
the Shica) and the Persian Raihmat al-adab fitaragim al-macrufih bi-l-kunya wa-l-laqab 
(Sweet Basil of Literature Concerning the Biographies of Men Known by their Surname 
and Moniker).168 cAmilI was a mugtahid of the Imamlya,169 like Hwansarl, and his entry 
about Ragib in the Acyan al-sTa documents how much authority Hwansarf’s Raudat al- 
gannat enjoyed among Imamite theologians.170 cAmilI wrote his opinion of Ragib, 
working with HwansaiTs text, yet never consulting the text of Ragib’s anthology to 
double-check Hwansari’s conclusions.171 First, he compared the opinions of SuyutI, Katip
167. For example, the introduction concludes with eulogies that do not indicate any preference for a 
member o f the Prophet’s family, such as cAfi, or for a theologian, such as Abu Harufa c. 699-767), see: 
Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Beirut: “sahhala Allah °alai-na ma yahmadu cuqba-hu wa-waffaqa-na fi gam f umuri- 
na la-ma yarda, wa-gacala hair acmali-na ma qarraba, inna-hu calim qadlr, nicam al-maula wa-nicam al-naslr” 
May God supply us with that which will praise His effort and may He grant us success in all our 
enterprises through that which will please Him. May He make that which will come close to our afterlives 
the best o f  our deeds. Behold, He is all-knowing and all-powerful, the blessings o f  the Lord and the 
blessings o f  the Supporter (1: 8).
168. °AmilI, A'yan al-sfa, and Mudarris, Raihmat al-adab.
169. GAL S 2: 807-808 note 1; and Zirikli, Adam, 6: 174-175.
170. cAmili, Acy m  al-sTa, 27: 220-228 s.v. 5475.
171. cAmilI, A'yan al-sla: “nanqulu-ha min Raudat al-gannat naqlan can al-Muhadarat” we quote these 
from the Raudat al-gannat, according to the Muhadarat (27: 224). cAmilI’s reliance on Hwansari is further 
suggested by his description o f the Muhadarat as a ten-volume book: “fi casr mugalladat” (27: 223); 
compare: Hwansari, Raudat al-gannat: “kitab «al-Muhadarat»... yazldu cala casr mugalladat” the book o f the 
Muhadarat, ... which exceeds ten volumes (3: 199).
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Qelebi, and Hwansari with regard to Ragib’s date of death to decide that Hwansarf had 
been wrong.172 Then, he juxtaposed the opinions of Afandl and Suyuti to conclude that 
Hwansaii had proven Ragib’s Shicite affiliations with Muhadarat quotes about CA1I and 
the Shifite imams.173 After a list with ten works ascribed to Ragib, cAmilI filled the 
remaining three quarters of the entry with his own selections from the Muhadarat}™ In 
contrast, Mudarris’s reliance on Shicite authorities, such as Afandl and Hwansari, appears 
much restrained in the Raihanat al-adab, since he seems to withhold judgment on the 
contentious issues of Shicite affiliations and dates of death. Mudarris followed the 
established Shicite conventions of discussing Ragib’s biography in his comparatively 
short entry of less than two pages: dogmatic positions, an annotated list of ascribed 
works, quotations from the Muhadarat, and dates of death.175
Irrespective of the different attitudes toward the Muhadarat as evidence for 
Ragib’s Shi°ite affiliations, in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, Shicite scholars, 
inside and outside Iran, exhibited a perceptible interest in Ragib and his anthology. This 
trend corresponded to the manufacture of new Muhadarat codices in Qajar Iran. Among 
the identified Arabic Muhadarat manuscripts in Iranian libraries there are two copies of
172. cAmili, Acyan a l-sla , 27: 220.
173. cAmili, Acyan a l-sla , 27: 221; cAmiH’s citation o f Hwansari’s Muhadarat quotes fills approximately 
the following two pages.
174. cAmilI, Acyan al-sla: “mu’allafatu-hu” (27: 223); “can Muhadarati-\n anna-hu dakara li-nafsi-hl 
hadain al-baitain” (27: 224); and “ma intahabna-hu min Muhadarati-\n" (27: 228).
175. Mudarris, Raihanat al-adab, 2: 292-293.
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the complete anthology dated 1860 and 1868,176 as well as one abridgment dated 1834.177 
However, the Arabic text remains to be published by an Iranian publishing house.
Scholars in Iran must still resort to the manuscripts, or the Egyptian and Lebanese 
imprints, if they want to consult the Arabic text. Moreover, the seventeenth-century 
Persian translation seemed to have been forgotten.178 Mugahid found only three 
fragments of Qazwlnl’s abridgment when he prepared the work’s critical edition.179 
Against this background, the publication of the Nawadir in Tehran in 1993 testifies that 
after one and a half century of learned lobbying the Muhadarat has reached the status of 
an important document of Iranian literary history: a historical monument, but no longer a 
practical textbook of Arabic.180
II. e. The unique manuscript of the Rahat
The main document for the direct reception of Rawandi’s miscellany is the Rahat's only 
complete manuscript. The dated colophon places this copy in the first half of the
176. Tabriz, Kitabhane-yi milll, MS arab. 2559; compare: Yunusi, Fihrist, 1: 1243-1244 s.v. 2559. 
Tehran, Kitabhane-yi Timunu-yi macarif, MS arab. adabiyat 144; compare: cAbd al-cAziz, Fihrist: 178-179 
s.v. 144.
177. Meshed, Kitabhane-yi markazi-yi Astan-i quds-i radawi, MS arab. 4990; compare: Fikrat, Fihrist-i 
alifba’r .  499 s.v. Muhadarat; and Ragib, Nawadir. xviii s.v. 9.
178. Muhammad QazwTnT’s twelve pages o f notes about Ragib contain no reference to the Muhadarat's 
seventeenth-century Persian abridgment: Qazwinl, Yad dast-ha, 5: 2-15.
179. Meshed, Kitabhane-yi markazi-yi Astan-i quds-i radawi, MS pers. 4306; Tehran, Kitabhane-yi 
Maglis-i sura-yi islami, MS pers. 308; and Tehran, Kitabhane-yi markazi-yi Danisgah-i Tihran, MS pers. 
4503. Compare: Ragib, Nawadir. xxv.
180. Ragib, Nawadir. “buzurgtarin u-ma°ruftarin atar-i Ragib kitab-i Muhadarat-i u-st” the greatest and 
best-known work by Ragib is his Muhadarat (xv). Mugahid also mentioned an unpublished dissertation 
about Ragib, defended at the University o f Isfahan in 1975 by cAli Mir Lauhl FalawirganI (ix).
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thirteenth century. However, its status as the work’s only preserved manuscript must be 
considered with caution because the number of unidentified Islamic manuscripts in public 
and private collections is still considerable.181 The unique manuscript postulates the 
existence of at least one more copy of the work because the colophon documents that this 
single copy is not Rawandi’s autograph. Unfortunately, the colophon does not record 
whether the scribe worked from the autograph and whether he copied the miscellany for a 
specific patron. Today the Rahaf s manuscript is in Paris, for in 1899 the Bibliotheque 
nationale de France bought the volume as part of the Islamic manuscript collection of the 
eminent French scholar Charles Schefer (1820-1898).182 Francis Richard recently 
published two descriptions of the manuscript, in which he identified three of its Muslim 
owners between the thirteenth and eighteenth centuries.183 Despite these important data, 
the ownership of the volume is not continuously accounted for. In addition, Schefer 
himself did not reveal how and where he acquired the manuscript.
The thirteenth-century manuscript is a simple, functional copy, whose scribe Ilyas 
b. cAbd Allah identified himself in the short colophon.184 The scribe used thick laid paper 
whose barely visible chain-lines run horizontally. The paper shows extensive 
waterstainage that occasionally impairs the legibility of the text. The scribe chose a large
181. For the uncatalogued private collections in Iran, see: Hadi Sharifi in Roper, World Survey, 1: 457.
182. Paris, Bibliotheque nationale, MS supplement pers.1314; compare: Blochet, Catalogue de la 
collection: 65 s.v. 1314.
183. Richard, “Paris, Bibliotheque nationale, MS supplement pers.1314;” and Richard, Splendeurs 
p er sans: 42 s.v. 8.
184. Rawandl, Rahat: 467 (fol.l79r).
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format with generous margins and prepared a layout that created solid text-blocks for 
both prose and verses.185 His nash shows a number of ligatures between non-connecting 
letters, such as a ligature between alif and dal,or dal, which appeared in thirteenth-century 
manuscripts from Iran and then became conventional sikaste ligatures.186 Ilyas b. cAbd 
Allah used only two different inks, brown for the text and orange-red for the lubrication 
of chapter headings and keywords. The manuscript contains tables and drawings, again 
executed in brown and orange-red,187 no decorative illumination and illustration.
Although the text itself is complete, the list of sultans of the Great Seljuqs appears 
incomplete.188 Ilyas b. cAbd Allah spaced the fifteen names over more than three pages, 
leaving about five centimeters empty space beneath every name, where different hands 
filled in some of these blanks with bits of genealogical information (sagare) for some 
sultans. Muhammad Iqbal (1877-1938), who prepared the Rabat's critical edition, 
noticed that Rawandi’s list of sultans neither matched the sequence of reigns 
subsequently discussed in the institutional history of the Great Seljuq sultanate nor
185. Page format: 31.0 cm x 24.5 cm; writing surface: 26.0 cm x 17.5 cm; nineteen lines per page; and 
distance between two lines: 1.3 cm. The scribe could not use use a uniform mistara since the distribution of 
prose and verses changes from page to page, but traces o f pricking and ruling are clearly visible on many 
folios. Cut-off comments on the margins document that the manuscript was cropped for the binding.
186. For reproduced pages, see: Schefer, “Tableau du regne”: the unnumbered plates; and Richard, “Paris, 
Bibliotheque nationale, MS supplement pers.1314.” For a thirteenth-century Iranian manuscript written in 
the same type o f nash, compare this reproduction o f a page from a dated codex in Leiden: Biegstraaten, 
Omar Khayyam'. 23. For the nasta’liq ligature, see: Hanaway and Spooner, Reading N asta’liq: 15-16.
187. Not all sketches are included in the critical edition. This omission is especially curious in the case of 
the sketches illustrating the measurements o f Arabic letters according to the principle o f tanasub, as first 
proposed by Ibn Muqla (886-940), since this manuscript is one o f the oldest preserved references to Ibn 
Muqla’s concept o f proportionate script (al-hatt al-mansub): Porter, Textes persons: 1. Traites de 
calligraphic. Some sketches were reproduced, though without any bibliographical reference to their origins, 
in: Schimmel, Calligraphy: 17.
188. Rawandl, Rahat: 85-86 (fol.37v-fol.39r).
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represented a complete list of the Great Seljuq sultans known to twentieth-century 
historians.189 Yet Iqbal, as well as Richard, did not discuss the possible rationales of this 
layout or the question of whether some finishing touches are missing from the 
manuscript.190
The main data of the volume’s history are provided by its dated colophon and the 
three Muslim owners. Ilyas b. cAbd Allah dated the colophon 17 April 1238.191 
Unfortunately, he did not record where he finished the copy, and his nisba al-QunawI, 
indicating a link to Konya, the capital of the Rum Seljuqs between the eleventh and 
thirteenth centuries, is an unpointed addition by a later hand.192 Since Rawandl dedicated
189. Rawandl: Rahat: 85-86, especially 85 notes 1, 5, and 10; because o f the disagreement with Rawandl, 
Iqbal presents the fifteen sultans in two sections: one sultan is succeeded by a list o f fourteen sultans. 
Compare the eighteen sultans listed by Bosworth, New Islamic Dynasties: 185-186.
190. I am not aware o f any research on the inclusion o f genealogical tables in the opening chapters of 
Persian and Ottoman chronicles: Julie Scott Meisami does not consider the manuscripts o f her sources in 
Persian Historiography, while Sholeh A. Quinn discusses Safavid genealogy without examining how they 
are displayed in the manuscripts: Historical Writing: 83-86. However, a cursory glance at a few 
manuscripts suggests that such tables might have been used as orientation device as well as visual 
representation o f genealogical claims and traditions. Manuscripts o f a fifteenth-century Ottoman translation 
o f Rawandl’s historical section—Yaztctoglu’s Tawarih-i al-i Salguq (Chronicles o f the Seljuq
People)— contain similarly spaced genealogical tables illustrated with the clans’ tamgas; for codicological 
description and plate from an undated codex in Leiden, see: Schmidt, Catalogue: 104-105 s.v. Cod. Or. 
419; compare: Flemming, Turkische Handschriften: 11 s.v. 101. In contrast, two Persian fragments o f the 
first volume o f the 6am f  al-tawarih by Rasid al-DIn Fadl Allah Tabtb (1247-1318), which also deals with 
Seljuq history, contain genealogical information on the Oghuz clans, but tamgas are only mentioned in one 
manuscript and neither scribe arranged these data in a table or grid: London, British Library, MS pers. Or. 
2927: fol.l3v; and London, British Library, MS pers. Or. 2885: fol,13r-14r. For other genealogical tables 
in other manuscripts o f this chronicle, compare the illustrated genealogy o f Chinese emperors and Jewish 
kings in the Arabic manuscript, that is now in the Khalili collection: Blair, Compendium: fol.249r-257v and 
fol.295. For tamgas and their first documentation in the Dtwan lugat al-turk (List o f the Turcs’ Words) by 
Mahmud al-Kasgari (eleventh century), as well as their occurrence in later Islamic historiography, see: 
Leiser, “Tamgha.”
191. Rawandl, Rahat: “tammat fi gurrat Ramadan sanat hams talatln sittami’a fi yadai-... al-hagg Ilyas b. 
cAbd Allah al-hafiz al-QunawI” (467).
192. The difficulties o f deciphering the scribe’s name were first stated by Browne, “Account”: 887. Iqbal 
observed that not only the unpointed nisba Qunawl, but also the honorifics al-hagg and al-hafiz had been 
added later: Rawandl, Rahat: 468 note 5. The conjecture QunyawThas been suggested by A.H. Morton in
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his miscellany to Kai Husrau, a sultan of the Rum Seljuqs (ruled 1192-1197 and 
1205-1211), Alexander Morton and Richard speculated that the nisba Qunawl suggests 
that Ilyas b. cAbd Allah copied the manuscript in Konya, perhaps even from Rawandl’s 
autograph.193 This speculation is undoubtedly very elegant and probable, yet there is no 
evidence that a dedication manuscript was in fact copied by Rawandl and then reached its 
dedicatee in Konya. Nor does this speculation account for the equally reasonable 
possibility that Ilyas b. cAbd Allah retained his nisba Qunawl, if it was ever his to begin 
with, after having moved from Konya to another city or court where he copied Rawandl’s 
Rahat.
Three owners inscribed themselves on the manuscript’s first and last pages.194 On 
fol.lr, sahib-i diwan cAla al-DIn left an undated ex-libri. Richard identified this official, 
the head of the chancery, as the famous Mongol administrator, historian, and bibliophile 
cAla’ al-DIn cAta Malik GuwainI (1226-1283).195 The tugra of the Ottoman sultan 
Beyazid II (ruled 1481-1512) is visible twice, on fol.lr and 179v.196 The otherwise
Swietochowski, Illustrated Poetry. 53.
193. Rawandl, Rahat: “u-garad azln magmuce dikr-i alqab u-nam u-nasab-i sarif-i padisah-i ca d il... Abu al- 
Fatah Kaihusrau... ast” (64). A.H. Morton in Swietochowski, Illustrated Poetry: 53; and Richard, 
Splendeurspersans: 42 s.v. 8; compare: Rawandl, Rahat: X note 3.
194. Richard, Splendeurs persans: 42 s.v. 8; compare: Richard, “Paris, Bibliotheque nationale, MS 
supplement pers. 1314.”
195. Unfortunately, Richard does not mention whether there are other ex-libris by Guwainl, that are 
similar, or even identical, to this one. Otherwise, after the execution o f Rasld al-DIn Fadl Allah 
(1247-1318) the Ilkhanid administrator Ibn al-Nizam (c. 1280-1342), whose al-U rada f i  al-hikaya al- 
Salguqfya has been identified as a revised version o f the Rahat's historical section, became known as cAla’ 
al-DIn Muhammad: Ibn al-Nizam, cUrada: XIX.
196. That the manuscript had been owned by an Ottoman sultan was already observed by Blochet, 
Catalogue des manuscritspersans: 277 s.v. 438.
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unknown Hagg Mustafa SadaqI added his seal, dated 1765, to the names of the volume’s 
previous owners. The first two identifications suggest that between the thirteenth and 
fifteenth centuries the modest manuscript—especially if compared with the luxurious 
codices produced for noble patrons—was owned by members of the ruling elite, and 
moved from Baghdad to Istanbul. The obscure third owner is important because his 
ownership documents that imperial libraries withdrew volumes, even though, 
unfortunately, the reason of withdrawal was not recorded in the manuscript itself.
II. f. Selective readings of the Rahat
The meager data for the transmission of the unique Rahat manuscript convey the 
impression of a rare work. However, rarity does not necessarily imply failure with the 
intended audiences. How many manuscript copies are necessary to validate the 
conclusion that a work was a bestseller or left on the shelf? The twentieth-century 
attitude that measures a publishing success by the size of the number of books sold—and 
by the number of books read—does not apply to the manuscript age, where books were a 
rare commodity and much fewer people could read. Moreover, Rawandl designed the 
Rahat for a small, select audience among the Rum Seljuqs, and men like cAla’ al-DIn 
(juwainl and Beyazid II, who later owned the Rahat manuscript, belonged to the same 
social group, though within the framework of other ruling families. Rarity thus only 
indicates that the work did not cross over the boundaries that separated the courts from 
the rest of society. That neither Rawandl nor the Rahat is included in any biographical 
dictionary or book catalogue appears then as less critical evidence, especially if  seen 
together with the indirect evidence for the work’s transmission.
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Although the complete miscellany did not seem to attract readers between the 
beginning of the thirteenth and the second half of the sixteenth century, the institutional 
history of the Great Seljuq sultanate197 is preserved in revised Persian versions and 
excerpts, as well as in an Ottoman translation. The context of this indirect transmission 
are either individual works or comprehensive chronicles, and both point to the same 
group of readers as the Rahat manuscript: members and associates of the ruling elites. 
Aside from this historical focus, the reception of the work seems to have included some 
of its poetry. So far, a panegyric qaslda, one of the many poems in the Rahat,198 has been 
identified in an anthology of Persian poetry. Unfortunately, at the current state of 
research on miscellanies and anthologies, it is impossible to gauge whether this case is 
just an exception. With the beginning of the seventeenth century, the the partial reception 
of the Rahat came to a halt. In an arresting accordance with the premodem Islamic 
reception of the Rahat, in nineteenth- and twentieth-century Europe the research on the 
miscellany has also concentrated on its institutional history of the Great Seljuq sultanate. 
When Schefer published his discovery of the Rahat and Edward G. Browne (1862-1926) 
arranged its critical edition, Schefer and Browne, as well as Iqbal, were excited that the 
thirteenth-century manuscript of the Rahat contained so much information on the 
eleventh- and twelfth-century sultanate of the Great Seljuqs.199 The scarcity of
197. Rawandl, Rahat: 85^405 (fol.37v-157r).
198. Rawandl, Rahat: 458-459 (fol,175v-176r).
199. Houtsma, “Ueber eine turkische Chronik”: 371 note 4; Schefer, “Tableau du regne”: 3—4; Browne, 
“Account”: 567-569; and Ravandl, Rahat: X and XXI-XXVI. However, Schefer considered the Rahat an 
important document also for the relationship between Persian and Arabic in twelfth-century Iran: “j ’ai du 
aussi renoncer, a mon tres grand regret, a donner la traduction des vers et des adages composes ou cites par 
l’auteur a I’appui de chaque fait. Ces maximes sont soigneusement traduites en persan, et elles confirment 
ce fait... que, depuis le xne siecle de notre ere, la langue arabe avait cesse d’etre generalement comprise
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contemporary sources for the Great Seljuqs transformed a unique miscellany into an 
important document of pre-Mongol Persian historiography.200
To elucidate why medieval Islamic historians and nineteenth- and twentieth- 
century scholars alike focused on the miscellany’s historical component, the Rahat must 
be placed within the context of the few preserved sources for regional politics in western 
Iran between the eleventh and twelfth centuries. In his introduction, Rawandl 
acknowledged Zahlr al-DIn NIsapurl (died c. 1184) as his source for the Great Seljuqs, 
though Rawandl did not ascribe a work with a specific title to NIsapurl.201 Rawandl’s 
short comment on NIsapurl is the only preserved information about this otherwise 
obscure man202 to whom the Ilkhanid historian Hamd Allah Mustaufi Qazwinl 
(c. 1281-after 1339) and the Timurid historian Hafiz-i Abru (died 1430) ascribed a Seljuq 
chronicle on which they based their reports on the Great Seljuqs, making it thus a central 
work of Persian historiography.203 Yet Nisapuri’s Seljuq chronicle was long assumed 
lost, and only in 1953 did IsmaTl Afsar publish a version of the work, based on a
dans la Perse et dans la Transoxiane.” (Schefer, “Tableau du regne”: 13).
200. Rypka, History: 442; Luther, “Islamic Rhetoric”: 95; Hillenbrand, “Rawandl;” and Meisami, Persian 
Historiography. 236-237 and 254. Some scholars, however, do not count the Rahat among pre-Mongol 
Persian historiography; for example, the miscellany is not mentioned by Bosworth, “The Persian 
Contribution.”
201. Rawandl, Rahat: “hamin tarih-ha bi-cahd-i hudawand-i calam Tugril b. Arslan b. Tugril rahima-hu 
Allah Zahlr al-DIn NISapuri ke ustad-i sultan-i Arslan u-Mascud bud u-h"T§ ducaguyl-yi daulat nibiSte bud” 
Zahlr al-Dm NSaburF, who had been the teacher o f  the sultans Arslan and Mas( ud, and the petitioner to 
the state [i.e., Rawandl\ wrote the very same stories up to the reign o f  the monarch o f  the world Tugril b. 
Arslan b. Tugril—may God have mercy upon him (64-65). However, in this passage Rawandl only 
acknowledged the death o f sultan Tugril III in 1194 and did not add an eulogy to Nisapuri’s name. For 
another, though unexplained, suggestion o f Nisaburi’s date o f death, see: Meisami, Persian Historiography: 
255.
202. Bosworth, “Nishapuri.”
203. Rawandl, Rahat: XXIX-XXXIII; and Bosworth, “Nishapuri.”
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complete manuscript dated 1581 and a fifteenth-century fragment.204 As the 
contemporary evidence for the Great Seljuqs is extremely scarce and identified 
manuscripts of the Salguqname (Book of the Seljuqs) are only fifteenth- and sixteenth- 
century copies of the work, the thirteenth-century manuscript of the Rahat constitutes the 
oldest known witness to the text of Nisapuri’s Seljuq chronicle.205
When Iqbal prepared the Rahat’ s critical edition, he analyzed the chapters about 
Seljuq history in Persian and Ottoman chronicles to establish who among later historians 
had adapted the miscellany. Iqbal analyzed vocabularies and styles to deduce philological 
arguments for answers to the question of whether Rawandl’s institutional history of the 
Great Seljuq sultanate or Nisapuri’s chronicle were the source of these later works.206 His 
philological arguments were based on the observation that the first Islamic historiography 
in Persian was written in a straightforward manner, thus appearing to present a clear 
historical record, whereas after the Mongol conquest the rhetorical exuberance of the 
Persian chancery style seemed to obfuscate any functional data.207 Comparing texts, Iqbal
204. Nisapuri, Salguqname: 8. For a negative assessment o f this edition, compare: Cahen, 
“Historiography”: 73; Bosworth, “Nishapuri;” and Nisapuri, History o f  the Seljuq: ix.
205. A.H. Morton is currently preparing a new edition o f the Salguqname: Morton, “Saljuqnama;” 
compare: Nisapuri, History o f  the Seljuq Turks: viii-ix. Morton claims that a fifteenth- or sixteenth-century 
fragment with an anonymous history o f the Seljuqs is a copy o f Nisapuri’s original work (London, Royal 
Asiatic Society, MS pers. 22 (b); compare: Morley, Descriptive Catalogue: 133 s.v. CXXXVIII). In his 
stemma, Morton further postulates, first, the existence o f two lost intermediaries o f the Salguqname and, 
second, the existence o f a Ta ’rlh-i Salguqryan by Rawandl, that was preserved as a unique copy in an 
anonymous addendum to a fifteenth-century manuscript o f the Ta’rlh-i gahan gusay by cAla’ al-DIn cAta 
Malik Guwaini (Paris, Bibliotheque nationale, MS supplement pers. 1556: fol.231v-fol.261r). I am greatly 
indebted to Tim Stanley for a copy o f Morton’s “S a lju q n a m a a handout from a workshop conducted by 
the Royal Asiatic Society in Spring 2001.
206. Rawandl, Rahat: XXXIII-XXXVIII; Iqbal, for instance, argued that similar passages in the Rahat and 
the Nusah-i gahan ara prove that Hamd Allah “had it before him while writing” (XXXVI).
207. Rawandl, Rahat: “a clear and simple style, typical o f the pre-Mongol Persian writings” (XXI-XXII). 
The assumption that an unadorned style was typical for Persian historiography before the Mongol conquest 
leads to the condemnation o f the later chancery style by eminent medieval historians, such as Bosworth,
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concluded that in five chronicles, compiled between the beginning of the thirteenth and 
the second half of the sixteenth century, authors had worked from the Rahat: (1) Rasid al- 
DIn Fadl Allah (1247-1318) in his (jamic al-tawarih (Compendium of Chronicles);208 (2) 
Ibn al-Nizam al-Husainl al-Yazdl (c. 1280-1342) in his °Urada flal-hikaya al-Salguqtya 
(Gift Concerning the Seljuq Story);209 (3)Yazicioglu Ali (fifteenth century) in his 
Tawarlh-i al-i Salguq (Chronicles of the Seljuq People);210 (4) the unknown author of a 
unique addendum to the Ta’rlh-i gahan gusay (Chronicle of the World-Conqueror) by 
°Ala’ al-DIn cAta Malik Guwaini, preserved in a fifteenth-century manuscript;211 and (5) 
QadI Ahmad Gifari Qazwinl (c. 1504-1568) in his Nusah-i gahan ara (World-Adorning 
Texts).212 Unfortunately, the evidence is nonetheless equivocal, complicating all efforts 
to isolate traces of a twelfth-century chronicle in fifteenth-century manuscripts. None of
“The Persian Contribution”: “Writing his history in a tediously florid and inflated Persian style, so different 
from the simplicity of that o f his predecessors, Juwaynl incorporated the chancery style o f Persian, with its 
full battery o f rhetorical devices, into Persian historiography, thereby influencing this genre o f writing for 
centuries to come and making history an arcane preserve for the restricted class o f culama’ and kuttab, a 
science to be savored for its fine style rather than as a means o f the intelligible communication of  
information.” (235-236).
208. For the most recent analysis o f the work’s manuscript tradition that is further complicated through the 
parallel transmission o f Arabic and Persian versions, see: Blair, Compendium : 16-36.
209. London, British Library, MS pers. Add. 22,695; compare: Rieu, Catalogue: 848-850 s.v. Add. 
22,695. For the manuscript tradition, see: Ibn al-Nizam, cUrada: VI and IX-X; and for the relationship to 
the Rahat, see: XVIII-XIX.
210. Leiden, University Library -  Legatum Wamerianum, MS turk. Or. 491; for identified mss. o f this 
work, see: Flemming, Turkische Handschriften: 78 s.v. 101.
211. Paris, Bibliotheque nationale, MS supplement pers. 1556: fol.23 lv-fol.261r. As already mentioned, 
Morton considers this addendum— sometimes called Risale-yi (juwaini—  a previously unknown Ta ’rlh-i 
Salguq jyan by Rawandl: Morton, “Saljuqnama.” Other suggestions have been offered by Muhammad 
Qazwinl, who identified it as an abridgment o f the Rahat (Guwaynl, Ta ’rlh-i gahan gusay, 1: LXXIII and 
LXXV), and Allin Luther, who regarded it as (juwaim’s abridgment o f the Salguqname (Nisapuri, History 
o f  the Seljuq Turks: 15-16 and 177).
212. Quinn, Historical Writing: 17 and 159 notes 26-30.
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these five authors mentioned Rawandl or his miscellany, but all manuscripts postdate the 
Rahat's manuscript, and therefore also the alleged text of the Salguqname, by at least a 
century. Concerning the language of chronicles, claritas, as well as obscuritas, is a 
rhetorical style in its own right,213 so that a fifteenth-century author mastered the linguistic 
means to edit and rewrite his twelfth-century source in either style according to his own 
intentions.
Seen against the background of the known manuscript tradition, it is at this point 
impossible, with our current knowledge of Persian manuscripts and Persian 
historiography, to settle the philological question of how the text of the Rahat's 
institutional history of the Great Seljuq sultanate is related to the text of Nisapuri’s 
chronicle.214 Yet the occurrence of excerpts on the Great Seljuq sultanate in five later 
chronicles are important pieces of evidence for the audiences that were interested in the 
Great Seljuqs. Unlike Rawandl, none of the later authors supplemented an institutional 
history with non-historiographical writings. This suggests, on the one hand, that 
Rawandl’s editorial decisions about the contents of his miscellany, mixing recent and 
contemporary politics with chapters about the courtly life style, were too idiosyncratic to
213. The assumption that a simple style is written without the use o f any rhetorical devices is derived from 
an understanding o f rhetoric according to which the construction o f structures— i.e., syntax— is a non- 
rhetorical use o f language, while the rhetorical use o f language is limited to verbal ornament— i.e., figures 
o f speech; for claritas see: White, Tropics o f  Discourse: 134; and K ennedy, Classical Rhetoric: 111, and 
passim.
214. The unsolved mystery o f what Rawandl did, or did not do, to Nisapuri’s chronicle is also the context 
o f Meisami’s efforts to rehabilitate the Rahat, defending Rawandl against charges o f excessive use of 
rhetoric: Meisami, Persian Historiography: 237-238; in addition to her discussion o f both the Salguqname 
and the Rahat in this monograph (229-234 and 237-256), see also her articles “The Historian and the 
Poet”: 98 and 119-121; “History”: 26-29; “Ravandl’s ‘Rahat al-sudur’;” and “The Sah-name”: 267-273. 
But Meisami— unlike Morton— does not consider the manuscripts, accepting Afsar’s version o f the 
Salguqname at face value. Her comparisons between the Salguqname and the Rahat are based on Afsar’s 
text only.
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remain attractive to later readers. The dedicatees of the later chronicles, on the other 
hand, indicate that until the sixteenth century such institutional history was of interest to 
ruling Mongol, Iranian, and Turkish elites alike, as is already documented by two 
identified owners of the Rahat manuscript: cAla’ al-DIn Guwaini and Beyazid II. The 
renowned 6amic al-tawarih was dedicated by Rasid al-DIn to the Ilkhanid khan Mahmud 
Gazan (ruled 1295-1304).215 In contrast, no patron or dedicatee is mentioned in the 
cUrada itself, though Karl Sussheim (1878-1947), who prepared the work’s critical 
edition, assumed that Ibn al-Nizam dedicated the work to an official at the court of 
Mahmud Gazan’s successor, khan Oljeytu (ruled 1304—1316).216 After the Ilkhanids, 
both the Ottomans and the Safavids considered the sultanate of the Great Seljuqs as one 
of their predecessors. The otherwise obscure fifteenth-century author Yazicioglu 
dedicated his Ottoman Tawarih-i al-i Salguq to sultan Murad II (ruled 1421-1451),217 
whereas QadI Ahmad dedicated his Nusah-i gahan ara to the Safavid shah Tahmasb.218 
After these two historians, there are no further traces that any historian consulted a 
twelfth-century source for the Great Seljuqs, be it the text by Nisapuri or Rawandl, 
perhaps because the politics of the Great Seljuqs’ reign in eleventh- and twelfth-century 
western Iran was now available in authoritative Ottoman and Safavid chronicles. That in 
the second half of the eighteenth century the Rahat manuscript was no longer claimed as
215. Morley, Descriptive Catalogue: 3 s.v. I.
216. Ibn al-Nizam, cUrada: XVIII-XIX, especially XIX note 1.
217. Flemming, Tiirkische Handschriften: 77 s.v. 101, compare: Schmidt, Catalogue: 104 s.v. Cod. Or. 
419.
218. Quinn, Historical Writing: 17.
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property by an Ottoman sultan supports this conclusion. The imperial library withdrew 
the thirteenth-century manuscript of a work that had been superseded by more recent 
works, suggesting a collection policy that was untouched by antiquarian, or even 
historicist, considerations.
As mentioned above, the selective reading of the Rahat was not completely 
restricted to its institutional history of Great Seljuq politics. Rawandl incorporated a 
panegyric poem about his dedicatee Kai Husrau into the hatimat-i kitab.219 Iqbal already 
noticed that Rawandl here revised for his own purposes a poem that Saraf al-DIn Sufurwe 
(fl. 1161-1186) had written for the Great Seljuq sultan Tugril III b. Arslan (ruled 
1176-1194).220 Morton has recently called attention to a third version of this poem—now 
identified as Rawandl’s and dedicated to sultan Sulaiman Sah—that was included in the 
Mu ’nis al-ahrar fldaqa’iq al-ascar (Free Men’s Companion about the Subtleties of 
Poems),221 a fourteenth-century anthology of Persian poetry compiled by Muhammad b. 
Badr al-DIn Gagarml, the otherwise unattested son of the panegyrist Badr al-DIn
219. Rawandl, Rahat: 457—467 (fol.l75v-179r); the poem o f twenty-two distichs is a musammat, divided 
into matlac and five stanzas with the rhyme scheme aaaab, and follows on p.458^459 (fol. 175v-176r).
220. Rawandl, Rahat: 458 note 1. For 1204 as Sufurwe’s date o f death, see: Browne, Literary History, 2: 
540. But for the problems o f actually identifying Saraf al-DIn Sufurwe among the members o f a family of 
Hanafite theologians in Isfahan, compare: de Blois, “Shufurwa.”
221. A.H. Morton in Swietochowski, Illustrated Poetry: 53-55 and 58-61. Morton identified this 
Sulaiman Sah as the Rum Seljuq sultan Sulaiman II b. Qilig Arslan (ruled 1192-1204) and did not discuss 
whether the Great Seljuq sultan Sulaiman Sah b. Muhammad I (ruled 1160-1061) presents another possible 
honoree (mamduh) o f  this panegyric. However, the poem could also have originated as a generic poetic 
exercise in praise o f the biblical king Solomon, ruling over man and harpy as well as demon and fairy, 
because in GagarmT’s version the first two distichs are: “pls-i sultan-and dar firman-i ban / adaml u-bahri u- 
dlw u-pari // husrau-i cadil Sulaimansah ke yaft / tag u-taht u-rayat u-angustaii //” (58 lines 1-2; compare: 
Rawandl, RShat: 458 lines 16-17).
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(jagarml (died 1287).222 Badr al-DIn GagarmI enjoyed the patronage of Sams al-DIn 
GuwainI (died 1284), who like his famous brother cAla’ al-DIn GuwainI worked in the 
Mongol administration. The Mu ’nis al-ahrar has been preserved in an illustrated 
manuscript whose colophon is dated 1341.223 This highly unusual codex is possibly 
Gag armi’s autograph and was perhaps copied and illustrated in Isfahan. The manuscript 
raises numerous philological and art-historical questions about Rawandl’s appropriation 
of Sufurwe’s poem and Gagarml’s decision to illustrate just one of its thirty chapters with 
miniatures.224 Nonetheless, the poem’s ascription to Rawandl suggests that the Rahat, 
though perhaps in a different version,225 was accessible to Ilkhanid functionaries who also 
knew that the miscellany’s institutional history of Great Seljuq politics doubled as an 
anthology of Persian poetry.226 The panegyric poem serves then as another piece of
222. A.H. Morton in Swietochowski, Illustrated Poetry. 49-51 and 56; compare: Qazwlnl, “Account”: 
97-98.
223. For a detailed description o f the manuscript, as well as the pages with the illustrated panegyric, see: 
Stefano Carboni in Swietochowski, Illustrated Poetry: 8-23 and 26-37 s.v 2-4.
224. In the unique manuscript, the introduction is followed by a list o f the “names o f poets and 
distinguished people about whom notices are given in this anthology” (QazwinI, “Account”: 105). 
Unfortunately, neither Rawandl nor Sufurwe made that list.
225. For the argument that an earlier version o f the Rahat, not yet dedicated to Kai Husrau, was 
independently circulated and thus preserved because Gagarmi’s version o f this poem is dedicated to sultan 
Sulaiman Sah, see: A.H. Morton in Swietochowski, Illustrated Poetry: “The version dedicated to 
Sulaymanshah that appears in the Mu ’nis al-ahrar... produced, it appears, when Ravandl was considering 
seeking the patronage o f Sulaymanshah. We do not know whether it was ever incorporated into his earlier 
recension o f the Rahat al-sudur.” (54) Nonetheless, Iqbal seems to have been the first to suggest that 
Rawandl had originally planned to dedicate his miscellany to Sulaiman II, the brother o f Kai Husrau: 
Rawandl, Rahat: XIX-XXI.
226. Rawandl, Rahat: “tarih-i padisahl u-a’In-i sultanat-i al-i Salguq bar sabll-i ihtisar biguyam u-dikr-i 
sucara-yi muta’ahhir u-sicr-ha’I ke dar hadrat-i Isan hwande and biyaram” let me briefly tell the history o f  the 
reign and the institution o f  the sultanate o f  the Seljuq family. Let me recall the contemporary poets and the 
poems that they recited fo r  these excellencies (63); for a justification o f not always citing complete 
panegyrics, compare: 193 lines 6-11.
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evidence for the Rahat' s circulation in southern Iraq and western Iran in court-related 
circles between the 1230s and 1340s.
II. g. Audiences and languages
Comparing the preserved manuscripts of the Muhadarat and the Rahat illustrates that the 
sheer number of preserved manuscripts does not necessarily equal a better knowledge of 
the manuscripts’ readers and owners. The single manuscript of the Rahat attests that 
Rawandl’s idea of his audience was nonetheless realistic. The miscellany was dedicated 
to a Rum Seljuq sultan, and the manuscript was for some time owned by an Ottoman 
sultan. In contrast, the Muhadarat manuscripts—as far as identified, examined, and 
described in catalogues—do not show any traces of having been of interest to elite 
audiences. Ragib did not identify a specific patron, and hence it seems appropriate that 
so far no manuscript could be directly connected with a high-ranking owner. This 
observation suggests that from the start Ragib designed the anthology as a pragmatic 
textbook for a non-elite, professional audience, whose social make-up, unfortunately, is 
completely unknown to us. Non-elite book culture in premodem Islamic societies has not 
been studied at all. The copies that survived in Istanbul and Meshed as part of the waqfs 
established by Kopruluzade Fazil Ahmet Pa§a and Nadir Sah Afsar do not contradict this 
conclusion because their ownership can be explained without assuming that the 
Muhadarat was considered of ideological value to the ruling elites. Fazil Ahmet Pa§a 
was a patron of scholars and the arts, as well as bibliophile who acquired manuscripts
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from a book collector’s viewpoint.227 Among the ten Muhadarat copies in the Kopriilii 
Library there are three fragments dated between 1388 and 1510,228 and a complete copy 
dated 1391.229 Today these four copies are the only preserved dated Muhadarat 
manuscripts from the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Otherwise, the Muhadarat's 
popularity with non-elite audiences does not exclude the possibility that the anthology 
was also used to teach literary Arabic to members of the ruling elites. In 1874, a member 
of the Qajar family bought a complete manuscript of the Muhadarat, which had been 
copied in 1860, and studied the anthology as a compilation of samples of correct literary 
Arabic.230
Different target audiences are also indicated by the different languages of the 
Muhadarat and the Rahat. In the tenth and eleventh centuries, the Shicite Buyids did not 
challenge the supremacy of Arab-Islamic culture; hence, the dominant status of Arabic 
was not in doubt. The Muhadarat is an Arabic anthology that reflected the Arab-Islamic 
literary conventions and traditions in its introduction and organization. Yet the rise of 
literary Persian continued under the Sunnite Great Seljuqs whose bureaucracy was run by 
both Arabs and Iranians. The Rahat is a Persian miscellany permeated with verses in 
both Persian and Arabic, secular and Koranic, and organized according to Persian literary
227. Gokbilgin and Trepp,“Kopriilii’’: 261.
228. Istanbul, Kopriilu Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Fazil Ahmet Pa§a 1378; Istanbul, Kopriilu Kiitiiphanesi, MS 
arab. Fazil Ahmet Pa§a 1380; Istanbul, Kopriilii Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Fazil Ahmet Pa§a 1379; and 
Istanbul, Kopriilii Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Fazil Ahmet Pa§a 1375.
229. Istanbul, Kopriilii Kiitiiphanesi, MS arab. Fazil Ahmet Pa§a 1371 (1).
230. Tabriz, Kitabhane-yi mill!, MS arab. 2559. For the uses to which Nadir Mirza Qagar, whose 
honorific was “sahib-i ihtiyar,” put the Muhadarat, see the manuscript’s codicologoical description: YunusI, 
Fihrist, 1: 1243-1244 sTv. 2559.
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conventions. The manuscript evidence suggests that in turn the languages determined 
how later audiences used the works. Until the nineteenth century the Muhadarat was a 
recognized textbook of Arabic for speakers of Ottoman and Persian, and the anthology 
has remained popular with Arab audiences until today. In contrast, the currently known 
evidence suggests that the Rahat was rarely copied word by word, because in the extant 
versions of Rawandl’s miscellany the Persian text was revised, as well as rewritten or 
translated. This observation attests that, by the eleventh century, literary Arabic had 
become a relatively stable medium, whereas late-twelfth-century Persian seemed already 
outdated to early-fourteenth-century readers.
Those different audiences provide an explanation of whether and how the 
Muhadarat and the Rahat were mentioned in biographical dictionaries and book 
catalogues. On the one hand, the Rabat's audience was a small, select group of courtiers 
and functionaries, and there is no trace that another work by Rawandl has been preserved. 
Bibliographical dictionaries and book catalogues preserved immense amounts of data 
about Islamic professionals—from saints and jurists to poets and calligraphers—but 
typically their authors did not scrutinize a sultan’s personnel. There are no biographical 
dictionaries that survey the entourage of a ruler. On the other hand, Ragib is also 
considered the author of a number of popular works about Koran exegesis that first 
gained him recognition in tafsirs and mention in biographical dictionaries and later the 
Muhadarat was added to the list of his works. It appears that a common characteristic of 
all works ascribed to Ragib is that they aimed at professional audiences who were not 
necessarily related to the courts.
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Although both the Muhadarat and the Rahat originated in pre-Mongol Iran, later 
Iranian audiences valued the two compilations differently, and this appreciation was 
independent of the works’ languages. In the late tenth or early eleventh century, Ragib 
wrote numerous works about dogmatics and Koran exegesis, yet he kept his Muhadarat 
so neutral that the anthology cannot be pinpointed as an expression of any specific 
dogmatic position. Toward the end of the twelfth century, Rawandl argued in the Rahat 
for the reconstitution of Hanafite rule over western Iran. After the sixteenth century, with 
the emergence of a Safavid agenda that linked Safavid identity to the Imamlya, Shi°ite 
scholars began to interpret the neutral text of the Arabic Muhadarat as ambiguous, 
speculating about Ragib’s Shicite, maybe even Imamite, affiliations, while the Sunnite 
author of the Persian Rahat whose institutional history covered the sultanate of the 
Turkish Great Seljuqs, was left to oblivion. In the first half of the twentieth century 
Muhammad Qazwml dutifully noticed Schefer’s discovery, but his short note about the 
Rahat did not even contain its author’s name.231
The reception of the Muhadarat and the Rahat outside the Iranian world seems to 
further corroborate how the authors had originally launched their works: an anthology for 
professional audiences outside the courts and a miscellany for the member of a ruling 
family. Muhadarat manuscripts circulated between Tehran and Istanbul, but knowledge 
of the Rahat seems to have been limited to a few specialists with a direct interest in 
imperial administration and politics, be they Mongol, Turkish, or Iranian. The limited
231. Qazwinx, Yad dast-ha, 5: 2 s.v. Rahat al-sudur. The posthumous notes do not contain a separate entry 
for Rawandl.
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circulation of the Rahat corresponds to the absence of any discussion of Rawandl’s bona 
tides. There is also no evidence that despite the popularity of Ragib’s works, scholars 
outside Iran were particular concerned with Ragib’s dogmatic allegiances. In the 
fifteenth century, when in Cairo Suyuti was the first to mention the Muhadarat in a 
biographical dictionary, he mentioned his own confusion over whether Ragib was a 
Muctazilite or Sunnite.232 SuyutI’s treatment of Ragib follows from a strategy of self- 
assured and relaxed sovereignty: The Arabic anthology is, of course, part of the Arab- 
Islamic heritage so that unanswerable questions—such as, where the Muhadarat actually 
originated and whether its obscure author was Arab, Sunnite, or other—are beside the 
point. Subsequently, neither Ottomans nor Christian and Sunnite Arabs have seriously 
discussed Ragib’s alleged Shi°ite affiliations. The same attitude can be observed in 
recent research on the Muhadarat. Thomas, largely relying on Rowson’s synopsis of 
Ragib’s life and works in the second edition of the Encyclopaedia o f Islam™ briefly 
mused about Ragib’s “centrist approach”234 without even considering the Shicite efforts to 
claim Ragib as one of their own. Despite the opposing conclusions, this Sunnite 
approach to the Muhadarat—be their representative western or indigenous Arabists—has 
with its Shicite mirror image in common that both sides proceed without examining the 
circulation and reception of the anthology.
232. Suyuti, Bugya: 296.
233. Rowson, “al-Raghib al-Isfahanl.”
234. Thomas, “Concept o f Muhadara”: 155.
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III Biographies of textbook writers: Authority and authorship
Der Historiker kann und soil nicht anders urteilen als von der Hohe seines Beobachtungszeitpunktes im 
Nachhinein. Aber er muB wissen, daB Geschichte anders gelebt wurde. Nur so wird er fruheren 
Generationen gerecht werden.
Arnold Esch, “Beobachtungen zu Stand und Tendenzen der Mediavistik”
Medieval Iran before the Mongol conquest was a factionalized society, in which Iranians, 
Arabs, Turks, and Kurds lived as Muslims, Zoroastrians, Jews, and Christians under the 
rule of Muslim elites. This ethnic and religious diversity implies the coexistence of 
multiple languages, yet the role and importance of Arabic as the language of the Islamic 
conquest, as well as the circumstances of the rise of Persian are not fully understood.1 
Moreover, comprehensive answers to these sociolinguistic questions are problematic 
because they concern the highly contentious relationship between the Arab-Islamic and 
Persian-Islamic civilizations after the Islamic conquest of the seventh century.2 Since the 
ninth century, Iranian and Turkish dynasties had succeeded with the establishment of 
regional spheres of control and influence in the eastern half of the umma, successfully 
challenging the supremacy of the Abbasid caliphate, as well as establishing regional 
centers of learning and research. The eleventh and twelfth centuries were characterized
1. For the thesis that some time before the tenth century Persian-speaking mawalTestablished Persian as the 
lingua franca with the ruling non-Iranian elites, see: Frye, Golden Age: 16 and 173; compare: Bulliet, 
Conversion: 18 and 39; Choksy, Conflict and Cooperation: 142; and Meisami, Persian Historiography: 
17-18. Meisami, however, presents Frye’s position as a thesis, still open to discussion and modification.
2. In eighth- and ninth-century Arabic sources, the debate about difference, equality, or superiority between 
Arab and non-Arab tribes—  al-cArab wa-l-'Agam— was linked to the term sifubfya (Enderwitz, 
“Shu°ubiyya”: 513-514). Seen against the background o f nationalist overtones o f nineteenth- and 
twentieth-century interpretations o f this debate, it is rather ironic that the patronage o f the Turkish 
Ghaznavids was so important for the rise of so-called classical Persian literature. For the comparable 
efforts to enlist Persian painting for various nationalist causes, compare: Grabar, Miniatures: 3.
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by growing political instability. The Abbasid caliphate faced severe difficulties in 
upholding its authority outside Baghdad and Iraq. Conversely, local dynasties established 
the economic framework necessary for court patronage that in turn led to the utilization of 
Persian as administrative language, replacing Arabic, and the sponsorship of so-called 
classical Persian literature.
Locating Ragib and Rawandl more precisely within the intellectual circles of 
eleventh- and twelfth-century Iraq and Iran is impossible because the personal lives of 
Ragib and Rawandl did not leave any traces in contemporary sources other than the 
works ascribed to them. The situation is further complicated by the wide range of cities 
and courts that competed with Baghdad and the Abbasid court. In addition, social 
mobility in premodem Islamic societies and the economic aspects of sponsoring, writing, 
and selling books remain to be studied in detail, so inferences about the authors’ lives 
from data concerning the reception of their works cannot be anything other than more or 
less plausible speculation. Ragib is assumed to have lived in the first half of the eleventh 
century, and all works ascribed to him are written in literary Arabic. Rawandl was active 
toward the end of the twelfth century, and his only literary work is a Persian miscellany 
permeated with Arabic quotes.3 Their names include nisbas that indicate ties to western 
Iran, as IsfahanI and Rawandl refer to places in the western province Jibal: the regional 
center Isfahan and the small town Ravand, which is close to the city Kashan.
That Ragib and Rawandl share the admittedly tenuous link to western Iran directs 
attention to the parallel uses of Arabic and Persian in medieval Iran, because Ragib and
3. Schefer, “Tableau du regne”: “depuis le Xlle siecle de notre ere, la langue arabe avait, cesse d’etre 
generalement comprise dans la Perse et dans la Transoxiane” (13).
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Rawandl did not compile their textbooks in the same language. This difference is crucial 
for the autobiographical data preserved in the works themselves. Although both 
textbooks originated within the context of an Islamic society in western Iran, the Arabic 
Muhadarat and the Persian Rahat preserved different information about the lives of their 
authors. The juxtaposition of the two miscellanies documents that Arabic and Persian 
provided their authors with distinct literary conventions of how to inscribe their names 
and personal histories into their works. In literary Arabic, the introduction did not allow 
for lengthy autobiographical statements.4 Ragib adhered to those conventions, and the 
short introduction of the Muhadarat is silent on its author’s life.5 But in literary Persian, 
an author has the chance to present details about his personal situation because in the 
introduction the author is obliged to establish a link between himself and his patron.6 
Rawandl included in the Rahat an autobiographical statement of considerable length.7 
The divergence is instructive because the distribution of personal information is the
4. For the basic topoi and their sequence, see above, chapter II, note 32.
5. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Beirut, 1: 7-8. For the absence o f personal data in Ragib’s works in general, 
compare: SarisI, Al-Ragib al-Isfahanr. 32.
6. For autobiographical information about the author in Persian, as well as in Ottoman, historiography, see: 
Sultanov, “Structure”: “The preface and the introduction contain information about the author, the name and 
character of his work, the motifs and circumstances impelling him to write, the time when the work was 
written and, often, a dedication.” (16). Autobiographical statements also appear in works written in verse. 
For example, Rawandi’s contemporary Nizami (died c. 1209) included them in his epics (matnawis) about 
Alexander the Great: “hasb-i hal-i h'*Is u-guzastan-i ruzgar” (Nizami, Sarafname: 79-83); and “dar sabab-i 
nazm-i kitab” (Nizami, Iqbalname: 52-62). For the personal statement (hasb-i hat) in the Persian panegyric 
qasida, see: Glunz, “Poetic Traditions”: 185-189. However, the relationship between the Persian hasb-i 
hal and the Arabic boast (fahr) remains to be studied. For the argument that the Persian literary 
conventions were ultimately derived from Arabic traditions, compare: Meisami, Review o f Historical 
Writing: 724.
7. Rawandl, Rahat: “dikr-i ahwal-i musannif-i kitab” (39-56); “sabab-i talif-i in kitab” (57-63) and 
“fihrist-i kitab” (63-68 and 457^159); and “dikr-i h"ab”(459^164).
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opposite of the quantity of data available for the reception of the textbooks. The forty- 
five identified Arabic manuscripts of the Muhadarat illustrate its circulation between the 
twelfth and nineteenth centuries, but they do not contribute any significant details to 
Ragib’s biography. The example of the Muhadarat illustrates that within the literary 
Arabic tradition a scholar did not have to append a comprehensive resume to a work to 
become an author whose works were distributed through multiple copies. In contrast, 
Rawandl’s diffuse autobiographical sections appear as oddly inflated, if considered in 
connection with the very limited circulation of the unique Rahat manuscript.
The data for the lives of both Ragib and Rawandl are scanty, yet they are 
preserved in different sources. Information about Ragib, collected by the later authors of 
biographical dictionaries and book catalogues, supplements references to Ragib made 
outside these bio-bibliographical reference works. This scatter of indirect information for 
Ragib’s life in the first half of the eleventh century sharply contrasts with the single 
source for Rawandl’s life toward the end of the twelfth century. His own work, the 
Rahat, is the only source for his own life. But the analysis of this biographical evidence 
needs to consider also the economic context of the preserved data beyond the literary 
conventions of Arabic and Persian. In pre-Mongol Iran, men of letters were not 
necessarily independently wealthy, and the writing of books was not just the privilege of a 
few men with disposable income. Scholars had to sell their texts and other academic 
services to make a living. The Muhadarat and the Rahat are examples of compilations 
that were written for an audience other than their authors. Conversely, Ragib and 
Rawandl designed the textbooks, as well as their appearances in them, with the obvious
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strategic interest of reaching their intended readers and users.8 The modem western 
distinction between private lives and public roles applies also to the factionalized society 
of pre-Mongol Iran, even though the ways in which men and women negotiated public 
obligations and experienced private desires is still only insufficiently understood.9 
Consequently, the data for the lives of Ragib and Rawandl are not only scanty, they are 
also heterogeneous because they are gleaned from varied sources, each of which has its 
own agenda.
This heterogeneity poses an additional hermeneutic problem. Every interpretation 
of data begins with indispensable decisions about their hierarchical relationship 
concerning the temporal sequence of beginning and end and the logical distinction 
between cause and effect. These decisions are the implicit and unavoidable prerequisites 
for presenting heterogenous data in writing, because writing does not allow for presenting 
varied data simultaneously. Conversely, the more heterogenous the available data the 
more difficult it becomes to establish those hierarchical relationships that transform 
miscellaneous details into the conclusive sequence of a written interpretation.10
8. Todorov, Conquest: “We might suppose that in doing so he [i.e., Las Casas] is not sincere,... but the 
thing is o f little importance, not only because it is impossible to establish, but also because Las Casas’s 
texts— i.e., what can function publicly—certainly say that there is a material advantage to be derived from 
colonization.” (171). Compare Renato Rosaldo in Clifford and Marcus, Writing culture: “a tactic made 
familiar by Michel Foucault, the narrator invokes the will to truth in order to suppress the document’s 
equally present will to power.” (81).
9. Research on the social and cultural history of medieval Islamic societies, mostly based on texts 
considered poetry and fiction according to modem western criteria, seems influenced by both cultural 
anthropology and historical ethnology. For a concise summary o f the heuristic and epistemological 
problems of research on social and cultural history from an anthropologist’s viewpoint, see: Handler, 
“Cultural History.”
10. For the deconstruction o f the hermeneutic strategy to present hierarchical assumptions about the object 
o f inquiry as its essential properties, see: Foucault, Discipline-, “there may be a ‘knowledge’ o f  the body that 
is not exactly the science o f its functioning, and a mastery o f forces that is more than the ability to conquer
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Constructing a definitive image of the lives of Ragib and Rawandl in pre-Mongol Iran 
would necessitate a heavily allegorical interpretation of the meager data preserved for 
both men." The analysis can thus not produce a truthful and true account of the personal 
lives of Ragib and Rawandl. Yet it can document how scholars constructed from some 
popular ethical and linguistic works in Arabic an image of the author Ragib and of how 
Rawandl presented himself as learned man to his noble patron. The juxtaposition of 
these disparate sources allows comparing various notions on authorship and book 
manufacture.
III. a. The emergence of Ragib’s oeuvre
The indirect evidence for Ragib’s person was introduced in the previous chapter to 
examine the circulation and use of the Muhadarat. Despite the limitations of the 
currently quite uneven knowledge of Islamic manuscript holdings across the world, 
comparing the identified preserved manuscripts, containing texts ascribed to Ragib, with 
references to his works in biographical dictionaries, book catalogues and other works
them: this knowledge and this mastery constitute what might be called the political technology o f the body. 
... the study o f this micro-physics presupposes that the power exercised on the body is conceived not as a 
property, but as a strategy, that its effects o f domination are attributed not to ‘appropriation’, but to 
dispositions, manoeuvres, tactics, techniques, functionings;” (26); italics mine. Compare Jacques Derrida’s 
logic o f the supplement, as concisely summarized by Barbara Johnson in Lentricchia and McLaughlin, 
Critical Terms: 45.
11. James Clifford in Clifford and Marcus, Writing culture: “Living does not easily organize itself into a 
continuous narrative.” (106). For allegory as a hermeneutic strategy, see: “A recognition o f allegory 
emphasizes the fact that realistic portraits, to the extent that they are ‘convincing’ or ‘rich,’ are extended 
metaphors, patterns o f associations that point to coherent (theoretical, esthetic, moral) additional meanings. 
Allegory (more strongly than ‘interpretation’) calls to mind the poetic, traditional, cosmological nature of 
such writing. Allegory draws special attention to the narrative character o f cultural representations, to the 
stories built into the representational process itself.” (100).
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reveals that more works ascribed to Ragib were in circulation than the few works linked 
to Ragib by indirect evidence.12
Table 6. Works ascribed to Ragib.
Preserved works, in which the ascription to Ragib is supported by indirect evidence
{ahlaq) 1. al-DaiTa ila makarim al-sarTa
(Guide to the Ennobling Qualities of the Islamic Law)
2. Tafsll al-nas’atain wa-tahsll al-sacadatain
(The Explication of the Two Forms of Birth and the Acquisition of 
the Two Forms of Happiness)
(kalam) 3. Tahqlq al-bayan (Precise Eloquence)
(tafsir) 4. [ Muqaddimat al-tafsTr = no independent title transmitted
(Introduction to the Koran commentary) ]
5. Mufradat alfaz al-Qur’an (Dictionary of the Koran)
6. Gurrat al-tanzll wa-durrat al-ta’wll
(The New Moon of the Revelation and the Finest Pearl of its 
Explication)
(adab) 7. Muhadarat al-udabaJwa-muha warat al-sucara‘ wa-l-bulaga'
(Conversations among Men of Letters and Debates between Men 
of Poetry and Rhetoric)
Lost work, but mentioned as extant by Ibn Funduq (died 1170)
1. Kalimat al-sahaba (Words of the Prophet’s Companions)
12. Compare the list o f  twenty titles that Mugahid compiled in: Ragib, Nawadir. xiii-xv. This list contains 
three titles—Atbaq al-dahab (xiii s.v. 4), Usui al-istiqaq (xv s.v. 18), and Ahwal al-mawaddat wa-murifat 
al-mahabbat (xv s.v. 20)— that otherwise are not ascribed to Ragib. For the discussion o f an undated Atbaq 
al-dahab manuscript, which is held in the Astan-i Quds-i Razavi Library in Meshed and whose author has 
not been determined, compare: Fihrist-i Kitabhane-yi mubarake 3: part 15, 2 s.v. 5. Mugahid, however, 
found the reference to an Atbaq al-dahab by Ragib in a history o f Arabic literature: Fahuri, Tarlh: 693. The 
title appears in a chapter about Ahmad Sauql (1868-1932), and there is no comment whatsoever about the 
work itself. For an Usui al-istiqaq Mugahid referred to Ragib’s own Koran dictionary: Ragib, Mufradat: 43 
s.v. b-r-d and 89 s.v. g-d-r. In both instances, however, Ragib used istiqaq as a technical term o f Arabic 
grammar: “cala hasab ma yubaiyanu fi usul istiqaq” according to that which was explained regarding the 
principles o f  etymology (43); and “hasabama baiyanna-hu fi usul istiqaq” according to that which we 
explained regarding the principles o f  etymology (89). For the Ahwal al-mawaddat, Mugahid referred to the 
Astan-i Quds-i Razavi Library in Meshed, but did not specify whether the number 77 is a call number or a 
page number in one o f the library’s numerous catalogues for its more than 29,000 manuscripts. For a 
description o f the collection and its catalogues, compare: Hadi Sharifi in Roper, World Survey, 1: 481-486.
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Lost work, but documented as extant through citations in the tafslr by ZarkasI (died 
1391)
2. [ tafslr = no independent title transmitted (Koran commentary) ]
Lost work, but mentioned as extant by Suyuti (died 1505)
3. Afanm al-balaga (Arts of Rhetoric)
Lost works, but mentioned as extant by Katip Qelebi (died 1657)
4. al-Ahlaq (Ethics)
5. Ihtigag al-qurra’ (Vindication of the Koran Reciters)
6. Kitab al-macanl al-akbar (The Greatest Book of Rhetorical Figures)
7. al-Risala fi fawa’id al-Qur’an (Treatise about the Benefits of the Koran)
8. Saiqal al-fahm (Burnisher of Comprehension)
9. Tahqlq al-bayan fi ta’wil al-Qur’an
(Precise Eloquence Concerning the Explication of the Koran)
Lost work, but mentioned as extant by W m sarl (died 1895)
10. al-Iman wa-l-kuff (Belief and Apostasy)
Preserved work whose manuscript Ritter discovered in Kazan in the 1920s, 
but the ascription to Ragib is not supported by indirect evidence 
{adab) 1. Adab al-satrang (Etiquette of Chess)
Preserved works whose manuscripts Saris I  discovered in Istanbul in the 1980s, 
but the ascription to Ragib is not supported by indirect evidence 
(iahlaq) 2. al-Risala fi maratib al-culum
(Treatise about the Ranks of the Sciences)
3. al-Risala fi adab muhalatat al-nas
(Treatise about the Etiquette of Human Company)
4. al-Risala fi anna fadllat al-insan bi-l-culum
(Treatise Concerning that Man’s Virtue are the Sciences)
(kalam) 5. al-Risala fi al-ictiqad (Treatise about Faith)
6. al-Risala fi dikr al-wahid al-ahad
(Treatise about the Invocation of the Oneness of God)
{adab) 7. Magma0 al-balaga (Academy of Rhetoric)
On the one hand, the number of lost works ascribed to Ragib accumulated over 
time so that more works seemed to have been ascribed to Ragib the longer his works 
were in circulation. On the other hand, there are extant manuscripts of works ascribed to
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Ragib, the titles of which are not documented by indirect evidence. Both observations 
suggest that Ragib’s biography evolved as a secondary phenomenon, following the 
reception of his works. This process has its origin in the lack of functional data about 
Ragib’s person because it allowed for the spawning of speculations that over time were 
accepted as facts. In the twelfth century Ibn Funduq did not know of any date for Ragib’s 
life or death, in the fifteenth century Suyuti cold only guess when he was alive, and in the 
twentieth century Brockelmann accepted the guess as a given death date. The emergence 
of Ragib’s biography can be divided into three phases. The first phase extended from the 
eleventh to the fourteenth century, from Mafarruhl to ZarkasI. Ragib’s name or 
biography, as well as citations from his works, surfaced in heterogeneous sources, 
documenting little beyond the existence of a written oeuvre attached to an obscure author. 
The second phase extended from the fifteenth to the twentieth century, from Suyuti to 
Aga Buzurg TihranI and Brockelmann. Suyuti wrote a biographical entry for Ragib that 
was going to shape the perception of Ragib among Sunnites, Shicites, and European 
Arabists alike. Ragib suddenly appeared as a much less obscure author because Suyuti’s 
successors, despite dogmatic differences, took his opinion as their starting point. Suyuti’s 
authority seemed to grant historical reality to the nevertheless obscure Ragib. In addition, 
the Muhadarat was now firmly linked to Ragib. This process was already analyzed in the 
previous chapter. The third phase began in the twentieth century with Muhammad 
Qazwlnl, Wilferd Madelung, and Sarisl. These scholars searched for internal evidence in 
works ascribed to Ragib, especially names of authors and celebrities, to identify more 
precisely Ragib’s contemporaries, companions, or patrons.
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III. b. References to popular works and their obscure author from western Iran
The only reference that places Ragib in Buyid Isfahan stands in the Mahasin Isfahan 
(Beauties of Isfahan). This local history raises important structural questions about the 
relationship between biographical data and regional historiography that are pertinent to 
the problems of how to distinguish between historiography and biographical 
dictionaries.13 Mafarruhi is an obscure figure; there is not even an estimated date of his 
death in the eleventh century. The Mahasin Isfahan was preserved in an Arabic version, 
as well as a fourteenth-century Persian revision.14 Because of the insufficient research on 
the work’s manuscript transmission, there is not yet a satisfactory interpretation of the 
conflicting internal evidence in the Arabic text and its Persian revision as to when 
precisely in the eleventh century Mafarruhi composed the work.15 Although Mafarruhi’s 
reference to Ragib is of little use to determine a terminus ad quem for Ragib’s life, it 
provides some evidence for how younger contemporaries perceived Ragib and evaluated 
his intellectual standing. Mafarruhi distinguished between contemporaries
13. For a presentation o f this problem as blurred borders between prosopography and biographical 
dictionaries, see: Rosenthal, History. 161. For a typology o f Arab-Islamic historiography that defines 
prosopography (tabaqat) as a historiographical genre, compare the three ideal types o f biography (sJra), 
prosopography (tabaqat), and chronography (ta ’rlh) in: Robinson, Historiography, xxiv-xxv and 55-79. 
Robinson defined historiography as “prose representations o f the past in which chronology, whether explicit 
or implicit, is an essential feature” (55). Afterwards he juxtaposed biography and prosopography, assuming 
that exemplary individuals were described in biographies while members o f groups and classes were 
recorded in biographical dictionaries. Finally, he distinguished between annalistic and caliphal history as 
the two principal forms o f chronography (75). Since Robinson did not identify the term chronography as a 
neologism, replacing the terms chronicle and annals commonly used to describe and classify these works 
(compare: Humphreys, “Historiography”: 252; and Humphreys, “Ta’iikh”: 271), he did not demonstrate 
why this term has a higher heuristic value than the established terms, such as chronicle and historiography. 
For the etymology and word history o f the term chronicle in the Latin West, see: Melville, “Chronik.”
14. Browne, “Account o f a Rare Manuscript History o f Isfahan”: 412- 413; Bulliet, “al-Mafarrukhl:” and 
Paul, “Histories”: 117 and 119 note 14; compare: Storey 1,2: 349 s.v. 455; and Storey-Bregel 2: 1011-1012 
s.v. 873 [455],
15. For the debate about the date of composition, see above, chapter II, note 155.
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(muta ’ahhirun) and predecessors (mutaqaddimun), and included an Abu al-Qasim al-
Ragib in his list of specialists of Arabic letters {adab) from previous generations.16
Mafarruhi provided no further information about this man, nor did he link him to any
specific work. In the fourteenth-century Persian revision, the term adab is no longer
employed, but the list is appended with an introduction that appears as its fourteenth-
century definition, describing these men as authorities of grammar, Arabic and Persian
poetry and poetics, and secretaryship:
Masters thoroughly familiar with the sciences of syntax and inflection and with 
insight into the peculiarities of the discipline of conjugating verbs and declining 
nouns and the apprehension of word patterns; men who were preserving the words 
of the bedouins, the master poets of polished words, and the principles for the 
invention of brilliant Arabic and Persian; the distinguished men among the 
composers of official decrees and letters; and men who were skilled in the 
principles of amplification and embellishment to structure a text.17
Although Ragib is associated with adab—and not with theology, ethics, or
philosophy—in both versions of Mafarruhi’s text, the pragmatic implications of this
association are unclear. This ambiguity directs attention to a striking similarity between
Ragib and Mafarruhi. Both men wrote their works in Arabic, and neither of them
mentioned the name of a patron or identified the circumstances and date of the work’s
composition in its introduction. Mafarruhi included only scant information about
16. Mafarruhi, Kitab'. “al-mutaqaddimln min ahl al-adab” (32). Ragib’s name is the fifth. The organizing 
principle of the list is the grouping o f names, which in themselves are arranged in alphabetical order 
beginning with their kunya. This list covers the third class o f people from a total o f seven classes.
17. Mafarruhi, Targume: “Ustadan-i mutabahhir-i cilm-i nahw u-cirab u-mutabassir-i gara’ib-i fann-i tasrif-i 
kalime u-istifaq-i abniye u-hafizan-i lugat-i A°rab u-fuhul-i §ucara’-i suhan-i munaqqah u-usul-i ihtirac-i 
mustamlah-i carabl u-parsl u-fahiran-i ahl-i tawqic u-insa’ u-mahiran-i asl-i tarsT u-imla’ cala sabll al-tafsll” 
(123). Under the heading “auwal-i mutaqaddiman” (124), Ragib’s name follows as the twenty-first, 
because the Persian translator added sixteen new names before he returned to Mafarruhi’s original list. 
Compare: Browne, “Account o f a Rare Manuscript History of Isfahan”: 681.
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theologians in the Mahasin Isfahan,18 and Ragib presented a strictly non-partisan outlook 
at dogmatic positions in the Muhadarat.19 Since Buyid Isfahan was a wealthy regional 
center, consisting of an agglomeration of districts separated from each other by open 
spaces or walls,20 these observations suggest that Isfahan boasted diverse literate 
audiences. Mafarruhi’s reference to Ragib thus provides a glimpse of the socioeconomic 
context in which the Muhadarat could have originated. On the one hand, the manufacture 
of books without patrons indicates the existence a book market aside from the 
sponsorship of elite families. On the other, neutrality on dogmatic issues and the 
disregard for the city’s theologians could signal either an atmosphere of religious 
tolerance or bitter strife among various theological factions. Not taking sides in debates 
about dogmatic issues seems advisable, though opportunistic, if the sides are involved in 
a divisive religious conflict, and unnecessary, if being on a certain side is only a matter of 
personal concern.
The next reference to Ragib appears in a biographical dictionary, compiled by Ibn 
Funduq in the twelfth century.21 The life of this author is much better documented than 
Mafarruhi’s.22 Comparing the works ascribed to these two men reveals the development
18. Bulliet, “al-Mafarrukhi;” and Paul, “Histories”: 131 note 57.
19. See above, chapter II, notes 157 and 167.
20. Lambton, “Isfahan”: 97 and 100; compare: Le Strange, Lands: 203-205. cAla’ al-Daula, the last Buyid 
governor between 1007 and 1042, repeatedly recovered the city from the Ghaznavids and ordered the 
construction o f fortifications (Mafarruhi, Targume: 113).
21. Ibn Funduq, Ta’rih: 112-113 s.v. 62.
22. For Ibn Funduq’s biography, see: Dunlop, “al-Bayhaki;” Halm, “Bayhaqi;” and Pourshariati, “Local 
Historiography”: 140-143. For his different names, see above, chapter II, note 113.
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of language politics in Iran between the eleventh and fourteenth centuries with regard to 
the composition of biographical dictionaries and local historiography. On the one hand, 
both men wrote a local history. Yet, unlike his eleventh-century predecessor, Ibn Funduq 
chose Persian for the Tarih-i Baihaq (Chronicle of Baihaq) about the district Baihaq, 
which lies west of Nishapur in the eastern province Khurasan.23 On the other hand, 
Mafarruhi’s Mahasin Isfahan and Ibn Funduq’s biographical dictionary were written in 
Arabic, and neither is dedicated to an identified patron.24 Nonetheless, in the fourteenth 
century, both works were translated into Persian.25 In the biographical dictionary, Ibn 
Funduq focused on learned men whose achievements were already on the brink of 
oblivion.26 Ragib must have been famous enough to come to Ibn Funduq’s attention to 
qualify as a deserving unknown author, since the absence of functional data for Ragib’s 
life was the condition of being included in this biographical dictionary. So little was 
known about Ragib that Ibn Funduq did not even associate him with Isfahan, and hence 
did not add the nisba Isfahan! to the name. Ibn Funduq introduced Ragib as Abu al- 
Qasim al-Husain b. Muhammad b. al-Mufaddal al-Ragib, identifying Ragib as his laqab
23. Rosenthal, History. 161-162; compare: Rieu, Supplement: 60-61 s.v. 89. For a description o f this 
local history as prosopography, see: Halm, “Bayhaql”: 896; compare: Pourshariati, “Local 
Historiorgraphy”: 143 and 156.
24. Ibn Funduq, Ta’rlh: 14-16.
25. For the Persian revision o f  M afarruhl’s work, see above, note 14. For the Persian translation o f  Ibn 
Funduq’s work, see: Dunlop, “al-Bayhakl”: 1131; compare: Halm, “Bayhaql’’ : 896. Unfortunately, the 
cataloguing o f its first imprint— Tatimmat kitab siwan al-hikma, ed. Mohammad Shafi (Lahore: University 
of the Panjab, 1935)— does not indicate whether this edition contains both versions o f the work: OCLC 
record 24971408.
26. Ibn Funduq, Ta ’rlh: “wa-dakir min tawarih al-hukama’ wa-fawa’idi-him ma qaruba gurub nugumi-hl fi 
magarib al-nisyan wa-adraga-hu al-dahr taht tayy al-hidtan” from the stories o f  the learned men and their 
useful lessons a record o f  those, whose stars are close to disappearing in the sunsets o f  oblivion and which 
the era hides in the folds o f  chitchat (16).
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and al-Husain as his ism and adding even the names of father and grandfather.27 
Nonetheless, Ibn Funduq did not use any part of this full name again throughout the entry, 
which in its printed version covers two full pages. He presented Ragib as a scholar 
whose works combined Islamic law with philosophy.28 He mentioned the titles of three 
works ascribed to Ragib that correspond to that assessment: the semantic study Gurrat al- 
tanzll wa-durrat al-ta ’wil (The New Moon of the Revelation and the Finest Pearl of its 
Explication), the ethical treatise al-DarFa (Guide), the full title of which is al-DarFa ila 
makarim al-sarfa (Guide to the Ennobling Qualities of the Islamic Law), and the obscure 
Kalimat al-sahaba (Words of the Prophet’s Companions).29 Ibn Funduq used the 
remaining part of the entry to discuss which form of knowledge improves a person’s 
humanity. For this juxtaposition of uplifting and corrupting knowledge Ibn Funduq relied 
on quotes from a fourth work by Ragib, the ethical treatise Tafsil al-nas ’atain wa-tahsil 
al-sa° adatain (The Exposition of the Two Forms of Origin and the Acquisition of the 
Two Forms of Happiness).30 Ibn Funduq’s mention of the two philosophical essays is of 
special importance because Ragib’s reputation as theologian and philosopher has 
continued to rest on those works until today.31 The list suggests that Ibn Funduq, unlike
27. Ibn Funduq, T a’rlh: 112 .
28. Ibn Funduq, Ta 'rlh: “kana min hukama’ al-islam wa-huwa alladl gamaca baina al-sarica wa-l-hikma fi 
tasanlfi-hl.” (112 ).
29. Aside from this reference, I am not aware o f any other mention o f a Kalimat al-sahaba by Ragib, be it 
in premodem Islamic sources or in modem scholarship. For a discussion o f the other two works, especially 
with regard to the various titles o f the (jurrat al-tanzll and its wrong ascription to al-Hatib al-Iskafi (died 
1030), see: SarisI, Al-Ragib al-Isfahanr. 56-59 (al-DarFa), and 74-82 (Durrat al-tanzll).
30. For a discussion o f the work, see: SaiisI, Al-Ragib al-Isfahanr. 60-62.
31. Madelung, “Ar-Ragib al-Isfahanl”: 152-153 and 160-163; and Rowson, “al-Raghib al-Isfahanl”: 390.
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Mafarruhi, perceived Ragib as an author of theological and philosophical works, and did 
not connect him with adab.
The most puzzling aspect of the works by Mafarruhi and Ibn Funduq is that 
neither surfaced in any of the later biographical dictionaries or book catalogues that 
contained entries about Ragib. The disregard of the works by Mafarruhi and Ibn Funduq 
can be considered sensible, since neither author provided functional data about that man 
aside from some book titles. Moreover, any explanation of this omission would need to 
consider the interface between the reception of biographical dictionaries and local Iranian 
historiography, on the one hand, and the canon and research methods of the authors of 
biographical dictionaries, on the other hand. Unfortunately, this is impossible because of 
the current state of research on the transmission of Islamic manuscripts, as well as on 
secular and religious education in medieval Islamic societies. In twentieth-century 
scholarship, Madelung was the first to direct attention to Mafarruhi’s mention of Ragib, 
and afterwards Sarisi and Rowson listed the Mahasin Isfahan in their bibliographies.32 
Ibn Funduq’s reference entered twentieth-century scholarship when, in 1935, the Arabic 
text was published together with its Persian translation, and afterwards Brockelmann 
referred to this edition in the supplement to the Geschichte der arabischen LitteraturP
32. Madelung, “Ar-Ragib al-Isfahanl”: 163 postscript to 157. Sarisi, Al-Ragib al-Isfahanr. 292 s.v. 64; 
however, in his chapter about Ragib’s life, Sarisi used Mafarruhi to speculate about the name o f an alleged 
patron: 32 note 7. Rowson, “al-Raghib al-Isfahani”: 390. Madelung did not mention how he learned about 
this Ragib reference, but he referred to the work’s Persian translation, the critical edition o f which had been 
reviewed in Oriens in 1951 (Ritter, Review). Outside published scholarship, the posthumously published 
notes o f  Muhammad Qazwlni document that he knew about the Ragib reference in the Arabic edition of  
Mafarruhi: Qazwini, Yad dast-ha, 5: 15.
33. Dunlop, “al-Bayhaki”: 1131; and GAL S 1: 506.
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Ibn Funduq’s perception that Ragib enjoyed a good reputation among theologians 
is confirmed by Razi and ZarkasI. In the second half of the twelfth century, Razi 
mentioned Ragib in his As as al-taqdh f i cilm al-kalam (The Worship’s Foundation 
Concerning Scholastic Theology). He called him Abu al-Qasim al-Ragib, using exactly 
the same name as Mafarruhi. Razi counted Ragib among the Sunnite authorities, 
considering Abu Hamid Muhammad b. Muhammad al-TusI al-Gazall (1058-1111) and 
him as having been his masters (ashab).34 Razi used the term sahib to determine his 
relationship with both Ragib and Gazall and to distinguish them from the Muctazilites, on 
the one hand, and the Rafidites, on the other. However, Razi did not provide any 
additional evidence to explain in more detail how the two scholars were actually related 
to his own theological positions. Later authors also never discussed whether Razl’s 
mention of Ragib added extra weight to the assumption that Ragib was renowned in 
western Iran because he had worked in any of its cities or at any of its courts. The 
indirect geographical evidence for Ragib’s local Iranian fame follows from the 
observation that Razi was a native of Rayy in the western province Jibal, and spent most 
of his life in Herat in the eastern province Khurasan.35 Even if  Razi had traveled more 
widely in Iran and Central Asia than either Mafarruhi or Ibn Funduq, all three men 
belonged to the learned circles of medieval Iran. Yet, in the second half of the fourteenth 
century, some of Ragib’s theological works were known to ZarkasI, the ShafFite
34. Fahr al-DIn al-Razi, As as: “bal gamc cazlm min al-muslimln ihtaru madhaba-hum mitla Mu'ammar b. 
cAbbad al-Salaml min al-muctazila wa-mitla Muhammad b. Nucman min al-rafida wa-mitla Abl al-Qasim al- 
Ragib wa-Abl Hamid al-Gazall min ashabi-na” But a magnificent group o f  Muslims selected their legal 
school, fo r  example, among the Muctazilites Mucammar b. cAbbad al-Salaml, among the Rafidites 
Muhammad b. Nu'man, and among our masters Abu al-Qasim al-Ragib and Abu Hamid al-Q azall{5).
35. Anawati, “Fakhr al-DIn”: 751-752 .
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theologian who had received his training in Cairo and Damascus.36 In his renowned 
Koran commentary al-Burhan f l culum al-Qur’an (The Proof Concerning the Koran’s 
Sciences), ZarkasI mentioned three works ascribed to Ragib, two with their shortened 
titles—the Mufradat and the Darfa—and an untitled tafslr}1 In accordance with the 
citation practices of medieval Islamic scholars, ZarkasI usually adduced statements from 
these works without identifying his respective source.38 He identified their author just as 
Ragib, without adding any other part of his name, such as the kunya Abu al-Qasim or the 
nisba Isfahanl. This consistent citation practice suggests that for ZarkasI the name al- 
Ragib sufficed to unmistakably distinguish Ragib from other authors. Conversely, 
ZarkasI’s citation practice does not offer any indication as to whether he considered 
Ragib an author from western Iran. More important, the complete absence of any further 
evidence precludes any conclusions about what was known about Ragib’s biography and 
whether anything aside from Ragib’s scholarly reputation, such as his mother tongue, his 
place of origin, or his place of employment, was meaningful information for ZarkasI. 
Perhaps the absence of any additional information about Ragib in the Burhan explains 
why ZarkasI’s use of Ragib’s works was not picked up by later scholars who compiled 
biographical dictionaries and book catalogues. Like the references by Mafarruhi and Ibn
36. GAL 2: 91-92, and GAL S 2: 108.
37. ZarkasI, Burhan: “wa-min ahsani-ha [i.e., gamaca] kitab »al-Mufradat« li-l-Ragib” the best o f  the 
group is the Mufradat by Ragib (1: 289); “qala al-Ragib fi »al-Darica«” Ragib said in the Darica (3: 345); 
“tumma ra’aitu al-Ragib qala fi tafslr surat al-baqara” Then I  saw that Ragib said in the commentary on the 
second sura (4: 157); and passim. Only the introduction to Ragib’s tafsir has been preserved, and the text 
has been published in Nahi, Hawalid: 79-131.
38. For all other references to Ragib, see the index: ZarkasI, Burhan, 4: 468-469 s.v. al-Ragib al-Isfahanl; 
in this edition the editor has identified the work, quoted by ZarkasI, whenever necessary.
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Funduq, ZarkasI’s indirect testimony for works ascribed to Ragib was never entered into 
his official biographical record. In twentieth-century scholarship, Sarisi noticed ZarkasI’s 
references to Ragib’s works and then Rowson added them to his Ragib article for the 
second edition of the Encyclopedia o f Islam?9
ZarkasTs treatment of Ragib corresponds to the presentation of Ragib in the 
biographical dictionaries by DahabI and Safadl. Both entries support the conclusion that 
by the second half of the thirteenth century various works ascribed to Ragib were known 
outside Iran and accessible to scholars active in Syria and Egypt. From the perspective of 
these Mamluk scholars, Ragib was not celebrated as the author of any specific work, yet 
firmly associated with Isfahan because in their biographical dictionaries the nisba 
IsfahanI is now appended to his name. Otherwise, DahabI and Safadl disagreed about the 
extent of information that could be conjectured about Ragib’s life. In the Siyar calam al- 
nubala’, DahabI introduced Ragib as Abu al-Qasim al-Husain b. Muhammad b. al- 
Mufaddal al-Isfahanl and then explicitly identified Ragib as his laqab?0 With the 
exception of the nisba IsfahanI, DahabI’s version of Ragib’s name is identical with Ibn 
Funduq’s, especially with regard to asserting Ragib as laqab. Because Mafarruhi, Razi, 
or ZarkasI referred to Ragib without clearly indicating whether this name served as ism or 
laqab, DahabI’s emphasis appears as an effort to highlight the few unambiguous data 
about this man. DahabI stated that Ragib wrote books and was considered an outstanding
39. Sansi, Al-Ragib al-Isfahanr. 73; and Rowson, “al-Raghib al-Isfaham”: 390.
40. DahabI, Siyar, 18: 120-121 s.v. 60; for the emphasized laqab, see the phrase: “al-muqallab bi-l-Ragib” 
(121). For different versions of Ragib’s name in his various work, see the evidence collected by Sarisi, Al- 
Ragib al-Isfahanr. 27 note 1.
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scholastic theologian. He added that he could not obtain Ragib’s obituary or biography.41 
However, DahabI did not see the necessity to explain this difficulty. He concluded the 
entry with the speculation that the Mongol historian Kamal al-DIn cAbd al-Razzaq b. 
Ahmad b. al-Fuwatl (1244—1232) had included an entry for Ragib in his vast Magmcf al- 
adab flrmfgarn al-alqab (The Assembly of Social Graces Concerning the Dictionary of 
Monikers).42 DahabI’s inference is logical because, as already mentioned, he considered 
Ragib a laqab. Although the complete text of Ibn al-Fuwatl’s biographical dictionary is 
lost, the preserved sections of its abridgment cover the letter gain and do not contain an 
entry for Ragib.43 Since DahabI arranged the biographies in the Siyar according to 
generations, thus forming groups of contemporaries, the death dates for Ragib’s 
neighbors indicate that DahabI believed Ragib to have been active in the first half of the 
eleventh century.44 In contrast, SafadI did not venture to offer any supposition at all in his 
Kitab al-wafTbi-l-wafayat. His entry for Ragib is therefore less informative than 
DahabI’s, and the only datum provided by the obituary is the scholar’s full name al- 
Husain b. Muhammad Abu al-Qasim al-Ragib al-Isfahanl.45
41. DahabI, Siyar: “sahib al-tasanlf kana min adkiya’ al-mutakkalimln lam azfar la-hu bi-wafat wa-la bi- 
targama” (18: 121).
42. DahabI, Siyar: “lacalla fl »al-Alqab« li-Ibn al-Fuwatl.” (18: 121).
43. Rosenthal, “Ibn al-Fuwatl”: 769; and Ibn al-Fuwatl, Talhls, 2: 1148-1151.
44. That the time frame o f Ragib’s life is guesswork is emphasized in the text: DahabI, Siyar: “wa-kana in 
§a’a Allah fi hada al-waqt hayyan yus’alu can-hu” He wax—God willing—alive at that time—He is 
responsible fo r  him (18: 121). In the entry, preceding Ragib’s, the Dailamite Buyid al-Malik al-Rahim died 
in Seljuq captivity in l058 (18 : 120 s.v. 59), and in following entry, the Rafidite theologian al-Karagald 
passed away in 1057 (18: 122 s.v. 61). That DahabI used chronology to arrange the biographies is further 
confirmed by the sequence o f  names: al-Malik al-Rahim, Ragib, al-Karagakl. Compare also the names and 
death dates o f the first and the last biographical entry in this volume: 18:5 s.v. 1, and 260 s.v. 326.
45. SafadI, Waff. 45 s.v. 44; in this edition, Isfahan! is spelled the Arabic way Isfahan I.
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III. c. The creation of a biographical sketch
In fifteenth-century Egypt, SuyutI fashioned the version of Ragib’s biography that 
afterwards both Sunnites and Shicites were going to use as the backbone of their versions 
of Ragib’s life. SuyutI’s sources were his direct knowledge of three works ascribed to 
Ragib and an indirect reference to Razl’s favorable opinion of Ragib, which DahabI and 
SafadI had not included in their biographical dictionaries. The ShafPite SuyutI was a 
polymath and commanded over an exceptional breadth of learning, so that his knowledge 
of Ragib’s works does not allow inferring which of those works were actually studied by 
more average Mamluk readers.46 Although some popularity seems to follow from 
Suyutl’s observation that “many people considered him [i.e., Ragib] a Muctazilite,”47 only 
detailed codicological studies of the extant manuscripts of works ascribed to Ragib will 
provide insight into his readership. Such codicological research is also indispensable 
because the current location of a manuscript was rarely its place of manufacture or its 
place of predominant use. However, the case of the Muhadarat offers additional support 
that in Egypt, and probably Syria, readers other than ZarkasI and SuyutI could obtain 
copies of works ascribed to Ragib. Among the surveyed Muhadarat manuscripts, three 
copies can be related to Mamluk Egypt. The first is the dated early-thirteenth-century 
manuscript in Berlin. This copy contains a marginal note by a late-thirteenth-century 
owner with the name cAbd Allah.48 During the reign of the Mamluk sultan Kitbuga (ruled
46. Geoffrey, “al-Suyutl”: 914-916.
47. SuyutI, Bugycr. “fa-inna katlran min al-nas yazunnuna anna-hu muctazill” (296 s.v. al-Mufaddal).
48. Berlin, Staatsbibliothek -  Stiftung PreuBischer Kulturbesitz, Orientabteilimg, MS arab. Wetzstein II
1175: “yaqulu malik hada al-kitab cAbd Allah... inna al-karkand sahlh wa qad ra’aitu-hu fi qalcat al-gabal fi 
al-Qahira wa-nahnu sakinln bi-l-qalca fi ta’nh muddat sinln wa-ahari-ha fi sultan Kitbuga fi sanat arbac wa-
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1294-1296) °Abd Allah was stationed in the Citadel of Cairo and observed a rare bird, 
which Ragib discussed in the twenty-fourth chapter.49 The second is an undated 
manuscript in Halle (Saale). As already described in the previous chapter, this copy 
consists of a Mamluk fragment with an Ottoman continuation.50 The third is a dated 
seventeenth-century manuscript in Cairo. This copy preserved a Muhadarat abridgment 
that was originally compiled by SuyutI. Only an examination of the manuscript would 
reveal whether SuyutI produced this version as a private copy or a commercial trade 
book.51 This scattered, and admittedly tenuous, evidence for a Mamluk reception of the 
Muhadarat throws some light on the context of SuyutI’s appreciation for Ragib’s oeuvre. 
SuyutI’s opinion could dominate the later perception of Ragib because SuyutI was a 
highly respected scholar so that his judgment was very difficult to challenge. As SuyutI 
was also an extremely prodigious author, his numerous works, as well as the opinions he 
expressed in them, circulated widely throughout the umma.
tisln  wa-hams wa-tiscTn wa-sittimi’a” The owner o f  this book cAbd Allah... says that the karkand is real, 
and I  saw him in the Citadel in Cairo, while we were staying in the citadel fo r two whole years during the 
reign o f  sultan Kitbuga during the two higra years 694 and 695 [i.e., 1295-1296 CE]. (fol.68r). 
Unfortunately, part o f the marginal note is missing because the manuscript was later cropped to be bound, 
or rebound.
49. For the description o f the bird karkand in the anthology, compare: Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Beirut, 4: 
670. The Persian word karkand is not included in Lane, while in Arabic and Persian dictionaries— see, for 
example: Hava: 652; Wehr & Cowan: 962; and MucIn, 3: 2949— karkand is translated as “spinel ruby.”
50. Halle, Universitats- und Landesbibliothek Sachsen-Anhalt -  Bibliothek der DMG, MS arab. 116.
51. Cairo, Dar al-kutub al-misriya, MS arab. adab muhtasar 97; compare: Fihris al-kutub al-arabrya\ 345; 
compare: HaggI Halifa, K asf al-zunun, 5:415. For a list o f the known and extant Muhadarat abridgments, 
see above, chapter II, note 13.
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SuyutI was the first to explicitly suggest that Ragib was alive around 1106.52 
SuyutI probably based this guess on Razl’s passing reference that both Ragib and Gazall 
had been his masters. Yet SuyutI had to paraphrase Razl’s very short statement to reach 
the interpretation that RazI considered Ragib not only one of the leading Sunnite 
theologian, but also Gazall’s contemporary.53 Since Gazall lived from 1058 to 1111, 
SuyutI could now conjecture that Ragib too was alive at the beginning of the twelfth 
century. This conjecture was most influential. In the sixteenth century, Ta§kopriizade 
quoted this information verbatim from the Bugyat.54 In the seventeenth century, Katip 
Qelebi interpreted SuyutI’s expression as evidence for Ragib’s approximate date of death 
at the beginning of the twelfth century.55 In the second half of the nineteenth century, 
Ismail Pa§a seemed to have combined the interpretations of SuyutI and Katip Celebi to 
conclude that Ragib died between September 1106 and August 1 107.56 In 1865, when
52. SuyutI, Bugya: “kana fi awa’il al-mi’a al-hamisa” He lived at the beginning o f  the five hundredth higra 
year  (296). The hi fir a year 500 began on 2 September 1106 CE and ended on 22 August 1107 CE. For an 
interpretation o f this estimated date to mean the fifth century after the hifira, see: Madelung, “Ar-Ragib al- 
Isfahanl”: 155 notes 21 and 23; Rowson, “al-Raghib al-Isfahanl”: 389; and Thomas, “Concept of 
Muhadara”: 154. This interpretation is supported by the observation that in exact dates cardinal numbers 
replace ordinal numbers (Fischer, Grammar: 84 s.v. §133.1). Yet it is based on the assumption that 
Suyutl’s use o f  ordinal numbers in estimated dates corresponds to their use in twentieth-century English and 
German so that the fifth century would comprise the years 400 to 499. This assumption is not supported by 
Katip Celebi’s interpretation o f this phrase; see below, note 55.
53. SuyutI, Bugya: “dikr al-imam Fahr al-DIn al-RazI... anna Aba al-Qasim al-Ragib min a’immat al-sunna 
wa-qima-hu bi-l-Gazall” (296). Suyutl’s phrase qirna-hubi- paraphrases and interprets the conjunction 
wa- used by RazI between the names o f  Abu al-Qasim al-Ragib and Abu Hamid al-Gazall; see the RazI 
quote above, note 34.
54. Taskubrlzade, Mifiah^ 1: 226.
55. HaggI Hallfa, K asf al-zunun: “wa-huwa al-imam Abu al-Qasim al-Husain b. Muhammad al-Isfaham al- 
mutawaffa sanat naiyif wa-hamsami’a” (1: 203). However, Katip Qelebi included the verbatim quote from 
SuyutTs Bugya into a later entry: 2: 244-245.
56. IsmaTl Basa, Hadiyat al-carifm: “tawaffa sanat 500 hamsami’a” (1: col.311).
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Fliigel published the first volume of the catalogue of Arabic manuscripts in Vienna, he 
converted Katip (^elebi’s approximate date of Ragib’s death, arguing with Katip Qelebi’s 
interpretation of SuyutI’s phrase, into the estimated date of death between August 1108 
and July 1109.57 Afterwards Wilhelm Ahlwardt (1822-1909)58 and Brockelmann 
followed Fliigel’s interpretation.59 Because of the great importance of the Geschichte der 
Arabischen Litteratur as reference work, the year 1108 as the approximate date of 
Ragib’s death is still used in many library records. Moreover, in the twentieth century the 
Arabs Sarkis and Zirikll, as well as the Iranian Aga Buzurg TihranI, introduced this death 
date into their Arabic reference works.60
SuyutI shared with ZarkasI the habit of referring to Ragib just as Ragib,61 but 
SuyutI was not consistent with regard to the other components of Ragib’s full name.
57. Fliigel, Handschriften: “Dass 502 sein Sterbejahr ist, sagt Hadschi Chalfa zwar nur an der einzigen 
Stelle ..., wo im gedruckten Text sanat naiyif wa-hamsami’a steht, allein einige Codices bezeichnen hier 
das Jahr bestimmter durch 502.” (1: 341 note 1 s.v. 369). Unfortunately, Fliigel neither described these 
manuscripts nor provided information about their current owners. For the disagreement between Fliigel and 
his colleagues about how to interpret and distinguish between the various Arabic phrases used for estimated 
dates, see: Fliigel, “Ueber die Bedeutung.” For the supposition that Ahlwardt was the first to conjecture 
this death date, see: Madelung, “Ar-Ragib al-Isfaham”: 156.
58. The first volume o f the Berlin catalogue, which was published in 1887, contains an entry for a 
nineteenth-century copy o f the Mufradat: Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, 1: 269 s.v. 675. Ahlwardt observed that 
SuyutI and Katip Qelebi did not agree on Ragib’s name, considered the nisba IsfahanI a later addition and 
gave as death date the year 1108. However, Ahlwardt only cross-referenced a manuscript in Paris and did 
not mention Fliigel’s Vienna catalogue.
59. GAL 1: 289; and GAL S 1: 505; compare: Brockelmann, “al-Raghib al-Isfahanl”: 1185.
60. Sarkis, Mucgam : col.921 s.v. al-Ragib al-Isfahanl; Aga Buzurg TihranI, DarTa, 5: 45 s.v. 179; 7: 73 
s.v. 390; and 20: 128 s.v. 2237; and Zirikll, Aclam, 2: 279. The enormous length, as well as its organization 
as a title catalogue, sets the D arla  apart from the works by Sarkis and Zirikll. Since the twenty-nine 
volumes have been published over a more than fifty-year period since 1936 (Algar, “Aqa Bozorg Tehranl”: 
169), Aga Buzurg TihranI did not provide cross-references to inconsistent data in the different volumes; 
see, for example the not explained death date 934: Aga Buzurg TihranI, DarTa, 8: 95 s.v. 353. Regarding 
Aga Buzurg TihranI’s different comments on the death date provided by Hwansari, see above, chapter II, 
note 165.
61. For example, SuyutI, Muzhir: “qala al-Ragib fl Mufradati-hl” (1: 184); and SuyutI, Bugya: “kana fi 
zannl anna al-Ragib muctazill” (296).
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Moreover, he presented Ragib’s name in a more confusing manner in the biographical 
dictionary than in the Muzhir f l culum al-luga wa-anwjfiha (The Luminous Book about 
the Language Sciences and their Various Branches), a treatise on the Arabic language. In 
the Muzhir, SuyutI introduced Ragib with his full name as the theologian Abu al-Qasim 
al-Husain b. Muhammad b. al-Mufaddal, renowned as Ragib.62 This version, without the 
nisba IsfahanI, is identical with the one provided by Ibn Funduq. Afterwards SuyutI 
praised the Mufradat as a reference work for everyone working with the Arabic language 
because the Koran is the source of everything, from the arguments in fatwa, hukm, and 
hutba to the rhetorical figures in poetry and prose.63 SuyutI’s supplementary comments 
on the man and his work do not suggest that Ragib was a household name among 
Mamluk readers. In the Bugyat, SuyutI himself interchanged the names of grandson and 
grandfather.64 He listed Ragib under al-Mufaddal and introduced him as al-Mufaddal b. 
Muhammad al-Isfahanl al-Ragib, yet SuyutI added his kunya Abu al-Qasim only in
62. SuyutI, Muzhir. “qala al-imam Abu al-Qasim al-Husain b. Muhammad b. al-Mufaddal al-mashur bi-1- 
Ragib” (1: 201). The used imprint o f the Muzhir is based on a manuscript that contained a marginal note 
with more information about Ragib (1: 201 note 1). Some o f these extra data correspond to the details that 
SuyutI included in the Ragib entry in the Bugyat.
63. SuyutI, Muzhir : “huwa [i.e., Ragib] min a’immat al-sunna wa-l-balaga II hutba kitabu-hu al-Mufradat 
fa-Alfaz al-Qur’an hiya lubb kalam al-cArab wa-zubdatu-hu wa-wasitatu-hu kara’imu-hu wa-calai-ha ictimad 
al-fuqaha’ wa-l-hukama’ fl ahkami-him wa-hikami-him wa-ilai-ha mafza0 huzzaq al-su°ara’ wa-l-bulaga’ fl 
nazmi-him wa-natri-him” He [i.e., Ragib] belonged to the leading Sunnite theologians, and the rhetoric 
during the Friday sermon is his book, the Mufradat The Alfaz al-Qur’an is the marrow and the cream o f  
the Arabs ’ scholastic theology, its means and its valuables, and jurists and judges rely on it fo r  their 
sentences and maxims, and proficient poets and masters o f  rhetoric find in it a refuge fo r  their verse and 
prose  (1: 201).
64. Compare above, chapter II, note 119.
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connection with the reference to RazI.65 Although the variants can be easily explained by 
SuyutI’s high literary productivity and the subsequent problems of controlling an ever- 
expanding oeuvre, as well as the mistakes of later copyists, these variants further support 
the assumption that Ragib’s biography was so unknown that there was agreement only on 
the basic name by which he went.
Suyutl’s most important contribution to Ragib’s biography is that he presented the 
latter as an authority in the fields of Arabic lexicography and rhetoric. SuyutI referred to 
Ragib in two works about Arabic philology: the Muzhir, his major work on the Arabic 
language, and the Bugyat, a biographical dictionary of lexicographers and linguists.66 On 
the one hand, SuyutI mentioned and praised the Mufradat alfaz al-Qur ’an in the Muzhir, 
yet he did not adduce any citation from it.67 This treatment of Ragib constitutes a clear 
contrast to other authors, whom SuyutI discussed in the Muzhir, as well as to ZarkasI, 
who quoted Ragib’s works in his Koran commentary without any additional information 
on the man or his books. On the other hand, SuyutI identified three works on 
lexicography and rhetoric ascribed to Ragib in the Bugyat, actually spelling out the 
titles—the Mufradat al-Qur ’an, the Afanm al-balaga, and the Muhadarat.68 Even though 
SuyutI passed over the philosophical treatises and the untitled tafsir and limited the 
identified titles to Ragib’s works on the Arabic language, naming those works by title set
65. SuyutI, 296.
66. SuyutI, Muzhir, 1: 184 and 201; and SuyutI, Bugya: 296.
67. SuyutI, Muzhir, 1: 184 and 201.
68. SuyutI, Bugya: 296. For the problems posed by Suyutl’s reference to the obscure Afanm al-balaga, see 
above, chapter II, note 118.
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SuyutI apart from his Mamluk colleagues DahabI and SafadI, who did not identify a 
single title of a work ascribed to Ragib in their biographical dictionaries. Ta§kopriizade 
and Katip Celebi who determined the Ottoman reception of Ragib adhered to Suyutl’s 
evaluation of Ragib’s scholarly achievements. Ta§kopriizade even linked the 
biographical entry about Ragib to the mention of the Muhadarat,69
SuyutI wrote numerous theological works, but he discussed Ragib only in his 
works on Arabic philology. Still, SuyutI addressed the question of Ragib’s Sunnite 
allegiance head-on, perhaps because it was easier to consider Ragib’s dogmatic 
allegiances outside the realm of theology proper. In the Muzhir, SuyutI introduced Ragib 
as a Sunnite authority without offering any evidence in support of this claim.70 In 
contrast, in the Bugya, SuyutI admitted that he had believed Ragib to be a Muctazilite 
until he learned about Razl’s high opinion of Ragib.71 Although the reference to RazI 
provided Ragib with strong Sunnite credentials, SuyutI did not mention Ragib’s tafsir. 
The rhetorical context of this omission indicates that SuyutI only mentioned works with 
which he himself was familiar.72 His omission of Ragib’s tafsir suggests that roughly a
69. Taskubftzade, Miftah, 1: 226-227. In contrast, Katip Qelebi’s consequent focus on titles produced a 
spread o f biographical tidbits throughout the catalogue, even though biographical data seemed to be linked 
to Ragib’s major works: HaggI Hallfa, Kasfal-zunun, 1: 370, 2: 244, 5: 414—415, 5: 616, and 6: 35. 
Furthermore, the scatter might reflect Katip Qelebi’s method o f compilation, suggesting that he linked to 
every title the miscellaneous information preserved in the examined manuscripts.
70. SuyutI, Muzhir: “wa-huwa min a’immat al-sunna” (1: 201).
71. Suyuti, Bugya: “kana fi zannl anna al-Ragib muctazill hatta ra’aitu... dikr al-imam Fahr al-DIn al-RazI 
fi Ta’sls al-taqdls fi al-usul anna Aba al-Qasim al-Ragib min a’immat al-sunna” I  used to think that al- 
Ragib was a MiFtazilite until I  saw... a remark o f  the leading theologian Fahr al-Dm al-RazI in the Ta ’sis 
al-taqdTsflal-ulum: “Abual-Qasim al-Ragib belonged to the leading Sunnite theologians” (296).
72. Suyuti, Bugya: “la-hu Mufradat al-Qur’an wa-Afanln al-balaga wa-l-Muhadarat waqaftu cala al-talata” 
He has to his name the Mufradat al-Qur’an, Afanln al-balaga, and Muhadarat I  know the three works. 
(296).
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century after ZarkasI Suyuti himself did not have access to a copy of Ragib’s Koran 
commentary in Egypt. Otherwise, Suyuti’s silence about the Koran commentary appears 
peculiar because Suyuti knew ZarkasI’s Koran commentary. The Burhan had served as 
the model of Suyuti’s Itqan f i culum al-Qur ’an (Perfect Mastery Concerning the Sciences 
of the Koran) so that he knew how ZarkasI drew on Ragib’s tafsir P  However, Suyuti 
established another link between ZarkasI and Ragib. A handwritten note by ZarkasI, 
though not scribbled on a copy of ZarkasI’s tafsir, brought Razl’s regard for Ragib to 
Suyuti’s attention.74 Suyuti remained the only scholar to offer at least an indirect clue 
about Zarkasl’s interest in Ragib’s works, yet Ottoman and Safavid scholars did not 
notice the red herring. Instead, Katip Qelebi suddenly declared that the Shaficite jurist 
cAbd Allah b. cUmar b. Muhammad b. CA1I Abu al-Hair Nasir al-DIn al-BaidawI (died 
1286, 1293, or 1316) exploited Ragib’s tafsir in his very popular Koran commentary 
Anwar al-tanzU wa-asrar al-ta ’wil (Lights of the Revelation and Secrets of the 
Explication).75 Since Ragib’s tafsir is lost and Baidawl did not identify his sources, the 
statement can be neither refuted nor proven.76 On the one hand, the alleged connection 
between Ragib and Baidawl seems salient with regard to the circulation of Ragib’s works 
in thirteenth-century Iran because Baidawl was a Shafhite judge in Shiraz, the center of
73. GAL S 2: 108.
74. Suyuti, Bugya: 296.
75. HaggI Hallfa, K asf al-zunun: “wa-huwa [i.e., tafsir al-Ragib] ahad ma’ahid Anwar al-tanzll li-1- 
Baidawi” (2: 362).
76. This so conveniently irrefutable claim is not questioned in twentieth-century scholarship: SarisI, Al- 
Ragib al-Isfahanr. 73; and Rowson, “al-Raghib al-Isfahanl”: 390.
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the southern Iranian province Fars. Presently there is no other indirect evidence for the
reception of any work ascribed to Ragib in Iran after the Mongol conquest. This strategic
advantage of a connection between Ragib and Baidawl is supported by the observation
that the Shicite authors Afandl and Aga Buzurg TihranI included Katip Qelebi’s assertion
in their biographical dictionaries.77 On the other hand, an association between Ragib and
Baidawl seems to provide further ammunition for accusing Ragib of Muctazilite
sympathies because Baidawl’s Koran commentary was criticized for Muctazilite
tendencies.78 The strategic disadvantage of associating Ragib with Baidawl is suggested
by the observation that none of the Katip Qelebi’s Sunnite successors kept the reference
to Baidawl’s Koran commentary.
Suyuti relied on the authority of RazI and ZarkasI to present Ragib as leading
Sunnite theologian and Gazall’s contemporary: Suyuti corroborated this claim through
carefully distinguishing between direct knowledge and hearsay:
On the back of a manuscript of al-Qawdid al-sugra by Ibn cAbd al-Salam, I saw 
that which the sheik Badr al-DIn al-ZarkasI quoted, written by his own hand, as a 
remark of the leading theologian Fahr al-DIn al-RazI in the Ta ’sis al-taqdls f la l-  
culum: “Abu al-Qasim al-Ragib belonged to the leading Sunnite theologians and 
his companion was Gazall.”79
This isnad-like statement allows the reader to follow the chain of transmission. Suyuti’s
77. Afandl, Riyad al-u lam a’, 2: 172; and Aga Buzurg TihranI, DarTa, 5: 45.
78. Robson, “al-BaydawI.”
79. Suyuti, Bugya: “ra’aitu bi-hatt al-saih Badr al-DIn al-ZarkasI cala zahr nushatan min al-Qawacid al- 
sugra li-Ibn cAbd al-Salam ma nassa-hu dikr al-imam Fahr al-DIn al-RazI fl Ta’sls al-taqdls fl al-usul anna 
Aba al-Qasim al-Ragib min a’immat al-sunna wa-qima-hu bi-l-Gazall” (296).
The ShafiTte jurist cAbd al-cAz!z b. cAbd al-Salam al-Sulaml (died 1261) compiled al-QawzFid al-sugr a 
(Very Concise Rules), also known as the Fawa’idflih tisar al-maqasid (Benefits Concerning the 
Abridgment o f the Goals), as an abridgment o f his QawSid al-ahkam (The Rules o f Legal Decisions); see: 
Chaumont, “SulamI”: 813.
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attention to the details of substantiation is striking. He underlined that he knew the works 
by Ragib, which he mentioned by title, but he did not claim to have read Razl’s As as al- 
taqdls. This precise method of verification suggests that Suyuti was unaware of the 
relationship between Ragib’s DarTa and Gazafi’s Mtzan al-amal (Scales of Action). 
Although the authenticity of this ethical treatise has been debated, the dependence of the 
Mlzan al-amal on the DarTa is beyond doubt.80 It belongs to the oddities of how Ragib’s 
biography gained momentum over the centuries that suddenly in the seventeenth century 
an anonymous anecdote about Gazall’s appreciation for Ragib’s DarTa surfaced in the 
K asf al-zunun. According to Katip C^elebi, it was said that Gazall used to carry a copy the 
DarTa with him.81 That Ragib enjoyed some standing as philosopher, perhaps also 
through the association with Gazall, is suggested by a reference to Ragib in TabarsI’s 
Asrar al-imama. In the chapter about the various factions—“fi al-firaq wa-1- 
madahib”—TabarsI listed some of the first philosophers, and identified Ibn SIna 
(980-1037) as the first IsmaTlite, Gazall as the first Shafi°ite, and Ragib as the first 
Imamite philosopher.82 The list betrays an Iranian, Shicite bias, as TabarsI placed the
80. Madelung, “Ar-Ragib al-Isfaham”: 152-155 and 160-163. Still, Sarfsl does not mention this 
dependency and thus did not list the Mtzan al-am al in his bibliography: SarisI, Al-Ragib al-Isfahanr. 57-59  
and 293.
81. HaggI Hallfa, K asf al-zunun: “qlla anna al-imam Huggat al-Islam al-Gazall kana yastashibu kitab al- 
DafPa da’iman wa-yastahsinu-hu li-nafasati-hi” It is said that the leading theologian Huggat al-Islam 
(jazaliused to carry a copy o f  the DarTa with him and that he appreciated it fo r  its refinement (3: 334). 
Nonetheless, this anecdote is not discussed by Madelung, “Ar-Ragib al-Isfaham.”
82. TabarsI, Asrar al-imama: 513-514. For the reception o f Ibn STna in the Safavid empire, compare: 
Gutas, Greek Thought: “The official integration o f Avicennan Aristotelianism into mainstream Twelver 
thought that was to begin with Naslr ad-DIn at-TusI just when the Mongols were devastating Traq was to 
continue throughout the centuries and witness a particular efflorescence in Iran under the Safavids in the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.” (172-173).
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obscure Ragib into the company two intellectual giants. Furthermore seems peculiar that 
TabarsI identified Ibn SIna as Abu CA1I b. SIna Husain b. cAbd Allah, while no further 
components of their names were added to Gazall and Ragib.83 This decision appears as a 
conscious rhetorical device. TabarsI was inconsistent with regard to his identification of 
two very famous men, Ibn SIna and Gazall, so that the short form for Ragib remained 
open to interpretation. In the second half of the seventeenth century the Safavid scholar 
Afandl entered Tabarsl’s remark about Ragib’s philosophical Imamite credentials into the 
biographical record, though he did not mention a connection between Gazall and Ragib.84
TabarsI’s strategy of associating the obscure Ragib with famous philosophers, 
deploying analogy (qiyas) to argue Ragib’s Imamite affiliations, was not an exception. 
Mugahid, the editor of the seventeenth-century Persian abridgment of the Muhadarat, 
used excerpts from the Tabsirat al-cawam fim a crifat maqalat al-anam (Instruction for the 
Common Folks Concerning the Knowledge of the Treatises for All People) by the 
obscure Murtada b. DaT RazI to make the same point.85 c Abbas Iqbal (died 1955) 
prepared the twentieth-century edition of this work, which appeared in Tehran in 1934. 
The Tabsira is a fourteenth-century Persian translation of a dogmatic treatise that 
originated at the beginning of the thirteenth century.86 Mugahid used three excerpts from
83. TabarsI, Asrar al-imama: 514. TabarsI used the term hakim for philosopher and concluded the section 
with the curious remark that the Greek physician Galen (died c.210-211 CE) was a tahih and hence does not 
belong in this group.
84. Afandl, Riyad al-u lam a’, 2: 172.
85. Ragib, Nawadir: xi-xii.
86. RazI, Tabsira: za’; compare: Bosworth, “Saldfukids”: 951. Only two copies o f the Tabsira imprint of  
1934 are currently held in North American collections, and I am very much indebted to Paul T. Keyser for 
copying the relevant pages from the Tabsirat during one o f his trips to Columbia’s Butler Library.
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the Tabsira. In the first and very short one, Ragib is identified as Shaficite and the author 
of the Muhadarat.87 In the second excerpt, Abu al-Hasan °A1I b. Muhammad b. Habib al- 
Mawardl (974-1058) and Ragib are praised as the foremost authorities of the distinct 
group of jurists who were Shafi°ites as well as Muctazilites.88 In the last and rather 
lengthy excerpt, Ragib is associated with Fahr al-DIn al-RazI, Ibn SIna, and Abu Nasr al- 
Farabl (died 950).89 The Imamite viewpoint that all authoritative texts advocate to some 
degree corrupt principles of faith grants an exception to the Koran commentaries by 
Ragib and Fahr al-DIn al-RazI. This praise culminates in the consideration that Ragib 
and Fahr al-DIn al-RazI are the true successors of the philosophers Ibn SIna and Farabi, 
even if  this high estimation is not shared by non-Imamites. Since Mugahid did not 
comment on either author or work, he seems to imply that he was relying on a well- 
known source with no need for further explication. Yet Mugahid was the first scholar to 
refer to this treatise in connection with Ragib’s dogmatic allegiance. Moreover,
Mugahid’s choice of excerpts from the Tabsira is highly problematic because these 
excerpts do not provide any evidence whatsoever for how Murtada b. DaT RazI formed
87. Ragib, Nawadir. xi; freely quoting RazI, Tabsira: 103.
88. Ragib, Nawadir: xi-xii; quoting RazI, Tabsira: 98-99.
89. Ragib, Nawadir. “wa-l-cagab ke Ragib az kibar-i mutaqaddiman-i ashab-i Safi0! ast u-Fahr RazI az 
muta’ahhiran. u-har yak tafslri karde’and u-dar an-ga glz-ha guyand ke hlg musliman itlaq-i an lafz-ha u- 
suhan-ha dar tafslr-i Qur’an bawar nadarand. u-ashab-i Isan In ashas-ra az muhaqqiqan danand u-suhan-i 
Isan-ra nam-i haqa’iq karde basand. lazim ayad ke hlg kas-ra bar ahl-i Islam an minnat nabasad ke Abu CA1I 
SIna u-Abu Nasr Farabl-ra basad ke manbac-i an ke Isan haqa’iq mlhwanand Inan-and ke az muta’ahhiran-i 
falasife basand” Strange that Ragib is among the distinguished predecessors o f  the Shaffite masters and 
Fahr al-Dm al-RazI among their successors. Each o f  them wrote a commentary, and they say things there 
that no Muslim accepts as the meaning o f  those words and phrases in explicating the Koran. Their masters 
know that these men belong to the searchers o f  truth, and would consider their remarks true facts. Without 
question, the community o f  Muslims owes no one a greater debt than it owes to A b u cAlIb. Sma and Abu 
Nasr al-Farabl, fo r  they, who are among the later philosophers, are the source o f  what they call the true 
facts, (xii; quoting RazI, Tabsira: 175).
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his opinions about Ragib. If the Tabsira were written in the first half of the fourteenth 
century, how is it that, more than a century before Suyuti, Ragib was already claimed as 
both Shaficite and Muctazilite, and linked to both the Muhadarat and a Koran 
commentary?90 Among the admittedly scattered references to Ragib, the statements from 
the Tabsira represent the only explicit claim that Ragib was actually Shaficite as well as 
Muctazilite. Without further investigation into this obscure source it is also impossible to 
determine how its Imamite agenda fits into the overall development of Imamite theology. 
Despite these imponderable questions, Mugahid’s use of this treatise is significant. It 
suggests the continuity of an Iranian Imamite tradition of leaning on Ragib’s association 
with various famous philosophers without drawing on the actual textual dependence of 
Gazall’s Me  an on Ragib’s DarTa.
III. d. The quest for functional data about Ragib’s contemporaries in Buyid Iran
Since the sixteenth century scholars in Islamic societies, as well as western Arabists, have 
worked with the suggestions and data collected by Suyuti to explicitly argue for Ragib’s 
Shicite and Imamite credentials or to silently claim him as Sunnite. Nothing was added to 
the biographical record. Instead, Taskubrlzade, Katip Gelebi, Fliigel, Ahlwardt, Ismail 
Pa§a, Sarkis, Brockelmann, Aga Buzurg TihranI, and Zirikll shuffled the scanty data 
around, suddenly with the Muhadarat receiving a lot of attention among the works
90. The ShafTite Suyuti was the first to mention the Muhadarat in a biographical dictionary, so that 
pigeonholing Ragib as ShafTite and the author o f  the Muhadarat appears as one o f the possible conclusions 
only to be drawn from Ragib’s entry in the Bugya. Furthermore, none o f the other known references before 
and after Suyuti claimed Ragib as ShafTite, even though the ShafTite ZarkasI quoted Ragib’s Koran 
commentary.
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ascribed to Ragib. As already discussed in the previous chapter, the Shicite scholars 
Afandl, Hwansari, cAmilI, and Mudarris did not approach the anthology as a textbook, but 
scrutinized it as a personal statement of faith. None of these Shirite authors made the 
historical argument that in the second half of the tenth and the first half of the eleventh 
century, when Ragib was assumed to have lived in Isfahan, the Shicite Buyids repeatedly 
conquered and ruled the city.91 A different approach to Ragib’s biography was practiced 
in the twentieth century. Muhammad Qazwini, Madelung, and SarisI argued with internal 
evidence from works ascribed to Ragib to place him among Buyid scholars of the late 
tenth or early eleventh century. These three scholars seemed to have been unaware of 
each other’s findings.
Qazwini and Madelung argued with excerpts from the Muhadarat, and both 
adduced a passage Hwansari had already quoted in the Raudat al-gannat.91 In this passage 
from the first chapter, a deceased sheikh Abu al-Qasim and Abu al-Qasim b. Abi al-cAla’ 
exchanged verses about the lending of books.93 Both scholars identified sheikh Abu al- 
Qasim with Ragib and Abu al-Qasim b. Abi al-cAla’ with the poet Abu al-Qasim Ganim 
b. Muhammad b. Abi al-cAla’ al-Isfahani (died after 1033), but neither mentioned the use 
of the eulogy rahima-hu Allah after the name sheikh Abu al-Qasim. This eulogy is, of
91. Lambton, “Isfahan”: 100.
92. Hwansarf, Raudat, 3: 199-201; Qazwim, Yad dast-ha, 5: 13; and Madelung, “Ar-Ragib al-Isfaham”: 
156. However, Hwansari quoted this passage within his discussion o f the religious justifications o f poetry 
and did not use it to determine when Ragib was active. Mugahid referred to this passage as the only 
instance of Ragib quoting himself: Ragib, Nawadir: xi.
93. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Beirut, 1: 118-120; compare: Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Samaluti, 1: 72; and 
Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. FaiyumI, 1: 55.
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course, a scribe’s addition to the text, because the dead do not compile anthologies. The 
already discussed confusion about Ragib’s full name, however, makes the scribe’s 
addition noteworthy, especially since the indirect evidence suggests that the use of the ism 
or laqab Ragib appears to have been more widespread than the use of the kunya Abu al- 
Qasim. But Ragib’s full name stands at the beginning of the introduction in the 
nineteenth- and twentieth-century imprints of the complete Muhadarat, which are the 
editions quoted by Qazwini and Madelung.94 The text of these editions thus suggests 
identifying a deceased sheikh Abu al-Qasim with Ragib. In contrast, the reader of 
Zaidan’s abridgment cannot reach the same conclusion because Zaidan did not include 
Ragib’s full name anywhere in his version of the anthology, not even on the title page, 
and dropped the eulogy after sheikh Abu al-Qasim.95 Although the editors of the various 
Muhadarat imprints disagreed whether Ragib quoted himself as sheikh Abu al-Qasim, no 
one consulted works other than the Muhadarat or its manuscript copies to corroborate or 
reject this conclusion. Adducing manuscript evidence to answer this question is 
impossible because the extant manuscripts of the various works, including the 
Muhadarat, ascribed to Ragib have not all been analyzed in detail. However, the 
example of the complete seventeenth-century codex in Tehran suggests that the answer to
94. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. SamalutI, 1: 2 and 72; Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. FaiyumI, 1: 2 and 55; and Ragib, 
Muhadarat, ed. Beirut, 1: 7 and 119. That the imprints o f  the complete anthology agree with regard to these 
editorial decisions is further evidence for their dependency, discussed above, chapter II, note 66. The 
exclusive use o f imprints, however, is mentioned as caveat by Madelung, “Ar-Ragib al-Isfahanl”: 157 note
33.
95. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Zaidan: 52.
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this question was not even obvious in the seventeenth century.96 On the title page the 
author’s name is given as al-Ragib al-Isbahanl, and on the next page the author’s name 
was not repeated at the beginning of the introduction. In the second hadd, the eulogy 
aiyada-huAllah tacala followed the name sheikh Abu al-Qasim, while only a marginal 
note, which later was partially cut off for a binding, identified sheikh Abu al-Qasim as the 
anthology’s author Ragib, without offering any explanation or evidence for this 
identification. This conjecture is quite sensible, if seen in connection with how 
manuscripts were used and transmitted. The first and the last pages of manuscripts, even 
in bound copies, are the ones most likely to get damaged by wear and tear. Many authors 
thus used every opportunity to insert their names as often as possible into their works, 
irrespective of having already identified themselves in the introduction.97 Multiple 
references to an author dramatically improve the odds that authorship can be determined, 
even if a manuscript is severely damaged or has been divided into fragments. Although 
this premodem practice of asserting authorship throughout a work’s manuscript does not 
provide any evidence as to whether Ragib referred to himself as sheikh Abu al-Qasim in 
the Muhadarat, it directs attention to the otherwise easily overlooked absence of any other 
instance in which Ragib seems to mention himself in his anthology.
Qazwini did not use any other evidence from the Muhadarat to reject Suyutl’s 
suggestion that Ragib was alive at the beginning o f  the twelfth century. Yet Madelung
96. Tehran, Kitabhane-yi markazl-yi Danisgah-i Tihran, MS arab. 1884. With regard to the absence of 
foliation and pagination, see above, chapter II, note 30.
97. This practice was deployed by authors o f Arabic and Persian works alike, and hence appears as having 
been independent o f the distinct literary conventions o f Arabic and Persian. Rawandi, for example, 
repeatedly mentioned both his name and the title o f his work in the Rahaf, see below, note 117.
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combed the anthology for more names. In the section on medicine and physicians in the 
sixth chapter, he found an anecdote about an official who was known by the fairly 
common laqab cAin al-Daula.98 Despite the lack of any further information about this 
man in the text of the Muhadarat itself, Madelung identified him as the Buyid prince Abu 
Suga° Buya, a son of CA1I b. Rukn al-Daula Hasan Abu al-Hasan Fahr al-Daula, the ruler 
of the province Jibal between 977 and 997." Madelung speculated further that the 
anecdote, in which cAin al-Daula is the butt of a joke about an enema,100 was more likely 
to have originated after the official’s death and therefore Ragib probably compiled the 
Muhadarat after his demise. On the one hand, Madelung admitted that no date of death is 
known for Abu Sugac Buya. But, on the other, Madelung tried to enhance the probability 
of this guesswork through adding another conjecture. He argued that Ragib was educated 
in Isfahan and stayed there when he was compiling the Muhadarat because many stories 
report events from Isfahan and a great number of the compiled verses were composed by 
tenth- and eleventh century poets from Isfahan. Madelung limited himself to making this 
claim, which he did not bolster with any statistics, names, or excerpts from the anthology.
SansI detected in the Magmac al-balaga and the Muhadarat two distichs ascribed
98. Madelung, “Ar-Ragib al-Isfahani”: 157; and Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Beirut, 2: 436. For compound 
honorifics with daula, see: Bosworth, “Lakab”: 622-623.
99. No Buya b. Fahr al-Daula Abu Sugac cAin al-Daula is listed among the members o f the Buyid branch in 
Jibal by Bosworth, New Islamic Dynasties: 154.
100. The rubric under which this anecdote was subsumed contains three stories about how men deal in 
different ways with an enema, ranging from ignorance and fear to sexual slander. The story about °Ain al- 
Daula is the second: “wa-kana cAin al-Daula asaba-hu mags fa-uslru calai-hi bi-l-huqna fa-aba wa-tafada 
min-ha fa-lamma istadda bi-hl al-waga° qala ya qaum adhilu hada al-gidc fi isti wa-arfhu-nl fa-huqina wa- 
bari’a” A colic had befallen cAin al-Daula, and the physician suggested to him an enema. He scorned and 
put it off. When his pain worsened, he said: OK guys, put this tree stump into my butthole and set me at 
ease! He had the enema and recovered. (Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Beirut, 2: 436).
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to Ahmad b. Ibrahim. But the man’s title and name are not identical in the two works.
He is called “[a]l-ustad al-ra’Is Ahmad b. Ibrahim” in the Magma0 al-balaga,101 but “al- 
wazlr al-ra’is Abu al-cAbbas Ahmad b. Ibrahim” in the Muhadarat}02 SarisI weighed this 
evidence without scrutinizing the historical processes of manufacture and transmission 
that provided him with two manuscript copies of the Magmac al-balaga and the Beirut 
edition of the Muhadarat. Instead he synthesized the evidence and considered the two 
titles al-ustad al-ra ’is and al-wazir al-ra ’is and the kunya Abu al-cAbbas sufficient proof 
for identifying Ahmad b. Ibrahim as Abu al-cAbbas al-Dabbl (died 1008), the successor 
of the Buyid vizier and man of letters al-Sahib b. cAbbad (c. 93 8-995). SarlsI even 
speculated that Abu al-°Abbas al-Dabbl was the anonymous patron of the Magmac al- 
balaga. 103 His indifference to source criticism is surprising since he prepared the edition 
of the Magmac al-balaga parallel to his study of Ragib’s contribution to philology and 
literature.104 SarlsI searched libraries in Cairo and Istanbul for manuscripts and imprints 
of works ascribed to Ragib, some of which he included in his findings,105 yet with regard
101. Ragib, Magma0, 2: 681; the distich about the relationship between tears and blood stands in thirteenth 
chapter, in a section about crying and tears.
102. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Beirut: 4: 608; the distich about the desert’s darkness appears in a section 
about the desert.
103. Ragib, Magma0, 1: 29 and 36 note 6; and SarisI, Al-Ragib al-Isfahanr. 35-37, especially 36 for the list 
of five dedication phrases found in works ascribed to Ragib, which undermine Sarisl’s argument. For the 
dedication phrase in the Muhadarat, see above, chapter II, note 31. Sansl’s speculations have been 
repeated by Rowson, “al-Raghib al-Isfaham”: 389; and Thomas, “Concept of Muhadara”: 154.
104. Both the study and the edition were requirements for Sarisl’s Ph.D., which he received in 1977 from 
the University cAin Shams in Cairo (Ragib, Magma0, 1: 2; compare: SarisI, Al-Ragib al-Isfahanr. 87).
105. Compare, for example: SarisI, Al-Ragib al-Isfahanr. 74-75 (Durrat tanzll), and 84 (Mufradat).
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to the Muhadarat he treated the Beirut edition as the original version of the text that 
Ragib had compiled in the late tenth or early eleventh century.105
Saris!’ s attitude toward source criticism is identical with how Qazwini and 
Madelung used quotes from the Muhadarat as historical evidence. Their common 
approach to the anthology as historical evidence is instructive with regard to the 
fundamental problems of how to conduct research of medieval Arabic and Persian 
literatures. The absence of any securely datable evidence for Ragib’s life endows the 
works ascribed to Ragib with the preciousness of rare biographical sources. But using 
seemingly factual information that appears in these works, such as names, as functional 
data of Ragib’s life and of his contemporaries presupposes theories of composition and 
transmission. The theory of composition concerns the criteria according to which Ragib 
chose his sources for the Muhadarat. Textbooks tend to be conservative in their selection 
of instruction material because they only emerge after a field of knowledge and its 
acknowledged concepts of knowledge are recognized among a group of practitioners.107 
The theory of transmission examines how during a time span of almost a thousand years 
the work composed by Ragib was passed on to the next generations. Adducing
106. There is no mention o f any manuscript or imprint o f  the Muhadarat aside from the Beirut edition: 
SarisI, Al-Ragib al-Isfahanr. 85-87 and 288 s.v. 14.
107. Kuhn, Structure: “textbooks o f science... address themselves to an already articulated body of 
problems, data, and theory, most often to the particular set o f paradigms to which the scientific community 
is committed at the time they are written. ... [They] record the stable outcome o f past revolutions and thus 
display the bases o f the current normal-scientific tradition.” (136-137); compare: “Scientists... never learn 
concepts, laws, and theories in the abstract and by themselves. Instead these intellectual tools are from the 
start encountered in a historically and pedagogically prior unit that displays them with and through their 
applications.” (46); and “When the individual scientist can take a paradigm for granted, he need no longer, 
in his major works, attempt to build his field anew, starting from first principles and justifying the use of 
each concept introduced. That can be left to the writer o f textbooks.” (19-20).
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remarkably short names and common titles from a twentieth-century imprint as evidence 
for Ragib’s contemporaries postulates that the chain of evidence has not been interrupted, 
and hence that Ragib’s late-tenth or early eleventh-century original has been preserved 
without any minor or major corruption in its twentieth-century version. Unfortunately, 
Madelung and SarisI did not discuss their implicit assumptions that Ragib included the 
most recent literature in the Muhadarat, and thus could not develop any argument 
regarding why Ragib presented his readers not only a summary of the well-established 
canon, but also glimpses of contemporary developments. Since Qazwini, Madelung, and 
SarisI did not descend into the quagmire of source criticism, they could not find any 
textual evidence for at least plausible speculations. Hypotheses that are not discussed are 
immune to rejection, yet inaccessible to validation. Given the diverse problems posed by 
the Islamic manuscript tradition, apprehensions about source criticism are easy to 
understand and accordingly widespread.108 But by dismissing any impediments to the 
construction of how Ragib first compiled the Muhadarat and how the anthology 
afterwards circulated in Islamic societies, Qazwini, Madelung, and SarisI precluded from 
the outset any chance to determine more precisely both that which is currently assumed 
proven knowledge and that which is still considered beyond the grasp of scholarship and 
research.
108. No connection is perceived between the methodological question o f how to edit Arabic literature and 
our spotty knowledge o f preserved Arabic manuscripts— especially if  compared with the thorough 
knowledge o f the preserved sources for the Latin West—by M.G. Carter in Greetham, Scholarly Editing: 
554-557 and 559.
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III. e. Dogma versus patronage
Two interrelated aspects of how Ragib’s biography evolved as a secondary phenomenon 
are striking. Until the twentieth century, scholars in Islamic societies showed little 
interest in speculating about non-existing facts to place Ragib into a concrete historical 
context, such as Isfahan in the tenth and eleventh centuries. These scholars did not search 
for patrons and courts that might have sponsored Ragib’s intellectual activities. Instead, 
non-Shicites claimed the Arabic works ascribed to Ragib as part of the literary heritage of 
Arab-Islamic civilization, whereas Shicites labored to show that the absence of decisive 
statements about dogmatic issues left at least wriggle room for doubting Ragib’s Sunnite 
allegiances. In this debate, Shi°ite scholars took advantage of the opening resulting from 
the discussion of Ragib’s Muctazilite sympathies, as mentioned by the Shaficite Suyuti 
and suggested by the unprovable association with Baidawl, a Shaficite accused of 
Muctazilite tendencies. The speculation operated through an invalid syllogism that first 
equated a Muctazilite position with anti-Hanbalite and anti-Sunnite positions, then 
substituted anti-Sunnite with pro-Shicite, and finally narrowed Shicite to Imamite to 
nationalize Ragib and claim him as an Iranian author. In contrast, twentieth-century 
Arabists focused on the question of when Ragib might have lived. These scholars strove 
to show that Ragib was more likely alive in the second half of the tenth than in the second 
half o f  eleventh century. According to the conventional approach to Arab-Islamic 
literature, Arabists are still privileging the ninth and tenth centuries as the so-called 
Golden Age of the Abbasid caliphate so that late tenth-century authors enjoy a higher 
standing than late eleventh-century authors, who were already dangerously close to the
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alleged onset of decadence and decline that appeared to have preceded the Mongol 
conquest of the thirteenth century. Among academics, the study of minor authors carries 
much less prestige than research on the so-called classical tradition of so-called Islamic 
Humanism.109 Since Arabists consider the active patronage of the Abbasid court one very 
important reason for the blossoming of Arabic letters and sciences in the ninth and tenth 
centuries, any evidence that could link an alleged late-tenth-century author to the 
patronage of a documented personality connected with the Abbasid court and 
administration, if not with a member of the Abbasid family itself, would immediately 
enhance the author’s credentials.
This juxtaposition illustrates why twentieth-century Arabists went away empty- 
handed from the available Arabic and Persian evidence. However, it also raises the 
question of how to interpret the fact that, unlike their later colleagues, the authors of the 
earlier Arabic and Persian sources did not see any obligation to locate Ragib at any 
concrete court or to identify a specific patron. It is tempting to turn this sanguine silence 
into an argument ex nihilo for the existence of a non-elite book culture, outside or parallel 
to noble patronage, that was taken for granted and hence not worth commenting upon. 
Unfortunately, having no data at all is a very weak foundation for any argument. The 
preserved evidence, however, indicates only that in the eleventh century various works
109. Since the study o f literature is usually justified with the intrinsic value of a work, the following 
observation about the ranking o f scientific research also applies to literary criticism: Kuhn, Structure: “A 
part o f  normal theoretical work... consists simply in the use o f existing theory to predict factual information 
of intrinsic value. The manufacture o f astronomical ephemerides, the computation o f lens characteristics, 
and the propagation o f radio propagation curves are examples o f problems of this sort. Scientists, however, 
generally regard them as hack work to be relegated to engineers or technicians. ... Their purpose is to 
display a new application o f the paradigm or to increase the precision o f an application that has already 
been made.” (30).
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ascribed to Ragib surfaced in Isfahan and soon afterwards circulated in western and 
eastern Iran, as well as in Egypt and Syria. Although these data seem to imply the 
existence of an intellectual who made a living writing textbooks for non-elite audiences, 
this conjecture is fraught with practical problems. The concept of a textbook author who 
writes books like factory workers assemble cars is quite modem and therefore does not 
explain how in medieval Islamic societies without copyright and royalties an author 
actually secured a living by writing books.110 Scribes, bookbinders, and booksellers 
cooperated to manufacture books for sale, while students and scholars copied the books 
they studied and wanted to own whenever their means did not allow purchasing them.111 
The beauty of the model of the privately sponsored author is that it elegantly explains 
how intellectuals made ends meet within the realms of splendid courts without assuming 
that these more or less brilliant men were eking out an income as scribes, teachers, and 
tutors in less affluent neighborhoods.112
Ultimately, using the popularity of various Arabic works and scattered references 
to their author Ragib to imagine the life of a man in eleventh-century Isfahan raises
110. For the various forms o f income and gainful employment, available in medieval Islamic societies, for 
intellectuals, be they jurists, physicians, scholars, or poets, on the one hand, and for the practice o f self­
teaching, as well as examples o f  manuals written for the autodidact, on the other, see: Makdisi, Rise o f  
Humanism: 60-66, 241-247, and 217-229.
111. For a sketch o f how book manufacture was organized in medieval Islamic societies, as well as 
examples of scholars and authors who survived through copying texts, see: Makdisi, Rise o f  Humanism: 
262-271, especially 266-269.
112. For the importance of aesthetic considerations for the conception o f arguments, see: Welsch, 
Grenzgange: “In neuerer Zeit hat dann Watsons Hinweis bahnbrechend gewirkt, dafi ihm die 
Entschlusselung der DNS-Struktur nur deshalb gelang, weil er davon ausging, daB die Losung auBerst 
elegant werde sein miissen -  nur unter dieser asthetischen Pramisse vermochte er in angemessener Zeit 
unter der groBen Zahl theoretisch offenstehender Losungswege den zutreffenden zu finden.” (92).
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questions about how these Arabic works fit into western Iran before the Mongol 
conquest. The acquisition of literary Arabic occupied, and continues to occupy, an 
important place within the curricula of religious and legal education in Islamic societies 
across the umma.in Consequently, a textbook of literary Arabic, such as the Muhadarat, 
cannot be taken as evidence for an environment dominated by spoken languages other 
than Arabic. While the question of Ragib’s dogmatic allegiances became an important 
issue for scholars with a Shicite axe to grind, these authors did not pay attention to the 
language of the works ascribed to Ragib. Moreover, they did not venture any speculation 
about Ragib’s lineage. The uncertainty about Ragib’s full name, the only constant 
component of which is the kunya Abu al-Qasim, makes it impossible to use components 
of his Arabic names to argue for ties to Iranian clans, such as the Daylamite Buyids, on 
the one hand, or to Turkish clans, such as the Great Seljuqs of the Oghuz clan, on the 
other. This reluctance might reflect the fluidity of political rule over the factionalized 
society of western Iran during the tenth and eleventh centuries.114 In 927, the Buyids 
conquered Isfahan for the first time and defended their control of the province Jibal for 
almost a century. In 1029, Mahmud b. Sebuktigin (ruled 998-1030) conquered Isfahan, 
and until 1036 Buyid troops fought against the Ghaznavid occupation of Isfahan. 
Moreover, since the beginning of the eleventh century, the Seljuqs were present in 
western Iran, though only in 1043 did Tugril I (ruled 1040—1063) began to lay claim to
113. Eickelman, Knowledge: 87-88 and 102 note 12; Makdisi, Rise o f  Humanism: 48-54 and 60; and 
Messick, Calligraphic State: 91. For the occurrence o f subjects, such as poetry and history, in medieval 
curricula, see the sample curricula from biographical dictionaries: Makdisi, Rise o f  Colleges: 81-84.
114. Lambton, “Isfahan”: 100-101; compare: Bosworth, “Saldjukids”: 938-939.
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Isfahan. The impossibility of asserting even one specific detail of Ragib’s life appears 
then as the result of three different circumstances. The first is the political instability of 
the tenth and eleventh centuries in western Iran. To evaluate fairly the paucity of 
information about Ragib, one must recognize that political crises generally lower the 
probability of written sources being preserved because warfare wreaks havoc in both 
human and economic terms. Second, Ragib did not leave any traces in sources that 
originated among the ruling elites of his time. Although this absence of references cannot 
be converted into an argument, it is essential for a balanced interpretation of the available 
references to Ragib to remember that very few people ever enter the historical record of 
their time by name. Finally, Ragib did not forge a close connection between himself and 
his works, such as the Muhadarat. Since the conventions of Arabic literature and 
manuscript manufacture provided Ragib with opportunities to do so in introductions and 
through internal references, it appears to be the author’s conscious decision to not utilize 
them, even though Ragib’s rationale cannot be ascertained.
III. f. A Persian plea for patronage
The fortuitous survival of a copy of the Rahat, the circulation of which was discussed in 
the previous chapter, constitutes our only source of details about the life of Nagm al-DIn 
Abu Bakr Muhammad b. cAli b. Sulaiman al-Rawandi have also survived. Except for the 
name one of his maternal uncles, these details are not corroborated by any other source.
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Drawing on the Persian conventions of literary patronage,115 Rawandi composed for the 
Rahat an autobiographical statement, divided into three sections, in which he related his 
professional achievements, argued for the possible relevance of his work to his dedicatee, 
the Rum Seljuq sultan Kai Husrau, and explained the choice of his dedicatee.116 
Rawandi’s concern for being identified as both author of the Rahat and petitioner to Kai 
Husrau is otherwise reflected by the repeated insertion of his full name, and by referring 
to himself again and again as “du°aguy-i daulat.”117 These were both standard practices. 
As mentioned above with regard to the curious absence of Ragib’s name in the 
Muhadarat, multiple occurrences of an author’s name were an efficient way of improving 
the odds that, despite damaged manuscripts and scribal mistakes, the original author of a
115. A later example o f an author’s detailed autobiographical note within a long introduction, albeit as a 
marginal note rather than an integral part o f the text is the case o f Ibn Aidamir (died 1310). Working for 
the Ilkhanid administration, the Turk Ibn Aidamir compiled an Arabic anthology o f single lines titled al- 
Durr al-farld (The Unique Pearl). In a recent article on the anthology’s section on stylistics and poetics, 
Geert Jan van Gelder did not comment on the occurrence o f an autobiographical note in an Arabic 
anthology, but was irritated by the introduction’s unusual length, and assumed that the foliation o f the 
incomplete autograph <sic> is wrong: Gelder, “Arabic Poetics”: 383-385 and 387-388; compare the 
facsimile edition: Ibn Aidamir, Al-Durr al-farld: 9 (fol,19r). As a Persian counterexample, which might 
represent the exception to the rule, appears the unique manuscript o f an illustrated miscellany of allegorical 
narratives from sixteenth-century Bukhara. Nizam al-DIn Amir Ni°mat Allah, known as Hallfe, a prince 
and Sufi at the Shaybanid court o f cAbd Allah b. Iskandar (died 1599), compiled this miscellany at his own 
initiative and did not bother to introduce himself to his readers. For an analysis o f the manuscript, see: 
Melikian-Chirvani, “Anthology
116. Rawandi, Rahat: “dikr-i ahwal-i musannif-i kitab” (38-58), “sabab-i talif-i In kitab” (57-68 and 
457—459), and “dikr-i hwab” (459—464). I consider the survey o f contents (63-68) an integral component of  
the second section, while I take the concluding panegyric qaslda dedicated to Kai Husrau (464-467) as the 
final duca ’ o f the whole work, and not as the final duca ’ o f the hasb-i hat.
117. Rawandi, Rahat: 1 (title page with both the full title o f the work and the full name o f the author 
including laqab and kunya); 27 (Rawandi as petitioner and the author o f an apotropaic qaslda);38-39  
(Rawandi as the Rahat’s author and his full name including laqab and kunya); 49 (full title o f the work); 54 
(Rawandl’s intention to emulate the achievements o f  his uncle Zain al-DIn); 58, 62, 64, 344 (Rawandi as 
author o f the Rahat); 66 ,446 (Rawandi as petitioner); 84 (Rawandi as petitioner and author o f the Rahat); 
193 (short title o f the work); 352 (Rawandi as petitioner and as author o f the book and an elegy); 357 
(Rawandi as the Rabat’s author, petitioner, and his maternal uncle Zain al-DIn), and passim.
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work would remain identifiable. Since social protocol demanded expressions of humility 
when persons of lower rank addressed persons of higher rank, Rawandi went to great 
lengths to insure that his name and his intentions as petitioner were preserved in the 
Rahat. He divided the autobiographical statement into three continuous sections but 
inserted the three parts on justice, the institutional history of the Great Seljuq sultanate, 
and courtly education, which are the main text of the miscellany,118 into the second 
section, between the explanation of the contents and the justification for omitting some of 
the initially planned chapters.
Rawandi submitted the Rahat as petitioner to Kai Husrau.119 At a first glance, 
Rawandi buried a few functional data, such as names, years, or, place names, under an 
enormous mass of extraneous matter. For example, he mentioned his maternal 
grandfather—Muhammad b. °A1I b. Ahmad al-Rawandl—just in passing; this reference 
does not even occur within the autobiographical statement, but in connection with the 
transmission of a had it about Abu Hanlfa al-Nu°man b. Tabit al-Kufl (c. 699-767).120 Yet 
Rawandi’s approach to personal data becomes much less puzzling if seen as an 
expression of the Persian protocol for formal writing that regulated the uses of eulogy 
(hamdala), intercession (tarhhn), invocation (duca ’), and panegyric (madh), which 
seemingly privileged ceremony over concern for functional data. Accordingly, praise of
118. Rawandi, Rahat: 68-84 (justice), 85-405 (institutional history), and 405^157 (courtly education).
119. This interpretation o f the Rahat was first suggested by Luther, “Islamic Rhetoric”: 95. For the opinion 
that Luther’s understanding falls short o f Rawandl’s moralistic agenda, see: Meisami, Persian 
Historiography: 246.
120. Rawandi, Rahat: “u-pidar-i madar-am... Muhammad b. CA1I b. Ahmad al-Rawandl... riwayat kard 
az...” The father o f  my mother...Muhammad b. cA lib . Ahmad al-RSwandi... transmitted about... (17).
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the dedicatee Kai Husrau frames Rawandi’s autobiographical statement. The 
introductory panegyric mixes prose and verse, as well as Arabic and Persian, while the 
concluding panegyric consists of a Persian qaslda.m In contrast, the autobiographical 
statement itself is interwoven with invocations that mark the text’s divisions because they 
function as both separators and transitions.122 The apparent imbalance between ceremony 
and functional data documents Rawandi’s focus on the primary goal of securing the 
support of his dedicatee. The pragmatic efficiency of a plea for patronage would surely 
be enhanced, if the petitioner’s claims were based on reality and stood up to scrutiny. 
Unfortunately, the most impressive achievements were nevertheless likely to go 
unnoticed if the dedicatee’s attention was not captured first. Thus, Rawandi did not 
compose a story about coming of age in western Iran, complete with details, such as place 
of birth, childhood, or information about parents and siblings.
The organization of Rawandi’s autobiographical statement is determined by the 
strategic decision to develop a convincing argument as to why the dedicatee Kai Husrau 
should extend his support to this foreigner from western Iran. Rawandi authenticated the 
claims about his education and work experience by means that do not conform to our
121. Rawandi, Rahat: 18-3 8 and 464^167; Rawandi himself used the terms madh (63 line 7) and duca ’
(458 lines 4-5), when referring to the introductory and the concluding passages directly addressed to Kai 
Husrau.
122. The observation raises the question o f whether Rawandi designed the rubricated headings in the 
unique manuscript as an additional orientation device for the reader or whether the scribe o f  this unique 
copy decided to insert them as an additional reader-friendly feature. This question, however, is 
unanswerable because there is no other copy o f the text to which the unique manuscript could be compared. 
But with regard to the miscellany’s institutional history, Rawandi stated explicitly that he employed 
invocation and panegyric poetry as separators: Rawandi, Rahat: “dar ahir-i dikr-i har sultarn duca-yi 
padisah-i Kaihusrau biguyam u-qaslde-yi madh-i u” and at the end o f  the account o f  every reign let me say 
an invocation on behalf o f  the monarch Kai Husrau and a poem in his praise (63).
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contemporary standards of historical research.123 On the one hand, he identified his 
teachers and patrons. On the other hand, he quoted poetry, which was recited, perhaps 
even composed, in connection with a specific incident, and identified eye witnesses, such 
as the poetry’s addressee and men in the audience. But the deliberate omission of 
functional data, such as the death dates of his two uncles or his exact employment dates, 
suggests that such details did not add weight to his plea for patronage.
III. g. Qualifications
In the first section—“dikr-i ahwal-i musannif-i kitab u-tana-yi dustan u-ustadan- 
as”124—Rawandi sketched his education and praised his friends and teachers. This 
section consists of three subsections, a structure that allows Rawandi to clearly 
distinguish his education, his work experience, and his potential value to his dedicatee 
Kai Husrau. All three subsections culminate in situations that are relevant to both 
Rawandl’s plea for patronage and the Rabat's dedication to Kai Husrau. The three 
subsections end with invocations that not only provide a conclusion but also serve as 
transition.
Table 7. The first autobiographical section of the Rahat.
Training
i Education in Isfahan until the famine of 1174/1175 = p.38-39
ii Apprenticeship with his maternal uncle Abu al-Fadl = p.39-41 
< Insertion: duca ’ on behalf of Abu Fadl >
123. For a survey o f how footnotes became the major device o f scientifically documenting a modem 
historian’s sources and thus authenticating his statements, see: Grafton, Footnote.
124. Rawandi, Rahat: 38.
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Work experience
iii Calligrapher in the workshop of his maternal uncle Zain al-DIn at the court of 
Tugril III in Hamadan = p.41-45
iv Mentor of the sons of cArab Sah in Hamadan = p.45—47
v Apprenticeship and friendship with Ahmad al-Bazzaz = p.47-51
< Insertion: duca ’ on behalf of Ahmad al-Bazzaz >
Applicability of training and work experience to the situation of his dedicatee Kai 
Husrau
vi Rawandi’s role model Zain al-DIn = p.51-55
vii Rawandi’s teachers in Hamadan = p.55-56
< Insertion: duca ’ on behalf of Kai Husrau >
In the first section Rawandi arranged the sequence of his educational stations in 
chronological order. He began at the beginning, with his primary education and learning 
of Arabic in Isfahan.125 When his father died, Rawandi lacked the means to continue his 
studies.126 Moreover, between 1174 and 1175 a famine devastated Isfahan, killing many 
of the city’s inhabitants.127 The reference to this disaster apparently served as a point of 
reference allowing his dedicatee Kai Husrau to associate the early life of the petitioner 
with a concrete historical event. The next period of Rawandi’s training comprises his 
apprenticeship with his maternal uncle Abu al-Fadl Ahmad b. Muhammad b. °A1I al- 
Rawandl (second half of the twelfth century), a distinguished Hanafite theologian and
125. Rawandi, Rahat: “az maktab-i adab u-tahsil-i lugat-i cArab farig gast” (39). In this phrase the use of  
the term adab seems to be motivated by the internal rhyme with cArab.
126. These two circumstances are presented in two parallel dependent clauses introduced by dun so that it 
is impossible to infer when exactly they happened and whether they happened back-to-back within a short 
time span: Rawandi, Rahat: 38 line 22-39 line 5.
127. Rawandi, Rahat: “u-qahtl ke az badayat-i sane-yi sabTn[wa-hamsimi’a] ta gayat-i waqt dar Isfahan u- 
nawahl-yi an bude bud damar az ruzgar-i sigar u-kibar bar awarde bud” The famine that from the 
beginning o f  the higra year 570 [i.e., began on 2 August 1174 CE] until its end had ravaged Isfahan and its 
regions had destroyed the lives o f  young and old. (39). For the guess that Rawandi “was probably bom  
about A.D. 1165,” see: A.H. Morton in Swietochowski, Illustrated Poetry: 52.
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calligrapher.128 At an undetermined time, Abu al-Fadl enjoyed the patronage of the 
atabeg Gamal al-DIn Ai Abih, who belonged to the court in the Great Seljuq capital 
Hamadan.129 Rawandi’s eulogies indicate that his uncle was dead at the time of the 
autobiography’s composition, whereas Rawandi believed Gamal al-DIn Ai Abih still to 
be alive.130 Rawandi foregrounded Abu al-Fadl’s connection with the Seljuq court to 
implicitly argue that he himself was familiar with such an environment because his uncle 
and teacher had ties to one. The first subsection ends with an invocation on behalf of 
Abu al-Fadl.
Rawandi worked for ten years with his uncle Abu al-Fadl, traveling to the 
important cities of western Iran.131 But Rawandi’s overall attitude toward dates for his 
education suggests that the time span of ten years ought not be taken literally. The 
statement further suggests that his uncle was more often than not searching for patronage 
as scholar and craftsman.132 During these years Rawandi pursued the double trajectory of
128. For the interpretation that Rawandi began working with Abu al-Fadl when the famine wreaked havoc 
on Isfahan’s population, see: Hillenbrand, “Rawandi”: 460.
129. For the suggestion that this Great Seljuq atabeg is identical with the slave commander Mu’aiyad-i 
Buzurg Ai Abih (died c. 1174), who had belonged to the Turkish entourage of the Great Seljuq sultan 
Sangar (1118-1157) and later controlled Nishapur, see: Schefer, “Tableau du regne”: 4 note 1; compare: 
Defremery, “Sur trois princes”: 446-473. For Mu’aiyad-i Buzurg’s political role in Khorasan, see: 
Rawandi, Rahat: 179-183 and 387 note 1. For the suggestion that this atabeg was the completely unrelated 
Gamal al-DIn Ulug, see: Meisami, Persian Historiography. 238, 266-267, and 314. Unfortunately, neither 
scholar explained the reasons for their identification.
130. Rawandi, Rahat: “Abu al-Fadl Ahmad b. Muhammad b. CA1I al-Rawandl dama zillu-hu wa-mattaca 
Allah al-muslimln bi-tul baqa’i-hl ” (39) and “Gamal al-DIn Ai Abih al-cazam atabild cazza nasru-hu” (40). 
This argument is problematic because it is impossible to decide whether in the unique Rahat manuscript any 
eulogies are later additions by the scribe.
131. Rawandi, Rahat: “muddat-i dah sal dar hidmat-i u budam u-cuyun-i sahr-ha-yi Iraq bipaimudam” (40). 
For the observation that in texts from the twelfth and thirteenth centuries the place name Traq usually 
referred to western Iran, see: NIsapurl, History o f  the Seljuq Turks: 167 note 24.
132. For the interpretation that Rawandi spent ten years in Hamadan studying Hanafite law, see: 
Hillenbrand, “Rawandi”: 460.
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calligraphy and bookbinding on the one hand and religious studies on the other. The 
extent of his actual theological training remained fuzzy, since he highlighted his skills as 
calligrapher, gilder, and bookbinder.133
In the second subsection Rawandi focused on his work experience in Hamadan 
during the reign of Tugril III b. Arslan. Rawandi emphasized his personal knowledge of 
the court of Tugril III, his close contacts with the capital’s leading families, and the 
outstanding reputation of his other maternal uncle, Zain al-DIn Mahmud b. Muhammad b. 
CA1I al-Rawandl (bom c.\ 144), as scholar and craftsman.134 Although both uncles seemed 
to have combined a high degree of religious learning with remarkable calligraphic skills, 
the towering stature of Zain al-DIn completely eclipsed Abu al-Fadl. Rawandi did not 
even mention what happened to Abu al-Fadl after Rawandi left him to work in Zain al- 
DIn’s workshop. Today the independent evidence for Zain al-DIn’s achievements 
consists of the Persian translation of an Arabic biography of the Prophet, ascribed to Abu 
Sacd °Abd al-Malik al-Waciz (died c. 1015), a Shaffite mystic from Nishapur.135
133. Rawandi, Rahat: “haftad gune hatt-ra dabt kardam u-az nash-i mashaf u-tadhlb u-gild ke bi-gayat 
amuhte budam kasl ml kardam u-bidan kutub-i °ilml bi-dast awardam u-bar masayih-i kibar u-culama-yi 
ruzgar u-asatide-yi buzgwar <sic> bihwandam u-igazat-i riwayat azlsan bisitadam” I  mastered 70 kinds o f  
script, gained a reputation fo r  Koranic nash, illumination, and binding, which I  had learned extremely 
well, and thus I  acquired theological books, studied with renowned sheikhs, famous theologians, and 
important teachers, and obtained from them the license o f  transmission (40-41).
In the unique manuscript o f the Mu ’nis al-ahrar, Rawandi is associated with “ascar al-musauwar” and 
addressed as “ustad Muhammad al-Rawandl;” see the page’s reproduction as well as the consideration of  
Rawandi as calligrapher and illustrator by A.H. Morton in Swietochowski, Illustrated Poetry. 26 and 
54-55.
134. The higra year 539 [i.e., began 4 July 1144 c e ] as the year o f Zain al-DIn’s birth is inferred from the 
information that he attracted attention in the higra year 557 [i.e., began on 21 December 1161 CE] when at 
the age o f  eighteen he recited a qaslda in Kashan (Rawandi, Rahat: 51 lines 18-23). The nisba Kasl has 
been added to the uncle’s name in Meisami, Persian Historiography. 238.
135. The Bibliotheque nationale owns a manuscript o f the Persian Kitab saraf al-nabT(Book about the 
Prophet’s Glory), dated 1281 (Richard, Splendeurspersons: 40 s.v. 6). In the introduction Nagm al-DIn 
Mahmud b. CA1I al-Rawandl is identified as the translator o f the Arabic Saraf al-Mustafa (Mustafa’s Glory)
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Rawandi labored to illustrate for his dedicatee Kai Husrau how closely he himself
was associated with the Great Seljuq court in Hamadan. He combined the eulogies for
Tugril III with praise for the splendors of his court in Hamadan, even though Hamadan
was only second to the incomparable Isfahan.136 In addition, he relied on the well-
established rhetorical device of an announced omission to highlight his personal
knowledge of Tugriks life and deeds:
If the events of this dynasty and the miracles of this kingdom are written down, 
more than ten Sahnames and Iskandamames will be about falconry and hunting, 
battle and banquet, as well as the conquest of countries, the disgrace of enemies, 
and the bonds of friendship. If this petitioner lives through the good fortune and 
the monarch [i.e., Kai Husrau]’s favor, he will write about the events of Tugriks 
state und construct from this a book in verse or prose. But in this compilation I 
am obliged to do several things so that its intention were lost, if  the beginning 
delves into those circumstances.137
In 1181, the teenage boy Tugril III had began to study with Rawandl’s uncle Zain al-DIn,
so that the young sultan was both patron and student of Zain al-DIn.138 The sultan was
by Abu Sacd cAbd al-Malik al-Waciz al-HargusI. For the author o f the Arabic original, see: GAS 1: 670 s.v. 
52; for its Persian translation, see: Storey 1,1: 175-176 and 175 note 2. The number o f both Arabic and 
Persian manuscripts listed by Sezgin and Storey suggests that this version o f the Prophet’s biography was 
fairly popular in either language. This translation was already known to Iqbal: Rawandi, Rahat: XVII note 
1.
136. Rawandi, Rahat: 41 lines 6—43 linel.
137. Rawandi, Rahat: “u-ta’rih-i an daulat u-caga’ib-ha-yi an mamlakat agar niwiste sawad dah Sahname u- 
Iskandamame bis buwad az baz u-sikar u-razm u-bazm u-fath-i bilad u-sikast-i husman u-silat-i dustan u- 
agar In ducaguy dar daulat u-nicmat-i padisah Timr yabad ta’rih-i daulat-i tugrili binawlsad u-az an kitabi 
sazad natman au natran amma darin magmuce multazim-i cand CIz sude’am ke agar darin waqayi0 ... suruc 
rawad maqsud-i In magmu0 mafqud sawad” (44).
138. Rawandi, Rahat: “[sultan-i saTd-i sahld] u-ra [i.e., imam-i kablr-i muqbal zain al-dln magd al-Islam 
saiyid al-ayimma wa-l-Tilama’ ustad al-muluk wa-salatln Mahmud b. Muhammad b. CA1I al-Rawandl] tasrif- 
i ustadl arzanl da§t u-hwast ke az anwar-i °ulum-i u istifadatl kunad” [the late fortunate sultan] bestowed 
upon him [i.e., the great and fortunate leading theologian, the faith's beauty and Islam’s glory, the master 
o f  the leading theologians and learned men, the teacher ofprinces and sultans, Mahmud b. Muhammad b. 
CAIT al-Rawandi\ the honor o f  teaching and wished to take advantage o f  the bright lights o f  his knowledge 
and learning (43).
When Tugril III advanced to the throne in 1176, he was still a child: Bosworth, “Saldjukids”: 944-945. 
That Tugril III was bom between 1168 and 1169 is mentioned by A.H. Morton in Swietochowski,
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particularly interested in calligraphy, and embarked on the manufacture of a luxury Koran 
in thirty parts, which was executed in a workshop characterized by an extensive division 
of labor.139 Rawandi joined this workshop, and subsequently the sultan acknowledged the 
high quality of his calligraphy.140 It is impossible to decide, though, whether Rawandi 
worked directly for the sultan. In connection with the later survey of contents of the 
Rahat, Rawandi mentioned that Tugril III died too early as for him to benefit from the 
sultan’s generosity.141 But the extent to which Tugril III was ultimately in charge of the 
Koran project is not specified. For example, did the sultan himself hire and fire the 
craftsmen for this project? His actual artistic contribution to this project also remains 
unclear,142 though Rawandi did include information about the whereabouts of the Koran 
manuscript, which was dispersed at the time of the composition of the Rahat. In 
particular, he identified Saif al-DIn Begtimur (ruled 1185-1193), the Sokmenid slave
Illustrated Poetry. 52. Morton, unfortunately, does not identify the sources from which he culled this date.
139. Rawandi, Rahat: “mushafi si pare mabda’ kard u-mlniwist u-naqqasan u-maddahibab-ra biyaward ta 
hard u ml niwist Isanas bi-zar-i hall takhll ml kardand bar har guz’I si pare sad dlnar-i magribl harg ml sud.” 
He [i.e., Tugril III] began with a Koran in thirty parts. He was writing and brought in illuminators and 
gilders so that his men were outlining with liquid gilt whatever he was writing. Upon every part o f  the 
thirty volumes a hundred gold coins were being spent. (44).
140. Rawandi, Rahat: “u-In ducaguy bidan sabab az an hadrat taqnb u-tahrib yaft u-tahldl-i niwiste-yi u 
bistar ma-ra farmudl ke bi-sabab-i macrifat-i hatt anc ducaguy kardl bihtar numudl” This petitioner 
therefore found proximity and welcome from that excellency [i.e.,Tugril]. He was asking me more often to 
outline his script because that which the petitioner was writing was appearing to be o f  better quality due to 
his calligraphy skills. (44).
141. Rawandi, Rahat: “u-ducaguy-i daulat... az daulat-i sultan Tugril bi-sabab-i qasr-i cumr-u mahrum bud 
u-az nicmat-i u nayasud” the petitioner to the state ... was deprived o f  sultan Tugril’s good fortune fo r the 
reason o f  the brevity o f  his life and did not find his peace o f  mind through the sultan’s favor  (66).
142. For the suggestion that the outline (takhll) was secondary, see A.H. Morton in Swietochowski, 
Illustrated Poetry: “His [i.e., Rawandl’s] speciality was the outlining o f the sultan’s written text in gold;” 
(52). For basic observations about employing liquid gold in calligraphy, see: Deroche, Manuel: 159 and
161.
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commander of the city Akhlat in eastern Anatolia, and cAla’ al-DIn Korp Arslan (ruled 
c, 1188-1208), the Ahmadili atabeg of the city Maragha in Azerbaijan, as owners of some 
of the manuscript’s thirty volumes.143 These data provided Rawandi’s dedicatee Kai 
Husrau with details that allowed for double-checking his professional credentials, while 
attesting to the importance attached to such a luxury edition of the Koran among the 
ruling Turkish elites.144
Rawandi’s other employment in Hamadan acquainted him with one of the 
capital’s long established clans. For five or six years Rawandi lived with the family of 
Fahr al-DIn b. cAla’ al-Daula cArab Sah (died c. 1188)145 and instructed his sons Magd al- 
DIn Humayun, Fahr al-DIn Husrau Sah and cImad al-DIn Mardan Sah in Koran, 
calligraphy, the principles of worship, and the rules of political leadership.146 Although 
this teaching position provided Rawandi with access to Hamadan’s political elites, he 
neither specified the years he spent with cArab Sah’s family nor declared explicitly that 
the unjust slaying of cArab Sah ended his employment.147 cArab Sah was the head of the
143. Rawandi, Rahat 44 lines 5-7. For these two local Turkish dynasties, see: Bosworth, New Islamic 
Dynasties'. 197-198.
144. Toward the end o f the institutional history of the Great Seljuqs, the king o f Mazandaran received a 
Koran written by Tugril III as a present: Rawandi, Rahat: 357 lines 7-10. There is, however, no reason to 
assume that this Koran was the luxury edition, in the manufacture o f which Rawandi and his uncle Zain al- 
DIn were involved.
145. Rawandi, Rahat: XVIII. Within the context o f his institutional history of the Great Seljuq sultanate, 
Rawandi did not specify the year o f cArab Sah’s death but he reported how Tugril III arranged his execution 
and even inserted a Persian elegy for his former employer: 352 line 10-355 line 14.
146. Rawandi, Rahat: 45—46. For the influential position o f cArab Sah among Hamadan’s ruling’s elites, 
compare Rawandl’s further references to him (537 s.v. cArab Sah).
147. For the speculation that Rawandi was forced to search for new patrons after the Ildegizid atabeg Qizil 
Arslan took Tugril III prisoner in 1190, compare: Hillenbrand, “Rawandi”: 460. For this event, see: 
NIsapuri, History o f  the Seljuq Turks: 160.
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cAlawI family who claimed kinship with the Prophet.148 Despite the Rahaf s Hanafite 
bend and its pronounced anti-Rafidite sentiment Rawandi explicitly mentioned the nisba 
cAlawi and did not dwell on the family’s Shicite sympathies.149 Aside from the obligatory 
panegyrics for father and sons, Rawandi quoted four lines offahlawlya, a not yet 
identified Iranian language, attributed to Husrau Sah.150 Rawandi alleged that Husrau 
Sah, who was a renowned political leader at the time of the Rahaf s composition,151 wrote 
these lines when intrigues had reversed his good fortune and caused his imprisonment.
148. Rawandi, Rahat: “dar dar al-malik Hamadan handan-i cAlawIyan u-dudman-i sadat ketaqiyamat 
bimanad sar u-sarwar amir saiyid Murtada kablrun Fahr al-DIn-i cAla’ al-Daula cArabsah rahima-hu 
Allah” In the capital Hamadan the ruling family belonged to the cAlawIs and their lineage was the direct 
kinship with the Prophet—may it persevere until the resurrection. Their commander in chief was the 
prince and Saiyid, a great Murtada, Fahr al-Dm b. cA la’ al-Daula cArab Sah—may God have mercy upon 
him (45). The reading of °Arab Sah’s name follows the composition o f the names o f his three sons. In the 
name index, o f  the critical edition, this is the only occurrence o f the plural “ cAlawIyan”: 531. For the claim 
that in Hamadan an cAlawI and an cAla’ al-Daula family succeeded each other as the predominant family, 
first the cAlawIs (864-1058) and then the family o f cAla’ al-Daula (1058-1252), compare: Adka’i, 
“Hamadan”: 610-611. Adka’i  did not discuss the available sources for Hamadan and referred only to his 
own publications, not to any contemporary Arabic and Persian sources. Neither local histories nor 
biographical dictionaries for Hamadan are known to have been preserved: Frye, “Hamadhan”: 105. But the 
lineage o f cArab Sah is not perceived as problematic by Schefer, “Tableau du regne”: 7; or A.H. Morton in 
Swietochowski, Illustrated Poetry. 53.
149. An anti-Rafidite treatise, of which no extant copy is known, is mentioned in connection with the 
Khwarazm Shahs and their conquest o f western Iran: Rawandi, Rahaf. 394 lines 20-24. For the observation 
that “genuine cAlawIs did not commonly use the name cAlawI,” see: Kadi, “cAlawi”: 804.
150. Rawandi, Rahat. 46 lines 4-7; their rhyme scheme is aa ba cc dc suggesting that these fahlawlya 
could be two separate dubait. For two more lines offahlawlya, compare: 45 line 16 with the internal rhyme 
is aa, and 460 line 9 with internal rhyme ab. Thus, Rawandi included a total o f six lines o ffahlawlya; 
compare Iqbal’s survey o f cited poetry: XXII. Unfortunately, their language has not yet been identified: 
Browne, “Account”: 576; and Rawandi, Rahat: XIII. For the suggestion that these lines were composed in 
a Kurdish dialect, see: Schefer, “Tableau du regne”: 7-8 and 13. Consequently, Schefer’s transcription of 
these four lines is different from Iqbal’s text. It is noteworthy that the Persian vernacular o f the popular 
quatrains attributed to the mystic and saint Baba Tahir cUryan (between the eleventh and thirteenth 
centuries) was in contemporary sources identified as fahlawlya: Safi, “Bargaining”: 268; for the observation 
that some of those quatrains have pronounced traces o f a Persian dialect from western Iran, compare: de 
Bruijn, Persian Sufi Poetry: 14 and 27 note 12.
151. Rawandi, Rahat: “u-amlr saiyid Fahr al-DIn Husrausah ke darin halat ra’Is u-plswa-st u-gawanmard-i 
mutlaq u-ra tawan hwandan Ce ham a’In-i riyasat darad u-ham rasm-i siyasat danad” the prince Saiyid Fahr 
al-Dm Husrau Sah, who now is the leader and the guide and whom one can call a perfect hero because he 
has the manners o f  leadership and also knows the laws o f  administration (45).
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The poetic insertion allowed Rawandi to signal to his dedicatee Kai Husrau that he was 
experienced in tutoring men who needed to be prepared for rule and power as well as 
hardship and sacrifice.
The final period of Rawandi’s education and work experiences consists of the two 
years that he stayed with the theologian and calligrapher Ahmad b. Abl Mansur b. 
Muhammad b. Mansur al-Bazzaz al-Qasanl (second half of the twelfth century).152 
Rawandi did not explicate the reasons for leaving the family of cArab Sah, nor did he 
reveal whether he was still living in Hamadan during these two years.153 He praised 
Ahmad al-Bazzaz not only as a great scholar and mentor but also as his close and dear 
friend.154 The actual extent of Ahmad al-Bazzaz’s fame is nonetheless dubious because 
Rawandi justified the mention of his friend to his dedicatee Kai Husrau by explaining 
that, while staying with Ahmad al-Bazzaz, he found the peace of mind to conceive the 
plan of writing the Rahat}55 That the concluding invocation on behalf of Ahmad al-
152. Rawandi, Rahat: 48-49. The nisba Qasam links this man to the city Qasan and its district in the 
northern part o f the province Farghana: Le Strange, Lands o f  the Eastern Caliphate: 433 and 480, as well as 
map IX.
153. For the interpretation that Rawandl’s employment consisted o f the socially low position o f teaching a 
cloth merchant’s son in Hamadan, see: A.H. Morton in Swietochowski, Illustrated Poetry. 52-53. The base 
o f this interpretation is probably the laqab al-Bazzaz, since, as already mentioned, neither local histories 
nor biographical dictionaries for Hamadan are known to have been preserved.
154. Rawandi, Rahaf. “ba man hurdl u-huftl u-hIC raz az man nanihuftl” with me you ate and you slept, 
and you did not hide any secret from me; and “u-dunank man haqq-i ustadl-yi way furu nagudastam u nlz 
haqq-i sagirdl-yi man nigah dast” As I  did not neglect his claim to mastership he also supported my claim 
to apprenticeship (49).
155. Rawandi, Rahat: “Har ruz futuhl u-asayis-i ruhl az an ml gusud ... dar an waqt [i.e., muddat-i du sal] 
In tasnlf dar hatir bud az way qubul kardam ke nam-i sarif-i u dar kitab-i rahat al-sudur wa-avat al-surur 
aram” Every day a spiritual repose and relief unfolded due to him. ... At this time [i.e., the period o f  two 
years\ this composition was on the mind. Because o f  this I  decided that I  would bring his noble name into 
the Comfort o f Hearts and the Wonder of Delights (49). For the interpretation that in 1202 Ahmad al- 
Bazzaz “encouraged him to begin writing the Rahat,” see: Hillenbrand, “Rawandi”: 460. Hillenbrand’s
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Bazzaz is remarkably short by Rawandl’s standards increases these doubts.
In the third subsection, Rawandi combined the praise of his uncle Zain al-DIn 
with the claim that the scholars of Hamadan were famous as the mentors of the Seljuq 
sultans.156 Both statements are necessary for the syllogism with which Rawandi bolstered 
his plea for Kai Husrau’s patronage: The learned men of Hamadan taught the Seljuq 
sultans, and Rawandi was trained by these men, and therefore Rawandi could be a 
valuable instructor of Kai Husrau.
Rawandi prepared the praise of Zain al-DIn by repeating that both uncles had 
taught men of power and influence in western Iran and Khorasan.157 Still, Zain al-DIn 
received much more coverage and seemed to have been the far more renowned scholar, 
so Rawandl’s choice of Zain al-DIn as his role model appears as the logical conclusion.158 
Rawandi conveyed Zain al-DIn’s achievements in three steps. The first consists of the 
general remark that all visitors to Tugril’s sophisticated court praised his uncle’s 
outstanding learning.159 The second provides the short report that already in 1162 the
interpretation assumes that Rawandi’s later statement about thinking about writing a book in 1202 
(Rawandi, Rahat: 62 lines 8-12) refers back to this earlier statement.
156. Rawandi, Rahat: 51-56.
157. Rawandi, Rahat: “u-hamcunln bistar macarif u-padisahan u-arkan-i daulat-i pisaran-ra ism-i sagirdl 
ducaguy u-halan-i way hasil kardandl u-kasanl ke bi-balagat-i macruf budandl dar gumle-yi hitte-yi cIraq u- 
saub-i Hurasan bi-hatt u-hunar-i tafaruh bi-sagirdl-yi ma kardandl” The petitioner and his maternal uncles 
were thus supplying the title o f  apprenticeship to many acquaintances, monarchs, and the sons o f  the 
pillars o f  the state. People who were known fo r  eloquence boasted about their apprenticeship fo r  
calligraphy and craftsmanship with us in the whole territory o f  western Iran and everywhere in Khorasan 
(51).
158. Rawandi, Rahat: “ducaguy-i daulat... hwast ke pay-i ruy-i Zain al-DIn kunad” The petitioner to the 
s ta te ... hopes to follow the example o f  Zain al-Dm  (54-55).
159. Rawandi, Rahat: 51.
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adolescent Zain al-DIn impressed scholars in Kashan when he recited an Arabic qaslda.
In this context, Rawandi specified the year, but did not identify the audience or quote the 
poem.160 For the third step, Rawandi specified the year 1181, named the honorable cAzIz 
al-DIn, a tax collector, as addressee and the honorable Zahlr al-DIn KaragI as a man in 
the audience, and quoted the complete Arabic zuhdfya.161 On this occasion, Rawandl’s 
uncle proved that both courage and learning won him the favor of °AzIz al-DIn and praise 
from Zahlr al-DIn KaragI.162 Rawandi identified the year, named addressee and audience, 
and cited the complete text of the poem to verify the event, yet he did not see any 
necessity to explain to his dedicatee Kai Husrau how he learned about this incident or 
whether he actually witnessed Zain al-DIn’s performance. Instead Rawandi cut from the 
past to the present and continued with a direct appeal to his dedicatee Kai Husrau.
This appeal concludes the first section of Rawandi’s autobiographical statement. 
Rawandi used an expression of humility to link the praise of Zain al-DIn with the 
observation about the role of Hamadan’s scholars in the education of the Seljuq sultans.163 
Although Rawandi’s declaration that he wants to follow the example set by his uncle Zain
160. Rawandi, Rahat: “dar sane-yi sab° wa-hamsln wa-hamsimi’a dar Kasan... bar bisat-i mucaiyin-i sawl- 
yi mustaufi-yi sultan qaslde-yi bar hwand tazl” in the higrayear 557 [i.e., 1162 CE] in Kashan ... he recited 
over a carpet reserved fo r  the tributes o f  the sultan’s accountant a qaslda in Arabic (51).
161. Rawandi, Rahat: 52 line 14-54 line 20. For the technical description of the qaslda's rhyme as luzum 
ma layalzam  and its ascetic contents, see: 52 lines 15-16. The qaslda comprises 33 distichs with the qafiya 
-abi-hl.
162. Rawandi, Rahat: 54 lines 13-20.
163. Rawandi, Rahat: “masayih u-ustadan-i ducaguy dar Hamadan ... u-dlgar a’imma’e-yi kibar dar 
mamalik-i Traqain u-taraf-i Hurasan az tarbiyat-i salatln-i al-i Salguq u-bandeganisan madkur u-manzur-i 
gahanlyan sudand” the sheikhs and teachers o f  the petitioner in Hamadan ... and other leading theologians 
in the kingdoms o f  Iraq and Iran and the region o f  Khorasan became men famous and respected 
throughout the world because o f  the education o f  the sultans o f  the Seljuq fam ily and their servants (55).
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al-DIn but that his knowledge is far from complete,164 appears as a cliche, since it served
as much as an expression of respect for his maternal uncle as a courtier’s bow before a
prospective patron. Rawandi’s admission that he had not yet reached his full potential
also has a strategic implication since Kai Husrau would extend his protection to a
fledgling scholar in need, that is, to someone who is weaker than a master at the height of
his knowledge. Rawandi first juxtaposed the difficult working conditions in western Iran
with those in Anatolia, which was flourishing because of the just and protective rule of
his dedicatee Kai Husrau. He then broadened the argument:
He [i.e., Rawandi] will find nourishment on the right side of his [i.e., Kai 
Husrau’s] good fortune in the protective shadow of his state. In the territory of the 
Byzantines he [i.e., Rawandi] will propagate the virtues that the people of 
Khorasan and western Iran have learned from him and, with the good fortune of 
the just monarch, the revival of knowledge will occur in this land and thus will 
cause the scholarly works of the people of Byzantium ... to reach the whole 
world.165
In this passage Rawandi relied on induction to compare his personal benefits from Kai 
Husrau’s patronage with the general consequences that Kai Husrau’s patronage of 
scholars could have for Anatolia. The work of officially sponsored scholars would 
improve the state of Islamic learning in Anatolia, and then literary works originating in 
Anatolia would spread knowledge across the um m a. Rawandi’s appeal to a civilizing, 
and perhaps even missionary, spirit cannot be dismissed as a purely rhetorical sleight of
164. Rawandi, Rahaf. “guzwi az kulli dar yafte ast” He [i.e., Rawandi] has understood an insignificant 
part o f  the totality (55).
165. Rawandi, Rahaf. “u-bi-yamln-i iqbal-i u [i.e., Kai Husrau] dar saye-yi daulat-as parwaris yabad u- 
hitte-yi Rum nasar-i fadayili ke ahl-i Hurasan u-cIraq az hwIsan [i.e., Rawandi] kasb karde’and bikunad u-bi- 
daulat-i padisah-i cadil ihya-yi danis darin diyar bibasad u-dunan sazad ke atar-i danis-i ahl-i Rum ... bi- 
gumle-yi gahan birasad” (55).
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hand because the Seljuqs had only begun to establish their rule over these former 
territories of the Byzantine empire after their decisive victory over the army of Romanos 
IV Diogenes at Mantzikert in 1071.
III. h. Work sample
The second section of the autobiographical statement immediately follows the invocation 
on behalf of Kai Husrau, with which Rawandi ended the first section about his training 
and his work experience. After having explained the benefits that Kai Husrau might 
obtain through employing Rawandi at his court, Rawandi focused on the Rahaf s contents 
and its potential value for Kai Husrau. Although Rawandi had already shortly touched on 
his plan for writing the Rahat, it is in this section that he provided first a detailed 
discussion of the reasons for writing the miscellany and his difficulties while working on 
the project—“sabab-i tallf-i In kitab u-kaifiyat-i hal-i an ke-cun bud”166— and then a 
survey of its content—“fihrist-i kitab-i Rahat al-sudur wa-ayat al-surur u-tartlb-i 
mustaudacat-i an az funun-i cilm.”167 The section’s organization into three subsections 
ensues again from Rawandi’s use of invocations.
Table 8. The second autobiographical section of the Rahat.
Book projects and the study of poetry
i An illustrated book of poetry = p.57
ii The study of poetry =p.57-58
iii Rawandi’s book project = p.58-60
<Insertion: duca ’ that God may grant Rawandi a good reputation >
166. Rawandi, Rahat: 57.
167. Rawandi, Rahat: 63.
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Poetry, fame, and the contents of the Rahat
iv The rewards of both supporting poets and alms giving = p.60-62
v The gestation of the Rahat between 1202 and 1207 = p.62-63
vi The contents of the Rahat = p.63-68
< insertion: duca ’ that the Rahat may be read according to Rawandi’s intentions > 
Postscript to the contents of the Rahat
vii The justification for omitting some of the announced chapters = p.457-458
< insertion: duca ’ on behalf of Kai Husrau >
In the first subsection, Rawandi juxtaposed two book projects. He described both 
an illustrated anthology of poetry that sultan Tugril III commissioned from his uncle Zain 
al-DIn in 1184 and his own plan of writing a book containing poetry as well as prose.168 
There are two important differences between these projects. First, Zain al-DIn completed 
his assignment, while Rawandi dropped his plan when sultan Tugril III died in a battle 
against the Khwarazm Shahs in spring of 1194.169 Second, Zain al-DIn included only 
poetry in his anthology, while Rawandi envisioned a miscellany containing both poetry
168. Rawandi, Rahat: “u-sabab-i ta’llf-i In kitab an bud ke ... Tugril b. Arslan-ra hawa-yi magmuce-I bud 
az ascar hal-i duc aguy Zain al-DIn niwist u-Gamal Naqqas IsfahanI an-ra surat ml kard surat-i har sacirl ml 
kardand” The reason fo r  the writing o f  this book was th a t... Tugril b. Arslan desired a certain compilation 
ofpoetry. The maternal uncle o f  the petitioner Zain al-Dm wrote and Gamal Naqqas IsfahanI illustrated it. 
They were making an image o f  every poet, (57); and “mu’allif-i In magmuT ... hwast ke ihtiyar-i Cand sicr u- 
natr bikunad u-dar magmuT ara ta yad glrand In umnlyat dar higab-i tacaddur ml bud Ce dar muddat-i 
mihnat-i cIraq rang-i nafs bi-gayat bud u-dard-i dil bl nihayat” The author o f  this compilation ... wanted to 
choose some poetry and some prose and to collect them in a compilation so that they would be 
remembered. This wish proved impossible to realize because during the misfortune o f  western Iran the 
soul’s pain was extreme and the heart’s ache infinite. (58). For the problems that Rawandl’s description of  
the book, which sultan Tugril III commissioned, as an illustrated anthology of poetry pose for art historians 
and literary critics alike, see: A.H. Morton in Swietochowski, Illustrated Poetry. 54-55. The situation is 
further complicated by the absence o f any supporting manuscript evidence from the late twelfth century, be 
it fragments o f this very codex or another illustrated anthology o f poetry. The already mentioned unique 
manuscript o f the Mu ’nis al-ahrar postdates Rawandl’s remark by one and a half century.
169. At least two dates are circulating for the death o f the last Great Seljuq sultan: for 24 6umada al-ahira 
o f the higra year 590 [i.e., 16 June 1194 CE] see: Rawandi, Rahat: 371 lineslO-18; and for 29 RabT al- 
auwal o f the higra year 590 [i.e., 25 March 1194 CE ], see: Leiser, History o f  the Seljuks: 65, and NIsapun, 
History o f  the Seljuq Turks: 163. For the conclusion that Rawandl’s original dedicatee was in fact sultan 
Tugril III, see: Meisami, Persian Historiography: 255-256.
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and prose. Rawandi connected his remarks about these two books with an anecdote about 
the renowned Ghaznavid court poet Hasan al-Gaznawi (died c. 1161) and his method of 
learning the composition of poetry through memorizing excerpts from every genre and 
imitating their style.170 Rawandi ended the first subsection on a somber tone. After the 
death of sultan Tugril III, the Khwarazm Shahs established their rule over western Iran, 
and Rawandi withdrew into a life of anonymity and independence dedicated to the pursuit 
of knowledge.171 Seen against the background of his low-profile career in Hamadan 
during the rule of the last Great Seljuq, the actual extent of the change of Rawandi’s 
fortune should be viewed with skepticism. The image of his retirement to a godforsaken 
comer during times of adversity and conflict appears as a topos that reflects the unstable
170. Rawandi, Rahat: “amir al-sucara u-safir al-kubara Sams al-DIn Ahmad b. Minudihr Sast Kallih ... 
hikayat kard ke Saiyid Asraf bi-Hamadan rasld dar maktab-ha ml gardld u-ml did ta kira tabc-i sicr-ast 
misra°I bi-man dad ta bar an wazn du sih bait guftam bi-samc-i rida isga farmud u-ma-ra bidan bisutud u- 
hatt u-tahrid-i wagib dast u-guft az ascar-i muta’ahhiran ... u-amtal-i cArab u-ascar-i tazl u-hikam-i Sahname 
and tabc-i tu bidan mail kunad qadr-i diwist bait az har ga ihtiyar kun u-yad glr” the chief o f  the poets and 
head o f  the elders Sams al-Dm Ahmad b. Manucihr Sast Kallih ... told the story: Saiyid Asraf came to 
Hamadan to roam the libraries and to see who had a natural talent fo r  poetry. He gave me a certain 
hemistich so that I  recited two or three distichs in that meter. He listened with approval, praised me for it, 
and had the necessary incitement and prompting. He said: Among the poems o f  the contemporaries ..., the 
proverbs o f  the Arabs, the Arabic poems, and the wise sayings o f  the Sahname is that toward which your 
natural talent is inclined. Choose two-hundred distichs from each and memorize them! (57-58). For 
Hasan al-Gaznawi, who was also known as Saiyid Asraf, see: Meisami, “Hasan-e Gaznavi.” For the 
problems posed by this anecdote with regard to the chronology o f Persian poetry, see: Browne, “Account”: 
580-581.
171. Rawandi, Rahat: “man nlz sar dar kung-i cuzlat kisldam u-zawiye-yi faragat bar guzldam dast az kasb 
u-manal bidastam u-gah u-mal biguzastam ... cilm-i fiqh u-saricat mlhwandam u-dikr-i haqq u-Qur’an bar 
zaban ml randam u-bi-mutalace-yi lugat u-sicr-ha-yi cArab u-cAgam mu’anasat ml gustam” I  too retreated 
into retirement and chose the corner offreedom. I  kept my hands offgains and profits and gave up 
position and wealth. ... I  used to study the sciences ofjurisprudence and law, to recite the praise o f  God 
and the Koran, and to search fo r  in-depth knowledge through reading about language and the poems o f  
Arabs and non-Arabs. (59). Compare the almost identical description o f his retreat from the public at the 
beginning of the third section o f the autobiographical statement: 459 lines 15-17.
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working conditions of courtiers.172 Further support for this interpretation is that Rawandi 
illustrated his abject situation with the terse statement that he was poor and had neither 
relatives nor children,173 although he had mentioned his kunya Abu Bakr at the very 
beginning of the autobiographical statement.174 The strategic value of this topos lies in 
setting the stage for the following arguments about the eternity of an impeccable 
reputation in both this transitory world and the eternal hereafter. Accordingly, Rawandi 
concluded this subsection with an invocation that God might recognize his goodness.175
In the second subsection Rawandi developed an reciprocal argument about how 
he as well as his dedicatee Kai Husrau would benefit from the Rahat. The miscellany 
will survive its author and thus become a memento of both its author and the Great Seljuq 
sultans, while the institutional history of the Great Seljuq sultans will inspire the Rum 
Seljuq sultan Kai Husrau to emulate his relatives in order to attain for himself immortality 
through fame. The strategy is openly addressed in the invocation, which provides the 
transition between the autobiographical statement and the institutional history: Rawandi 
asked God to grant him the fulfilment of the wish that his readers realize the intentions
172. Compare, for example., Baihaqi, Ta ’rih: “az in qaum ke man suhan hwaham rand yik du tan zande’and 
dar gu&e-yi uftade” o f  these folks, whom I  will mention, one or two are alive and have retreated into a 
corner (221); but see also the translation in Waldman, Toward a Theory, “o f these people about whom I 
will speak, one or two persons are living in forced retirement” (167).
173. Rawandi, Rahaf. “ne mali ne manall ne ahli ne ciyall” (59).
174. Rawandi, Rahat: 39 line 1; compare 1 line 3 (title page).
175. Rawandi, Rahaf. “padisaha nam-i man bi-nild dar zaban-i bandegan ahir-i zaman afkan” Oh Divine 
Monarch, at Judgment Day, may You make my name a byword fo r  goodness on the tongues o f  your 
servants! (60).
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informing the Rahat}16
Rawandi’s first step consisted of establishing a connection between the 
permanence of books, poems and knowledge on the one hand, and waqfs, poetry and 
memory on the other.177 Books as well as poems survive both their authors and their 
subjects.178 Voluntary alms (sadaqe) used for waqfs, which support schools and other 
educational institutions, contribute to the donor’s happy afterlife and gain him the 
reputation of being a supporter of learning and knowledge. The strategic device of 
Rawandi’s argument is the implicit equating of voluntary alms paid into waqfs and 
money paid for the composition of poetry about the payer’s exploits and feats because a 
panegyric poem commemorates its honoree (mamduh) in the same way a waqf
176. Rawandi, Rahat: “u-garad azin magmuce dikr-i... ast” The purpose o f  this compilation is the mention 
of... (64); and “u-garad-i In ducaguy bacda al-hatt cala al-hair an-ast ke hwanandegan... bidanand ... malik- 
i tacala In umnlyat karamat kunad bi-Muhammad wa-ali-tu” It is the petitioner’s intention, after urging the 
good deed, that the readers may know ... May the sublime King grant this wish -  by Muhammad and his 
family! (67-68).
177. Rawandi, Rahat “u-illa az tasnlf-i kutub u-sicr-ha-yi abdar In dikr paydar namanad u-yadgar az 
mardum ilia fayidatl cilml binimanad ... sadaqe sabab-i tawab-i ahirat buwad ... u-auqaf-i madaris u- 
hanqah-ha-ra ham nam-i dars hast u-ham tawab-i ahirat” Only because o f  the compilation o f  lustrous books 
and poems this mention remains permanent, and remembrance among people remains only profitable as 
knowledge. ... Voluntary alms are the reason fo r  reward in the afterlife. ... The endowments o f  schools 
and convents possess both the reputation for study and the reward in the afterlife (60); and “hamCunan 
[padisahan] mal badal kunand ta su°ara qasa’id dar haqq-i Isan isnad kunand dlgaran yad glrand ... 
makarim-i ahlaq-i pidaran zande manad u-gahaniyan bi-kamal-i rasand” In the same manner [monarchs] 
offer wealth until poets recite poems on their behalf so that others would memorize them. ... The generous 
actions o f  the character o f  the fathers remain alive, and mortals reach the perfection o f  knowledge. (61).
178. Rawandl’s high opinion o f the importance o f written records for the transmission o f knowledge might 
represent in part the bias o f  a professional calligrapher whose livelihood depended on a demand for books; 
compare the excursus about the role o f reading and writing for both the preservation o f personal testimony 
and the acquisition o f other people’s experience: Rawandi, Rahat: 445 line 15-446 line 19. On the one 
hand, it seems quite ironic that there is no extant evidence for the other two books, which Rawandi claimed 
to have written: 394 lines 20-24 (anti-Rafidite treatise) and 445 line 15 (treatise on calligraphy). On the 
other, it is logical that Rawandi did not refer to the traditional motif o f sons who preserve their father’s 
memory. This reference would have weakened Rawandl’s argument that his professional services as 
calligrapher and scholar would help his dedicatee achieve long-lasting fame.
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commemorates its donor (waqij). Furthermore, panegyric poetry, as well as waqfs, has 
the potential to outlast the lives of their mamduhs and waqifs. Both can spread fame to 
the future generations because in the endowed institutions students memorize panegyric 
poetry. With this argument Rawandi gave Kai Husrau an opportunity to combine a 
Muslim’s pious duty of alms giving with a ruler’s obligation of producing a historical 
record of his administration.
In the second step, Rawandi outlined his process of decision making, beginning 
with picking a book project and determining its contents and concluding with selecting its 
dedicatee. Seen against his rather casual approach to dates in the previous 
autobiographical section, he rather precisely informed his dedicatee about the time frame 
of the five years between 1202 and 1207 during which the development of his Rahat 
project took shape. This change in attitude suggests that dates and tracking time were 
relevant with regard to concrete requests for patronage, supporting the interpretation that 
the historical person Rawandi did not rely exclusively on his appeal for Kai Husrau’s 
support as the pretense for writing a miscellany. Sometime between 1202 and 1203 
Rawandi decided to write a book to preserve the memory of his own existence.179 Around 
eight years after the death of Great Seljuq sultan Tugril III in 1194, Nur al-DIn Kukge 
(died 1203) governed on behalf of the Khwarazm Shahs the former Seljuq capital
179. Rawandi, Rahat: 62 lines 8-12; the higra year 599 began on 20 September 1202 CE. Rawandl’s 
reference to the higra year 599 is interesting with regard to the already mentioned thesis that Rawandi 
originally dedicated the Rahat to Kai Husrau’s brother Sulaiman II; see above, chapter II, notes 221 and 
224. However, the evidence for this thesis is uneven: the mention o f Abkhazian dogs (Rawandi, Rahaf. 26 
line 2) is taken as a reference to Sulaiman’s unsuccessful attack on Georgia; the scribbled name o f Sulaiman 
appears in the unique manuscript on the margin o f the chapter about numerical divination (XX); and 
Rawandl’s own account o f how he picked the miscellany’s dedicatee (461 lines 1-10).
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Hamadan, while in Anatolia the Rum Seljuq sultan Sulaiman II b. Qilig Arslan (ruled 
1197-1204) was reigning in Konya. Since the Rahat's historical part concludes with 
Kukge’s tenure as governor of Hamadan without extending to his murder, Rawandi 
seems to have aligned the beginning of his work on the miscellany with the end of its 
historical section.180 Next he explained the book’s contents, arguing that he wanted to 
capitalize on his direct and indirect knowledge about the Great Seljuqs and their worthy 
policies:
Since I had acquired knowledge and information about the state of the Seljuq 
family, my sheikhs and teachers were their supporters and partisans, and the 
schools of western Iran and the charities founded by them and their servants were 
visible all around, I wanted to link this book to the name of the Seljuq sultanate.181
Due to the continued political instability in western Iran, several years passed before
Rawandi finally chose the book’s dedicatee. But this time he just praised his dedicatee
Kai Husrau for his conquest of Antalya and did not bother to remind him that it was in
1207 when Kai Husrau, who after the death of his brother Sulaiman II had wrestled the
sultanate from his nephew Qilig Arslan III b. Sulaiman II (ruled 1204—1205), took control
of the city, securing access to the Mediterranean for his otherwise landlocked
principality.182
180. Rawandi, Rahat: 388-403. For the observation that Rawandi did not mention Kukge’s murder, and 
for the higra year 600, which began on 10 September 1203 CE, as Kukge’s death date, see: Meisami, 
Persian Historiography: 256.
181. Rawandi, Rahat: “u-Cun tahsll-i culum dar daulat-i al-i Salguq karde budam u-masayih u-ustadan-i 
ducaguy da'iyan u-hawahwahan-i Isan budand u-madaris-i cIraq u-hairat dar afaq azlsan u-bandegan zahir 
sud hwastam ke In kitab bi-nam-i sultanl-yi salguql basad” (62).
182. Rawandi, Rahat: 62 lines 17-20 and note 3, 462 lines 6-8, and XX; compare: Leiser, History o f  the 
Seljuks: 72; and Bosworth, “Saldjukids”: 949, where the higra year 601 should read 603. For the opinion 
that Kai Husrau had conquered Antioch, which Rawandi (Rahat: 128-129) mentioned only in connection 
with sultan Malik Sah I b. Alp Arslan (ruled 1073-1092) and his vizier Nizam al-Mulk (died 1092), see:
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Rawandi presented his decision making process in a concise and straight-forward 
manner and continued in this vein when he explicated the contents of the Rahat in the 
third step. He began with a short description of the various parts and chapters .183 A 
comparison of this outline with the actual text of the Rahat suggests that Rawandi wrote 
this paragraph not only for his dedicatee as summary of the miscellany’s contents but also 
as a roadmap organizing his own writing process. But toward the end of the third part on 
courtly education Rawandi abandoned his own outline and finished after the chapter 
about numerical divination, effectively omitting two of the earlier announced chapters. 
The changes between the announced and the realized text concern two chapters that touch 
upon issues of sexuality: a short survey of virility drugs and a small selection of bawdry 
jokes. Since Rawandi had initially justified the planned inclusion of sexually explicit 
humor as the necessary comic relief at the end of a very serious book about the rise and 
fall of the Great Seljuq sultans, his later decision to omit these chapters is not a complete 
surprise.184 The change does imply, though, that Rawandi wrote the Rahat in a linear 
process, from beginning to end, adjusting its contents as he was moving along, and
Meisami, Persian Historiography. 254; compare the reference to the conquest o f Antioch in Browne, 
“Account”: 582.
183. Rawandi, Rahat: 63-64.
184. Rawandi, Rahat: “u-fasll cand dar adwiya u-asriba ke bah-ra quwat dihad u-ahir hatm bar madahild 
Cand u-hazllyat kunam ta mutasaffihan-i In kitab-ra Cun az gidd-i an u-hikayat-i buzurgan malal glrad 
bidan tafarrugl kunand u-kutah nazaran ke az ruh-i suhan mahrum basand bi-sabab-i an madahik In kitab-ra 
mutalace kunand u-dikr-i mahamid-i ahlaq-i In padisah-i hub slrat u-In taht dar gawan-i baht hame kas 
bihwanad” a short section about medicines and potions that give strength to virility. At the end let me 
finish with some jokes and risque stories so that careful readers may find in them relieffrom this book 
when fatigue hits them because o f  its seriousness and the tale o f  great men. Short-sighted people, who lack 
a sense o f  eloquence, may study this book because o f  these jokes. But may everyone read the account o f  
the commendable actions o f  the morals o f  this monarch with a good character and this young man o f  
fortune on the throne! (63). Compare the justification o f the later omission at the beginning o f the third 
autobiographical chapter: 457 line 20—458 line 5.
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having no inhibitions about openly admitting to his dedicatee a deviation from his own 
outline. This observation is pertinent to the debate about how Rawandi organized the 
compilation and writing of his miscellany: Did he hastily and hence superficially revise 
the Rahat after he had finally chosen Kai Husrau as dedicatee?185 Or did he write the 
closing and opening panegyrics as well as the autobiographical statements last?186 Any 
judgment on this matter is ultimately derived from assumptions about Rawandl’s overall 
literary skills because, at least in theory, both the initial announcement of these chapters 
and their final exclusion could be the result of a conscious rhetoric strategy. Through the 
projected inclusion of mugun and suhf in his miscellany, Rawandi paid tribute to the 
literary conventions of his time, while their final omission could reflect second thoughts 
about his dedicatee’s attitude toward sexually explicit material.187
Rawandi followed the survey of contents with three gestures that comprise his 
sense of authorship. First, he asked for the reader’s generosity toward his mistakes and 
blunders.188 Then he cursed everyone who messed with his text and misappropriated his
185. Rawandi, Rahat: XIX-XXI; and A.H. Morton in Swietochowski, Illustrated Poetry: 53.
186. Meisami, Persian Historiography: 239, 254, and 256.
187. For an introduction to the attitudes toward mugun and suhf in medieval Arabic and Persian literatures, 
see: Sprachman, Suppressed Persian: vii-lviii. During the last two decades research on sexuality and 
literature has become a less disreputable enterprise, and the loss of stigmatization has also positively 
affected the research on medieval Arabic and Persian literatures. But the attitudes toward sex, gender, and 
the body indifferent western societies are almost incompatible. In German scholarship mugun and suhf are 
usually ignored and avoided, and in French scholarship there is a tendency to perceive medieval Islamic 
societies as unburdened by sexual repression. As representative examples of both approaches, see: 
Ammann, Vorbild und Vernunft; and Chebel, L ’Esprit de serail.
188. Rawandi, Rahat: “u-agar [buzurgan] bar garime-I ya sahwl ya hilal u-zalall ittalac yaband daman-i 
cafw bi-ru pusand u-dar qadh u-izhar-i mac ayib nakusand” I f  in the course o f  reading they [i.e., great men] 
find a crime, an error, or a gap and omission, may they cover it with the skirt o f  forgiveness and not strive 
fo r  ridicule and the disclosure o f  the defects! (64).
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work.189 Finally, he strengthened his claim to be writing an authoritative work through 
identifying Nisaburl as the author of his main source for the institutional history of the 
Great Seljuq sultanate.190 Rawandl’s dependance on Nisapurl’s chronicle could boost the 
authority of his institutional history because he introduced Nisaburl as the tutor of the 
sultans Mascud (ruled 1134-1152) and Arslan (ruled 1161-1176). That Rawandl did not 
bother to comment on the chronological problems that follow from Nisaburi’s tutoring 
these two sultans for any conjecture of Nisaburi’s date of death is not surprising, since 
precise dating, as mentioned above, is rare throughout the autobiographical statement.191 
The strategic value of the Nisaburl reference is its direct support of Rawandl’s authority 
because he based a major portion of his miscellany on an eyewitness report about Great 
Seljuq politics. Neither of these three gestures is particularly medieval or Islamic. Our 
contemporary disclaimers of unintended error and oversight, as well as the copyright of 
our intellectual labor, are differently expressed and inserted at other places within a book. 
Likewise, the quality of an author’s sources is still an important criterion whenever we 
judge a work on its merits. Yet Rawandl’s poor reputation among twentieth-century 
historians stems in part from his frank admission that until the reign of Tugril III he relied
189. Rawandl, Rahat: “ducaguy-i daulat Abu Bakr Muhammad b. CA1I b. Sulaiman al-Rawandl ta’rih-ha-yi 
daulat-i al-i salatln Salguq ml nawisad bar sabil-i ihtisar u-sad hazar lacnat bi-gan u-han u-man u-zan u- 
farzandan-i ankas ml firistad ke azln kitab harfi ya kalame-yT hadf kunad ya ziyadat u-nuqsanl nawisad ya 
tacnl zanad u-tarassuf kunad” The petitioner to the state Abu Bakr Muhammad b. cAlIb. Sulaiman al- 
Rawandlis writing the stories about the state o f  the sultans o f  the Seljuq family in a concise manner and is 
uttering a hundred-thousand curses upon life, house and property, and wife and children o f  that person 
who either omits a letter or a word from this book, or writes a supplement and an abridgment, or changes 
and appropriates its text. (64).
190. Rawandl, Rahat: 64 line 20-65 line 1; for the Persian text, see above, chapter II, note 201.
191. For a not fully explained suggestion o f how to resolve this chronological problem, see: Meisami, 
Persian Historiography. 255.
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on Nisaburi’s work.192 The statement has been taken as evidence for the charge that 
Rawandl simply copied another scholar’s chronicle, although the extant manuscript 
evidence for both works, already discussed in the previous chapter, does not support this 
criticism. The Rahat is the oldest known witness to the text of Nisapuri’s Seljuq 
chronicle, and it is therefore difficult to argue on the basis of fifteenth- and sixteenth- 
century Nisapuri manuscripts whether and how Rawandl revised and rewrote Nisaburi’s 
text.193
Rawandl combined his survey of contents with an explanation of his intent for 
writing the miscellany. Conversely, his understanding of contemporary reading 
objectives is expressed in connection with his consideration of the contents and the 
purposes it serves. He related the Rahat to the curriculum that prepared rulers for their 
tasks because he observed that princes read about their predecessors.194 The principle that 
a monarch can learn about the business of holding office and wielding power through 
studying the biographies of other monarchs is neither original nor disputed. Rawandl
192. Luther, “Islamic Rhetoric”: 95; A.H. Morton in Swietochowski, Illustrated Poetry: 54; and Meisami, 
Persian Historiography: 237-239. For the conclusion that the Rahat is basically a continuation of 
NTsapuri’s Seljuq chronicle, compare: de Blois, “Saldjukids”: 971.
193. Meisami, Persian Historiography: 244-246 and 255-256. Meisami tried to absolve Rawandl from 
the charge o f being a unreliable historian by claiming that he did not write historiography. Her observation 
that Rawandl added a rhetorical layer to Nisapuri’s text is based solely on the text o f imprints. She 
concluded nonetheless that the use of rhetorical devices documents that Rawandl, unlike Nisapuri, did not 
write historiography but an edifying text. She adduced as supporting evidence the speculation that the 
greater part o f  the Rahat was written for the young sultan Tugril III, whose untimely death thwarted 
Rawandl’s plan.
194. Rawandl, Rahat: “u-cilml ke muluk-ra bayad ke bacda az cilm-i sarriat u-ma yahtagu tacat u-tauhld u- 
arkan-i din bidanand siyar-i muluk u-ahbar u-ta’rih-i padisahan-ast ... slrat u-tariqat-i har yik bihwanand” 
The knowledge that kings must have, after they have understood the law, that which needs obedience, the 
unity o f  God, and the pillars o f  the faith, concerns the characters o f  kings as well as stories and datable 
events about monarchs. ...they may read about every one’s character and way o f  life (65).
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used this conventional consideration to determine more precisely the relationship between 
the Seljuqs and the Abbasids. The acknowledgment of the Abbasid caliphate is 
necessitated by Rawandl’s staunch Hanafite partisanship, justifies his decision to include 
an institutional history of the Seljuq sultanate in the miscellany, and serves as oblique 
praise for the ancestors of his dedicatee Kai Husrau. The subsequent commendation of 
Tugril Beg (ruled 1040-1063), the first Seljuq sultan to be acknowledged by the 
Abbasids, provides an additional argument for the value of the Rahat because his 
dedicatee Kai Husrau may read about the grand exploits of his pious ancestors.
Rawandl’s efforts to highlight the miscellany’s merits should not be dismissed lightly as 
just another cliche because no one wants to be caught red-handed writing or reading a 
book that does not warrant either.
Rawandl declared that among the dynasties acknowledging the Sunnite caliphate 
of the Abbasids the Seljuqs were the most pious and regal.195 He supported this claim 
with an undated anecdote about how the Abbasids acknowledged the territorial claims of 
the first Seljuq sultan Tugril I Beg (ruled 1040-1063).196 That in this anecdote the 
Abbasid caliph al-Qa’im bi-Amr Allah (ruled 1031-1075) is not even mentioned 
illustrates the relative insignificance of the Abbasids for Seljuq politics at the beginning 
of the thirteenth century. There is no need to properly identify an individual within the 
institution of the Sunnite caliphate in Baghdad. But the anecdote also reverses the
195. Rawandl, Rahat: “u-dar millat-i Islam ba°da az hulafa-yi rasidlna dar daulat-i bam al-cAbbas 
padisahanl dlndartar u-buzurgwartar az al-i Salguq nabudand” Within the Islamic community, after the four 
rightly-guided caliphs, there were no monarchs in the state o f  the Abbasids more pious and more 
magnanimous than the Seljuq family. (65).
196. Rawandl, Rahat: 65 line 14-66 line 1.
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protocol of victory announcements, since usually the conqueror would send out a note to 
the Abbasid caliph, describing his territorial gains and assuring the caliph of his loyalty to 
the Sunnite caliphate.197 The anecdote nicely illustrates how Tugril Beg could draw on 
his knowledge of the Koran to fend off doubts about the legitimacy of his rule. After al- 
Qa’im had sent a messenger to recognize the power of the Seljuq conqueror, Tugril Beg’s 
representative received the oath of loyalty to the Seljuq sultanate in the newly conquered 
cities. The local authorities couched their official submission to Tugril Beg in the Koran 
verse 3:26 that is associated with the usurpation of power: “Thou givest the kingship to 
whom Thou wilt.”198 Their gesture of submission recognized the de-facto authority of the 
Seljuq sultanate, while alluding to the transience of human rule.199 Tugril Beg’s repartee 
to al-Qa’im played on this verse, though he used the Koran verses 2:247 and 28:68 to 
present his victories as the sign of God’s support of Seljuq rule: “God gives the kingship
197. Leiser, History o f  the Seljuks: 35-36. Compare the description o f Tugril Beg’s victory announcement 
(fathname) to al-Qa’im in Rawandl, Rahat: 102 line3-104 line 2; and Nisapuri, Salguqname: 17-18. In 
neither source is this event precisely dated, though it followed the Seljuq defeat of the Ghaznavid army o f  
sultan Mascud b. Mahmud (ruled 1031-1040) near Marw in 1040.
198. Rawandl, Rahat\ “az dar al-hilafe ... rasiili bi-hadrat-i sultan-i sac Id ... firistadand ... [sultan] baz pas 
firistad u-bi-har sahri ke raside bud muqarraban hwande budand: qul Allahumma malik al-mulk tu’tl al- 
mulk man tasa’u” they conveyed from the capital o f  the caliphate... a messenger to the excellency, the 
happy sultan, ... then [the sultan] sent [him] on. In every city that he reached the elites recited: Say: Oh 
God, Master o f  kingship, Thou givest the kingship to whom Thou wilt. (3:26). (65).
199. For examples that document that this Koran verse— “qul Allahumma malik al-mulk tu’tl al-mulk man 
tasa’u wa-man tanzicu al-mulk mimman ta tasa’u” Thou givest the kingship to whom Thou wilt and seizest 
the kingship from whom Thou wilt (3:26)— was a two-edged sword, see: Heidemann, Aleppiner Kalifat: 337 
notes 33 and 35. The verse appeared on coinage: Ahmad b. cAbd Allah (died 882), who contested the 
Saffarid control o f Khorasan, issued coins with this legend in Herat and Nishapur between 880 and 882. 
Later the verse was used on many coins issued by the Ilkhanid khans Hiilegii (died 1256) and Abaqa (died 
1282). In contrast, the Ayyubid ruler o f Diyarbakr, al-Malik al-Kamil (ruled 1244-1260), is alleged to have 
recited this verse before Hiilegii killed him.
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to whom He will. He chooses; they have not the choice.”200 The anecdote is a remarkable 
example of backhanded one-upmanship because Tugril Beg used the Koran to explicitly 
state that God, and not an Abbasid caliph, chooses who is ruling over the umma. In 
addition, it prepares the praise for the achievements of the Seljuqs that will set an 
example for future rulers.201 While the anecdote addresses the complicated relationship 
between a Sunnite institution deemed irreplaceable and the Seljuq conquerors, the praise 
listed the accomplishments of Seljuq rule so that in western Iran the visible traces and 
palpable effects of their sultanate borne out their claim to power. Rawandl acclaimed the 
Seljuqs for both the construction of landmarks, such as mosques, schools, caravanserais, 
and dams, and the employment of scholars, mystics, ascetics, and relatives of the prophet 
Muhammad.202 The praise allowed Rawandl again to associate himself with the Seljuq 
family. He had received an excellent education because the Great Seljuqs had
200. Rawandl, Rahat: “u-dar gawab-i an ba dar al-hilafe firistad wa-Allah yu’tl mulka-hu man yasa’u wa- 
yahtaru ma kana la-hum al-hiyara” He sent in the response to that to the capital o f  the caliphate: God 
gives the kingship to whom He will. (2:247) He chooses; they have not the choice. (28:68). (65-66).
201. Rawandl, Rahat: 66 lines 1-16. The transition is aided by the wordplay between hiyara (choice) and 
hairat (good deeds), which are both derived from the Arabic root h-y-r; see: Lane: 829 s.v. hair, and 830 
s.v. hiyara. Whether readers perceived the two words are related, though not as singular and plural, is likely 
to have depended on their familiarity with the Koran and their training in literary Arabic.
202. Rawandl, Rahat: “u-Candan hairat ke dar daulat-i salatln-i al-i Salguq u-aiyam-i humayun-i Isan zahir 
sud az ihya-yi macalim-i din u-tasyld-i qawacid-i muslimanl u-bina-ha-yi masagid u-insa-yi madaris u-ribatat 
u-qanatir u-idrar u-anzar u-auqaf bar Tilama u-sadat u-zuhhar u-abrar dar hIC ruzgar nabud” So many 
blessings, which were visible in the state o f  the sultans o f  the Seljuq family and during their auspicious 
days because o f  the revival o f  the landmarks offaith, the development o f  the foundations o f  Islam, the 
buildings with mosques, and the establishment o f  schools, caravanserais, dams, stipends, grants, and 
religious foundations fo r  religious authorities, relatives o f  the Prophet, ascetics, and pious men, were not 
at any other time. (66).
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generously funded his teachers,203 yet he himself was too young to have worked for the
Great Seljuqs. Since he had not compromised his own integrity, he could convert the fact
that his mentors had been the beneficiaries of the Seljuq policy of strengthening Hanafite
scholarship in western Iran into an advantage.
Rawandl’s remarks about NTsaburi, his main source for the Great Seljuq sultanate,
and the merits of knowing Seljuq history were completed with an explanation about his
selection criteria for the institutional history. Rawandl acknowledged the need to balance
the formal constraints of a miscellany with the multitude of data required by an
institutional history to honor Kai Husrau:
As much as this compilation tolerates, I will include those uncommon 
circumstances, which happened in their auspicious state: the situation of justice 
and monarchy, the events related to kinfolks of the Seljuq family, the report of the 
beginning of their rise, the conduct in their search for sovereignty, and the 
duration of the life and reign of every one. I bring the names of their viziers, 
chamberlains, and atabegs ... so that the victorious sultan, the abundant rain for 
the Faith, may read, may consider with his noble gaze, may become honored.204
An author’s announcement that he has used his sense of discretion differs from any claim
to originality, yet Rawandl’s remark is pertinent to any exploration of how he used
203. Rawandl, Rahat: “u-ducaguy-i daulat... agarCe az daulat-i sultan Tugril bi-sabab-i qasr-i cumr-u 
mahrum bud u-az ni°mat-i u nayasud amnia masayih u-ustadan-i u culama-yi kibar az nicmat-i al-i Salguq 
asudebudand ... u-tahsil-i cilm bihtarin manall u-zlbatarin mall bud dar an daulat kardam u-dun az hutam- 
i dunyawl hasill nabud nayazurdam” Although the petitioner to the s ta te ... was deprived o f  sultan Tugril's 
good fortune fo r  the reason o f  the brevity o f  his life and did not find his peace o f  mind through the sultan’s 
favor, his sheikhs and teachers, on the other hand, were great religious authorities because o f  the favor o f  
the Seljuq family. ... In this state I  acquired knowledge, which was the best profit and the most beautiful 
property. Since this was not the result o f  worldly vanities I  was not injured. (66).
204. Rawandl, Rahat: “hal-i cadl u-padisahl u-ta’rih-i ansab-i al-i Salguq u-dikr-i ibtida-yi nahdat u-harakat 
dar talab-i mulk u-muddat-i cumr u-padi§ahl-yi har yik waqayic-i garib ke dar daulat-i humayun-i Isan uftad 
Cundank in magmuc tamahhul kunad Trad hwaham kard u-asaml-yi wuzara u-huggab u-atabikan-i Isan ... 
biyaram ta sultan-i qahir (jiyat al-Din bihwanad u-bi-nazar-i asraf-i u malhuz sawad u-musarraf gardad” 
(67).
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Nisaburi’s Seljuq chronicle. His assertion of having produced a discretionary 
compilation of his sources should be taken seriously because scribes, calligraphers, and 
scholars distinguished between exact copy (naql) and recension (nusha).205
Rawandl’s claim to a selective, and hence critical, approach to the available data 
for the Great Seljuq sultanate is further strengthened by the pragmatic purpose of the part 
on institutional history in particular and of the miscellany in general. Rawandl concluded 
the subsection on the Rahafs contents with a statement of his educational goal for Kai 
Husrau. The goal is presented as the wish that Kai Husrau might learn from his ancestors 
and support religious schools and religious authorities.206 The conventional argument 
that, unlike earthly treasures,207 such pious deeds do bear on the quality of a person’s 
afterlife should be seen together with the political instability that Rawandl experienced in 
western Iran after the conquest of the Khwarazm Shahs. Morever, the focus on the good 
deed {hair) links the end of this subsection with its beginning, where Rawandl compared
205. Gacek, Arabic Manuscript Tradition'. 140 s.v. nusha, and 144 s.v. naql; compare Messick, 
Calligraphic State: “Authorship in the manuscript era also had its notions o f drafts and finished products. 
There was a decisive step in which the text moved from a tentative draft or a preliminary oral version to a 
written-out or dictatable work suitable for circulation. The finished manuscript could circulate either in 
closed, ‘genealogical’ networks, that is, through the links o f instruction with student or colleague 
transcribing, or in open networks o f commercial exchange, involving hired copyists.” (118).
206. Rawandl, Rahat: “u-andlse kunad ta az an saTha-yi gam ll... hid baql manad ilia hairi ke bikardand u- 
madaris u-masakin-i °ulama ke ruz bi-ruz dar an-ga tahsll-i cilm-i §aricat ml rawad u-tawab bi-rawan-i ISan 
ml rasad ... Maliksah u-Mahmud u-Barkiyaruq u-Muhammad u-Tugril u-Mas°ud-ra bidan madaris ke dar 
dar al-malik-i Isfahan u-Hamadan sahte and nam-i nlku muddahar hwahad bud az tahsil-i tawab-i gamll u- 
tana-yi gazll hasil” May he think that, so long as from these beautiful endeavors... nothing may remain 
forever, except fo r  the good deed that they once did and fo r  the schools and houses o f  religious authorities 
because day by day the acquisition o f  legal knowledge happens there and the praise touches their way o f  
life ... fo r  Malik Sah, Mahmud, Barkiyaruq, Muhammad, Tugril, and Mascud a good name will accumulate 
with these schools, which they had built in the capitals Isfahan and Hamadan, and will follow from the 
acquisition o f  beautiful praise and great eulogy (67).
207. Rawandl, Rahat: 67 lines 11-12.
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voluntary alms (sadaqe) set up as waqfs with money spent on panegyrics. To add weight 
to this goal, and to underline the gravity of the present situation in western Iran, Rawandl 
moved beyond his focus on his dedicatee Kai Husrau, and appealed first to other readers 
of the Rahat and then to God.208 Rawandl expressed the hope that the account of the 
Great Seljuqs’ good deeds motivate these other readers to ask for divine support on behalf 
of Kai Husrau and his sultanate. His succinct invocation that God may fulfill this wish 
concludes the subsection. This extra weight on his educational goal for Kai Husrau is 
structurally necessary to mark the transition from the autobiographical section, in which 
Rawandl concentrated on outlining a relationship between his dedicatee Kai Husrau and 
the dedicated miscellany, to its actual text. The appeal to other readers also prepares the 
change of subject matter, the move from the personal plea for patronage to a neutral 
compilation of the institutional history of the Great Seljuq sultanate and court etiquette. 
Although the question of whom Rawandl imagined as readers of the Rahat, aside from 
his dedicatee Kai Husrau, is impossible to answer, Rawandl assumed a reading culture at 
the Rum Seljuq court, in which a book dedicated to the sultan would reach a readership 
beyond its sole dedicatee.
208. Rawandl, Rahat: “garad-i In ducaguy bacda al-hatt cala al-hair an-ast ke hwanandegan... 
baqa-yi daulat u-fushat-i mamlakat u-icla-yi kalime-yi padisahl u-imdad-i nusrat-i ilahl u-zafar-i rayat-i 
mansur u-arayis-i tag u-taht-i halaf-i Isan sultan-i qahir... bi-namaz-i sab u-sadaqat u-salat u-tacat az huda- 
yi cazza wa-galla dar hwahand malik-i tacala In umnlya-i karamat kunad bi-Muhammad wa-ali-hl” It is the 
purpose o f  this petitioner, after urging the good deed, that the readers ... may petition from God who is 
powerful and glorious the eternity o f  the state, the liberty o f  the kingdom, the advancement o f  the authority 
o f  the monarchy, the support fo r  the divine triumph, the victory o f  the triumphant banner, and the 
adornment o f  the crown and throne o f  their successor, the victorious sultan,... with evening prayers, 
voluntary alms, blessings, and acts o f  devotion. May the sublime king God grant this wish—by Muhammad 
and his family (67-68).
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Rawandl returned to the survey of contents of the Rahat at the end of the third part 
on courtly education.209 In the short passage that formally constitutes the third subsection 
of the second section of the autobiographical statement, Rawandl explained, as already 
discussed, why he wrote only six of the originally planned eight chapters. The 
concluding invocation on behalf of Kai Husrau is extended through a panegyric poem that 
illustrates how all of creation pay the sultan homage, bringing back the focus on the 
dedicatee of the miscellany.210 As announced in the survey of contents, Rawandl regularly 
inserted invocations and panegyrics of Kai Husrau into the miscellany.211 At this point in 
the text, the combination of an invocation composed in formal prose with a complete 
panegyric poem produces a suspension that is necessary to return the focus to Rawandl’s 
plea for Kai Husrau’s patronage. The poem separates the three parts of the miscellany 
from the third autobiographical section, which doubles as the epilogue of the Rahat.
III. i. Choice of patron
The last section of the autobiographical statement connects Rawandl’s personal 
circumstances in western Iran with Kai Husrau’s sultanate in Anatolia.212 After
209. Rawandl, Rahat: 457 line 20—458 line 5.
210. Rawandl, Rahat: 458 lines 5-13 (duca), and 458 line 14-459 line 13 (.s'fr); compare the two previous 
invocations in the second section o f the autobiographical statement: 60 lines 5-9, and 68 lines 5-6. For a 
formal description o f this stanzaic poem, and an annotated translation o f Gagarml’s version, see: A.H. 
Morton in Swietochowski, Illustrated Poetry. 54 and 58-61. For the problem o f determining the poem’s 
author and original mamduh, see above, chapter II, notes 220-221.
211. Rawandl, Rahat: 63 lines 11-12; for a complete list o f all references to Kai Husrau, see the name 
index: 543 s.v. Kaihusrau. For the full text o f Rawandi’s announcement, see below, chapter IV, note 67.
212. Rawandl, Rahat: 459—464.
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concluding of the miscellany with its third part about courtly etiquette, Rawandl returned 
to contemporary politics. The final merging of Rawandl’s life with Seljuq rule reflects 
for the last time his central argument that a learned eyewitness of Great Seljuq politics in 
western Iran can contribute to the success of Rum Seljuq politics in Anatolia. That 
Rawandl framed the Rahat with the story of how he came to write it gives the miscellany 
formal cohesion because the various parts and chapters are bound together by the 
prologue and epilogue. The end of the miscellany is followed by the conclusion of 
Rawandl’s personal story about how to pick his dedicatee, and thus combines the linear 
movement of writing the Rahat with the hope for a circular movement of politics through 
the reconstitution of Seljuq rule over western Iran. Since the identity of Rawandl’s 
dedicatee is known from the introductory panegyric of the Rum Seljuq sultan,213 the 
strategic role of this section is not to reveal the identity of his dedicatee but to develop a 
conclusive argument about the historical inevitability of Rawandl’s choice. Accordingly, 
the epilogue is presented as a three-step exercise in how to interpret a sign sent by God: 
“dikr-i hwab.”214 Rawandl’s prophetic dream about the rise of a Seljuq sultan is first 
validated by word of mouth, and then confirmed by Kai Husrau’s own military endeavors 
in Anatolia. In the final invocation Rawandl linked Kai Husrau’s divine protection with 
his own search for patronage, hoping that the Rahat would reach the sultan.215
213. Rawandl, Rahat 18-38.
214. Rawandl, Rahat. 459.
215. Rawandl, Rahat: 464 lines 14-18.
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Table 9. The third autobiographical section of the Rahat.
The dedication of the Rahat
i Rawandl’s dream = p.459-461
ii Gamal al-DIn’s praise for both Kai Husrau and the Rahat = p.461-462
iii Kai Husrau’s military exploits = p.462-464
< insertion: duca ’ on behalf of Kai Husrau, the Rahat, and Rawandl >
The first subsection is characterized by the dramatic pathos of a soap opera. 
Rawandl described his abysmal situation after the death of Tugril III in 1194 and his hope 
for a Seljuq sultan who would defeat the Khwarazm Shahs.216 In the midst of this despair, 
he dreamed that the ascendancy of a Seljuq sultan was already celebrated in heaven.217 
The victorious sultan was identified as a direct descendent of Arslan Isra’Il b. Salguq 
(died c. 1034), who was his seventh paternal forefather.218 On the one hand, Kai Husrau 
was only one of the eleven sons of Qilig Arslan II b. Mascud (ruled 1156-1192). He 
fought with his brothers Malik Sah (died 1192) and Sulaiman II as well as his nephew 
Qilig Arslan III b. Sulaiman II over the sultanate because the Seljuqs were practicing a 
tribal system of power sharing among brothers.219 On the other, the stress on Isra’Il
216. Rawandl, Rahat: “gahi ba hwud ml guftam bl mahduml u-mamduh-i karfml bag-i danis bl bar u- 
muhmal u-mucattal manad u-bi silat-i gaslm az sabihwun-i faqr aiman natawanam bud ... u-gahlml 
andlsldam ke kaskl mahl az burg-i salatln ya padisahl az padisahan ruy-i zamln-i salguql-yi nizad zahir 
sudl ke dil bar hidmat-i u mutma’in budi” Sometimes I  said to myself: Without a master and a laudable, 
generous person the garden o f  knowledge remains without fruits, undotted and idle. Without fa t prizes fo r  
poems I  could not be safe against the night attack ofpoverty. ... Sometimes I  thought: I  wish that from the 
constellation o f  the sultans a moon, or from the monarchs a monarch, had risen over the land o f  Seljuq 
descent so that the heart were assured in serving him. (460).
217. Rawandl, Rahat: 460 line 12—461 linel.
218. Rawandl, Rahat: 460 lines 19-20; for the complete lineage o f Kai Husrau, see: 64 lines 9-11; and for 
the role o f  Isra’Il b. Salguq within the process o f establishing the Great Seljuq sultanate, see: 87-92. 
Compare the genealogical charts in Leiser, History o f  the Seljuks.
219. Leiser, History o f  the Seljuks: 71-72; comparel 00-101.
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allowed Rawandl to imply that a descendent of Isra’Il would revenge the death of Tugril 
III, a descendent of MIka’il b. Salguq, because Isra’TTs death at the hands of the 
Ghaznavids had been revenged by his brothers. Moreover, the analogy between the 
deaths of Isra’il and Tugril III endowed the revenge of the death of Tugril III with the 
potential to introduce a new expansion of Seljuq rule because Rawandl presented the 
revenge of Isra’Il’s death as the beginning of the rise of the Great Seljuq sultanate.220 
After the dream’s allegory, Rawandl began the mundane work of compiling the Rahat in 
a state of happy anticipation that turned into confusion about how to identify the man 
whom the dream had predicted.221
The occurrence of a prophetic dream in an autobiographical statement is not 
surprising: medieval Islamic scholars considered dreams an important means of obtaining 
knowledge.222 There was also a continuous Iranian tradition of dream narratives that was 
drawing on both Hellenistic and pre-Islamic Middle-Eastern traditions, ranging from
220. Rawandl, Rahat: “u-daulat-i al-i Salguq az Isra’il ke haftum gadd-i sultan-ast barhast u-mihtar u- 
sarwar-i baradaran bud ke Mahmud-i Sibuktigln gadr kard u-zinhar hurd u-dar habs bidast baradaran bi-ldn 
tuhtan barhastand mulk bidan sabab bidlsan rasld” The state o f  the family o f  Salguq rose from Isra’il, who 
is the seventh paternal ancestor o f  the sultan. He was the eldest and the leader o f  the brothers, when 
Mahmud b. Sebuktigin [i.e., the Ghaznavid sultan] betrayed him, broke a treaty, and threw him into prison. 
The brothers rose to retaliate. Therefore the kingship fe ll to them. (460). The Turkish bias o f such a 
hagiographical interpretation o f Isra’H’s death has been pointed out by Cahen, “Arslan b. Saldiuk”: 662; 
and Bosworth, “Saldjukids”: 938.
221. Rawandl, Rahat: “man az an hwab-i nusln bigustam u-tarab paiwastam kamar-i In hidmat dar bastam 
... hid ga nisaru naml yaftam” I  escaped from this sweet dream and was overcame with joy. I  tied my belt 
fo r  this task ... Ifound nowhere a sign. (461).
222. For introductory remarks about the approaches to dreams in medieval Islamic societies, see: Gustave 
von Grunebaum in Caillois and Grunebaum, Dream: 3-21. For the dream of sovereignty in Buyid and 
Tahirid historiography, see: Mottahedeh, Loyalty: 69-71. For very general remarks on prophetic dreams as 
a literary device o f  Arabic historiography, see: Robinson, Historiography: 151-152. For a semiotic 
approach to prophetic dreams in Safadl’s biographical dictionary o f the blind, see: Malti-Douglas, 
“Dreams”: 142-145. For methodological reflections on dreams as historical sources, compare: Koselleck, 
Vergangene Zukunft: 283-299.
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Cyrus legend through the Sahname to Safavid historiography.223 But despite the cultural 
context and the literary tradition, Iqbal, Morton, Carole Hillenbrand and Meisami 
interpreted Rawandl’s use of the dream narrative as a veiled confession that he originally 
composed the miscellany for Kai Husrau’s brother Sulaiman II.224 As there is not 
sufficient evidence to definitely reject or confirm this esoteric interpretation, the more 
interesting question is whether Rawand’s admission that he had first picked another 
dedicatee, and hence had to revise, perhaps on short notice, the miscellany for his 
prospective patron, would have strengthened his plea for Kai Husrau’s patronage: Why 
would Kai Husrau be swayed to extend favors to a foreigner from western Iran who had 
originally planned to petition his rival? The dramatic tension of the first subsection’s 
cliff-hanger ending mirrors again the political confusion and instability in western Iran 
and hence appears as an apposite strategy to remind his dedicatee of the author’s need for 
protection.
223. For Firdausi’s dream o f the Ghaznavid sultan Mahmud, see: Firdausi, Sahname, 1: 17-18 lines 169- 
208; compare: Meisami, “The Past”: 257-258. For the topos o f sheikh Safi’s dream in the introduction to 
Safavid chronicles, as well as short reflections on the Timurid and Ottoman historiographical tradition of 
political dreams, see: Quinn, Historical Writing'. 68-76.
224. Rawandl, Rahat'. XIX-XXI; Fahri. Husrev u Strm: 205 note 896; A.H. Morton in Swietochowski, 
Illustrated Poetry'. “Rawandl does, in the conclusion, say more or less what happened”(53); Hillenbrand, 
“Rawandl”: 460; and Meisami, Persian Historiography: 254-255; compare: de Fouchecour, Moralia: 429. 
This conclusion, however, did not occur to Schefer, “Tableau du regne”: 11; Browne, “Account”: 568-569; 
or Luther, “Islamic Rhetoric”: 95. As mentioned above, it appered that Iqbal was the first to suggest this 
interpretation, which hinges on the following passage: Rawandl, Rahat: “andlse-yi galat raft u-guft magar u 
basad In kitab bi-nam-i u hwastam pardahtan Cun ahwal bi-sarh daniste sud u gasib-i mulk bud u-bi-gadr 
bi-dast fiiru girifte u-pidar padisah-i gawanbaht-ra hallada Allah mulka-hu wall-yi cahd karde bud” Being 
led astray I thought: Perhaps he is the one, and I  want to give this book perfection with his name. When 
the detailed circumstances became known, he was the usurper o f  kingship and had become perfidious, and 
the father had declared the fortunate monarch—may God make his kingdom everlasting—his successor. 
(461). For the philological implications o f this assumption for the conjectured transmission o f the Rahat, 
see above, chapter II, note 225.
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After the buildup of confusion in the first subsection, Rawandu used the 
remainder of the text to resolve the puzzle. In the second subsection, he introduced a 
personal witness of Kai Husrau’s sultanate, whom he met in Hamadan after Kai Husrau’s 
conquest of Antalya in 1207.225 There is no external evidence to confirm the historical 
existence of the merchant and scholar Gamal al-DIn Abu Bakr b. Abi al-cAla’ al-Ruml, 
but the eulogies indicate that Rawandl assumed him to be alive when he was writing this 
passage.226 That his name contains the nisba al-Ruml is an ambiguous detail. While this 
nisba links Gamal al-DIn to Anatolia, and hence indirectly underlines his credentials as 
an eyewitness of the Rum Seljuq sultanate, it is too common to allow relating the name to 
a more concrete historical context. Nonetheless noteworthy is that Rawandl’s treatment 
of Gamal al-DIn is not different from his treatment of his maternal uncle Abu al-Fadl or 
his friend Ahmad al-Bazzaz. These men drop unceremoniously out of sight after they 
have fulfilled their role within the autobiographical statement, indicating that Rawandl 
aimed at keeping his text free of details that did not directly strengthen his principal 
argument.
Rawandl divided Gamal al-DIn’s testimony into two parts. He first described 
Gamal al-DIn as a political agent—though Rawandl did not use the term difi—who was 
spreading in Hamadan the word of Kai Husrau’s achievements in Anatolia.227 Then the
225. Rawandl, Rahat: “u-hikayat-i... gusudan-i sahr-i Antaliye ... ml guft” he [i.e., (jamal al-Dm\ was 
telling stories abou t... the conquest o f  Antalya (462).
226. Rawandl, Rahat: 461 lines 21-23, and 462 line 15.
227. Rawandl, Rahat: “dustdari u-hawahwahT-yi handan-i al-i Salguq azu didam ... u-hikayat-i masaffba 
kafir u-gusudan-i sahr-i Antaliye ke az dast-i hIC sultan u-padisah-i musliman bar nahaste ast ml guft u- 
candln hazar muslimanan-ra ke sal-ha aslr u-dalll dar dast-i kafir budand halas dad u-birahamd” I  saw in
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two men became friends, and Rawandl sought Gamal al-DIn’s opinion on the Rahat.22* 
The strategic rationale of this incident is not especially subtle. Rawandl faithfully 
reported how Gamal al-DIn, the partisan of the Rum Seljuqs, had praised his miscellany 
as a rare achievement,229 and described how he afterwards prepared its final version for 
Kai Husrau:
Because the petitioner to the state heard the report about the grandeur and majesty 
of the lord of the world ... he does not shorten [it] in this book. He writes a fresh 
book, arranges a new volume, writes it all—from Adam to Doomsday: the stories 
of the prophets and saints and the kings and rulers of the world, as well as their 
names and lineages and their lives and secrets—and remembers the admirable 
character traits of everyone separately, as long as the monarch of Islam Kai 
Husrau ... may be pleased reading it, and he will choose for his own sake that 
which is the best and the excellent.230
The assertive tone of the statement is consistent with Rawandl’s earlier remarks in which
he emphasized his authorship. But rewriting and revising outlines and drafts was also
standard practice in medieval Islamic societies, where authors, like their colleagues in the
Latin West, distinguished between a draft (musauwada) and a fair copy (mubaiyada).231
him [i.e., (jamal al-DIn] a loving friend and partisan o f  the ruling Seljuq family. ... he was telling stories 
about battle with the unbelievers and the conquest o f  Antalya, which did not fight at all against the hand o f  
the sultan and monarch o f  the Muslims. He [i.e., Kai Husrau] brought salvation to many thousand 
Muslims, who fo r  years were captive and humbled at the hand o f  unbelievers, and set them free. (462).
228. Rawandl, Rahat: 462 lines 15-22.
229. Rawandl, Rahat: “in ucgube-yi gahan-ra man bidan hadrat rasanam u-in nadir-i zaman-ra bi-mahall u- 
manzil hwud dawanam” I  myself would send this marvel o f  the world to this excellency, and I  myself would 
run to houses and camps with this rarity o f  our age (462).
230. Rawandl, Rahat: “u-ducaguy-i daulat dun dikr-i cazamat u-saltanat-i hudawand-i calam ... bisanld 
bidin kitab ihtisar nakunad taze kitabi sazad nau daftari pardazad u-az daur-i adam ta munqarid-i calam 
tawarih-i anbiya u-auliya u-muluk u-gahandaran u-nam u-nasab u-slrat u-sarirat-i isan biniwisad u-siyar-i 
mardiye-yi har yik cala haddi-hi yad kunad ta padisah-i Islam Kaihusrau ... dar an mutalace mi farmayad u- 
and ahsan u-agwad basad az bahr-i hwud ihtiyar mi kunad” (463).
231. Gacek, Arabic Manuscript Tradition: 73 s.v. sawad, and 16 s.v. bayad. For the use o f outlines and 
drafts for the composition o f chronicles dedicated to high-ranking officials in the Latin West, see: Schmale, 
Funktion und Formen: 96-97; compare 92-93.
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With regard to interpreting Rawandl’s admission of his difficulties in recognizing the 
prophesied Seljuq sultan during this period of political chaos and instability, the 
statement appears to reassure the Rabat's noble dedicatee that his miscellany is not 
another quick-and-dirty plea for his patronage because this author took considerable pains 
in tailoring his work to Kai Husrau. Conversely, how could the strategic objective of 
securing the sultan’s protection be obtained through the unnecessary, as well as clumsy, 
confession of having lacked the sense of discretion to pick the right dedicatee during the 
first round?
In the third and final subsection, Rawandl matched his prophetic dream and 
Gamal al-DIn’s propaganda with Kai Husrau’s military actions. The focus of this 
subsection is Kai Husrau’s unsuccessful attack on Armenia in 1209.232 Rawandl 
presented this military campaign as a divine sign of the sultan’s ability to defeat the 
Khwarazm Shahs in western Iran, although he did not make this connection explicit. The 
restraint is conspicuous, and suggests a strategic decision through which Rawandl tried to 
strengthen his plea for patronage, since otherwise he did not miss any occasion to deplore 
the rule of the Khwarazm Shahs. From the practical point of view, it was useless to 
repeat the arguments at the end of the miscellany when the dedicatee was either
232. Rawandl, Rahat: “u-fath-i Arman u-mankub kardan-i LIfun-i la'in hadala-hu Allah wa-lacana-hu wa- 
dammara calai-lu wa-ahza-hu u-hisar dadan-i wai u-sitadan-i qila°-ha u-wilayat-i u ba dlgar bilad-i Islam 
damm kardan maqdur-i hlC padi§ah-i musliman nabude ast u-agar Cand ruzl u-ra hilas dad dar an tacbiye- 
yl-st fa-mahhil al-kafirin amhilu-hum ruwaidan ta hazayin binigarad u-dafayin bar arad u-bi-duwum 
nubat bi-muslimanan siparad” The conquest o f  Armenia—afflicting Leo the Cursed—may God abandon 
him, damn him, annihilate him, and dishonor him—besieging him, seizing fortresses, and joining his 
governments with other lands ofIslam—was not predestined fo r  any monarch o f  the Muslims. I f  he gave 
him deliverance fo r  some days, in this is a preparation—so respite the unbelievers; delay with them for  
awhile (86:17)—so that he may portray the riches, bring up the buried treasures, and for a second time 
entrust them to the Muslims. (463). For the unsuccessful attack on the Armenian king Leo II in 1209, see: 
Leiser, History o f  the Seljuks: 72-73; in this case Ibrahim Kafesoglu did not identify his sources. Kai 
Husrau’s Armenian campaign is not mentioned by Bosworth, “Saldjiikids”: 948-949.
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convinced of the necessary and inevitable reconstitution of Seljuq rule in western Iran or 
not. The implicit reference to Kai Husrau’s potential role in western Iran is more 
efficient because in the closing address to his dedicatee Rawandl did not digress from Kai 
Husrau’s current situation in Anatolia. The oblique connection is reinforced by the 
Persian qasTda that follows the autobiographical statement and concludes the Rahat.™ 
The radtf of this panegyric for Kai Husrau is repeated thirty-one times, and reminds the 
Rum Seljuq sultan of his obligation to promote justice: “may Kai Husrau be party to the 
cry for justice.”234
To explore the meaning and consequences of Kai Husrau’s Armenian campaign, 
Rawandl relied on the Koran, as he had done earlier in the anecdote about Tugril Beg and 
his recognition by the Abbasid caliphate. Rawandl quoted the last verse of the sura about 
the night star that guides the believer through darkness, ending with the promise that a 
victory delayed is not a victory denied: “so respite the unbelievers; delay with them for 
awhile” (86:17). The reference to God’s pending relief from despair allows Rawandl to 
allude to a similarity in the circumstances of these otherwise incomparable men: Kai 
Husrau after the unsuccessful attack on Armenia and Rawandl’s miserable life under the 
rule of the Khwarazm Shahs. On the one hand, Rawandl assured his dedicatee that his 
lack of success in Armenia motivated Muslims to pray on his behalf because God would
233. Rawandl, Rahat: 464 line 19^467 line; the qafiya is -an.
234. Rawandl, Rahat: “Kaihusrau ba dad bad” (464 line 19 ff); the qaslda opens with a proper matlac and 
has thirty distichs.
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be victorious through his conquests.235 On the other, he reminded his dedicatee that God 
had revealed this verse to console the prophet.236 Rawandl concluded this reflection on 
Kai Husrau’s military actions in Armenia with the observation that, while his victories 
depended on God’s assistance, this Christian king was an unworthy enemy for the 
Muslim sultan.237 In the final invocation of the autobiographical statement Rawandl 
summarized for the last time the personal goal of his miscellany, linking God’s protection 
for the expansion of Kai Husrau’s sultanate with his own hopes that the sultan would 
receive the Rahat and become his employer.238
Rawandl dated each of the three subsections by alluding to military events, even 
though he did not mention the respective years. This oblique way of dating his text 
corresponds to his sparing use of dates throughout the autobiographical statement. That 
Rawandl reminded his dedicatee of his own military exploits, when he mentioned the
235. Rawandl, Rahat “u-bidln fath ke raft dar dar-i Islam har kuga habar ml rasad bi-duca namaz-i sab 
madad-as ml kunand ta huda-yi cazza wa-galla nusrat bar ziyadat darad u-tamaml-yi bilad-i kufr u-qilac-ha- 
yi Isan dar dabt u-qabd-i... Kaihusrau ... arad Wherever the news o f  this conquest, which slipped away, 
arrives in the land o f Islam, they will help him with invocation and evening prayer, so that God—he is 
glorious and sublime—will have the victory in excess and will bring all o f  the lands o f  unbelief and their 
fortresses to the capture and possession of... Kai Husrau. (464).
236. Rawandl, Rahat “u-rawan-i paigambar-i ma Muhammad Mustafa ... bidln bisarat asayis-ha yaft” The 
soul o f  our prophet Muhammad M ustafa... found peace and tranquility through these glad tidings. (464).
237. Rawandl, Rahat “LIfun-i la°In-i hwud ce sag-ast an hasm-i hwud kl-st u-u hwud CT-st samsir-i sah bi- 
cunan hwun dast nayalayad u-mubalat nanimayad” What sort o f  dog is this Leo the Cursed! Who is that 
enemy, and what is he himself? The king’s sword will not pollute the hands with such blood and will show 
no consideration. (464).
238. Rawandl, Rahat: “malik-i tacala ta falak-ra gumbis u-inqilab-ast u-zamln-ra aram az fitne u-idtirab 
rayat-i daulat-i padisah-ra har ruz afrastetar darad u-Casm-i bad azln daulat bi-dur bad u-rasldan-i In kitab 
bidan hadrat hagaste u-mubarak gardanad u-bande-ra nlz daryaft-i mutul dar hidmat ruzl kunad bi- 
Muhammad wa-ali-hT’ May the sublime King, as long as the heavenly sphere has motion and upheaval 
and the earth has repose from strife and disturbance, raise higher each day the banners o f  the monarch’s 
state. May the evil eye be turned away from this state. May He ensure that this book reaches that 
auspicious and blessed excellency. May He also make that the servant is received standing upright in the 
service fo r  his daily bread—by Muhammad and his family. (464).
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conquest of Antalya in 1207 and the Armenian campaign in 1209, leads to the question of 
whether there was a court protocol for prospective employees that regulated how to 
present events which the author only knew from hearsay. Nevertheless, these historical 
allusions provide important points of reference for the completion of the Rahat in general 
and the institutional history of the Great Seljuq sultanate in particular, because they reveal 
an important gap between the end of the institutional history and the terminus ad quem 
for sending the miscellany from Hamadan to the Rum Seljuq court in Konya. The last 
dated events in the institutional history occurred in spring of 1198,239 yet Rawandl held on 
to the miscellany until he had learned of Kai Husrau’s Armenian campaign in 1209. 
Moreover, in his autobiographical statement Rawandl referred to Kai Husrau’s conquest 
of Antalya in 1207 twice, before and after the three parts of the miscellany.240 The 
seemingly contradictory cut-off dates give plausibility to the speculation about how 
Rawandl suddenly, and therefore rather superficially, revised the Rahat. Unfortunately, 
the implicit assumptions of this speculation are problematic because they indicate the 
projection of twentieth-century criteria onto a thirteenth-century compilation. The 
various cut-off dates make the Rahat a poorly revised compilation, only if the various 
parts and chapters of a miscellany must cover the same time period. Aside from the
239. Rawandl, Rahat: 396 lines 6-7 (Monday 21 Rablc al-ahir 594, i.e., 2 March 1198 C E), and 397 line 4 
(Friday 20 Ragab 594, i.e., 28 May 1198 CE). For the observation that the historical part concludes with 
Nur al-DIn Kukge’s tenure as the governor o f Hamadan and breaks offbefore Kukge’s murder in 1203, see: 
Meisami, Persian Historiography: 256. The already observed difficulties with contemporary sources for 
the history of Hamadan might explain why the city’s conquest by the Khwarazm Shahs is mentioned by 
neither Frye, “Hamadhan”: 105; nor Adka’T, “Hamadan”: 611; compare: Le Strange, Lands: 194.
240. Rawandl, Rahat: 62 line 19, and 462 line 7. For this military event as terminus ad quem for the 
completion o f the Rahat, see: Rawandl, Rahat: XX; Fahri. Husrev u Sirm: 206; A.H. Morton in 
Swietochowski, Illustrated Poetry: 53; and Richard, Splendeurspersans: 42 s.v. 8.
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practical problem of how to obtain information about contemporary politics in a period of 
violent transition, an author can stop reporting on current events whenever he pleases.
The end of the institutional history conforms to Rawandl’s intention to include a history 
of the Great Seljuq sultanate, which ceased with the death of Tugril III and Kukge’s 
tenure as the governor of Hamadan. Furthermore, this conclusion underlines Rawandl’s 
argument that the Seljuq interregnum in western Iran necessitated Kai Husrau’s 
intervention.
In the last section of his autobiographical statement, Rawandl used the allusions to 
military events to relate the compilation of his miscellany to Seljuq politics: After the 
death of Tugril III in 1194 he dreamed of the ascendancy of a Seljuq sultan, after 1207 he 
heard about Kai Husrau’s conquest of Antalya and revised the Rahat, and after Kai 
Husrau’s Armenian campaign in 1209 he sent the completed miscellany to the Rum 
Seljuq court in Konya. Since Rawandl systematically highlighted his personal knowledge 
of the Great Seljuq sultanate to present himself as an asset to his Rum Seljuq dedicatee 
and since there are so few contemporary sources for Great Seljuq politics, twentieth- 
century scholars accepted Rawandl’s self-representation, and considered his account of 
the reign of Tugril III and the conquest of the Khwarazm Shahs direct testimony for the 
Great Seljuqs’ fall from power.241 The importance of the last quarter of the Rahaf s
241. Rawandl, Rahat: 331-405; the historical part itself begins on p.85 with a list o f the Great Seljuq 
sultans. For the initial enthusiasm, see: Browne, “Account”: “It [i.e., the Rahat\ therefore deals at first-hand 
(for hardly anywhere does the author appear to have derived his information from books, but always from 
state archives or oral tradition) with 170 years o f one o f the most important periods o f Persian history.” 
(569). For the focus on the reigns on Arslan (ruled 1161-1176) and Tugril III, see: Rawandl, Rahat XXI 
note 4; Cahen, “Historiography”: 73; Hillenbrand, “Rawandl”: 460; and Meisami, Persian Historiography: 
256. For a more reserved assessment, compare: Spuler, “Die historische und geographische Literatur”: 113; 
and de Blois, “Saldjukids”: 971.
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institutional history as historical evidence influences the interpretation of Rawandl’s 
statements about when he compiled the miscellany. A rule of thumb holds that more 
recent reports are more likely to be authentic and, conversely, less censured by its 
author’s memory.242 Although Rawandl apparently aligned the beginning of the work on 
the compilation sometime in 1202 and 1203 with the end of the miscellany’s institutional 
history, identifying thus an unambiguous starting point for his project, he did not provide 
a corresponding date for the work’s completion. This evident lack of closure is puzzling, 
when one considers that holding on to a work does not necessarily mean that the text has 
not already been completed. While Rawandl’s references to the conquest of Antalya and 
the Armenian campaign are meaningful because he presented them as precedents for the 
pending relief of western Iran from the oppression through the Khwarazm Shahs, the 
precise recording of the date on which he stopped working on the miscellany does not 
strengthen his plea for patronage.
III. j. Nothing but the truth
The efforts to rescue at least part of the Rahat because of its status as unique evidence for 
the history of western Iran in the second half of the twelfth century form the background 
for the recent comments by Barbara Flemming and Morton on Rawandl’s plagiarism.243
242. For the approximate dating o f the Rahat's composition in 1202, see: Luther, “Islamic Rhetoric”: 95. 
For the conjecture that the work was begun “in 599 [1202]” and “finally completed around 601/1204-5” 
and its combination with the observation that the historical part “breaks off around 595/1199”, compare: 
Meisami, Persian Historiography: 238-239 and 256. Unfortunately, Meisami did not indicate where 
Rawandl alluded or mentioned the higra years 601 and 595.
243. Fahri, Husrev u Sirm: “das persische Geschichts- und Unterhaltungswerk... diirfte mit seiner Masse 
dreister Plagiate aus der iranischen Dichtung nicht wenige zeitgenossische Dichter verargert haben” (205- 
206); and A.H. Morton in Swietochowski, Illustrated Poetry: “his [i.e., Rawandl’s] undeniable tendency
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Since none of the later authors who perused the Rahaf s institutional history for their 
Persian and Ottoman chronicles even mentioned Rawandl, their denouncement is a bit 
ironic. In addition, neither Flemming nor Morton discussed the rules according to which 
Rawandl accredited quotes and excerpts. Their stem judgment reflects the obvious 
contradiction between Rawandl’s sense of authorship and his citation practice. He 
stressed throughout the Rahat that this miscellany is the result of his own work and 
efforts, yet there does not seem to be a hard and fast rule according to which he identified, 
or conversely disregarded, the authors of his sources.244 For example, Rawandl used the 
anecdote about the poet Hasan al-GaznawI to argue for the educational value of collecting 
and studying poems written by others, displaying a clear sense of employing texts from 
other men’s reed pen for ulterior pedagogical purposes. But Rawandl did not announce 
whenever he quoted lines from the Sahname by Firdausi and Husrau u-SJrm by Nizami 
(died c. 1209). For the critical edition of the Rahaf s unique manuscript, Iqbal counted 
almost a thousand lines from various Persian epics, found around two-hundred-and-fifty 
lines in works by Nizami and identified more than six-hundred-and-seventy lines as 
Sahname citations, tracing only around five-hundred-and-twenty lines to the Sahname
toward plagiarism” (55; compare 54). Neither scholar comments on the irony that later authors used the 
Rahat without acknowledging Rawandl’s authorship, as discussed in the previous chapter. Nor do they 
address the underlying problem o f how to identify plagiarism and originality within a literary tradition that 
adheres to a normative aesthetics. In recent research on Safavid literature the charge o f plagiarism (sariqa) 
has been rejected with the help o f theories o f intertextuality and imitation: Losensky, Welcoming Fighanr. 
101-114; and Quinn, Historical Writing: 28-29 and 141-143.
244. The issue is illustrated by the problem o f deciding whether Rawandl actually claimed to have invented 
every line he quoted, when he made statements such as: Rawandl, Rahat: “in durr bisuftam u-In ascar 
biguftam u-in bikr-i fikr biham awardam” I  pierced this pearl, composed these poems, and assembled 
these virgin thoughts (461).
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editions available in the 1920s.245 These observations seem to indicate a clear distinction 
between poetry (sicr) and epic (matnawT) and raise at the same time the question of 
whether epics were still perceived as being connected to a communal Iranian literary 
heritage that abrogated claims to individual authorship.
The assumption that in early-thirteenth-century Iran the rules for using other 
people’s literary works conformed to our current concept of intellectual property is a 
projection of modem western concepts onto a premodem, non-western literary tradition: 
the omission of a correct and complete attribution can be due to factors other than 
plagiarism. Naming the very famous as well as the totally obscure can sometimes seem 
unnecessarily pedantic. Even in the internet age not every written word is protected by 
copyright, so considerable amounts of information and literature are available within the 
public domain. Besides, the current state of research on Seljuq Iran does not allow for 
unequivocal conclusions about the texts that were circulating as shared literary traditions 
among the learned elites. Unfortunately, there is also insufficient evidence to argue that 
every line preserved outside the Rahat was correctly attributed in its other sources.246 An
245. Rawandl, Rahaf. XXII-XXVI. Iqbal already stressed that because o f its age the unique manuscript of 
the Rahat is an important witness for the transmission o f the Sahname (XXII). Moreover, Barbara 
Flemming relied on the Rahat manuscript as the oldest witness to the Ottoman version o f Nizami’s Husrau 
u-SJrm'. Fahri, Husrev u SJrJh: 205.
246. As an illustration of the intricate problems, consider these two poems: Rawandl, Rahat: 33-37( Gamal 
al-DIn Muhammad b. cAbd al-Razzaq al-Isfahanl) and 458—459 (Saraf al-DIn Sufurwe). Rawandl identified 
Gamal al-DIn (died 1192) as the author o f a zuhdlya, yet a much longer version circulated under the title of  
“qaslda dar nikuhis-i dunya” {Poem about the rejection o f  this world): Gamal al-DIn, DJwan: 161-167. In 
contrast, the text o f the stanzaic panegyric, which Rawandl did not attribute to Sufurwe, is remarkably close 
to the other two versions, both o f which were attributed to Sufurwe. For a detailed analysis o f this poem, 
see: A.H. Morton in Swietochowski, Illustrated Poetry: 53-54 and 58-61. Finally, for the observation that 
both Gamal al-DIn and Sufurwe were panegyrists in Isfahan, even working for the same patron, see: 
Browne, Literary History, 2: 540. Unfortunately, at the current state o f research on manuscripts o f  Persian 
poetry, it is impossible to combine these minutiae for comprehensive arguments about authorship, 
circulation, and plagiarism.
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already well-known personality stands much better chances to be considered the author of 
a text that various sources attributed to several authors.247 Accordingly, refuting the 
charge of Rawandl’s plagiarism represents a catch-22 because a rare work by an obscure 
author must appear a more unreliable source next to popular works by more renowned 
authors.
The charge of plagiarism, as well as the conclusion of a lack of talent, does not 
necessarily imply that an author did not care about unresolved discrepancies between 
various excerpts and quotes. The anecdote about Tugril Beg and his recognition by the 
Abbasid caliphate documents how Rawandl approached functional data because he 
provided a very different report of Tugril Beg’s first contacts with the Abbasid caliph al- 
Qa’im in the subsequent section on the institutional history of the Great Seljuq 
sultanate.248 Julie Scott Meisami suggested that Rawandl cared more about the moral 
messages of the miscellany than the truthfulness of its contents and adhered to the 
concept of an »ethical-rhetorical« historiography while composing the Rahat.249 She
247. For this predicament, which is most closely associated with the rubiiya t attributed to the celebrated 
mathematician and astronomer cUmar Haiyam (1048-1131), see: de Bruijn, Persian Sufi Poetry. 9-12. The 
greater part o f  his poetic corpus o f very popular mystic poetry consists o f so-called wandering quatrains that 
in various manuscripts are ascribed to multiple authors.
248. Rawandl, Rahat: 65 line 14-66 line 1, and 102 line3-104 line 2.
249. It seems that Meisami herself invented the concept o f an ethical-rhetorical historiography, about which 
she observed: “In particular, the concept o f ‘ethical-rhetorical’ historiography, which is widely accepted in 
Western scholarship, has not yet penetrated our field, and I seem to be the only person to have made use of 
it.” (Meisami, “History”: 18). Without providing any specific page reference, Meisami mentioned a 
collection of essays on medieval historiography o f the Latin West, yet only one o f the contributors used the 
similar term “rhetorical historiography” (John O. Ward in Breisach, Classical Rhetoric: 103). Moreover, a 
concept o f »ethical-rhetorical« historiography is not found, for example, in Spiegel, The Past as Text, 
introductions to medieval historiography, such as Schmale, Funktion und Formen, Ray, “Historiography, 
Western European,” or Melville, “Historie.” For Meisami’s earlier remarks about ethical-rhetorical 
historiography, compare her article “The Past,” in which she described “ethical history” (252), and her 
monograph about Persian historiography, in which she did not identify specific scholarship on medieval
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concluded that medieval historians composed their works according to the rule of thumb: 
“if it’s a good story, tell it, even though the ‘facts’ may go by the board.”250 Meisami 
surrendered Rawandl’s claim to reliability in order to argue that he used his rhetorical
historiography o f the Latin West (Persian Historiography: 11). Because the adjective rhetorical identifies 
the language o f historiographical works as a formal style the term »ethical-rhetorical« historiography is 
tautological. Historiography is a formal literary genre, and thus its medieval practitioners paid attention to 
the stylistic conventions o f chancery and court for correct, even elegant, writing; compare: Schmale, 
Funktion undFormen: “Annalistik und Chronographie ... gehorten wie die ubrige Historiographie zur 
Literatur in dem Sinne, daB sie unter bestimmten stilistischen Anforderungen standen. Sowohl die antiken 
rhetorischen Figuren wie die mittelalterlichen Gepflogenheiten der Reinprosa und des rhythmischen 
Satzschlusses, die Variatio, der mittlere und gehobene Stil, der zugleich mit der Verwendung literarischer 
Reminiszenzen vor allem in Form von Zitaten aus der Bibel und angesehener Autoren Assoziationen auffuft 
und das Einzelne ins Allgemeine hebt, kurz die delectatio, gehorten zu den Forderungen, denen auch der 
Historiograph genugen sollte und wollte.” (101); compare: Ray, “Historiography, Western European”: 
260-261 and 265.
250. Meisami, “History”: 18. Meisami developed her concept o f ethical-rhetorical historiography as a 
theoretical defense against efforts to analyze medieval Islamic historiography with literary-critical methods 
and literary theory, as suggested by her use o f quotation marks for the terms literary-critical methods and 
literary theory in her article “History”: “but only recently have ‘literary-critical’ methods been applied to 
the study of Islamicate historiography, often by scholars whose primary concern is to separate ‘fact’ from 
‘fiction.’” (16); and “It surprises me that, while writers on Islamicate historiography often invoke a rather 
heterogeneous selection o f Western ‘literary theory,’ they seldom have recourse to studies on pre-modem 
Western historiography that might provide useful comparative insights.” (18). On the one hand, Meisami 
identified Stefan Leder’s recent article on the “Conventions o f fictional narration in learned literature” as a 
failed effort to apply literary-critical methods to Arabic literature: Stefan Leder in Leder, Story-Telling: 
34-60; and Meisami, “History”: 16-18. On the other hand, she hailed Marilyn Waldman’s study on 
Baihaql’s history o f the Ghaznavids as a model for how to analyze successfully Persian historiography: 
Waldman, Toward a Theory, and Meisami, “History”: 18. Unfortunately, the differences between the 
positions taken by Waldman, Leder and Meisami are much less clear-cut than Meisami’s judgments 
suggest. Both Leder and Meisami emphatically declared that they were not interested in extracting 
functional data from their written sources: Stefan Leder in Leder, Story-Telling: 35; and Meisami, Persian 
Historiography: 4 and 12; and Meisami, “History”: 16. Yet Leder and Waldman assumed that the fictional 
contents of texts is signaled by unambiguous, clear linguistic features: Stefan Leder in Leder, Story-Telling: 
35. Moreover, Waldman herself had neither given up on functional data—like Leder and Meisami—nor 
was she abstaining from modem literary theory. On the contrary. Waldman relied on the literary-critical 
method o f speech-act theory to distinguish between assertable and tellable types o f information: Waldman 
Toward a Theory: 17-19; for additional arguments for the applicability o f a speech-act approach to pre- 
Mongol Persian historiography, compare: Marilyn Robinson Waldman in Mitchell, Narrative: 245-248. 
Meisami in turn drew on Waldman’s speech-act distinction between assertable and tellable types of 
information to argue that medieval historians had a more generous concept of functional data: Meisami, 
“History”: 18.
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skills to improve his reader’s ethics by running slipshod over the facts.251 Yet she did not 
explain how Rawandl could contribute to his reader’s moral education if his stories were 
not true.252 In Islamic societies, history was an important ancillary in the curricula for 
legal and religious education.253 Moreover, the educational value of historical stories is 
bound, at least in some degree, to their historical truth.254 Meisami’s silence about the 
relationship between truth and moral lessons is quite remarkable because she did not 
relinquish her notion that Rawandl was a historian, and not an author of moralizing 
fiction. The juxtaposition of the Rahaf s two versions of Tugril Beg’s first contacts with 
the Abbasid caliphate allows qualifying Meisami’s judgment of Rawandi’s approach to 
historical truth. In the autobiographical statement, Rawandl introduced the anecdote with
251. For a convergent opinion on Rawandi’s focus on conveying moral lessons to his audience, see: Spuler, 
“Die historische und geographische Literatur”: “Eine kurze, an neuen Tatsachen arme, aber fur die 
Seldschuken Arslan and Toghryl (bis 1199) doch wichtige Darstellung der Seldschukengeschichte in 
iranischer Sprache ..., die durch schon ihren Titel Rahat as-sudur va ajat as-surur schon darauf hinweist, 
dass sie vor allem der Unterhaltung, nicht der Belehrung dienen solle. Aufs ganze gesehen ist das Buch 
freilich weniger witzig als vielmehr moralisierend, jedenfalls steht der Tatsachenbericht hinter den anderen 
Momenten durchaus zurtick.” (113).
252. For the same conclusion— indebted to remarks about “a different sense o f fact” in medieval Islamic 
historiography by Hodgson, “Two Pre-Modem Muslim Historians”: 62-63— compare: Robinson, 
Historiography. “Because the function o f history was principally to exemplify the truths and teach lessons, 
it should come as no surprise that real license was taken in historical narration.” (152). Robinson relies on 
contemporary narrative theory to argue that aesthetic devices are inseparable from any formal style, but he, 
like Meisami, does not explain how the conscious distortion o f historical reality is compatible with the task 
of instructing the reader (153 note 12). For Robinson’s heuristic dilemma, compare: Hayden White in 
Mitchell, Narrative: “The question is, Does ascribing to narrative a moralistic or moralizing function, rather 
than a primarily cognitive or aesthetic function yield any insight into some narrative practices” (251).
253. Rosenthal, History: 30-53.
254. For the Latin topos o f historia magistra vitae, which was coined by Cicero (106—43 BCE), compare: 
Koselleck, Vergangene Zukunft: 40—46. In Latin rhetoric, historiae were the hue stories from the past that 
provided the rhetor with rich material for his narratio. For the link between truth and historiae and its 
importance for historiography in the Latin West, see: Spiegel, The Past as Text: “the chronicler’s obedience 
to the first law o f history—which was, o f course, the pursuit o f truth {prima lex historiae veritas est).”
(102); compare: Hans-Wemer Goetz in Schmale, Funktion und Formen: 172-174. Today history is still on 
school curricula in East and West, for the very same reason.
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“waqtl,”255 an unspecified expression of time, and without using either the terms habar 
and ta ’rih or adding any concrete details beyond that which is necessary for the anecdote 
to work. This lack of specificity distinguishes the anecdote clearly from the later report in 
the section on Seljuq institutional history and indicates a conscious application of criteria 
for separating probable, possible stories about historical personalities from reports about 
historical events. The different degree of specificity in different sections of the Rahat 
thus supports the conclusion that the strategic use of unverifiable data about events that 
happened in the midst of the eleventh century is permissible for a concrete goal, such as 
obtaining the favor of a noble patron at the beginning of the thirteenth century. 
Conversely, material considered appropriate for the autobiographical statement was not 
included in the section on Seljuq institutional history, suggesting Rawandl’s 
discriminating perception of the Rahaf s sundry sources.
III. k. Geography of knowledge
The juxtaposition of that which the available sources reveal about the lives of Ragib and 
Rawandl shows two biographies that are strikingly similar despite the initial impression 
that Ragib hid behind his works, whereas Rawandl liked talking about himself. Both 
men can only be seen through the lenses of biographical conventions, which in turn are 
determined through the respective literary genres. The men who appear in view are both 
models of scholarship and learning. At the time of composition both authors seemed to 
have worked outside an institutional framework or without a salaried position at a court,
255. Rawandl, Rahat: 65.
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because in their compilations they appealed to their target audiences without utilizing 
references to the status that either could convey.256
The differences in the treatment of biographical data in the Muhadarat and the 
Rahat reflect that, even though both men wrote for an audience, only Rawandl conceived 
of his compilation as the means to another end. This observation matches the already 
discussed divergence in the circulation of the works’ manuscripts and imprints within the 
umma. Ragib designed an Arabic textbook for the general reader, who considered the 
knowledge, perhaps even mastery, of literary Arabic an important skill for every Muslim, 
and not just a prerequisite for scholars and religious authorities.257 Reducing his own 
appearance as the author of the anthology to the absolute minimum while foregrounding 
its contents served this inclusive approach to his audience, because the Arabic language 
and literature, and not a desired relationship between author and audience, are at the 
center of Ragib’s attention. In contrast, Rawandl tried to attain noble protection and 
presented his own qualifications within the specific political, social, and theological 
parameters of a Turkish court with a Persian-Islamic culture. Rawandi’s self-promotion 
in the Rahat is reminiscent of contemporary letters of application, in which the strategic 
goal of gainful employment dictates the contents. Conversely, personal information that 
did not support his plea for patronage fell by the wayside, so that obvious contradictions 
are not solved and loose ends are left dangling. For example, how did a childless
256. For a list o f salaried positions that allowed men to make a living as scholars in medieval Islamic 
societies, see: Makdisi, Rise o f  Humanism: 272-292. For the situation in western Europe between the 
sixteenth and eighteenth centuries, compare: Burke, Social History: 32-52.
257. For the comparable role o f Latin in the higher-education system o f western Europe until the beginning 
o f the twentieth century, see: Fuhrmann, Bildungskanon: 57-70; compare: Burke, Social History: 70.
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bachelor obtain the kunya Abu Bakr, what was the full name of his father,258 and how is 
the Rahat related to his treatises on calligraphy and against the Rafidites?259
The back-to-back analysis of the biographical data for Ragib and Rawandl 
provides, despite the lack of concrete details, insight into the socioeconomic context of 
the dissemination of knowledge in western Iran before the Mongol conquest. Both men 
are associated with the major cities Isfahan and Hamadan, but the Muhadarat and the 
Rahat attest to the existence of different audiences for books in cities and at courts. On 
the one hand, the Muhadarat documents a vibrant intellectual life in west-Iranian cities in 
which textbooks compiled without a patron found readers who in turn kept these works in 
circulation.260 Although this intellectual life does not explain the economics of the 
circulation process beyond the systems of patronage and education, it directs attention to 
our ignorance about the modes of book manufacturing in medieval Islamic cities.261 For 
example, did Ragib sell the compilation to a bookseller who then produced copies on 
demand, or did he himself peddle the anthology as a private tutor to his students? The list
258. The compilation contains the full names o f his maternal grandfather Muhammad b. CA1T b. Ahmad al- 
Rawandl, and his maternal uncles Abu al-Fadl Ahmad b. Muhammad b. CA11 al-Rawandl and Zain al-DIn 
Mahmud b. Muhammad b. °A1I al-Rawandl, yet the full name o f his father is not mentioned at all. For the 
only reference to his father, see: Rawandl, Rahat: 39 lines 4-5.
259. Rawandl, Rahat: 394 lines 20-24 (Rafidites) and 445 line 15-18 (calligraphy).
260. Compare the circulation o f medieval Latin anthologies: Rouse and Rouse, Authentic Witnesses: “Like 
the Florilegium Angelicum, the Florilegium Gallicum existed in more than one copy. It survives wholly or 
in part in at least twelve manuscripts. The number o f unusual authors and texts represented in these two 
florilegia  and the relatively large circulation that each enjoyed suggest that they were compiled in an area 
which was a crossroads: a place to which books were brought, at which they were copied, from which they 
were carried away.” (159).
261. Makdisi, Rise o f  Humanism: 262-271. For the commercialization o f knowledge in western Europe 
between the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries from the perspective o f publishing and distribution, 
compare: Burke, Social History: 162-168.
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of works accredited to him is dominated by books about ethics, scholastic philosophy, 
and Koran exegesis, associating him exclusively with religious learning. Perhaps, Ragib 
was a pen name, used by a bookseller to commission textbooks and reference books to be 
sold as the works of a certain Abu al-Qasim al-Ragib. Since this Borgesian speculation 
pushes the envelope,262 it becomes an interpretative exercise to illustrate the complete 
absence of contemporary, independent evidence for this author.263 On the other hand, the 
Rahat seems to indicate mobility between city and court as a realistic prospect, even 
though there is no indication that Kai Husrau ever became Rawandl’s patron. His 
employment history is characterized by a close connection between calligraphy and 
religious learning, and suggests the absence of strict societal boundaries between 
academic tutoring jobs and craft jobs related to book manufacture. Still, Rawandl limited 
himself in his autobiographical statement to apprenticeships and employment by patrons 
and did not discuss how he actually supported himself after the death of Tugril III.
Manufacturing books without patronage testifies to the spread of literacy past the 
gatekeepers of power and knowledge, yet the question of who could read and write which 
languages in western Iran between the late tenth and the early thirteenth century cannot be 
determined. The language choices of Ragib and Rawandl only document that the
262. Borges, Labyrinths: “In literary practices the idea o f a single subject is also all-powerful. ... The 
critics often invent authors: they select two dissimilar works— the Tao Te Ching and the 1001 Nights, 
say—attribute them to the same writer and then determine most scrupulously the psychology o f this 
interesting homme de lettres ...” (13); and “if the characters o f a fictional work can be readers or spectators, 
we, its readers or spectators, can be fictitious.” (196).
263. To my knowledge, perplexity about this fact was only voiced by Kilpatrick, “al-Raghib al-Isfahani”: 
“Exceptionally for a writer o f considerable importance, al-Raghib is ignored by biographical dictionaries.” 
(644).
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intellectual and learned circles in cities and at courts accommodated more than one 
language and were conversant with various literary traditions. Since the later dominance 
of literary Persian obliterated how different languages coexisted in western Iran between 
the seventh and fourteenth centuries, the Muhadarat and the Rahat are important evidence 
for the context in which Persian established itself as the dominant Iranian literary 
language. The continued popularity of the Muhadarat indicates that the prestige derived 
from the knowledge of literary Arabic was not weakened by the growing spread of 
literary Persian. Rawandl stressed his Arabic language training as well as his knowledge 
of both Arabic and Persian poetry. The main language of the Rahat is Persian, but 
Rawandl did not explicitly identify the rule according to which he sometimes 
accompanied his Arabic insertions, be it poetry, proverbs, or hadTt, with Persian 
translations.264 An unquestioned familiarity with other Iranian languages or dialects is 
suggested by the few lines of a still unidentified fahlawfya, which Rawandl quoted 
without any further comment or translation in his autobiographical statement.
While the authors’ language choices followed from their decisions about literary 
genres and literate audiences, the languages are nevertheless irrelevant for the 
identification of their authors as Sunnite or Shicite in order to fit them into nationalist 
interpretations of Arab, Iranian, or Turkish history. In the Muhadarat, Ragib assiduously 
avoided any dogmatic commitment. In contrast, Rawandl situated the Rahat within a 
Hanafite framework based on the authorities of both Abu Hanlfa and Abu cAbd Allah
264. For Iqbal’s identification o f the two-hundred-and sixty-four Arabic proverbs and one-hundred-and- 
twenty-two lines o f  Arabic poetry, see: Rawandl, Rahat: XXII. Iqbal, however, did not tabulate hadfi or 
Koran citations.
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Muhammad b. Idris al-Safiri (767-820).265 In contemporary scholarship, Ragib is 
imagined as either a Sunnite scholar or a Shicite authority who happened to write in 
Arabic, while Rawandl is not perceived as either Arab, Iranian, or Turkish, but is 
acknowledged as such an important historian of early Turkish history that, in the 1950s, 
Ahmet Ate§ (1917-1966) translated the Rahat into Republican Turkish.266 It is easier to 
nationalize an obscure theologian and philosopher, to whom popular textbooks and 
treatises in Arabic are ascribed, than an outspoken Hanafite calligrapher who lived in 
western Iran and dedicated a Persian miscellany to a Turkish sultan in Anatolia.
265. For the panegyrics o f Abu Hanifa and Safi0!, see: Rawandl, Rahat: 13 line 6-19 line 1.
266. Storey-Bregel 2: 749 s.v. 641 [336],
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IV Contents of textbooks: The spoken and the written word
Like most of his contemporaries, John Colet (1467-1519) did not read for pleasure, but for edification, 
which could be transmitted to others.
J.B. Trapp, “The Humanist Book”
“What book?” I asked.
“Any old book,” he said. “I just used it. I didn’t stop to read it.”
John Irving, The 158-Pound Marriage
The Muhadarat and the Rahat are composed of excerpts taken from sources endowed 
with authority and prestige, or even canonical status, so that the arrangement of their 
contents is the most original aspect of these textbooks. I am in the fortunate position that 
research by Malti-Douglas and Thomas has already explored the organization of Arabic 
anthologies on the micro-levels of syntax and semantics.1 Malti-Douglas juxtaposed the 
Kitab al-buhala’ (Book of Misers) by cAmr b. Bahr al-Gahiz (c.776-869) and al-Buhala’ 
(Misers) by al-Hatlb al-Bagdadl (died 1071). She conducted her research in the late 
1970s, and her study shows the influences of both structuralism and social history.2 She 
observed that, within chapters or sections, the juxtaposition of the good and evil aspects 
of a topic (al-mahasin wa-l-masawl) is the most common orientation device for the
1. Malti-Douglas, Structures', and Thomas, “Concept o f Muhadara.”
2. Malti-Douglas, Structures'. “Since the subject o f a monograph is not defined by its neighbors, or 
anchored in an encyclopedic schema, its cultural position, the orientation o f its subjects, must be expressed 
through the text and the organization o f the monograph itself.” (15). The analysis, however, is always based 
on written evidence so that in both cases— anthologies with single topic or multiple topics— the written text 
will provide the evidence for any interpretation o f its societal relevance. For a rejection o f Malti-Douglas’s 
approach, compare: Thomas, “Concept o f Muhadara”'. “a contents-based approach cannot but lead to 
generalization,... It is not enough (nor particularly productive) to know what is in an adab anthology;... an 
approach that focuses on form to the detriment o f contents tends to give too much weight to signs of 
‘logical’ and ‘systematic’ arrangement... Clearly, what we need is a methodology that takes into account 
both the contents and the form o f the adab anthology, and that emphasizes its organizing principles.” 
(19-20). Although the concurrent analysis o f form, contents, and criteria o f organization is presented as the 
answer to the question o f what an Arabic anthology is, the actual contents o f an anthology is judged to be of 
little heuristic value.
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arrangement of the multitude of excerpts in an anthology. She suggested that this 
antithetical binary constitutes in fact a mental structure of a medieval Arab-Islamic mind­
set because al-mahasin wa-l-masawlpermeated medieval Arab-Islamic civilization as an 
organizational principle.3 In the late 1990s, Thomas settled for Ragib’s Muhadarat, 
selected its section on rhetoric (balaga) for her close reading,4 and compared Ragib’s 
anthology with Ibn Qutaiba’s cUyun al-ahbar. Although Thomas was not fully convinced 
by Malti-Douglas’s analysis,5 she followed her interpretation of al-mahasin wa-l-masawl 
as an antithetical orientation device reflecting a societal attitude toward knowledge.6 A
3. Malti-Douglas, Structures: “This principle effectively functions as a mental structure in Medieval Islam, 
one whose importance is so great that it can be found as an immanent structure in many monographic adab 
works, and throughout adab literature. It is here, however, being considered essentially an organizational 
principle” (15). She cited in support, though without any specific page references, Ibrahim Geries, Un 
Genre litteraire arabe: Al-Mahasin wa-l-masawi (Paris: Maisonneuve et Larose, 1977).
4. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Beirut, 1: 58-68; this section (fast) is in the first chapter (hadd) o f the anthology.
5. Thomas, “Concept o f Muhadara”: “In the analysis proper—considerably less accessible than her 
introductory observations— Malti-Douglas analyzes the morphology o f individual anecdotes according to 
Propprian functions o f action and role ... Malti-Douglas has also observed that scholars tend to focus on 
contents without considering form, or vice versa. Her proofs for this observation, however, are less clear.” 
(18-19).
6. Thomas, “Concept o f Muhadara”: “Pairing contrasting (or opposite) nouns ... — what Malti-Douglas 
calls the “al-mahasin wa-l-masawF’ orientation—is a typical adab organizing advice and more than just an 
orientation. ... a textual manifestation o f social expediency—a literary model that reflects society’s 
opinions, and probably human psychology (Malti-Douglas’s ‘mental structure’).” (176). It is only 
consequent that in her own analysis o f the Muhadarat this organizational principle is consistently 
highlighted: 171-208.
For Ragib’s reliance on binaries in the Muhadarat, compare: Sadan, “Admirable and Ridiculous Hero”:
“the road to eclectic adab is often constructed by combining various and contradictory elements” (485); 
Leder and Kilpatrick, “Classical Arabic Prose”: “It [i.e., a compilation] may be arranged dialectically, as is 
the case ... in a few entire works like Raghib al-Isbahani’s Muhadarat al-udaba ’, with its marked preference 
for antithesis.” (17); and Kilpatrick, “al-Raghib al-Isfaham”: “One o f the main adab anthologies, it 
challenges the reader intellectually by its stress on antithesis,” (645).
For an exploration o f the comparable binary al-gidd wa-l-hazl (earnest and jest) as a literary topos that is 
built on an “oppositional expression,” see: Gelder, “Mixtures o f Jest and Earnest.”
For an anthropological take on this binary, compare: Bonebakker, “Adab”: “good and evil, the harmful and 
useful, the pleasant and unpleasant. These are essential to the human condition; man is expected to be 
aware o f  such opposite forces to make life meaningful.” (28).
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link between the arrangement of the contents and a medieval Arab-Islamic mentality 
would strengthen the sociolinguistic framework on which she relied for her analysis of 
the Muhadarat.1
Malti-Douglas and Thomas concentrated on the interdependency of structure and 
meaning because both selected compilations that within the field of Arabic studies were 
classified as belles-lettres, and not as textbooks. While readers were likely to profit from 
these works, their entertainment was assumed to be their authors’ main concern: prodesse 
et delectare. But if comprehensive compilations are approached as entertaining literature, 
their respective episteme does not even come into view, because their whole contents are 
labeled fiction. The studies by Malti-Douglas and Thomas reveal the impressive control 
with which medieval Islamic scholars handled their excerpts, composing tightly argued 
texts on the micro-level of comprehensive compilations. Yet their close attention to 
syntax and semantics on the micro-level does not elucidate how multitudes of excerpts 
were transformed into cohesive works. In contrast, my examination of how the contents 
are arranged in the Muhadarat and the Rahat privileges the macro-level of included topics 
(res) and covered disciplines (artes). The arrangement of the contents of the macro-level 
indicates that both compilations are single-subject encyclopedias designed to address an 
educational goal: an anthology of literary Arabic and a miscellany of texts about the Great 
Seljuq sultanate. The conscious limitation of the contents, however, is less patent in the 
Muhadarat, inasmuch as Ragib covered many topics, focusing on the interactions 
between men, though also touching on religious issues and the natural environment.
7. Despite her close attention to semantics, Thomas did not explore the degree to which the micro-level 
organization o f the excerpts reflects Ragib’s experiences with Arabic lexicography. As repeatedly 
mentioned, Ragib is also credited with the compilation o f a very popular Koranic dictionary, the Mufradat.
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IV. a. How to arrange the contents: Parataxis
At first glance, the arrangement of the contents seems disorientating in both 
compilations.8 This impression reflects that parts, chapters, or sections are presented in a 
non-alphabetical paratactic order so that parts and chapters seem to enjoy the same status 
and appear to be of equal importance.9 Since the order of parts, chapters, or sections is 
not immediately identifiable, the arrangement of the contents appears as the very opposite 
of a well-structured sequence of subject matters, topics, or disciplines.10 The following 
tables give the divisions of the Muhadarat and the Rahat. The Muhadarat table is drawn 
on Ragib’s survey of his work in the introduction, because the extent to which extent 
chapter and section headings were modified within the text during the transmission
8. With regard to medieval compilations o f Arabic prose, this feeling was recently expressed by Leder and 
Kilpatrick, “Classical Arabic Prose”: “At one end o f the scale are books in which the author brings together 
at random passages on all kinds o f subjects which he considers worth recording;... Books which preserve 
the form of ther <sic> dictation session (Amcili) or record scholarly discussions (Majdlis) may also lack an 
overall thematic organisation;” (17).
9. Meier, “Grundzuge”: “Das Prinzip der Zusammenstellung der Haupptteile wie auch deren 
Unterabteilungen ... ist das der parataktischen, offenen Reihung. Die Teile in sich haben weitgehend den 
Charakter von Stoffsammlungen. Grundlage der in der Regel nicht vollig ungeordneten Reihenbildung ist 
nicht ein hierarchisches System, keine systematische Folge, sondem oft eine Rangfolge innerhalb der 
Gruppen der behandelten Gegenstande.” (481).
10. The Kitab al-aganl(Book of Songs) by Abu al-Farag al-Isfahanl (897-967 or 972) is another example 
o f the observation that organizing the contents o f a compilation in a non-alphabetical paratactic order was 
the rule, and not the exception, although the resulting arrangement, especially in an anthology as immense 
as the Kitab al-aganl, might appear to lack in structure; see the “List o f contents o f the Kitab al-aghanT in 
Kilpatrick, Making the Great Book o f  Songs: 291-320. This is the only comprehensive survey o f the 
contents in Kilpatrick’s study o f the anthology. For her exploration o f how the collected songs can be 
divided into three distinct groups, forming three parts that apparently are not set off from each other in the 
sources used for this study, see: 258-277, and compare 28-29. Although Abu al-Farag did not complete 
the Kitab al-aganl, Kilpatrick did not discuss the organization o f the contents vis-a-vis the textual problems 
related to the transmission o f an unfinished anthology: 30-33. There is, however, an aside, suggesting that 
medieval Islamic scholars had a different understanding o f how the Kitab al-aganl is organized: “The 
structural significance o f the introductory songs was ignored by the medieval abridgers.” (406 note 1).
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process is unknown.11 The arrangement of the contents is based on the division into 
twenty-five chapters of varying length. In contrast, the Rahat table is compiled from the 
overlined headings of the various components in the unique manuscript, as preserved by 
Iqbal in the critical edition.12 Not all of the headings are literal translations, and many are 
abbreviated.
11. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Beirut, 1:8-11.
For an analysis o f the chapter headings that focused on the syntax and semantics o f the individual headings, 
see: Thomas, “Concept o f Muhadara”-. 171-176 and 223-224; compare the very succinct remarks on the 
chapter sequence by Rosenthal, Knowledge Triumphant: 271-272.
12. Rawandl, Rahat: 1, 5, 8, 19, 38, 58, 63, 68, 85, 86, 97, 116, 125, 138, 152, 167, 203, 208, 224, 249, 
258, 274, 281, 331, 375, 405, 416, 428, 431, 437, 447, 457, and 459.
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Table 10. The numbered chapter headings (hudud)
as given in the introduction of the Muhadarat.
< Introduction >
1 Reason, knowledge, ignorance & that which pertains to them
2 Rule & those who hold it and its subjects
3 Justice & injustice; Clemency, forgiveness & punishment; Hostility & envy; and 
Humility & pride
4 Support & morals; Fun & shyness; Loyalty & betrayal; and High rank & depravity
5 Paternity, filiation & their praise and censure; and Kin
6 Gratitude & praise; Censure & slander; and Invocations, congratulations & gifts
7 Ambitions, good fortune & hopes
8 Trades, profits & fickleness; and Wealth & poverty
9 Gift-giving & begging
10 Foods, having a meal, reception of guests & descriptions of foods
11 Drinking, beverage & their circumstances and utensils
12 Brotherhoods
13 Love & things pertaining to it
14 Courage & that which pertains to it
15 Marriage, wives & divorce; and Chastity & cuckoldry
16 Risque jokes & ribaldry
17 Inborn disposition of people & their reputations
18 Clothes & bedding
19 Censure of this world & revelation of vicissitudes
20 Religious denominations & religious observances
21 Death & its circumstances
22 Heavens & seasons; Places & waters; and Trees & fires
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Panegyric of the Prophet’s companions, their successors and the religious authorities
Honorifics of the Seljuq sultans
The author and the praise of his friends and teachers
The writing of the book
The contents and its classification
Justice
List of the names of the Seljuq sultans















The conquest of the Khwarazm Shahs 
f a s l : Boon companions and board games
fa s l : Wine
fa s l : Horse racing and archery
fa s l : Hunting
fa s l : Calligraphy
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Although a seemingly trivial observation, it is significant that Ragib and Rawandl 
did not arrange the contents of their compilations in an alphabetical order.13 Systems of 
alphabetical order had already emerged with the rise of Arabic lexicography in the eighth 
century and were a well-established aspect of book learning between the eleventh and 
twelfth centuries.14 Parataxis is a form of montage that does not stipulate any hierarchy 
among the components of a compilation, yet it does not defy coherence and meaning 
because it presents all components within one linear sequence.15 The paratactic order in 
the Muhadarat and the Rahat explains why the organization of their contents can appear 
as both open and descending.16 The experience of openness follows from the observation 
that within a paratactic order neither augmentation nor abridgment changes the equal
13. For a negative spin on alphabetical order because of its paratactic equanimity toward contents and 
hierarchy, compare: Burke, Social History: “Alphabetical order had been known in the Middle Ages. What 
was new in the seventeenth century was that this method o f ordering knowledge was becoming the primary 
rather than a subordinate system of classification. Today the system may seem obvious, even ‘natural’, but 
it appears to have been adopted, originally at least, out o f a sense o f defeat by the forces o f  intellectual 
entropy at a time when new knowledge was coming into the system too fast to be digested or methodized.” 
(110); and “the use o f alphabetical order both reflected and encouraged a shift from a hierarchical and 
organic view o f the world to one which was individualistic and egalitarian.” (115).
14. For a concise description o f the three systems o f alphabetical order (the anagrammatical arrangements 
based on phonetic principles, rhyme order, and the so-called Kufan order) that were used in Arabic 
lexicography, see: Haywood, “Kamus”: 524.
15. For the difficulties of perceiving paratactic structures as coherent, see, for example, the thesis o f the 
absence o f narrative in pre-Islamic Arabic poetry because o f its paratactic organization, as argued, for 
example, by Sperl and Shackle, “Introduction”: 4. For a discussion o f parataxis as a technical device to 
generate meaning, compare: Eisner, Comics: 122-138.
16. Malti-Douglas, Structures: “The subjects run in generally declining importance (in the value system o f  
society) from the beginning to the end o f the work. Hence, there is a syntax of position; the book o f women 
is the last o f the ten. But the chapters have been arranged according to syntagmatic considerations as well. 
The chapter on “Bad Breath” (an-Nakha) follows the chapter on “Vomit” (al-Qay’), while the chapter on 
“Foul Breath and Stench” (al-Bakhar wan-Natn) follows the chapter on “Noses” (al-Unuf).” (14), and “The 
second major point is that insofar as the ordering o f materials is a semiotic principle (generally linear), it 
apparently always descends in value from the beginning to the end. Thus, in subject arrangements, the more 
important subjects precede the lesser ones.” (16). For qualified agreement with regard to the descending 
order, compare: Fanjul, Review o f Structures: 130—131.
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ranking of the components of a work. But revised versions in which the linear sequence 
of the components is either shortened or lengthened need to be distinguished from 
revisions that rearrange the components within a new sequence. Moreover, complete 
manuscript copies of compilations document that they are always framed by an 
introduction and a colophon. Even though a colophon is not an epilogue, and therefore 
not designed to counterbalance an introduction, the colophon sets an endpoint to a linear 
sequence of parts and chapters, effectively underlining that a work, or one of its parts, has 
been concluded and will not be continued.17 Colophons are often deleted from twentieth- 
century imprints so that a linear sequence of parts and chapters, which in a manuscript 
would have been terminated with a colophon, just suddenly stops.18 The tendency to 
perceive a linear sequence as a descending order ignores that the meaning of a linear 
sequence changes when its last component is changed. The Muhadarat begins with a 
chapter about reason and knowledge.19 In its unabridged version, the anthology ends with 
a chapter about miscellanea, suggesting a movement from the important topics to the less 
relevant ones because the last chapter serves as a catchall for that which would otherwise 
fall through the cracks of its classification system.20 The 1902 abridgment, however, ends 
with a chapter about love, making it now possible to interpret the linear sequence of the 
chapters, though in an admittedly anachronistic, romantic fashion, as the movement from
17. For function and form o f the colophon in Islamic manuscripts, see: Deroche, Manuel: 337-338.
18. For the deleted colophon in twentieth-century imprints, compare these three editions: Ragib, 
Muhadarat, ed. Zaidan: 302; Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Beirut, 4: 724; and Ragib, Nawadir: 434.
19. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Beirut, 1: 13-155.
20. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Beirut, 4: 700-724.
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reason to emotion.21 The same effect can be observed with regard to the reception of the 
Rahat. The status of Rawandl’s miscellany as a principal source of Great Seljuq politics 
is strengthened if  the part on the institutional history of the Great Seljuq sultanate, which 
happens to be significantly longer than the accompanying parts on justice and courtly 
education,22 is considered in isolation.23 Conversely, the Rahaf s institutional history 
loses its status as independent historiography written for the sake of history if the 
miscellany’s parts, sections, and chapters are seen together as an integrated whole. The 
linear sequence of components appears then as a progression from the propaedeutic 
debate on justice to the concluding chapter about numerical divination.24
The problems posed to modem users by the paratactic order of comprehensive 
compilations are further compounded by the organization and design of Islamic 
manuscripts. One of the most puzzling aspects of Islamic manuscripts, at least from the 
perspective of western scholars,25 is that extant numbering systems were not utilized for
21. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Zaidan: 262-302.
22. Rawandl, Rahat: 68-84 (debate on justice), 85^405 (institutional history) and 405-457 (six chapters 
about courtly education).
23. Browne, “Account”: “it includes at the end... sundry rather irrelevant, but interesting sections on the 
Courtier’s Accomplishments” ( 569); Rawandl, Rahaf. “the beauty o f the book is to a great extent marred 
by a large amount o f extraneous matter” (XXII), and “The contents o f the sundry sections at the end o f the 
book are to my mind not so important as might appear at first sight.” ( XXVI); and Meisami, Persian 
Historiography: “The non-historical chapters o f the Rahat al-sudur are beyond the scope o f this 
discussion.” (254).
24. Rawandl, Rahat: 68-84 (debate on justice) and 447^457 (numerical divination).
25. Goody, East: “De Ste Croix demonstrated that the Greeks and Romans did not develop double-entry 
bookkeeping despite the wide range o f their trades and empires. In discussing the implications o f this 
absence, Macve asks what they missed as a result. ... As de Ste Croix remarked, and as is well worth 
remembering in the Weberian debate, ‘we must not belittle the intelligence of the Greeks and Romans 
because they did not try to do what the nature of their economic system made it unnecessary for them to 
attempt.’” (61). The quotation is taken from G. de Ste Croix, “Greek and Roman Accounting,” in Studies in
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the invention of analytical fmding-devices, especially indices and concordances.26 Even 
chapter or section numbers, when they were used, as in the Muhadarat, to mark and hence 
secure the sequence of the components of a work, were often written out instead of being 
abbreviated with numerals. But close examination of Islamic manuscripts reveals the 
means employed to facilitate the reader’s orientation: division of texts into chapters, 
sections, or paragraphs; keywords on the margins; and illumination, such as rubrication, 
overlining, differently sized scripts, and systems of separators.27 Because research on 
Islamic manuscripts in general, and anthologies and miscellanies in particular, is still in 
its very early stages, it is impossible to elucidate both the coexistence of various reading 
practices and the uses of literacy through a comprehensive interpretation of the 
cooperation between the visual organization of the page layout and the order of a
the History o f  Accounting, ed. A.C. Littleton and B.S. Yamey (London 1956): 34.
26. Deroche, Manuel: 97-109 (foliation) and 337 (table o f contents). For the importance of Arabic 
numerals for the invention o f Latin research tools in thirteenth-century Europe, compare: Rouse and Rouse, 
Authentic Witnesses: 242-244.
In the already mentioned recent study o f the Kitab al-aganl, indices, be they appendices or independently 
published, are discussed only as an occasional feature o f its nineteenth- and twentieth-century imprints, and 
there is no comment on the absence o f indices in its manuscripts and imprint; see: Kilpatrick, Making the 
Great Book o f  Songs: 2-5 , compare 434-435 for the absence o f the terms index, orientation device, or table 
o f  contents in her “Index o f Subjects and Terms.” This inconsistent approach to orientation devices follows 
from Kilpatrick’s focus on how Abu al-Farag compiled the Kitab al-aganl For her the organization o f an 
anthology is not directly related to practical concerns o f how readers will use the tremendous collection of 
poems and accompanying commentaries.
27. For strategies o f information retrieval provided by the text o f the Subh al-acs a f f  sindut al-insa’ (Dawn 
for the Night-Blind Concerning the Craft o f Composition), the mammoth administrative handbook by the 
Mamluk scholar Ahmad al-Qalqasandl (1355-1418), compare: Maaike van Berkel in Binkley, Pre-Modern 
Encyclopaedic Texts: 159-168. Van Berkel relied on the twentieth-century edition by Muhammad Husain 
Sams al-Din and did not discuss the question o f analytical fmding-devices, although she summarized the 
visual means o f page layout in two fifteenth-century manuscripts: 167 and note 21.
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manuscript’s contents.28
Research on the history of the book and the history of reading in Europe has 
shown that various reading practices emerged in accordance with the changes in how a 
society provided its members access to literacy and books.29 While intensive and 
extensive reading represent the two extremes of a range of reading styles that answer the 
question of how to read which reading matter, reading styles must be distinguished from 
the multitude of reading objectives that answer the question of why to read which reading 
matter. Different reading practices are reflected in both the editing of texts and the 
developments of book design. Before the introduction of the printing press in the 
fifteenth century, books were rare and few people could read. Consequently, until the 
eighteenth century the few who could read rarely had well-equipped libraries at their 
disposal and the repeated study of a small selection of books was a common 
phenomenon. But already in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, the efforts of the 
Western Church to reign in heterodoxy and heresy created a demand for teaching tools to 
educate scholar-preachers about how to organize their sermons and to instruct the laity.
In the twelfth century, the layout of Latin manuscripts was adapted to accommodate the 
efficient locating of sentences on the page.30 This development prepared the compilation
28. I am not aware o f any research that explores the interdependency between the design o f Islamic 
manuscripts and memory training, comparable to recent research on Latin manuscripts, such as Carruthers, 
Book o f  Memory. The role o f reading and writing vis-a-vis the authority o f orally transmitted knowledge 
within the context o f legal education in nineteenth-century Yemen is examined by Messick, Calligraphic 
State: 75-92.
29. Burke. Social History. 177-196.
30. Parkes, “Influence”: “By the mid twelfth century scholasticism had developed new techniques for the 
handling of the auctoritates, which were employed in texts like the Quatuor libri sententiarum o f Peter 
Lombard and the Concordia discordantium canonum o f Gratian. To think became a craft. The application
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of indices and concordances as independent reference works and research tools in the 
thirteenth century.31 Both page layout and analytical fmding-devices indicate the 
emergence of a new approach to the authority of the written word because consultation 
literacy provided access to the written heritage without stipulating the study of the 
complete canon.32
IV. b. How to inform the reader about the contents:
The introduction’s ordinatio
How the reader was informed about the contents of a manuscript provides important clues 
about reading styles.33 Until the eighteenth century Islamic manuscripts usually contained 
a survey of contents without page numbers, which, as the conclusion of the introduction, 
directly preceded the first chapter. Such a survey resembles the materia operis that was
of scholastic method demanded closer scrutiny o f the arguments, and the reorganization o f the material 
according to topics produced the need for more ostensible guides to the new organization to facilitate 
reference.” (117).
31. Parkes, “Influence”: “The turning-point in the history o f the presentation o f a text for the academic 
reader came in the thirteenth century when the rediscovered Aristotelian logic and the consequent interest in 
more rigorous philosophical procedures entailed the adoption o f principles which demanded a more precise 
method o f dissecting and defining human knowledge. ... The change from the early twelfth-century attitude 
is reflected in general discussions about the structure o f knowledge and the subordination o f the sciences to 
the study o f theology,” (119).
32. Rouse and Rouse, Authentic Witnesses: 191-219 (page layout in the twelfth century) and 221-255  
(research tools in the thirteenth century). For the observation that in later medieval England even scribes 
without clerical education regularly added fmding-devices to books that were not already equipped with 
them, see: George R. Keiser in Hellinga and Trapp, History o f  the Book: 475-476.
33. Parkes, “Influence”: “With the recognition o f the principle that different kinds of ordo were appropriate 
in different kinds o f study, the organization o f an individual work came under closer scrutiny. For the first 
time scholars formulated a definition which included the disposition o f material within a text into books and 
chapters.” (120); and “Academic discussion bent on more precise definition focused on the ostensible 
arrangement of a work and formulated the concept o f ordinatio, thus providing a theoretical foundation for 
attempts to meet the readers’ practical needs.” (121).
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commonly added as a new feature to Latin reference works by the second half of the 
twelfth century and preceded the original beginning of these works.34 Yet it does not 
resemble the tables of contents in modem western imprints. In Arabic manuscripts, the 
survey is a solid text-block, organized by functional illumination in accordance with the 
scribe’s concept of the uses of the book and the available financial resources. On the one 
hand, the survey constituted an integral part of the introduction, and was not designed as a 
list or table.35 On the other hand, the absence of a continuous numbering system for 
folios or pages made it impossible to add precise folio or page references to the survey in 
the introduction. Since the survey indicates neither the exact place of a chapter within the 
manuscript nor its approximate length, the reader cannot move in one single step from the 
survey in the introduction to an immediately identifiable page or folio within the 
manuscript. The efficiency of information retrieval in Islamic manuscripts depends 
instead on the individual reader’s ability to understand the textual divisions, page layout, 
and illumination, and to utilize their clues while scanning the text. The survey of 
contents in the introduction serves the purpose of informing the reader about the scope
34. Parkes, “Influence”: “Also by the second half o f the twelfth century the work was preceded by a 
materia operis which acted as a kind o f synoptic introduction and which indicated the topics dealt with in 
each section.” (119). The position o f the materia operis is deduced from Parkes’s remarks on p. 199 note 2.
35. I am not aware o f any research on the emergence o f distinct conventions for the description o f the 
contents in Arabic, Persian, and Ottoman manuscripts. Manuscript evidence, however, suggests that the 
solid block-text is typical for Arabic manuscripts, while table o f contents developed as a characteristic 
feature o f Persian manuscripts. For reproductions o f tables o f contents in thirteenth- and fourteenth-century 
Persian manuscripts, see: Swietochowski, Illustrated Poetry. 10 fxg.2 (Mu ’nis al-ahrar); and Richard, 
Splendeurs persons: 40 s.v.6 (Saraf al-nabi). For a thirteen-century miscellany o f thirty-eight Persian 
works, each o f which has its own table o f contents, see: Leiden, University Library -  Legatum 
Wamerianum, MS pers. Cod. 286 Warn. Unfortunately, the manuscript is incomplete and thus undated and 
unplaced; for a codicological description and a list o f  its thirty-eight works, compare: de Goeje and de 
Jong, Catalogus codicum orientalium: 207-218 s.v. MDCCCCLV.
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and organization of a work without being designed as an analytical orientation device.36
When a reader consulted a manuscript for reference purposes, he scanned the text in one
direction, from the introduction to a particular place.37 Today we use this reading style
when we are running through rolls of microfilms searching for specific data. The long
film strip, while being moved past the projector’s lens, does not allow for taking
shortcuts, and complicates jumping back and forth.
In the introduction of the Muhadarat, Ragib described how he organized his
diverse excerpts in a user-friendly fashion:
Regarding that which I adduce for every rubric I strove for utmost brevity and 
concision, and deleted from it repetition and prattle, lest handling and studying it 
be loathsome. But the enormous size of this book is in part the enormous size of 
the large quantity of its sections and of the precision of its details. I arranged this 
book into chapters (hudud), sections (fusul), and rubrics (abwab), and stated all 
chapters and sections at the beginning of the book so that it will be easy to find 
every meaning at its place. I listed every wisecrack under the rubric, which is the 
most appropriate for it, although much thereof is properly used in [various] 
places.38
36. The juxtaposition o f one-way scanning and analytical fmding-devices does not imply a lack of 
rationality among Muslim scholars; compare Goody, East: “there is a developing internal ‘logic’ or 
‘rationality’ about these processes [i.e., the invention o f various forms o f bookkeeping] rather than an 
external injection o f ‘science’ or o f mentality.” (81).
37. For the claim that medieval encyclopedias were usually read cover to cover, and not just consulted as 
reference works, see: Burke, Social History: 186. For a sociolinguistic analysis that silently assumes that 
Ragib compiled the Muhadarat as a reference work, to be consulted like a modem thesaurus for the 
solutions of communication problems, see: Thomas, “Concept o f Muhadara”: 168-208. Her analysis is 
exclusively based on the text o f the Beirut edition so that Thomas discusses neither the layout o f manuscript 
pages nor the absence o f analytical fmding-devices.
38. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Beirut: “wa-qad taharraitu fi-ma ahragtu-hu min kulli babin gayata al-ihtisar wa- 
1-iqtisar wa-acfaitu-hu min al-iktar wa-l-ihdar li-alla tucafa mumarasatu-hu wa-mudarasatu-hu lakinna °izm 
hada al-kitab bacd al-cizm li-katrat fusuli-hl wa-tahqlq tafasTli-hi wa-qad gacaltu dalika hududan wa-fusulan 
wa-abwaban wa-dakartu gumlat al-hudud wa-fusul fi auwal al-kitab li-yashula talabu kulli macnan fi 
makani-hl wa-wadactu kulla nuktatin fi al-bab alladl huwa alyaqu bi-ha wa-in kana kafirun min dalika 
yasluhu isticmalu-hu fi amkinatin” (1: 8). For a translation that does not clearly distinguish between bah, 
fasl, and hadd, see: Thomas, “Concept o f Muhadara”: 161-162; for the distinctive uses o f these terms, 
compare: Lane: 273 s.v. bab, 525 s.v. hadd, and 2406 s.v. fasl.
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This description of the relationship between the survey39 and the subsequent organization 
of the material is precise. The twenty-five chapters of the Muhadarat produce a rather 
long list. Its complexity follows from the combination of detailed chapter headings, most 
of which consist of at least two keywords to indicate the topic and range of a chapter, 
with the subsumed section headings, which in the majority of cases are more than just one 
keyword. In the survey of contents the richness in detail is inducive to a careful study.40 
Readers must have grasped the survey of contents, before they could guess in which 
chapter (hadd) a certain section (fasl) would contain the rubrics (abwab) under which the 
needed information could have been classified.
Table 12. Chapter (hadd) and section (fast) headings
as given in the introduction of the Muhadarat.
1 Reason, knowledge, ignorance & that which pertains to them
Reason, stupidity, and the censure of pursuing a passion 
Prudence, resolution, and that which is opposed to both &
assumption, doubt, ascertainment, and precipitation 
Seeking advice and proceeding independently in one’s opinion
Knowledge and learned people with regard to the praiseworthy and the blameworthy &
memory and oblivion
Learning and teaching
Eloquence and that which is opposed to it




Misplacement of diacritical marks
Writing instruments
Being truthful and lying
39. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Beirut, 1: 8-11.
40. That data density does not pose a cognitive problem and promotes instead an analytical reading has 
been argued in connection with statistical graphics by Tufte, Visual Display: 154-155.




Exhortation and those who have been warned & those who command in a friendly
manner, popular storytellers, and those who issue legal opinions 
Those who deliver Friday sermons and those who recite the Koran 
Physiognomy and prognostication 
Interpretation of dreams
Carrying on the sciences of the communities & signs of the Arabs
2 Rule & those who hold it and its subjects
Rule and administration
Matters of the sultans’ subjects
Judiciary and testimony
The ruler’s veil, chamberlains, and slave boys
3 Justice & injustice; Clemency, forgiveness & punishment; Hostility & envy; 
and Humility & pride
Justice and injustice
Praise of clemency, the suppression of anger, mercy, and pardon &
asking for forgiveness and apology 




4 Help & morals; Fun & shyness; Loyalty & betrayal; 
and High rank & depravity
Neighborhood and help 
Good and bad morals
Fun and laughter with regard to the laudable and the blameworthy 
Shyness and impudence 
Loyalty and betrayal
Competition for noble deeds, high rank, and glory 
Depravity, defaulting on honorable deeds, and shortcomings &
individual respectability, manliness, and chivalry
5 Paternity, filiation & their praise and censure; and Kin
Sons and daughters
Praiseworthy and blameworthy aspects of paternity & description of clans
Claim of lineage
Kin
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6 Gratitude & praise; Censure & slander; 
and Invocations, congratulations & gifts
Gratitude
Praise and those who deserve it & satire and those who embody it 
Slander and gossip
Greetings, invocations, and congratulations
Cursing a person
Gifts
Medicine and disease & the doctor’s visit
7 Ambitions, good fortune & hopes
Lofty and base ambitions 
Good fortune 
Wishes and hopes






Praise of wealth and censure of poverty
Asceticism & praise of poverty and censure of wealth
9 Gift-giving & begging
Aiming for those favors 
Request
Promise & implementation and postponement 
Intercession
Generosity and those who are more generous 
Stinginess with possessions
10 Foods, having a meal, reception of guests & descriptions of foods
Matters of food, eating, and party-crashing 
Invitation to parties
Those who are very generous when having guests 
Those who are stingy when having guests
11 Drinking, beverage & their circumstances and utensils
Drinking and beverage
Banquet and boon companions
Description of gatherings and places for drinking
Utensils of drinking and gatherings
Singing, singers, and musical instruments
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12 Brotherhoods
Brethren and their matters 
Affection among companions 
Visiting and the visited
13 Love & things pertaining to it




Crying and description of tears 
Desire and yearning
Insomnia and the long lasting of stretches of time 
Defamation and reproach 
Concealing of passion and its exposure
Close association with the lover and exchanging letters with him
Visiting the beloved, meeting with him, gazing at him, and demand for him
Ghost
Getting rid of memories
Miscellaneous specialties belonging to love
14 Courage & that which pertains to it
Heroes and their circumstances 
Threat
Weapons and those who are armed 
Search for revenge and blood money 
Warning against war and search for peace 
Defeat
Becoming a thief
Arrest, confinement, beating, and similar things
15 Marriage, wives & divorce; and Chastity & cuckoldry
Marriage and divorce & circumstances of wives and their management 
Chastity
Jealousy and cuckoldry
16 Risque jokes & ribaldry
Prostitution between men and the active role in homosexual intercourse 
The passive role in homosexual intercourse and transvestism 
Mention of the two kinds of private parts and intercourse 
Tribady and masturbation 
Flatulence and silent winds
17 Inborn disposition of people & their reputations
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People’s inborn disposition with regard to their pleasant and repulsive traits
Beautiful qualities of the beloved
Ugly qualities of the inborn disposition of women
Grey hair, youthfulness, and mention of old people
Names, names of sons, and honorifics
18 Clothes & bedding
Clothes and those who wear them
Rugs, bedding, and appliances for the dwelling
19 Censure of this world & revelation of vicissitudes
Censure of this world and its vicissitudes 
Uncovering of hardships
20 Religious denominations & religious observances
God’s unity, piety, oaths, penitence, reticence, Sufism, and things pertaining to them 
Different legal schools.
Prophets and impostors
Matters of the Koran, its revelation, and its excellence
Religious observances of ritual purity, prayer, almsgiving, fasting, and pilgrimage 
Invocations
21 Death & its circumstances
Death and its circumstances
Sorrows, perseverance, consolations, and elegies
22 Heavens & seasons; Places & waters; and Trees & fires
Day and night & heaven and stars
Seasons, clouds, rains, waters, and that which pertains to that




Yearning for the homelands 
Fires
23 Angels & spirits
Angels
Iblls, spirits, and devils
24 Animals
Horses, mules, and donkeys








It is astonishing that the manuscript evidence for the use of the survey is 
equivocal, suggesting that for the readers the two-layered survey in the introduction was 
both sufficient and dispensable, despite its wealth of information. The usefulness of the 
survey is implied by the fact that I have not found any evidence that during the process of 
circulation and transmission scribes or readers experimented with the formatting or 
classification of the survey.41 For example, there is no indication of efforts to further 
facilitate orientation through numbering the sections. Nor is there any trace of 
superimposing a classification of subject matters or fields of knowledge onto the chapter 
sequence to break down the group of twenty-five chapters into smaller clusters. But the 
survey seems to have been of limited practical importance to readers, because I have not 
seen any manuscript fragment of the Muhadarat to which an updated survey of contents 
or a distinct table of contents has been appended, be it by a scribe, an owner, or a reader. 
There is manuscript evidence, however, that some readers, despite Ragib’s understanding 
of his anthology as a reference work, studied at least longer portions of the Muhadarat 
from beginning to end. An undated Muhadarat fragment of the first five chapters, which 
Ahlwardt tentatively dated as late fourteenth century, has marginal notes by an unknown 
Mustafa b. Muhibb al-DIn.42 These marginal notes are check marks, with which this
41. In contrast, twelfth-century anthologies o f canonical Latin authors, such as the Florilegium Angelicum 
and the Florilegium Gallicum, were in the thirteenth century often equipped with extensive subject indices: 
Rouse and Rouse, Authentic Witnesses: 127-128 and 184-186.
42. Berlin, Staatsbibliothek -  Stiftung PreuBischer Kulturbesitz, Orientabteilung, MS arab. Petermann 105; 
for a codicological description o f the manuscript, see: Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, 7: 329-331 s.v. 8346.
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reader controlled the progress of his reading and copying of the fourth and fifth chapter.43 
While the marginal comments do not indicate whether Mustafa b. Muhibb al-DIn took 
notes for himself or wrote a copy for sale,44 his successful study of two complete chapters 
depended in neither case on an in-depth knowledge of the overall contents of the 
Muhadarat.
The seemingly equanimous attitude toward detailed information about the 
contents of the anthology could indicate that in the Muhadarat the order of the excerpts 
was a mainstream arrangement and hence self-evident for his readers. This speculation 
is, of course, highly problematic, because it is impossible to corroborate a negative 
assumption. While the methodological impasse is one consequence of our incomplete 
knowledge of the Islamic manuscript tradition, research on the changes that occurred in 
the page layout of Latin manuscripts between the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, shows 
that this speculation is not without merit. Although visual means and a scholarly 
apparatus were developed to facilitate the academic study of the Scholastic canon, they 
were not applied to the Bible, the backbone of Scholasticism.45 The question becomes
43. Berlin, Staatsbibliothek -  Stifitung PreuBischer Kulturbesitz, Orientabteilung, MS arab. Petermann 105: 
“waffaqa Allah cazza wa-galla wa-saddada fa-balaga al-cabd al-Mustafa b. Muhibb al-DIn ila hada al-mahall 
mutalacatan nashan” God, who is powerful, glorious, and guiding the right way, grants success and so his 
servant Mustafa b. Muhibb al-Dm has reached this place silently reading and copying (fol. 18 lr); for the 
other marginal notes, compare fol.l38r, 140r, 147r, 15lr, 155v, 158v, 162r, and 166r. That the verb talaca 
denotes silent reading for comprehension, as opposed to recitation (qira’a) or dictation (imla’), is argued 
convincingly by Messick, Calligraphic State: 91; compare: Lane: 1868 s.v. talaca-hu.
44. Among the identified fragments o f the Muhadarat there is a copy—Leiden, University Library -  
Legatum Wamerianum, MS arab. Or. 178 (1)—  that consists of notes compiled for personal use; see above, 
chapter II, note 34.
45. Parkes, “Influence”: “The Bible text was sufficiently familiar to the reader so that no further ostensible 
guide to the arrangement o f the material was required, and in such circumstances no further developments 
were stimulated.” (117).
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then how familiar Middle-Eastern audiences were with comprehensive compilations in 
general, and with anthologies of literary Arabic in particular. The question is relevant 
because it directs attention to the literary traditions with which both Ragib and the readers 
of the Muhadarat were familiar.
The first anthologies of Arabic prose are ascribed to cAbd al-Hamld al-Katib (died 
750) and °Abd Allah b. al-Muqaffac (died 757), who both worked for the caliphate’s 
chancery. Various types of prose compilations and composition handbooks emerged and 
became popular with those who needed an active mastery of the Arabic language. In the 
midst of the ninth century, 6ahiz and Ibn Qutaiba wrote numerous compilations and 
prose compositions that were almost immediately counted among the masterworks of 
literary Arabic.46 Although the authors of compilations received credit for intellectual 
labor, since the compilations did not circulate as the works of anonymous authors, their 
contents consisted of excerpts in prose and in verse gleaned from a large variety of 
secular and religious sources.47 Themes, rather than authors, determined their 
organization. The same preference was at work when, in the eighth and ninth centuries,
46. For the claim that in the field o f adab, defined as non-technical literature in the genres o f prose essays 
and anthologies, monographic essays emerged before anthologies, although the process o f anthologization 
appeared simultaneously, see: Rosenthal, Knowledge: 252-253. This opinion is accepted as “eminently 
reasonable, given the data we presently have,” by Malti-Douglas, Structures: 12.
47. Wilffied Bamer in Herzog and Koselleck, Epochenschwelle: “Als Ensemble gesellschaftlicher 
Erfahrung ist Tradition bestimmte Struktur. Sie unschlieBt nicht schlechthin alles, was sich ‘erhalten’ hat, 
sondem Ausgewahltes; sie ist, wie man neuerdings namentlich mit Bezug auf die Literatur betont hat, 
Ergebnis von Selektion -  sei diese mm ‘geworden’ oder ‘gemacht’. Insofem Tradiertes ausgewahlt ist, 
bleibt es aus dem diffus ‘Vergangenen’ herausgehoben als etwas die Gesellschaft oder eine Gruppe 
Angehendes. Es hat eine Verbindlichkeit, deren Starke und Reichweite von der ihres Tragers abhangig ist. 
In tra-ditio (wie in Ttapa-fiooiq) ist prinzipiell die Weiter-gabe als personale Vermittlung impliziert. 
Dieses Personale ist originar der Grand fur die Verbiirgtheit des Tradierten (zugleich der Ansatzpunkt zu 
jeglicher Ideologisierang von Tradition).” (13).
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the oral tradition of pre-Islamic and early Islamic Arabic poetry was transformed into a
written canon. Thematic anthologies, such as the Mucallaqat {Poems that Hung in the
Kaaba), the Asmacfyat {Poems that the Philologist al-AsmacI{died c.828) Collected), or
the Hamasa {Bravery in War), preceded divans, the collections of all poems ascribed to a
particularly revered author.48
In the late tenth or early eleventh century, when Ragib compiled the Muhadarat, a
wide variety of compilations and miscellanies were available for all fields of knowledge.
But in the introduction Ragib described his sources in frustratingly general terms:
that I choose for him [i.e., our master] from that, which I have compiled from the 
Wisecracks among the Stories, from The Best Poems, and from other books, 
divided into Conversations among Men o f Letters and Debates between Men o f  
Poetry and Rhetoric, to make him [i.e., our master] a tool to refine his 
discernment and a fundamental constituent of his knowledge.49
Aside from the only mention of the full title within the complete text of Muhadarat,50 the
passage does not contain any verifiable data. While the parallel construction of the three
48. The gap between an author’s life and the emergence o f  bibliographies of his or her complete works is 
one reason, aside from the paucity o f research on the book trade in medieval Islamic societies, for the 
difficulties with sorting the authentic from the apocryphal. Moreover, the cases o f Gahiz and MuhyT al-DIn 
b. al-cArabI (died 1240) illustrate that this gap was not limited to the transmission o f pre-Islamic Arabic 
poetry.
49. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Beirut: “an ahtara la-hu [i.e., saiyidi-na] mimma sannafitu min Nukat al-ahbar 
wa-min cUyun al-ascar wa-min gairi-hima min al-kutub fusulan fi Muhadarat al-udaba'wa-muhawarat al- 
su'araJwa-l-bulaga' yagcalu-hu saiqal al-fahm wa-maddat al-cilm.” (1: 7; italics mine).
50. It is a nicely understated rhetorical sleight o f hand that Ragib sandwiched the only mention o f the 
complete title o f  his anthology within the text itself between the obligatory remarks about its sources and its 
educational goals. Although it is a standard feature o f introductions to provide the full title o f the 
introduced work, in none o f the Middle-Eastern imprints has the sandwiched title been set-off by visual 
means, such as brackets or overlining: Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. SamalutI, 1: 2; Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Zaidan: 
2; Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. FaiyumI, 1:2; and Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Beirut, 1:7. It is unclear whether the 
title has been recognized in a translation o f that passage in Thomas, “Concept o f Muhadara”: 159. The title 
of the Muhadarat appears otherwise only on title pages, colophons, and so forth. In contrast, for an 
incomplete survey o f Rawandl’s references to the title o f his miscellany, full as well as abbreviated, see 
above, chapter III, note 117.
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prepositional objects implies that Nukat al-ahbar (Wisecracks among the Stories) and 
cUyun al-ascar (The Best Poems) are titles of books, their titles are unfortunately very 
generic. It is striking that there is not even indirect evidence that they ever existed.51 
Moreover, the absence of functional data, as discussed in connection with the unnamed 
patron, is a salient feature of the introduction of the MuhadaratP Nevertheless important 
information can be gleaned from this passage. Although oral and written forms of the 
transmission of knowledge coexisted in medieval Islamic societies, Ragib referred, 
however vaguely, only to written sources. Despite their lack of specificity the titles Nukat 
al-ahbar and cUyun al-ascar have the ring of titles of thematic anthologies of the Best-of- 
...-variety.
At this point a look at the development of Latin anthologies is again instructive 
because their arrangements of contents document that within medieval Latin literature a 
sequence of famous works by great men preceded a sequence of subject matters. In the 
twelfth century, Latin anthologies originated as library substitutes in which the 
arrangement of the short excerpts followed the systematic order of texts within a library. 
The excerpts were grouped according to their origin in works of respected authorities.53 
In the thirteenth century, these anthologies were reorganized so that their excerpts were
51. Thomas, “Concept o f Muhadara”: 159 note 17.
52. See above, chapter II, notes 31 and 33.
53. Meier, “Grundzuge”: “Die Enzyklopadie ist auch in dem Sinn >Weltbuch<, Buch par excellence, dab sie 
eine Bibliothek, eine grofie Zahl von Spezialwerken ersetzen kann; ein Buch vereinigt in sich den Inhalt 
vieler Bucher, den Inhalt des Weltwissens. ... In Zeiten lebend, in denen der abgeschriebene Kodex oder 
das noch kostspielig gedruckte Buch ein besonderer Wertgegenstand sind, sehen viele Autoren in solcher 
praktischen Nutzbarkeit ihres Kompendiums seinen Hauptverdienst.” (475—476).
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now presented within a system of subject matters that more immediately reflected the 
concrete need for consulting models of elegant and efficient language use, as taught 
within the ars dictaminis and artes praecandi.54 The juxtaposition of Latin and Arabic 
anthologies serves, on the one hand, as a salutary warning that the relationship between 
anthologies and single-author monographs can evolve in either direction, from a selection 
of single-author monographs to an anthology, and vice versa. The similarities between 
Latin and Arabic anthologies indicate, on the other hand, that the Muhadarat is already a 
super-anthology because Ragib presented his compilation as a selection of excerpts from 
other written anthologies. The assumption that the Muhadarat was compiled when the 
anthology was a fully established genre of written Arabic literature so that the framework 
of its composition had reached an advanced stage of conventionality is supported by 
Ragib’s vague remarks about his sources.55 There is no reason to waste words on that 
with which readers are familiar.
The seemingly indifferent attitude toward the full identification of his sources is 
common to both Ragib and Rawandl, and, as mentioned earlier, twentieth-century 
scholars censured them sternly: Ragib is dismissed as a dull, indiscriminate hack,56 and
54. Rouse and Rouse, Authentic Witnesses: 127-128 and 184-186. For general remarks about the 
medieval ars dictaminis or ars dictandi, compare: Curtius, European Literature: 75-76 and 148-151. For 
the observation that anthologies planned as reference books o f ars dictaminis and artes praecandi were 
clearly distinguished from summae designed as instruction manuals for the study of philosophy and 
theology, see: Wolfgang Kemp in Haverkamp and Lachmann, Memoria: 278 note 34; compare: Yates, Art 
o f  Memory: 85.
55. For a comparison o f the Muhadarat and Ibn Qutaiba’s cUyun al-ahbar that documents how the older 
Ibn Qutaiba recorded the origins o f his excerpts more completely and provided in the introduction a lengthy 
explication o f contents and arrangements, see: Thomas, “Concept o f Muhadara”: 201-205 (citing of 
sources) and 227-238 (explication o f contents and arrangement in the introduction).
56. See above, chapter II, note 141.
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Rawandl disqualified as a plagiarist.57 While the common criticism reflects the problems 
that compilations, be they anthologies or miscellanies, pose to modem scholars, it is of 
little explanatory value for the question of how Middle-Eastern audiences used, and 
continue to use, these compilations. The analysis of the reception of these two works did 
not yield any evidence that, until the beginning of the twentieth-century, readers of either 
work missed complete bibliographical references to the excerpted material. Moreover, 
the consistent use of isnads with regard to the transmission of religious and legal 
knowledge suggests that the identification of sources, be they people or books, depended 
on the context in which they were cited, implying that the usefulness of the Muhadarat 
and the Rahat was not bound to the full disclosure of their many sources.58
Ragib’s survey displays the Muhadarat's contents within a thematic grid of 
sections and rubrics that ordered the myriad of short excerpts and therefore allowed his 
readers to search the chapter sequence with the help of thematic keywords.59 The use of 
the grid reflects that exemplary expressions of literary Arabic are the building blocks of 
the anthology, which, conversely, are sorted within a thematically organized card
57. See above, chapter III, note 243.
58. Parkes, “Influence”: “The practice o f indicating sources in the margin derived from earlier manuscripts 
is here [i.e., in glossed Bible commentaries o f the twelfth century] systematized, and becomes the ancestor 
o f the modem scholarly apparatus o f footnotes.” (116-117).
For the assumption that the incomplete referencing o f his sources, especially his casual dispensation with 
isnads, suggests Ragib’s independence from the literary tradition, see: SarisI, Al-Ragib al-Isfahanf. 151; and 
Thomas, “The Concept o f Muhadara”: 201-202.
59. Anderson, Imagined Communities', “a totalizing classificatory grid which could be applied with endless 
flexibility to anything under the state’s real or contemplated control: peoples, regions, religions, languages, 
products, monuments, and so forth. The effect o f the grid was always to be able to say o f anything that it 
was this, and not that; it belonged here, not there. ... The particular always stood as a provisional 
representative o f a series, and was to be handled in this light.” (184).
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catalogue. In contrast, the Rahat is a miscellany focused on the Great Seljuq sultanate. 
Although Rawandl enriched his text with a multitude of quotations in verse and prose,60 
he composed a coherent text from different sources, dividing the text into three thematic 
parts on justice, institutional history, and courtly etiquette. Rawandl summarized the 
contents of the miscellany in whole sentences, but he did not identify its three parts as 
separate units, and did not number them in sequence. He presented his survey of contents 
as an outline highlighting principal components, irrespective of whether they were parts, 
chapters, sections, or poems.61 The introductory heading—“fihrist-i kitab-i Rahat al- 
sudur wa-ayat al-surur u-tartlb-i mustaudacat-i an az funun-i °ilm”62—contains the 
technical terms fihrist and tartib, indicating that the list of components {fihrist) is 
supplemented with analytical remarks about their arrangement (tartib).63
60. For identified Arabic proverbs as well as excerpts from poetry (si'r) and epics (matnawi), see:
Rawandl, Rahat: XXII-XXVI. That anthologies have been used for both dressing up a text with fancy 
citations and identifying excerpts is demonstrated by Iqbal’s use o f the Kitab al-fara’id wa-l-qala'id (Book 
of Precious Gems and Necklaces) by Abu Mansur cAbd al-Malik al-Ta°alibI (961-1038). Since Iqbal 
identified the Rahat's Arabic proverbs with the help o f Ta'alibl’s anthology, he concluded that Rawandl had 
excerpted Tacalibi’s anthology: “In all, the author [i.e., Rawandl] cites 264 Arabic proverbs, almost all o f  
them borrowed without any acknowledgment from Thacalibi’s book” (XXII).
61. Rawandl, Rahat: 63 lines 5-19.
62. Rawandl, Rahat: 63 lines 3-4.
63. Gacek, Arabic Manuscript Tradition: 53 s.v. tartib, and 111 s.v. fihris, fihrist.
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Table 13. Contents o f the Rahat as outlined by Rawandl in the introduction.
Praise of God
Panegyric of Muhammad as well as of his family, his companions, and the imams of the 
faith
Panegyric of Kai Husrau
Qasida by the author
The author about himself and his book
Justice that is the character of Kai Husrau
Brief history of the monarchy and the institution of the sultanate of the Seljuq family, 
including the mention of contemporary poets and poems recited before these 
excellencies, while every reign is concluded with an invocation and a qasida on 
behalf of Kai Husrau 
Chapter about the etiquette of boon companions, wine, and the playing of chess and 
backgammon
Chapter about archery, horse racing, and
the etiquette of the hunt, the royal court, battle, and banquet 
Chapter about calligraphy 
Chapter about numerical divination 
Short chapter about potency-enhancing drugs 
The conclusion consisting of some jokes and risque stories
A comparison of this list with the sequence of the headings in the unique 
manuscript reveals two conspicuous differences between the survey of contents and the 
actual text of the Rahat. Both differences indicate that the survey of contents oriented the 
reader without being absolutely binding for that which was going to come. The first 
difference is that Rawandl, as discussed in connection with his autobiographical 
statement, did not adhere to his own outline.64 He ended the miscellany after the chapter 
about numerical divination and added an apologetic postscript about his change of mind.65
64. See above, chapter III, note 184.
65. Rawandl, Rahat'. “u-agarce dar fihrist-i kitab sart rafte bud ke hatm-i dar madahik karde nabud gacml 
az buzurgan u-dustan ilhah u-iqtirah farmudand ke daman az an kaslde u-bardlde ml bayad dast £e sugli bl 
adabane ast u-az bahr-i tafarrug-i hawass u-tanazzuh-i 'awamm an-ra gudagane kitabl sahtan u-In kitab bar 
duca-yi daulat-i padisah hatm kardan u-In hidmat bi-hazl-i masub nakardan u-bar fawayid-i cilml u-duca-yi 
daulat-i sultan-i calam bi-ahir awardan” Although in the list o f  the book it was stipulated that he [i.e.,
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It is arresting is that Ilyas b. cAbd Allah, the scribe of the unique manuscript, adjusted
neither the survey nor the postscript to the actual contents of the miscellany. The
observation suggests that, although within the manuscript tradition the correction of
mistakes belonged to a scribe’s responsibilities, Ilyas b. cAbd Allah did not consider this
discrepancy something he was obliged or authorized to fix. His hands-off attitude
corresponds to the absence of any traces that the owners or readers of the manuscript felt
the urge to scribble notes about this discrepancy on the margins or to add their own
surveys of contents to the text of the Rahat.66
The other difference concerns the role that Rawandl assigned to poetry in general
and panegyric poetry in particular. In the survey of contents in the introduction, he
expounded which poetry he would adduce in the institutional history:
Let me briefly tell the history of the reign and the institution of the sultanate of the 
Seljuq family. Let me recall the contemporary poets and the poems that they 
recited for these excellencies. At the end of the account of every reign, let me say 
an invocation on behalf of the monarch Kai Husrau and a poem in his praise.67
Rawandi\ concluded with funny stories, it was not. A number ofgreat men and friends urged and proposed  
that, since such an occupation is not courteous, he must withdraw the chapter to write it as a separate book 
fo r  the sake o f  the recreation o f  noble people and the diversion o f  common folks and to conclude instead 
with an invocation to the monarch’s good fortune, and not to render this service with tainted bawdry jokes 
and to bring instead at the end erudite remarks and an invocation to the good fortune o f  the sultan o f  the 
world. (457-458).
66. The unique manuscript has a contemporary thirteenth-century binding, though it is unknown when the 
binding was joined to the manuscript: Richard, “Paris, Bibliotheque nationale, MS supplement pers.1314;” 
and Richard, Splendeurs persons: 42 s.v. 8. The manuscript was cropped for the binding; see above, 
chapter II, note 185. Theoretically, it is possible that a later added survey of contents was removed when 
the Rahat manuscript was bound, or rebound.
67. Rawandl, Rahat: “tarih-i padisahi u-a’In-i sultanat-i al-i Salguq bar sabll-i ihtisar biguyam u-dikr-i 
sucara-yi muta’ahhir u-sicr-ha’i  ke dar hadrat-i isan hwande and biyaram u-dar ahir-i dikr-i har sultan! du°a- 
yi padi§ah-i Kaihusrau biguyam u-qaside-yi madh-i u” (63).
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On the one hand, Rawandl would include the poetry composed for and about various 
Great Seljuq sultans. On the other, he would conclude each chapter with an invocation 
and poetry on behalf of his dedicatee. This interest in poetry is not recognizable if  the 
headings of the manuscript serve as guideposts for summarizing the contents of the 
miscellany. Not every poem has its own overlined and rubricated heading. Moreover, 
Rawandl wrote his miscellany in a formal style, so the text is permeated with citations in 
prose and verse.68 In the unique manuscript, Ilyas b. cAbd Allah relied on distinct page 
layouts to clearly set off verses from prose, utilizing for instance columns and 
considerably larger margins for the poems. The poetry is therefore easy to find, even 
when just casually flipping through the manuscript. In the twentieth-century imprint, 
however, the visual differentiation between verses and prose is much less striking. The 
following table of the complete poems and verses that Rawandl cited at the end of each 
chapter illustrates how he adhered to his two rules for the quotation of poetry.
Table 14. Poems and verses cited in each chapter of the institutional history of the Rahat.
The beginning of 







= stanzaic panegyric by Rawandl
in praise of Kai Husrau = p. 114—116
= qasida 1 by Rawandl in praise of Kai Husrau = p. 123-124
= excerpt from < Nizami’s Husrau u-SIrm >
in praise of Kai Husrau = p. 13 8
= qasida 2 by Rawandl in praise of Kai Husrau = p. 150-152
= Rawandl’s duca ’ on behalf of Kai Husrau = p. 165-167
68. For Rawandl’s formal style, see above, chapter II, note 213; and chapter III, note 250.
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San gar = qasida 1 by Hasan al-GaznawI = p. 187-189
= qasida 2 by Hasan al-GaznawI = p. 189-192
= qasida 3 by Hasan al-6aznawl = p. 192-193
= qasida 4 by Hasan al-GaznawI = p. 193-196
= qasida 1 by Anwari = p. 196-198
= duca by Anwari on behalf of Sulaiman = p .198
= qasida 2 by Anwari = p. 199-200
= qifa 1 by Anwari = p.200-201
= qifa 2 by Anwari = p.201
= qifa 3 by Anwari = p.201
= panegyric verses by Anwari = p.202
= five dubait by Anwari = p.202-203
Mahm ud II = qasida 3 by Rawandl in praise of Kai Husrau = p.206-208
Tugril II = qasida 1 by cImadI = p.210-212
= qasida 2 by cImadI = p.212-214
= qasida 4 by Rawandl in praise of Kai Husrau = p.222-224
Masud = muhtarat from an Arabic qasida by Tugra’I = p.240-241
= martiya by Hasan al-Gaznawi = p.246-248
= qifa  by Rawandl
used as duca on behalf of Kai Husrau = p.248-249
Malik Sah III = stanzaic panegyric by Hasan al-Gaznawi = p.251-254
= qasida 5 by Rawandl on behalf of Kai Husrau = p.257-258
Muhammad II = qasida 6 by Rawandl on behalf of Kai Husrau = p.271-274
Sulaiman = qasida 5 by Hasan al-Gaznawi = p.275-277
= qasida 7 by Rawandl in praise of Kai Husrau = p.280-281
Arslan = qasida 1 by Muglr al-DIn al-Bailaqanl = p.301-305
= qasida 2 by Muglr al-DIn al-Bailaqanl = p.305-309
= qasida 3 by Muglr al-DIn al-Bailaqanl = p.309-313
= qasida 4 by Muglr al-DIn al-Bailaqanl = p.313-319
= qasida 5 by Muglr al-DIn al-Bailaqanl = p.319-322
= martiya by Muglr al-DIn al-Bailaqanl = p.322-327
= stanzaic panegyric by Ahslkati = p.327-330
Tugril III -  martiya by Rawandl about the execution
of his former employer cArab Sah = p.353-355
= verses from a martiya by < cImadi > = p.372
= verses from a martiya by 
< Gamal al-DIn b. cAbd al-Razzaq al-isfahanl > = p.373
= verses from a martiya by 
< Gamal al-DIn b. cAbd al-Razzaq al-Isfahanl > = p.373-374
= verses from a martiya by 
< Gamal al-DIn b. cAbd al-Razzaq al-isfahanl > = p.374
The conquest of 
the Khwarazm Shahs■ = qasida 8 by Rawandl in praise of Kai Husrau = p.403—405
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Even though Rawandl did not end every chapter with poetry on behalf of his 
dedicatee, he always included invocations on behalf of Kai Husrau, and, after the 
introductory chapter about the rise of the Seljuq family, he ended every chapter with 
poetry. The table shows that Rawandl used his own poems whenever there were no 
contemporary poems available. Two exceptions are remarkable. Rawandl concluded the 
chapter about Malik Sah I (ruled 1073-1092) with thirteen lines from Nizami’s Husrau 
u-Strm, as usual without identifying the epic (matnawf) or its author.69 In the chapter 
about Tugril III, he quoted verses from elegies without attributing them to cImadI (died 
1186) and Gamal al-DIn b. cAbd al-Razzaq al-isfahanl (died 1192).70 Since TmadI and 
Gamal al-DIn died before Tugril III was killed in battle in the spring of 1194, none of the 
cited lines was actually composed about the death of the last Great Seljuq sultan. Still, 
Rawandl’s omission is salient because, earlier in the text, when he cited poems (qasida) 
and not just verses (sfr), he had properly attributed those to Gamal al-DIn and TmadI.71 
Otherwise Rawandl clearly identified the authors72 whenever he quoted poems and longer 
selections of verses in the institutional history, though he did not document how he had 
learned these poems, from teachers, friends, or written anthologies and divans.
69. Rawandl, Rahat: 137-138, and 137 note 2 for Iqbal’s identification o f the excerpt. For Rawandl’s 
approach to Husrau u-Slrm, see above, chapter III, note 245.
70. Rawandl, Rahat: 372 lines 1-9 and 371 note 5 (cImadI); and 373 lines 1-7 and note 372 note 3, 373 
linel 1-374 line 7 and 373 note 1, and 374 lines 9-13 and 374 note 4 (Gamal al-DIn).
71. Rawandl, Rahat: 33 lines 10-11 (Gamal al-DIn); and 210 line 4 (cImadI).
72. Rawandl, Rahat: 187 line 13 (Hasan al-Gaznawi); 196 line 3 (Anwari); 210 line 4 (cImadI); 239 line 14 
(Tugra’I); 245 line 18, 252 line 7, and 275 lines 10-11 (Hasan al-Gaznawi); 301 line 13 (Muglr al-DIn al- 
Bailaqanl); and 327 line 11 (al-Atlr al-AhsIkatl).
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In the chapter about Sangar (ruled 1118-1157), Rawandl included for the first
time multiple poems, and felt obliged in this context to further explain his policy of
selecting poetry about the Seljuq sultans:
It has been stipulated in the list of the Rahat al-sudur that, although the 
panegyrists of the sultans of the family of Salguq are many, the poetry of 
contemporary poets will be adduced. From every poem no more than one- 
hundred to two-hundred distichs are adduced so that the illuminated mind of the 
monarch does not get bored and is not wearied and, instead, seeks entertainment 
from it and pursues the course of pleasure. The praise of every sultan will be 
adduced in the history of his state.73
Rawandl clarified that he focused on contemporary poetry despite the multitude of poets
who had composed panegyrics for the Great Seljuqs. With the exception of Tugra’I,
Rawandl quoted the work of poets who lived in the second half of the twelfth century,
probably all at least a generation older than himself: Hasan al-Gaznawi (died c. 1161),
Anwari (died between 1150 and 1200), Tmadi, Muglr al-DIn al-Bailaqanl (fl. 1160-1176),
and al-Atlr al-AhsIkatl (died c. 1182). Rawandl then argued that he significantly
shortened the included poetry to fight off his dedicatee’s fatigue. This admission
indicates that naming the author and using the term qasida does not exclude the
possibility that Rawandl edited the poems to fit the purposes of his miscellany. But the
liberty to pick and choose also recalls the anecdote in which Hasan al-Gaznawi explained
how to become a poet: The aspiring poet is advised to select and memorize up to two-
hundred lines from the acknowledged tradition, comprising the Persian poets Tmadi,
Anwari, Hasan al-Gaznawi, and Abu al-Farag RunI (died between 1098 andl 114), as
73. Rawandl, Rahat: “sart rafte ast dar fihrist-i kitab-i Rahat al-sudur ke agarce madihan-i salatln-i al-i 
Salguq bisyar-and sicr-i muta’ahhiran awarde sawad u-az har sicri qadr-i sad ya diwist bait bis nabasad ta 
hatir-i munauwar-i hudawand sa’amat naglrad u-malalat napadlrad u-az an tamasa guyad u-rah-i tafarrug 
puyad u-madh-i har sultanl dar ta’rih-i daulat-i u awarde sawad” (193).
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well as Arabic proverbs, Arabic poetry, and the Sahname.14 These observations suggest 
that the poetic canon of acknowledged masterworks has an intrinsic quality that does not 
prohibit editing the actual text of these masterworks. Their outstanding quality is not 
diminished if lesser masters revised them for incorporation into their own works. It is 
significant that Rawandl perceived the need to amend his introduction by explicitly 
stating that he would not quote complete poems.
Rawandl’s attitude toward the survey of contents in the introduction of the Rahat 
corresponds to the absence of any traces of updated surveys of contents of Muhadarat 
fragments. Rawandl took the liberty to deviate from his own outline without updating the 
survey of contents, whereas neither scribes nor readers wrote new actualized surveys for 
the contents of incomplete Muhadarat manuscripts. In the two unlike compilations, the 
survey of contents enjoyed essentially the same function as a useful, though not 
indispensable, means of orientation. These considerations about the attitudes of author 
and readers toward an obligatory component of an Islamic manuscript suggest two lines 
of inquiry that are beyond the scope of this research. On the one hand, a comparison 
between drafts and final versions with regard to the presentation of the survey of contents 
could provide insights into the writing process.75 The interpretation of the observation 
that Rawandl did not adjust and specify the survey of contents in the introduction hinges 
also on the answer to the question of how Rawandl utilized outlines and drafts while 
composing the miscellany. Unfortunately, this question cannot be answered for Rawandl
74. See above, chapter III, note 170.
75. For considerations o f how to imagine writing processes in the manuscript age, see above, chapter II, 
note 36; and chapter III, note 206.
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because the Rahat is only extant in a unique manuscript. On the other hand, the analysis 
of the survey of contents in others works, for which a rich manuscript tradition has been 
preserved, so that changes would be recognizable, should yield broader evidence for the 
attitudes toward this orientation device in general, and for the relationship between 
specific literary genres and the available formats of a survey of contents in particular.
The available data for the Muhadarat suggest that its contents was not updated over the 
centuries, yet it is sensible to distinguish between conservatism in the field of language 
teaching and the practical needs to adjust, for example, the contents of legal and medical 
handbooks to political, socioeconomic, and scientific developments.
Only when the complete Muhadarat imprint was published in Egypt and the 
critical edition of the Rahat appeared in Britain did editors create separate tables of 
contents that supplemented, but did not substitute, the survey of contents in the 
introduction. For his 1870 edition of the Muhadarat, Samaluti collated manuscript 
fragments and provided a distinct Ottoman-style table of contents with pagination.76 His 
editorial decisions neither to delete the survey from the introduction nor to eliminate 
discrepancies77 between his new table of contents and the transmitted survey of contents
76. Unfortunately, Samaluti did not provide any information about the manuscript sources of the 1870 
edition; see above, chapter II, note 97. Considering the Ottoman style o f this imprint, it is theoretically 
possible that Samaluti relied on an Ottoman fragment, already equipped with an Ottoman-style table of 
contents; see above, chapter II, note 42.
77. In the fourth chapter, for example, the discrepancies between the headings o f the last two sections are 
not resolved: Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Samaluti, 1: 3, as well as iii (table o f contents) and 184. That this 
discrepancy appears unchanged in the Beirut edition is further evidence for the, repeatedly mentioned, 
direct link between the imprints o f  1870 and 1961: Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Beirut, 1: 9, as well as 368 (table 
o f contents) and 292. Discrepancies between the survey o f  contents in the introduction, the French-style 
table o f contents, and the headings o f chapters and sections within the text o f the Beirut edition have been 
noted as matters o f fact by Thomas, “Concept o f Muhadara”: 243-248; compare 178 note 38.
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are illuminating, because he worked toward the end of the manuscript age in the Middle 
East, and hence was familiar with both manuscripts and imprints. The twentieth-century 
editors of the Muhadarat and the Rahat also perceived paginated tables of contents as 
necessary, and made the same decisions as Samaluti. In the Beirut edition of the 
Muhadarat and in the critical edition of the Rahat, the survey of contents has been 
retained in the introduction,78 while new tables of contents were added. In the anonymous 
Beirut edition a partial table of contents follows in accordance with French conventions 
concerning the text of individual volumes.79 Iqbal adhered to British conventions and 
placed his own table of contents, covering parts and chapters of the Rahat as well as his 
own critical apparatus, at the beginning.80 In the 1993 edition of the Muhadarat's Persian 
abridgment, Mugahid included a literal translation of Ragib’s introduction, complete with 
the survey of contents, because the three preserved manuscripts of the Persian abridgment 
had neither an introduction nor a survey of contents.81 Mugahid set off this supplement 
through a separate pagination and inserted it between his own introduction and the first 
chapter of the anthology, thus placing it in the traditional position in Islamic manuscripts, 
so that the survey of contents directly precedes the beginning of the anthology.82 He
78. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Beirut, 1: 8-11; and Rawandl, Rahat. 63 lines 5-19. Iqbal’s critical edition 
preserved the solid and unilluminated text-block of the unique Rahat manuscript, but in the Beirut edition of  
the Muhadarat the original text-block is broken down into twenty-five bold chapter headings, the respective 
sections o f which follow as text-block paragraphs.
79. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Beirut, 1: 368, 2: 729, and 4: 725; the missing table o f contents for the third 
volume is probably a production error.
80. Rawandl, Rahat: glm-dal.
81. Ragib, Nawadir: alif note 1.
82. Ragib. Nawadir. g lm -ha\
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formatted the survey as a paginated table of contents, documenting, though not 
commenting on, the conspicuous fact that the table of the unabridged Arabic original also 
fit the seventeenth-century Persian abridgment. His obvious concern for equipping his 
readers with an orientation device for the anthology did not prevent the curious omission 
that the critical edition lacks a table of contents to facilitate access to Mugahid’s own 
introduction and apparatus.
IV. c. How to make sense of parataxis: Or do rerum and ordo artium
In the Muhadarat and the Rahat the contents are arranged in a paratactic sequence that 
presents all components on the same level. As already discussed, the paratactic order has 
been interpreted as an open, descending order. But this interpretation is not only 
untenable on logical grounds, it is also invalidated by the surveys of contents that Ragib 
and Rawandl included in their introductions to orient their audiences. How the authors 
summarized the contents of their compilations documents that different forms of a 
hypotactic order are subsumed under the overarching paratactic order. In the Muhadarat, 
the paratactic chapter sequence is the foundation of a three-layered text divided into 
chapters, sections, and rubrics. Ragib combined parataxis and hypotaxis through 
organizing the literary excerpts within the individual chapters through a thematic grid of 
sections and rubrics. In the introduction he reduced the complexity of his three-layered 
text by devising a two-layered survey of chapters and sections to outline the contents of 
the anthology. In the Rahat, Rawandl made hierarchical decisions when he merged the 
concept of an institutional history with that of an anthology of poems. The successive
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reigns of the Great Seljuq sultans constitute the chronological framework into which the
selected poems are incorporated. Rawandl alluded to his joining of parataxis and
hypotaxis by using the technical terms fihrist and tartib when he summarized the contents
of the miscellany in the introduction.
These observations about the cooperation between parataxis and hypotaxis in both
compilations illustrate the pragmatic necessity of relying on a minimum of rules to
accommodate a maximum of material: The less rules the reader must apply to search a
text, the more accessible its contents, and the more useful the resulting book. Although
fairly obvious, this commonsense consideration is significant because the Muhadarat and
the Rahat are complex, comprehensive works. The pragmatic necessity reflects that both
compilations were conceived as textbooks, and pragmatic considerations must have
influenced the arrangement of their contents. Yet the structural prominence of their
paratactic backbones corresponds to a lower degree of hierarchical systematization that in
turn causes, on the one hand, the impression of a vast collection of loosely connected
excerpts, and veils, on the other hand, the high selectivity of the contents. Neither Ragib
nor Rawandl claimed to cover everything in their compilation. The Muhadarat is a tool
to hone the reader’s grasp of literary Arabic:
An outstanding man is whoever directs his ambition to an object of respect such 
as this book, and whoever is adorned with the masterpieces of Arabic letters so 
that therewith he becomes liberated in his language and fluent in his eloquence. 
From how many men of letters did the spontaneity of speech stay away in many 
situations!83
83. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Beirut, 1: “Auwal man yasrifu himmata-hu ila muracat mitla hada al-kitab man 
tahalla bi-turaf min al-adab fa-yaslra bi-hl tallq al-lisan dafiq al-bayan fa-kam min al-adib tataqacadu bi-hl 
badahat al-maqal” (7-8).
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In contrast, the exploration of how Seljuq rule was lost and how it could be reconstituted
in western Iran if a Seljuq sultan were to defeat the Khwarazm Shahs, justifies calling the
Rahat a political pamphlet:
The purpose of this compilation is the remembrance of the titles, names, and 
noble lineage of the just monarch and victorious sultan ... Abu al-Fath Kai Husrau 
b. Qilig Arslan b. Mascud b. Qilig Arslan b. Sulaiman b. Qara Arslan GazI b. 
Qutalmis b. Isra’il b. Salguq—may God extend the shadow of his state to the East 
and the West. ... the victorious sultan and the great man of his age Abu al-Fath 
Kai Husrau—may God make his state everlasting—may study and understand that 
the embellishment of angels is praising and exulting God, the embellishment of 
prophets knowledge and worship, and the embellishment of kings justice and 
administration.84
This lower degree of hierarchical systematization allowed nevertheless for an 
efficient way of organizing the contents because in both compilations the arrangement of 
the presented data (ordo materiae) can be explicated as topical (ordo rerum) as well as 
systematic (ordo artium).85 The topical and the systematic arrangement differ as to how 
they mediate knowledge, although both aim at providing the reader with a comprehensive 
representation of the cosmos, or at least parts thereof, understood as a mimetic copy 
(imago) or a mirror (speculum)}6 The topical arrangement constructs an order of the data
84. Rawandl, Rahat “u-garad azln magmuce dikr-i alqab u-nam u-nasab-i sarif-i padisah-i cadil u-sultan-i 
qahir... Abu al-Fatah Kaihusrau b. Qilig Arslan b. Mascud b. Qilig Arslan b. Sulaiman b. Qara Arslan GazI 
b. Qutalmis b. Isra’il b. Salguq madda Allah cala al-hafiqain zill daulati-hl ast ... sultan-i qahir u-cazlm al- 
dahr Kaihusrau hallada Allah daulata-hu mutalacat farmayad u-bidanad ke hilyat-i mala’ike tasblh u-tahlil 
ast u-hilyat-i anbiya cilm u-cibadat u-hilyat-i muluk cadl u-siyasat.” (64-65).
85. For a concise description o f ordo rerum and ordo artium as concepts o f  classification, see: Christel 
Meier in Binkley, Pre-modern Encyclopaedic Texts: 104-111; compare: Wolfgang Kemp in Haverkamp 
and Lachmann, Memoria: “diesen beiden Memorisierungsstrategien: Thema und Schema” (273).
86. Christel Meier in Keller, Pragmatische Schriftlichkeit: “einer Gegeniiberstellung der alteren 
Totalitatsvorstellung in der Abbildung des ordo rerum und der neueren der Vermittlung der Welt durch den 
ordo artium” (157 note 5).
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themselves, beginning with the question of what the phenomena are within the world.87 
But the systematic arrangement gives access to data about the cosmos through the 
gateways of the established disciplines and their sciences, starting with the question of 
how any knowledge about the phenomena of the world can be obtained. Both 
arrangements are analytical as well as synthetic because every comprehensive 
representation of phenomena depends on analytical decisions about the hierarchical 
relationships among the data to construct their synthetic order. In the Muhadarat and the 
Rahat, the linear sequences of components can be analyzed as associative chains of either 
topics {ordo rerum) or disciplines {ordo artium) that in turn produce syntheses of literary 
Arabic and Seljuq politics, respectively.
87. For how the topical arrangement combines associative chains (Sachgruppenordnung) with arguments, 
see: Wolfgang Kemp in Haverkamp and Lachmann, Memoria: “Die Memorierbarkeit und die 
Eindriicklichkeit dieser Werke ist eine Funktion der divisio, sie mussen nicht den Weg der antiken 
Mnemotechnik nehmen und erst Bilder und dann raumliche Anordnung werden. Was thematische Predigt 
und philosophischen Lehrgegenstand anbetrifft, so konnen sie das auch gar nicht: sie verweigem sich einer 
Umwandlung in metaphorica. Sie sind weniger fallbezogen als argumentative (276); and “es [geht] dem 
Philosophen [i.e., Thomas von Aquin] und seinen Schulem nicht um eine Ordnung im Sinne von 
vorausgehender Strukturierung und Programmierung, sondem um ein assoziationstheoretisches Konzept 
von Zuordnung und Vorstellungsreihe” (277).
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Table 15. The topical arrangement of the Muhadarat.
Nature of knowledge 1 Reason, knowledge, and ignoran
Official power 2 Rule
Official relations between men 3 Justice, injustice, and clemency
4 Support, loyalty, and betrayal
Private relations between kin 5 Paternity, filiation, and kin
6 Gratitude and slander
Business relations between men 7 Ambitions
8 Professions and poverty
9 Giftgiving and begging







Congenital human features 17 Human physiognomy
Created human accessories 18 Clothes and bedding
Faith 19 Censure of this world
20 Denominations and observances
21 Death
Non-human environment 22 Heaven, places, and plants
23 Angels and spirits
24 Animals
Catchall 25 Miscellanea
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Table 16. The systematic arrangement of the Muhadarat.
I E p is t e m o l o g y
Nature o f knowledge
II E t h ic s
Official power
Official relations between men 
Private relations between kin 
Business relations between men
Private relations between men
Congenital human features 
Created human accessories
Reason, knowledge, and ignorance
2 Rule
3 Justice, injustice, and clemency
4 Support, loyalty, and betrayal
5 Paternity, filiation, and kin
6 Gratitude and slander
7 Ambitions
8 Professions and poverty









18 Clothes and bedding
III T h e o l o g y
Faith 19 Censure of this world
20 Denominations and observances
21 Death
IV  C o s m o g r a p h y
Non-human environment 22 Heaven, places, and plants
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Table 17. The topical arrangement of the Rahat.
Justice (cadl u-sitayis-i insaf)
Sultanate of the Great Seljuqs (tarih-ha u-sicr-ha) The beginning of the Seljuq sultanate


















The conquest of the Khwarazm Shahs
Boon companions and board games 
Wine
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Table 18. The systematic arrangement Rahat.
1.1 E t h ic s
Justice (cadl u-sitayis-i insaf)
1.2 A p p lie d  e t h i c s  I: P o l i t i c s
Sultanate o f the Great Seljuqs (tarih-ha u-sicr-ha) The beginning of the Seljuq sultanate
Tugril I 
Alb Arslan 












The conquest of the Khwarazm Shahs
1.3 A p p lie d  e t h i c s  II: C o u r t l y  E t i q u e t t e
Skills expected o f rulers (fasl-ha-yi musbic)
Behavior in groups Boon companions and board games
Wine
Physical fitness Horse racing and archery
Hunting
II L it e r a c y
Administration Calligraphy
Numerical divination
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That the linear sequence of parts, chapters, or sections in both the Muhadarat and 
the Rahat can be interpreted as topical as well as systematic arrangement constitutes an 
arresting difference between these Middle-Eastern compilations and their medieval 
European counterparts. In the Latin West, the distinction between topical and systematic 
arrangements allows for the documentation of how in comprehensive compilations the 
classification of data changed in the thirteen century, marking the shift from a 
predominantly cosmological perspective to a more anthropocentric viewpoint. The 
Speculum maius (c. 1256-1259) by Vincent of Beauvais and the Tresor (c. 1260-1270) by 
Brunetto Latini illustrate that authors usually organized the contents of compilations 
either as ordo rerum or as ordo artium}% The already mentioned contemporaneous 
developments in the classification of literary excerpts in Latin anthologies are another 
example of the growing influence of the artes and their concrete educational goals on the 
compilation of textbooks. The practical needs of ars dictaminis and artes praecandi, for 
example, are reflected in subsuming the riches of exemplary quotations under a sequence 
of subject matters. The concept of an explicit canon of authoritative works is abandoned 
in favor of how to apply that which a discipline teaches it students. This observation 
raises the question of how to explain that Ragib and Rawandl designed the contents of 
their compilations in a manner that privileged the subject matters while downplaying their 
implicit topical and systematic arrangements. It is deplorable that due to the lack of 
research this question cannot be answered. On the one hand, the Muhadarat and the
88. For manuscripts and editions o f both compilations, see: Twomey, “Medieval Encyclopedias”: 198-199 
(Vincent of Beauvais) and 209-211 (Brunetto Latini). For the intellectual context for the European 
transition from ordo rerum to ordo artium, see: Meier, “ COSM O S POLITICUS” : 315-334; compare: Christel 
Meier in Keller, Pragmatische Schriftlichkeit: 166-175.
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Rahat cannot be contextualized within the history of Arabic and Persian compilations 
since the eighth century. On the other hand, the arrangement of their contents cannot be 
compared to how, in compilations, the organization of contents developed over time.89 
But asking this question is constructive because it illustrates again the lack of research on 
medieval Arabic and Persian literature, and serves as reminder that Ragib and Rawandi 
designed their compilations for literate audiences already familiar with anthologies and 
miscellanies. Readers can be expected to know the organization of works that comply 
with the conventions of well-established literary genres so that authors can spare 
themselves detailed explanations, instructions, and surveys of contents. Seen against this 
background it becomes much less astonishing that in both compilations the authors did 
not utilize either of these inherent concepts of order to provide an orientation device, 
although topical and systematic arrangements were well-established means of 
memorization, and thus facilitated orientation. Nor did either author represent the 
conception of his compilation in a diagram, visualizing the arrangement of its contents.90
The juxtaposition of topical and systematic arrangements reveals that the 
Muhadarat and the Rahat share another characteristic that is not evident within the linear 
sequence of their components: The first chapter serves two functions because it identifies 
the respective educational goal that in turn unites the diverse components of the work,
89. For a first thematic exploration o f Arabic anthologies, see: Rosenthal, Knowledge Triumphant:
252-277 (cilm); and Rowson, “Categorization o f Gender” {mugun or suhf).
90. On diagrams as a means for the visual representation o f knowledge as well as mnemonic device, see: 
Renate Lachmann in Haverkamp and Lachmann, Memoria: XXII-XXIV. For the development o f such 
diagrams, following the emergence o f new metaphors for the organization of knowledge, between the 
sixteenth and eighteenth centuries in western Europe, compare: Burke, Social History. 81-115, and 
especially the examples 87 fig.5, 88-89 fig.6, 97 fig.7, and 98 fig.8.
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transforming them into a cohesive whole. Ragib argued in his introduction that an 
intelligent man studies the heritage of literary Arabic because his mind’s performance is 
the combination of an innate potential with acquired knowledge.91 In the first chapter, he 
assembled excerpts about the relationship between reason, ignorance, and knowledge.92 
Rawandl, in contrast, explored in the first chapter how the powers that be—God, Iranian 
kings, caliphs, and other notables—were meting out justice.93 He sampled instances of 
just behavior in prose and verse to illustrate for his dedicatee Kai Husrau that the 
reconstitution of just Seljuq rule over western Iran behooved a just Seljuq sultan.94 
Although the first chapter identifies an educational goal, it is neither a statement of 
teaching philosophy nor a manual for how to use the compilation for self-study.95 Their 
first chapters do not give instructions, neither for how to stimulate critical thinking 
through improving verbal skills nor for how to ingrain a sense of justice. The Muhadarat
91. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Beirut: “wa-man la yatatabbacu turafan min al-fada’il al-muhallada °an alsinat 
al-awa’il fa-l-caql nau°an matbuc wa-masmuc wa-la yaslahu ahadu-huma ilia bi-l-ahir” Whoever does not 
pursue exquisite qualities among the excellent ones that were eternalized by the ancestors ’ sayings, lacks 
reason. Reason is o f  two kinds: inborn and that which has been learned by ear, and each o f the two only 
thrives in connection with the other. (1:8).
92. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Beirut, 1: 13-155. For a summary o f the first chapter with a focus on Ragib’s 
understanding o f knowledge (cilm), see: Rosenthal, Knowledge Triumphant: 270-272.
93. Rawandl, Rahat: 68-84.
94. Rawandl, Rahat “iftitah bi-cadl kardam ke sirat-i padisah-i cadl Giyat al-DIn ast u-dar har dauri 
camarat-i gahan u-amn-i °alamiyan az cadl bude ast” I  begin with justice that is the character o f  the just 
monarch (jiyat al-Dm. In every age the prosperity o f  he world and the security o f  men results from justice. 
(68 ).
95. Rosenthal, Knowledge Triumphant “Encyclopedias, too, devote hardly ever any space to the 
theoretical problems o f knowledge or consider it necessary to enter into extended discussion o f the 
praiseworthy qualities o f knowledge.” (254). There exists, however, Arabic and Persian writings on 
pedagogy that originated within the fields o f religious and philosophical education, and which needs to be 
distinguished from textbooks with teaching material: “The technical educational literature ... deals with the 
practical aspects o f how to acquire and spread knowledge. It does not require any theoretical discussion of 
what knowledge is.” (283).
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and the Rahat are not treatises on the technical aspects of education, such as pedagogy 
and didactics;96 they are textbooks filled with that which is necessary and worthwhile 
knowing. The detailed description of the educational goal in the first chapter allows the 
reader to perceive the following parts, chapters, or sections through the lens of the 
respective educational goal. This double function of the first chapter offers an 
explanation as to why the paratactic sequence with its initially dazzling diversity of data 
successfully functioned as a gateway to the contents. After the introduction and the first 
chapter the reader knows that the compiled excerpts have been selected with respect to a 
clearly identified educational goal, so that an associative chain is sufficient to arrange the 
data while an additional layer of hierarchy does not seem to improve how efficiently the 
reader can navigate the wealth of collected material. For the more complex the hierarchal 
arrangement of data, the more complex the process of retrieving information. Today, 
very long paratactic sequences in an alphabetical order are used because of their 
efficiency for the arrangement of entries in contemporary dictionaries and multi-volume 
encyclopedias, such as Webster’s Third New International Dictionary or the 
Encyclopaedia Britannica.
IV. d . The spoken word: Arabic and the umma
Ragib described the Muhadarat as an anthology with which the reader enhanced his
96. For Arabic literature on religious and philosophical education, see: Rosenthal, Knowledge Triumphant: 
277-298, compare 252-253. But Rosenthal subsumed anthologies under belles-lettres (adab), whereas he 
treated encyclopedias and mirrors for princes (Fiirstenspiegel) as educational literature. That the two 
textbooks contain neither a section on pedagogy nor a theoretical discussion of subject and methodologies 
allowed for classifying the Muhadarat and the Rahat as bad belles-lettres and bad historiography, 
respectively.
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active grasp of literary Arabic, situating his compilation within the a well-established 
tradition of written anthologies of literary Arabic in prose and in verse. Ragib, however, 
did not relate the practical linguistic benefits of his anthology to specific societal contexts 
in which his textbook would find a buying audience, inasmuch as it addressed their 
demand for the acquisition of Arabic language skills. His silence conspicuously 
corresponds to the dearth of information about the socioeconomic context in which Ragib 
compiled the anthology, since neither Ragib nor the Muhadarat can be placed into a 
specific historical context toward the end of the tenth and the beginning of the eleventh 
century in western Iran. The compilation and circulation of Latin anthologies within the 
context of ars dictaminis and artes praecandi demonstrate that the teaching of good Latin 
was limited to certain segments of the medieval European societies in which vernaculars 
had already entered the spheres of sacred and secular written literatures through Bible 
translations on the one hand and poetry and epics on the other.97 Yet the already 
examined evidence for the transmission of the Muhadarat proves that the anthology has 
stayed in circulation between Tehran and Istanbul as a popular, affordable textbook.
Even though there is no research to compare the reception of the Muhadarat to that of a 
comparable Arabic compilation, a solid knowledge of literary Arabic was considered a 
valuable asset even outside the smaller groups of professionals for whom the acquisition
97. For the uses o f Latin anthologies, see the considerations about the Florilegium Angelicum by 
Rouse and Rouse, Authentic Witnesses: “the compiler’s purpose was to provide a collection o f elegant 
quotations, from which one might draw apt and stylish phrases for the composition o f public 
pronouncements and official letters.” (110); and “The florilegium  is a reference book for discourse, for the 
writers o f  business letters. ... The florilegium  permits one to give advice, support arguments, state 
conclusions, in the eloquent language o f famous men o f letters.” (124); compare also: 124-127, 155, and 
186-188.
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of Arabic was the propaedeutic for a career in jurisprudence, theology, philosophy, or the 
sciences. While Ragib’s sales pitch drew on the personal advantages that follow from 
being fluent in literary Arabic, in the introduction he did not dwell on the professional 
gains of good Arabic language skills. Nor did he utilize the well-established topos of 
stemming the decline of civilization that was foreshadowed in the corruption of formal 
language through the rise of argot, jargon, or slang.98
Ragib used the terms muhadara and muhawara in the title,99 and the phrase f i  
maglis al-lahw in the introduction,100 to refer to conversations and gatherings. Although 
he compiled the Muhadarat as a textbook of literary Arabic, the paucity of data for the 
socioeconomic context of the anthology raises the question of how to interpret these 
references to social occasions of language use. The difficulties of placing Ragib and his 
anthology into a concrete historical context are compounded by the selected excerpts 
because they do not betray any dogmatic stance and do not include material surely datable 
after the mid tenth century. The sources of the citations that are neither Koran verses nor 
hadH are given in very general terms as far as necessary, so that the reader can link the 
prose and verse samples to a famous man, an authoritative discourse of learned men, or 
common knowledge and folklore. The short anecdotes do not provide verifiable
98. See, for example, R.W. Burchfield’s remarks about the alleged decline on standard English in Fowler, 
Modern English Usage: xi-xii.
99. Lane: 589 s.v. hadartu-hu, and 665 s.v. hawara-hu. For the thesis that the Muhadarat is an anthology o f  
apt quotables (muhadarat), see above, chapter II, notes 127-128.
100. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Beirut: “at a get-together” (1: 8); compare: Lane: 444 s.v. maglis.
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functional data; their heroes are stock characters, such as the bedouin Acrabi,101 and 
almost legendary historical personalities, such as cUmar b. al-Hattab (ruled 634—644) and 
Harun al-Rasid (ruled 786-809). These observations suggest that Ragib designed the 
Muhadarat as a prescriptive encyclopedia of the Arab-Islamic written literary tradition 
that emerged toward the end of the seventh century, and which was canonized by the 
beginning of the tenth. The compiled material is exemplary, though unlikely to reflect the 
Arabic that was spoken in western Iran toward the late tenth and the early eleventh 
century. The anthology is committed to the highly pragmatic purpose of improving its 
reader’s language skills, while presenting its contents as being far removed from 
contemporary politics and dogmatic strife.
How convincingly the Muhadarat combines these seemingly contradictory 
features to realize Ragib’s pedagogical intentions is documented by Thomas’s decision to 
interpret the terms muhadara and muhawara literally. She described the Muhadarat as “a 
corrective to a breakdown of linguistic performance,” arguing that its “pragmatic 
approach ... was reflected in the work’s main characteristics: the primarily snippet-length 
entries (for easy insertion into conversation).”102 Her sociolinguistic approach does not
101. Ragib’s treatment o f the bedouin in the Muhadarat's tenth chapter about foods is the major source for 
Sadan, “Admirable and Ridiculous Hero.”
102. Thomas, “Concept o f Muhadara"-. 240, compare 18-19 and 165-167. Her approach is informed by 
an analysis o f  the relationship between rough nomads and sophisticated city dwellers; see Sadan,
“Admirable and Ridiculous Hero”: “On the one hand, the book offers the intellectuals (udaba’) information, 
anecdotes, scholarly curiosities, and stories which help them with their conversations. On the other hand, 
the written adab draws on what is transmitted in the oral adab, as well as in other sources. ... each form 
provides the other with material. It is a rather unique phenomenon, because it does not consist o f the usual 
relationship between oral and written forms, involving the oppositions popular versus literary, canonical 
versus noncanonical.” (472); compare 484-485; and Sadan, “Harun al-Rashld”: 3-4. Sadan privileged 
writing to utilize a relationship between written source and oral discourse within the framework o f social 
history. To mine the Muhadarat for data about the relationship between Arab bedouins and the Islamic city,
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address the perennial problem of how to bridge, after the fall from grace into literacy, the 
abyss between speaking and listening, on the one hand, and writing and reading, on the 
other. Instead, she juxtaposed speech and writing as separate spheres of linguistic 
performance,103 while downplaying the roles of script and literacy to allow for the eternal 
superiority of speech in medieval Islamic societies.104 That more than five centuries after 
Ragib the Ottoman scholar Ta§kopriizade hailed the Muhadarat as an Arabic textbook is 
central to Thomas’s argument that spoken Arabic lies at the heart of Ragib’s conception 
of the Muhadarat. Nonetheless, she did not examine why Ta§kopriizade appreciated the 
anthology. Nor did she explain the applicability of a written corpus of Arabic excerpts, 
most of which originated before the tenth century, to conversations in Arabic in the 
polyglot communities of sixteenth-century Istanbul.105 Thomas did not ask why the 
contents of the anthology was not adjusted to the changing linguistic realities, if how to 
speak a better Arabic was the focus of the Muhadarat.
It is extraordinary, given its uninterrupted circulation since the eleventh century, 
that the text of the Muhadarat has never been fundamentally revised. Limited
he argued that in aesthetic texts the mention o f non-sophisticated men, such as Arab bedouins, directly 
reflects social reality. The underlying assumption is based on the axiom that poverty, baseness, vulgarity, 
and so forth are beyond aesthetic transformation so that texts about these topics have the status o f written 
documents o f an oral discourse and can be taken at face value.
103. Thomas, “Concept o f Muhadara”: “When and precisely how this standard [i.e., a fine epistolary style 
... documented in the manuals o f secretaries] was applied to the medium o f speech, and in particular, to the 
literary conversations o f the majalis, is hard to say.” (33-34); compare “in classical Arabic society... a 
permeable membrane ... between adab society and its literature, with both sources for each other.” (18-19).
104. Thomas, “Concept o f Muhadara”'. “the semiliterate, yet highly logophilic, culture o f the medieval 
Near East in which eloquent and persuasive speech was a potent and material means, not merely a 
serendipitous accessory.” (101).
105. Thomas, “Concept o f Muhadara”: 22-98, especially 46-49 (Ottoman contribution to cilm al- 
muhadara), 49—74 (Ta§kopriizade), and 74-78 (Katip Qelebi).
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experiments with the contents of the anthology attest that Ragib succeeded at being as 
succinct as necessary while covering as much of the literary tradition as possible. Even 
though the anthology was repeatedly abridged, as discussed in the second chapter, I have 
found no enlarged versions. Nor have I found in the examined manuscripts and imprints 
any evidence for changes in the chapter sequence.106 This stability is at least in part an 
effect of Ragib’s numbering of the chapters, which facilitated the preservation of the 
paratactic order of the anthology as the backbone of its thematic grid of sections and 
rubrics. The Muhadarat fragment in Halle (Saale) shows, for example, how an 
incomplete Mamluk manuscript could be converted into an Ottoman abridgment of the 
last nine chapters, to be sold without the addition of an introduction or an updated survey 
of contents.107 At the beginning of the twentieth century, Zaidan condensed the anthology 
to a slim volume, preserving the sequence of the first thirteen chapters.108 He designed 
his abridgment in the style of contemporary French books, deleting the survey of contents 
from the introduction and replacing it with a paginated and adjusted table of contents that 
follows the text.
106. Compare, for example, the Muhadarat’s chapter sequence in Flugel, Handschriften, 1: 341-342 s.v. 
369; Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, 7: 329-331 s.v. 8346; Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Beirut, 1: 8-11; and Ragib, 
Nawadir: glm -ha\ Only in Ahlwardt’s catalogue does the chapter about bravery follow the chapter about 
love; in other words, the order o f  the thirteen and fourteenth chapter is reversed. The close agreement 
between the two Arabic manuscripts, the Beirut edition, and the Persian translation is otherwise not limited 
to the chapter sequence, and extends to the division o f the chapters into sections.
107. Halle (Saale), Universitats- und Landesbibliothek Sachsen-Anhalt -  Deutsche Morgenlandische 
Gesellschaft, MS arab. 116; see above, chapter II, note 90.
108. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Zaidan. Zaidan completely deleted the tenth chapter about foods, so that he 
counted the chapter about love as his twelfth chapter; see above, chapter II, note 55. Unfortunately, Zaidan 
did not mention the sources o f his abridgment because, theoretically, he could have relied on a manuscript 
from which the tenth chapter was missing.
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The overall stability in the transmission of the Muhadarat's text becomes less 
surprising if the anthology is not considered as a textbook of tenth- or eleventh-century 
spoken Arabic. Nineteenth-century editors of abridged imprints of the Kitab a l-agm lstill 
argued, for example, that studying this tenth-century anthology of songs would improve 
their reader’s understanding of the semantic and stylistic subtleties of literary Arabic.109 
There is little reason to update a compilation, if  its contents were never understood as the 
representation of a current linguistic reality.110 But the conservatism indicated by the 
Muhadarat's reception does not directly support the thesis of the steady decline of the 
Arab-Islamic civilization, the onset of which is usually perceived to have accompanied 
the weakening of the Abbasid caliphate during the eleventh century. The chasm between 
the world captured between the covers of a textbook and a reader’s daily life is not unique 
to Middle-Eastern compilations. Their medieval European counterparts were designed as 
imago mundi and speculum mundi, yet the contemporary reality of their authors was 
usually excluded from these guides to a better understanding of God’s world.111 That the 
Muhadarat remained in demand is therefore not sufficiently explained with the appeal of 
a mediocre anthology to conservative audiences in intellectually stagnant societies.
The riches of preserved Islamic manuscripts testify to the value and prestige that 
medieval Islamic civilization placed on books, even though the actual reach of reading
109. Kilpatrick, Making the Great Book o f  Songs: 5-6.
110. For the explicit focus on already canonized material, see: Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Beirut: “wa-man la 
yatatabba°u turafan min al-fada’il al-muhallada can alsinat al-awa’il” Whoever does not pursue exquisite 
qualities among the excellent ones that were eternalized by the ancestors’ sayings, lacks reason. (1: 8).
111. Meier, “Grundziige”: “diemittelalterliche Enzyklopadie [hat] kaumje diejeweils zeitgenossische 
Welt abgebildet” (488); and “Daran hat die Forschung wiederholt AnstoB genommen.” (499 note 116).
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and writing skills in premodem Islamic societies is still a matter of conjecture and 
guesswork. The relatively late imposition of Arabic as the sole administrative language 
of the Umayyad caliphate after 698, as well as the rise of literary Persian under the 
patronage of the Samanids in the tenth century, evoke an environment in which language 
policies were not based on the modem western notion of the nation state: one language, 
one people, one territory. The active mastery of certain languages and their literary 
traditions was indispensable for specific professions and careers, but there was no 
legislation that regulated which languages individuals spoke in their private lives.112 The 
example of western Europe illustrates that the pedagogical faith in textbooks, manuals, 
and so forth is characteristic of literate societies with flourishing book markets.113 
However, direct references to conversations in book titles do not necessarily attest to the 
supremacy of the spoken word. The nineteenth-century Konversationslexikon advertised 
itself, like the Muhadarat, as a book that comes in handy whenever citizens speak with 
each other.114 The bulky Konversationslexikon—for instance, the ten volumes of
112. Anderson, Imagined Communities', “the old administrative languages were ju st that', languages used 
by and for officialdoms for their own inner convenience. There was no idea o f systematically imposing the 
language on the dynasts’ various subject populations.” (42).
113. Burke, Social History: 109-110 and 115.
114. Fuhrmann, Bildungskanon: “der Begriff >Konversation< im Titel dieses Typus von Lexika [mufi] emst 
genommen werden,... es [ging] dabei um Austausch im Bereich der Bildung, um Geselligkeit aulBerhalb 
beruflicher und geschaftlicher Zwecke, und um das biirgerliche Prinzip, auf gleichem FuBe miteinander 
umzugehen. Salons und Lesezirkel waren allerorten in Mode, und fur all das, woruber dort geredet wurde, 
stand das Lexikon als Reservoir des WiBbaren bereit.” (111); compare Gerhart von Graevenitz in 
Haverkamp and Lachmann, Memoria: 285 and 287; and Beetz, “Komplimentierbuch.” For the strikingly 
similar definition o f society as men talking with each other at social gatherings or public places, see this 
passage in which Ragib compared linguistic minimalism with the rational ethics o f ambition: Ragib, 
Muhadarat, ed. Beirut: “wa-man yatallaha fi maglis al-lahw ilia bi-macrifat al-luga wa-l-nahw kana min al- 
huddar suratan mumattilatan au bahlmatan muhmilatan wa-man la yatatabbacu turafan min al-fada’il al- 
muhallada can alsinat al-awa’il” Whoever is at a get-together only adorned with the knowledge o f  
lexicography and grammar, is a puppet or a beast among those socializing. Whoever does not pursue
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Chamber’s Encyclopaedia (1860-1868) or the fifteen volumes of the Larousse: Grand
dictionnaire universel (1864-1876)—demonstrates further that using reference books to 
improve conversations among equals must not be literally conceived as flipping through 
the pages of multiple volumes while talking to strangers at a party. The acquisition of 
language skills or knowledge must be distinguished from their practical application, even 
though leaming-while-doing can and does occur all the time. In Islamic concepts of the 
transmission of knowledge, orality is privileged, so that, conversely, reading and writing 
are presented as auxiliaries of learning and education.115 It is the personal encounter 
between teacher and student that allows for the direct and oral transmission of true and 
authoritative knowledge, whereas writing and reading are necessary only to grant and 
verify igazas and to preserve isnads, producing written proof for the oral exchange of 
knowledge."6 Ragib’s references to learned conversation and witty debate do not identify 
the Muhadarat as an advanced learner’s phrase book of spoken Arabic. On the contrary. 
They reflect orality as an epistemological principle and indicate an Islamic identity that
exquisite qualities among the excellent ones that were eternalized by the ancestors ’ sayings, lacks reason.
(1: 8); for a different translation, compare: Thomas, “Concept o f  Muhadara”: 166 note 29. She proposes to 
read “suratan mumattalatan aw bahlmatan muhmalatan” and translates accordingly “a ‘stuffed shirt’ or an 
unsupervised beast.” My translation o f “a puppet or a beast” is derived from the literal, though clumsy “an 
acting image or a negligent quadruped.”
115. Messick, Calligraphic State: “Reading and writing figure importantly in the instructional activity of 
darasa. At the same time, however, their roles were systematically kept in the background while oral 
dimensions o f the same complex were placed in the foreground. This culturally specific devaluation and 
valuation of the respective roles o f written and oral communication was integral to the larger theory of  
transmission upon which the legitimacy o f knowledge hinged.” (90). Compare: Bulliet, Islam: “The system 
o f preserving and transmitting religious lore was an oral tradition, not a memory tradition. Though many 
hadith transmitters did commit to memory the texts and the isnads they pronounced in their classes, their 
students usually wrote down every hadith verbatim, including the isnad.” (14).
116. Wilfried Bamer in Herzog and Koselleck, Epochenschwelle: ‘“Reine Form’ ist die mundliche 
Weitergabe sakralen Wissens (als Zeugnisschaft, Katachese usw.), aber auch, als diachron-personale 
Kontinuitatsbedingung, die successio der geistlichen Funktionstrager.” (13 note 56).
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imagines an umma in which a solid grasp of literary Arabic is indispensable for Arabs and 
non-Arabs alike.
IV. e. The written word: Persian and an Islamic court
The Muhadarat raises the question of the concrete purposes for which Muslims between 
Tehran and Istanbul continued to familiarize themselves with the literary Arabic tradition 
when they decided to study the anthology between the eleventh and twentieth centuries. 
The Rahat, in contrast, is so carefully tailored to its Rum Seljuq dedicatee that the 
miscellany raises the question of why anyone but Kai Husrau should bother to read it.
This juxtaposition illustrates that, even though both authors labored in obscurity in west- 
Iranian cities before the Mongol conquest, they composed their compilations for very 
different target audiences. The unspecific socioeconomic context of the Muhadarat 
allows only for general considerations about Ragib’s references to spoken Arabic, yet the 
foregrounding of an oral practice in the Arabic anthology directs attention to the 
calligraphy chapter in the Rahat. There is a stark contrast between allusions to learned 
conversation in an anthology of literary Arabic and Rawandl’s hands-on instructions in 
Persian for the execution of Arabic letters according to the concept of proportionate script 
(al-hatt al-mansub).ni It is one of the stranger aspects of the reception of the Rahat 
among nineteenth- and twentieth-century scholars that Schefer, Iqbal, Morton, 
Hillenbrand, and Meisami did not acknowledge that, whatever the literary and historical 
value of the miscellany, its thirteenth-century manuscript is a principal source for the
117. Rawandl, Rahat: 437-447.
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development of Arabic calligraphy.118 Iqbal did not even retain the sketches that show the 
proportionality of the letter shapes in the unique manuscript,119 keeping in the critical 
edition only the sketches and tables from the chapters about board games and numerical 
divination.120
In his autobiographical statement Rawandl presented himself as thoroughly 
trained in both theology and the arts of the book, so that his inclusion of a chapter about 
calligraphy served to demonstrate his professional accomplishments. Although his 
remarks on calligraphy might betray a personal bias, the inclusion of this chapter reflects 
that there was a marketplace for sophisticated writing skills, and thus that calligraphy was 
one of the bread-and-butter occupations of learned men. Every scholar whom Rawandl 
mentioned as teacher, mentor, or friend in his autobiographical statement was a 
calligrapher as well as a scholar. His maternal uncle Zain al-DIn was a tutor of the Great 
Seljuq sultan Tugril III, and as such he was also occupied with the manufacture of secular 
and sacred books in the court workshop of Tugril III. The range of Zain al-DIn’s work 
for Tugril III documents that our contemporary academic distinction between mere 
handicrafts and prestigious intellectual occupations was as irrelevant to Rawandl as the 
distinction between sacred and secular knowledge. On the one hand, a learned man could
118. For the self-confident announcement that his chapter about calligraphy would reveal previously 
undiscussed secrets, see: Rawandl, Rahat: “u-dar cilm-i hatt asran Cand ke ta In gayat kas izhar an nakarde 
ast faslT musbi0 biguyam nazman wa-natran” With regard to the knowledge o f  calligraphy, let me talk fo r  a 
fu ll chapter in verse and prose about some secrets which no one has explained to this extent. (63).
119. See above, chapter II, note 187.
120. Rawandl, Rahat: 409,410, 411, 413,450,451, and 457; compare XXVI-XXIX for Iqbal’s comments 
on these three chapters. It is ironic that Iqbal included sketches from the chapter about board games, since 
he considered it derivative. Otherwise, he found the calligraphy chapter interesting, but was much more 
intrigued by the chapter about numerical divination.
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wear many hats: instructor of theology, compiler of an anthology of poetry, and 
calligrapher. On the other hand, even though a sultan might be blamed for neglecting his 
duties on the battlefield, an appreciation for calligraphy behooved a noble Islamic ruler. 
The chapter about al-hatt al-mansub distinguishes Rawandl’s approach to calligraphy 
from Ragib’s treatment of reading and writing in Muhadarat, because its sections on 
secretaryship, spelling mistakes, and writing instruments are purely non-technical, 
providing excerpts about recitation and the value of books but no concrete instructions for 
how to execute a script.121
No political or technological reasons can be assumed to have triggered a decisive 
change in the spread of literacy in western Iran, a change that would have caused new 
societal attitudes toward calligraphy between the time of Ragib and that of Rawandl.
Since Ragib and Rawandl did not cover the same fields of knowledge in their 
compilations, their different treatment of calligraphy indicates that artistic writing skills 
did not belong to the fundamentals of every field of knowledge. Neither the Muhadarat 
nor Ragib’s official biography contain any reference as to whether this author of 
dictionaries and philosophical treatises was trained in calligraphy. The scholars who later 
included an entry about Ragib in their reference works displayed no interest in this 
particular detail. But Rawandl’s approach to calligraphy suggests that elite audiences 
with the necessary financial resources valued writing skills not only for strictly 
educational, administrative, or legal purposes. The connoisseurship of calligraphy and
121. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Beirut, 1: 96-106 (scribes and secretaryship), 106-111 (misplacement of 
diacritical marks), and 111-120 (writing instruments); the three sections are in the first chapter o f the 
anthology.
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the commodity status of books went hand in hand. Rawandi’s remarks about book 
projects and book owners manuscripts provide glimpses of the book culture at the Great 
Seljuq court.122 Despite his grief over the death of the last Great Seljuq sultan, Rawandl 
kept an eye on the whereabouts of certain books. Moreover, he presumed that toward the 
end of the first decade of the thirteenth century the Rum Seljuq sultan Kai Husrau in 
Konya cared about the destiny of manuscripts that were manufactured in the 1180s in 
Hamadan under the patronage of Tugril III. The identification of exceptional Koran 
manuscripts and an illustrated anthology of poetry in a miscellany that was dedicated to a 
reader outside western Iran raises the question of how fast news about books traveled 
among the members of various dynasties. The tracking of these manuscripts is even more 
remarkable, when seen against the background of the conquest of the Khwarazm Shahs 
late in the twelfth century.
In addition to the practical chapter on calligraphy, Rawandl made copious 
allusions to script and writing, and his miscellany appears to be steeped in a literary 
tradition that placed a premium on the written word. He relied mostly on written 
sources.123 He wrote the Rahat in Persian, since the Turkish Seljuqs had followed in the 
footsteps of other Turkish dynasties by choosing Persian as their administrative language.
122. For the thesis that coffee-table books o f high artistic quality and books for religious education were 
the two principal types o f books manufactured in premodem Islamic societies before the rise o f  an urban 
middle class in Ottoman Cairo, see: Hanna, Praise o f  Books-. 80.
123. For the observation that Rawandl rarely gave credit to the oral transmission o f knowledge, see: Cahen, 
“Historiography”: 74 note 71; compare: Rawandl, Rahat: “sanidam ke dun sultan Tugril Bik bi-Hamadan 
amad” (98 line 15); “camm-i isan Musa b. Salguq ke u-ra Yabgu Kalan guftandT” (102 lines 6-7); “sanidam 
ke Tugril Bik tin bi-baradar dad” (102 lines 8-9); “dun dikr-i cazamat u-saltanat-i hudawand-i calam ... 
bisarnd” (462 line 22—463 line 3), and passim.
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In the miscellany he endowed a pre-Islamic concept of Iranian kingship with Islamic 
legitimacy, so that his Rum Seljuq dedicatee could situate his future political actions 
within the framework of an explicitly Seljuq style of rulership. The citations from 
Persian matnawh, especially the Sahname, related their Turkish sultanate to the esteemed 
history of the Iranian kings. But the Abbasid recognition of the first Great Seljuq sultan 
Tugril Beg, which Rawandl recounted twice, in the autobiographical statement and the 
institutional history, granted their Hanafite sultanate the blessing of the Sunnite 
caliphate.124 The Rahat, however, is also written evidence for the continued importance 
of oral practices, especially the recitation of poetry and the uttering of invocations within 
the context of Seljuq court ceremonies.125 This oral dimension is expressed, on the one 
hand, in the organization of its introduction and conclusion in accordance with the model 
of Persian panegyric qasldas and, on the other hand, in the roles of poetry and invocations 
in the institutional history of the Great Seljuq sultanate.
Rawandl opened and concluded the Rahat with verses, beginning with the praise 
of God and ending with an invocation on behalf of his dedicatee.126 Although the
124. See above, chapter III, notes 196 and 255.
125. For the difficulties accompanying the written representation o f an oral practice, see the transformation 
o f oral legal customs into written legal norms in Gerhard Dilcher in Keller, Pragmatische Schriftlichkeit: 
“Auch die orale Rechtsordnung hat nattirlich bindende Regeln fur alle Beteiligten, also ‘objektives Recht’. 
Aber sie sind auch in den Konigsdiplomen nicht darstellbar als verschriftlichte Normen, sondem nur 
‘beschreibbar’ als consuetudinarium ius — aber dies sogar omnium negotiatorum -  und abzusichem iiber 
das Marktgericht, in dem dinggenossenschaftlich die mundliche Feststellung als Recht, d.h. als 
‘Herstellung’ von Urteil und Weistum erfolgt.” (15).
126. While Browne stated only that the opening doxology o f the Rahat was composed in the style o f  a 
matnawF, Meisami observed that historiography was usually not introduced with verses, and thus counted 
the opening as further evidence for Rawandi’s interest in a non-historical, rhetorical style; see: Browne, 
“Account”: 569; and Meisami, Persian Historiography: 239-240; compare the debate on Rawandl’s style 
in chapter II, notes 213-214.
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coexistence of verses, be they distichs or single lines, and prose is a regularly observed 
stylistic characteristic of both literary Arabic and literary Persian, their interaction is not 
yet fully understood.127 Still, Rawandl’s use of verses at these prominent places in the 
text seems to signal that he utilized a poetic model to frame the three parts of his 
miscellany. The sequence of eulogy (hamdala), panegyric (madh), personal statement 
{hasb-i hal), and invocation (duca ’) was first described as the model of Persian panegyric 
qasTdas that originated in post-Mongol Iran.128 While none of these four components 
originated in Persian literature,129 their combination within the Persian qaslda and the 
autobiographical potential of the hasb-i hal, which allowed the author to present his case 
to his honoree (mamduh), corresponds to the ceremonies of Islamic courts that adopted 
Persian as their official language.
127. For a consideration o f the current state o f research, see the articles by Wolfhart Heinrichs and Julie 
Scott Meisami in Harris and Reichl, Prosimetrum: 249-275 (medieval Arabic) and 295-319 (medieval 
Persian).
128. Gliinz, “Poetic Traditions.”
129. See above, chapter III, note 6.
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Table 19. The Rahals introduction and conclusion
vis-a-vis the sections of a Persian panegyric qaslda
I hamdala = opening with matnawl-excerpt in the Shahname-meter = p. 1
II madh 1: Muhammad = p.5
madh 2: sahaba and tabfun as well as Abu Hanlfa and al-SafiT = p.8
madh 3: Kai Husrau =p. l8
III hasb-i hal 1: “dikr-i ahwal-i musannif-i kitab” = p.38
hasb-i hal 2: “sabab-i talif-i In kitab” = p.57
Justice (°adl u-sitayis-i insaf) = p.68
Sultanate of the Great Seljuqs (tarih-ha u-sicr-ha) = p.85
Skills expected of rulers (fasl-ha-yi musbic) = p.405
hasb-i hal 3: “dikr-i hwab” = p.459
IV du°a’ = qaslda for Kai Husrau = p.464-467
The poetic model provided Rawandl with a framing device that structured the 
introduction and conclusion and linked them together, whereas its hasb-i hal offered him 
the opportunity to locate his own life, as well as that of his dedicatee Kai Husrau, within 
the context of Seljuq history. The length and complexity of Rawandl’s hasb-i hal 
illustrate how effectively he underlined his plea for patronage through placing the three 
parts of his miscellany within a frame that corresponds to the model of the panegyric 
qaslda: The Rum Seljuq sultan is both dedicatee of the miscellany and mamduh of the 
panegyric.
As mentioned above, Rawandl announced in the survey of contents the principles 
according to which he employed poetry and invocations in the institutional history: Each 
of the chapters about the fourteen Great Seljuq sultans would end with an invocation on 
behalf of his Rum Seljuq dedicatee followed by a panegyric, while twelfth-century poetry
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related to the Great Seljuq sultans would be adduced whenever available. The 
institutional history contains, on the one hand, poetry that enjoyed the status of historical 
evidence because it commemorated a person of times past and, on the other hand, 
invocations and poetry that were conceived to effect the future. But why did Rawandl 
deem both suitable for the institutional history? He imposed an easily discernible order 
onto the institutional history by employing the invocations and panegyrics to separate the 
chapters about the individual sultans from each other.130 The regularly repeated praise for 
the Rahaf s dedicatee recalls expressions of humility and gratitude, the use of which was 
regulated by a court’s protocol. The prominence granted to Kai Husrau in these reports 
about the rule of men from another region and an extinct branch of the family 
corresponded to the sultan’s central position at his own court in Konya. Moreover, 
neither poems about historical events nor panegyric poetry and blessings were a means of 
private self-reflection; they were composed for a specific addressee.131 In medieval 
Islamic societies, where access to books was restricted by more than a limited access to 
the acquisition of reading and writing skills, poems were perceived as texts to be recited 
before an audience, even if later they were incorporated into the canon of written 
literature. With regard to political poems, the distinction between events of the past and 
wishes for the future is not necessarily very definite. In post-Saddam Iraq, on 11 May 
2004, clerics, clan leaders, business men, military and police officers marked the
130. For Rawandi’s use o f invocations in the autobiographical statement, see above, chapter III, note 122.
131. For general observations about the insertion o f poetry into Persian historiography, see: Meisami, 
Persian Historiography: 291-292. Meisami, however, did not discuss the temporal framework o f such 
insertions.
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withdrawal of the US Marines from Falluja with a celebration that included the recitation 
of poetry about the not yet achieved unity between Iraq’s Sunnites and Shicites.132 Public 
recitation of poetry is also employed in the service of politics in the western world. In the 
US, the most noted occasions for the intersection of politics and poetry are presidential 
inauguration ceremonies. That a very frail Robert Frost (1874-1963) participated in the 
inauguration of John F. Kennedy (1917-1963) to recite poetry dedicated to the thirty-fifth 
president is still considered a significant moment of the Kennedy administration.133 
Similarly, Rawandl did not include poems and invocations in the institutional history of 
the Great Seljuq sultanate to entertain and divert his Rum Seljuq dedicatee with a well- 
balanced mix of verses and prose. On the contrary. The selected poems and invocations 
transported oral practices into a written text, and signaled its author’s mastery of the rules 
of the Rum Seljuq court protocol. Since Rawandl himself did not travel to Anatolia to 
plead in person for the patronage of Kai Husrau, he designed the Rahat as his 
representative. The miscellany is a written record of Great Seljuq politics, organized in 
accordance with oral practices that were indispensable to a Rum Seljuq identity. The 
Rahat therefore illustrates how writing can be employed to adhere to oral practices, even 
though they were changed by being represented in writing.
132. Rosen, “Home Rule”: “The dignitaries sat in white plastic chairs under a big tent that shaded them 
from the midday sun, clapping politely and drinking from cans o f  soda and bottles o f water, while poets 
read work they had prepared for the occasion. Several from the poets were from other cities in Iraq, 
including Najaf, and a recurrent theme that afternoon was the bond between Sunnis and Shiites.” (48).
133. For the text o f “For John F. Kennedy His Inauguration: Gift outright of ‘The Gift Outright’ (With 
some preliminary history in rhyme),” see: Frost, Poetry. 422 425.
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IV. f. Means for the transmission of knowledge
Textbooks are evidence for the pursuit of knowledge in the societies in which they first 
originated and later circulated. The juxtaposition of the Muhadarat and the Rahat reveals 
that both authors had to address the didactic question of how their written textbooks 
accommodated existing concepts of the oral transmission of knowledge and of the oral 
performance of socially binding acts. In both compilations the spoken and the written 
word are played off against each other, but the respective solutions differ because 
contents and audiences differ, despite both authors being linked to west-Iranian cities 
before the Mongol conquest. The Muhadarat suggests that in the eleventh century there 
was enough demand among the general audience to stimulate the compilation of 
affordable textbooks of literary Arabic. The Rahat illustrates that in the twelfth century 
Persian was a well-established administrative language of Islamic courts. While the 
ruling Turkish dynasties were surely cognizant of Arabic and its prestige among Arab and 
non-Arab Muslims alike, no Turkic language was yet available as a full-fledged literary 
medium. The deeply entrenched linguistic divisions in Middle-Eastern studies do not 
favor the exploration of premodem Arabic and Persian literatures irrespective of their 
contribution to an essentially Arab-Islamic or Persian-Islamic civilization. Furthermore, 
these linguistic divisions appear as obvious, almost natural, since the contents and 
circulation of works, such as the Muhadarat and the Rahat, seem to justify them. Ragib’s 
popular anthology focuses on how men interact with their peers and thus nicely supports 
the setting commonly assumed as the background of medieval Arabic literature: an 
egalitarian society that thrives in cities where educated men freely hobnobbed at public
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and private spaces, such as markets, mosques, schools, and private parties. Rawandl’s 
unique miscellany concentrates on a Turkish dynasty, and is suffused with panegyrics so 
that it offers an equally strong argument for the generally envisioned social context of 
medieval Persian literature: a hierarchical society in which the elites lived royally at their 
courts, and sponsored the arts and sciences in a grand way. That the Muhadarat and the 
Rahat originated nevertheless within the same geographical and political context, and in 
close temporal proximity, is then an indispensable reminder that in the eleventh and 
twelfth centuries western Iran was a factionalized society with a diverse population. 
Consequently, the shared context of origin indicates that the linguistic divisions in 
Middle-Eastern studies follow from the application of the nineteenth-century concept of 
nationalism—one people, one language, one territory, one history—to medieval Islamic 
societies.
The back-to-back analysis shows that the Arabic anthology and the Persian 
miscellany share, despite their differences in language, contents, and intended audience, 
characteristics that follow from their composition as textbooks. Both compilations are 
single-subject encyclopedias, although the Muhadarat is prescriptive, and the Rahat 
descriptive, since a potential patron might be advised but not corrected. Neither textbook 
provides instructions for how to use it for teaching Arabic or studying the Great Seljuq 
sultanate. In both compilations the contents are presented from an anthropocentric and 
gendered viewpoint. Whether the behavior of peers or the interaction between sultan and 
subjects, both textbooks focus on how men interact with other men: Ragib and Rawandl 
were men in a medieval patriarchal society, writing textbooks for other men. The
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multitudes of excerpts convey so many details that the almost complete silence about 
women is barely audible. Still, the anthropocentric orientation is underlined by the 
distinctly circumscribed roles that the authors granted theology. Koran and hadS are 
incontestable sources of authority, and hence regularly quoted in both textbooks, and yet 
Ragib’s chapters on issues of faith and mortality134 and Rawandi’s Hanafite partisanship 
concentrate on the individual and societal consequences of dogmatic beliefs.
The Muhadarat and the Rahat are witnesses to the societal dependence on literacy, 
even though their contents and structure document at the same time the prestige and use 
of oral practices in this literate society. The oral transmission of knowledge had lost its 
monopoly, yet writing was not heralded as its replacement and instead widely employed 
in its support. The references to oral practices have a different status in the two 
compilations. Ragib’s perfunctory allusions to debates among equals are already 
employed as topoi that preserve the memory of the earlier predominance of the spoken 
word in this written anthology, whereas Rawandl employed invocations to structure the 
text of his miscellany. A canonized literary tradition is difficult to discard, and hence the 
Arabic anthology could stay in circulation,135 whereas the Persian miscellany, written for 
one specific reader, never moved to audiences beyond the ruling elites who wondered 
whether the Great Seljuqs could strengthen the legitimacy of their rule in Iran or Asia
134. Ragib, Muhadarat, ed. Beirut, 4: 383-397 (censure o f this world), 398-482 (denominations and 
observances), and 483-535 (death).
135. Anderson, Imagined Communities: “All the great classical communities conceived o f themselves as 
cosmically central, through the medium o f a sacred language linked to a superterrestrial order o f  Power. 
Accordingly, the stretch o f  written Latin, Pali, Arabic, or Chinese was, in theory, unlimited. (In fact, the 
deader the written language -  the father it was from speech -  the better: in principle, everyone has access to 
a pure world language o f signs.)” (13).
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Minor. The Rahat further demonstrates that distance and separation favor literacy 
inasmuch as oral communication is less efficient across long distances. Rawandi had to 
compose his miscellany if he wanted to petition Kai Husrau because the Rum Seljuq 
court was in Konya, and he was living in Hamadan.
How readers worked with either textbook to improve their grasp of literary Arabic 
and to inform themselves about Great Seljuq politics and life style can only be guessed, 
since neither author explicitly discussed which field of knowledge and which 
methodology were the focus of his compilation. In the Muhadarat, Ragib comprised the 
literary representation of the first three centuries of Islamic history, ordering his material 
according to the canon of literary Arabic in verse and prose. In the Rahat, Rawandi 
constructed the narrative of a Seljuq identity to impress on his dedicatee the ethical 
obligation to intervene in western Iran.136 Future research on Islamic manuscripts, Arabic 
language teaching, and Seljuq historiography is very likely to elucidate the coordination 
between pedagogy and the transmission of knowledge, though the already gleaned data 
allow for some preliminary considerations. Until the end of the sixteenth century, only 
the institutional history of the Rahat was rewritten and excerpted by Ilkhanid, Ottoman, 
and Safavid administrators for insertion into their new chronicles of the ruling dynasties.
136. Renate Lachmann in Haverkamp and Lachmann, Memoria: “Unter den sich ablosenden, 
konkurrienden und interagierenden Paradigmen, die auf immer andere Weise an der mnemonischen 
Konstruktion der Kultur beteiligt sind, sind insbesondere die hervorzuheben und nach ihrem systematischen 
Ort innerhalb der Kulturmodelle zu befragen, die eigene Techniken, Disziplinen und konsistente Konzepte 
hervorgebracht haben. Zu den Paradigmen dieser Art zahlen das mnemotechnische, das diagrammatische, 
das diegetische, und das poetische. ... Die vier Paradigmen haben einen unterschiedlichen Fokus. Sie sind 
entweder Techniken oder Kunste, sie sind entweder mythisch oder wissenschaftlich, konzeptuell oder 
pragmatisch ausgerichtet. Geht es in dem einen um die Kunst des Merkens, die der perfekten Produktion der 
Rede gilt, so geht es in dem anderen um die Representation des gesamten Weltwissens oder um die 
erzahlende Reproduktion der Vergangenheit oder um das Aus-Sprechen eines in der Sprache immer schon 
verborgenen Ur-Wissens.” (XX).
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This specialized interest in the most extensive part of Rawandi’s miscellany was so 
limited that it did not spurn any detectable interest in producing additional manuscript 
copies of the miscellany. That the Rahat lacked mass-market appeal helps us to 
appreciate the popularity of the Muhadarat. The circulation of the Arabic anthology 
provides impressive evidence that Ragib succeeded at compiling a practical textbook that 
for centuries continued to offer its readers a convenient gateway to the canon of literary 
Arabic. Conversely, the failure of its seventeenth-century Persian translation becomes 
understandable. In Safavid Iran, the pride in the achievements of literary Persian justified 
the efforts to replace the Arabic canon with a Persian canon, even though a literal 
translation of the Arabic excerpts could not convert an anthology of literary Arabic into 
an anthology of literary Persian. The uninterrupted circulation of the Arabic original, 
however, does not prove that the reasons for buying and studying the anthology did not 
change over time. The strength of a literary canon is found in its capacity to sustain the 
various interpretations that different generations ascribe to the very same texts.137 The 
Muhadarat editions that appeared in Egypt after 1870, during the rise of Arab 
nationalism, document an antiquarian interest in the eleventh-century anthology of 
literary Arabic. In the twentieth century, when Middle-Eastern societies were undergoing 
dramatic political and socioeconomic changes, the Muhadarat has remained in print in
137. Assmann, Gedachtnis: “Jeder selegierende Zugriff auf Tradition, d.h. jeder Rezeptionsakt, ist zugleich 
ein Bekenntnis zu einer spezifischen Wertordnung. Rezeption und Wertsetzung bedingen sich gegenseitig. 
Der BegriffKanon bezieht sich daher mit einem gewissen Recht auf beides zugleich. Dain liegt seine 
terminologische Fruchtbarkeit. Er laBt in der Beziehung auf ein unantastbares Korpus heiliger Texte 
zugleich dessen lebensformende, mafigebende, orientierende Kraft anklingen und verweist in der Beziehung 
auf Maflstabe und Wertverpflichtungen kunstlerischer Produktion zugleich auf die Werke, die solche Werte 
exemplarisch verkorpem.” (120).
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Egypt, Lebanon, and Iran, and is today available throughout the Middle East. But the fact 
that a book is easy and cheap to obtain does not guarantee that it will actually be read. 
Books are purchased for many purposes, and many people own and keep books they have 
neither read nor plan to read. Moreover, the transformation of books from texts to be 
read into objects to be owned is a phenomenon that occurred in literate societies before 
the invention of the printing press. In Islamic societies, Koran manuscripts that were 
beyond repair were recycled into apotropaic objects because the Koran is the word of 
God, and scribes copied miniature Korans to be worn as talismans.138 After the 
introduction of commercial printing in Egypt, owning a copy of an anthology of literary 
Arabic could substitute for having the active language skills. The prestige derived from 
the active mastery of literary Arabic could also be gained from the object that contained 
the literary tradition between its covers.
138. For the observation that the custom o f wearing miniature Korans as talismans was particularly popular 
among Turks, see: Lane, Account 247 and 568.
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denn nicht, da!3 man in einer besonderen Provinz zu Hause ist, sondem dafi man diese Provinz fur die 
einzige halt und mit der Welt verwechselt, macht einen zum Provinzler
Wolfgang Welsch, Grenzgange der Asthetik
Communities are to be distinguished, not by their falsity/genuineness, but by the style in which they are 
imagined.
Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread o f  Nationalism
I began this study with the observation that compilations of non-fictional texts written for 
educational purposes are an intellectual phenomenon specific to literate societies. The 
intellectual phenomenon comprises, on the one hand, the episteme according to which 
these textbooks were compiled and, on the other hand, the cooperation between written 
and oral practices that determine the actual mechanics of transmitting knowledge through 
written texts. But learning, even if it is the solitary study of a book in an abandoned 
library, is always a social activity. All of us need to learn how the society in which we 
live functions, and societies in turn try to exert control over that which is taught to the 
next generation. A comprehensive interpretation of textbooks must therefore include an 
exploration of the socioeconomic context of education.
Nineteenth- and twentieth-century scholars valued the Muhadarat and the Rahat 
as important sources of medieval Arabic literature and Great Seljuq politics, respectively. 
They treated the compilations as depositories of information, mining them for previously 
unknown gems of Arabic belles-lettres and functional data of the Great Seljuq sultanate.
I decided to foreground instead the pragmatic uses of these compilations by approaching 
them as textbooks. From this perspective, it could be recognized that their contents 
concern less-researched intellectual preoccupations in pre-Mongol Iran, since neither
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textbook belonged to the prestigious curricula of advanced instruction in jurisprudence, 
theology, philosophy, or in the practical training in the crafts and sciences.
The circulation and reception of the Muhadarat and the Rahat reveal the 
interdependency between the subject of the compilations and the social status of their 
intended audiences. Ragib’s anthology is a propaedeutic work for a general audience.
The Koran, as well as the poetic heritage of pre-Islamic Arabia (gahilfya) and the poetry 
and prose that originated during the first phase of Abbasid caliphate, was, and still is, 
considered the most beautiful work of Arabic literature. Conversely, the appreciation for 
the language of the Koran and for the accompanying literary canon is a central goal of a 
basic Islamic education.1 In contrast, Rawandi’s miscellany is a unique selection of texts 
designed as a personalized curriculum introducing a Rum Seljuq sultan to Great Seljuq 
politics and courtly etiquette.2 The different social status of their intended audiences is 
remarkable, because both Ragib and Rawandi apparently compiled these textbooks on 
their own initiative. That neither work had been commissioned indicates that, at least in 
the larger cities, the demand for textbooks, aside from the needs for instruction and 
tutoring services, was sufficient to sustain “literary workmen”3 who survived without 
patronage. To what degree the employment opportunities for a learned 
Lumpenproletariat in the larger west-Iranian cities, such as Isfahan and Hamadan,
1. Makdisi, Rise o f  Humanism'. “The w aqf institutions were those where humanistic studies o f  adab were 
pursued especially as propaedeutic to the religious sciences.” (60); compare 48-54.
2. Rawandi, Rahat'. “ftabir bi-man mada qabla-ka wa-la takun Tbratan li-man yakunu halfa-ka” Learn a 
lesson from everyone who exercised power before you, but do not be a lesson in bad behavior fo r  everyone 
who lives after you. (67).
3. Burke, Social History: 166.
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depended on the presence of courts maintained by the ruling elites is impossible to gauge. 
But the Rahat documents that an otherwise undistinguished and obscure man of letters 
could actively seek out a sultan’s patronage.
Both textbooks reached their intended audiences, and their circulation was not 
terminated by the Mongol conquest. Their distinct histories of reception reflected their 
different audiences. An anthology of literary Arabic could be of use to every literate 
Muslim aspiring to improve his grasp of the language of the Koran, whereas a miscellany 
about the Great Seljuq sultanate was designed as political background reading for rulers 
and their entourage. The historical section of the Rahat became obsolete reading matter 
in the sixteenth century, when Ottoman and Safavid historians completed new 
authoritative accounts about the contribution of the Great Seljuq sultanate to the rise of 
the Ottoman and Safavid empires.
The Muhadarat and the Rahat are single-subject encyclopedias. They were 
designed as specialized textbooks for non-specialist readers. The Muhadarat’s reader 
was neither linguist nor literary critic, and the Rum Seljuq dedicatee Kai Husrrau was 
neither political scientist nor administrator. Ragib and Rawandi selected topics (res) and 
disciplines (artes) to cover comprehensively the canon of literary Arabic and the Great 
Seljuq sultanate, respectively, yet on the macro-level the sequence of parts, chapters, and 
sections follows in both compilations a principle of associative order of topics as well as 
of disciplines. Unfortunately, at the current state of research on textbooks in medieval 
Islamic societies it is impossible to determine more precisely how the principle of
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associative order was employed to organize the contents of either compilation.4 On the 
one hand, we have no comparative studies of specialized and general textbooks for any 
Islamic curricula. On the other hand, we have no analysis of how in medieval Islamic 
societies the organization of textbooks is related to the organization of school curricula 
and libraries.5
The contents of the Muhadarat and the Rahat demonstrated the range of subjects 
taught with the support of written texts, as well as the influence of oral practices on the 
structure of these written textbooks. The complex relationship between the pragmatic 
uses of literacy and the well-established conventions of oral practices challenges our 
contemporary perception of a strict separation between the oral and the written 
transmission of knowledge. Moreover, the reception of these compilations vis-a-vis the 
preservation of their authors’ biographies attested that, at the current state of research on 
Islamic manuscripts, it is impossible to determine whether Ragib and Rawandi compiled 
their compilations under the assumption that readers and copyists would respect both the 
fixity of their texts and their authorship. The esteem for the anthology of literary Arabic, 
as well as for other works ascribed to Ragib, led to the creation of his biography, 
expressing the need of later generations to identify more precisely Ragib’s position within 
the acknowledged networks of Sunnite and Shicite scholars. In contrast, the highly
4. The contents o f compilations can be, for example, organized according to commonplaces; see: Burke, 
Social History. 95 and 181.
5. For the current state o f research on book manufacture and libraries in Islamic societies, see: Gacek, 
Arabic Manuscript Tradition: 190-192. For an analysis o f how in early twentieth-century Yemen the 
organization o f legal education was reflected in textbooks, school curricula, and libraries, see: Messick, 
Calligraphic State.
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selective reception of the Rahat did not generate interest in its author’s biography. Only 
Rawandl’s institutional history of the Great Seljuq sultanate was repeatedly revised and 
translated, but, despite his detailed autobiographical statement, Rawandi himself was 
never acknowledged as its author.
The circulation of the Muhadarat and the Rahat illustrated the opposite cases of a 
popular anthology and a unique miscellany. Nonetheless, both textbooks provided insight 
into the circulation and selection of canonical knowledge. Ragib compiled his anthology 
as an authoritative survey of literary Arabic in verse and prose. Islamic societies varied 
greatly within the umma, and the educational opportunities in Buyid Isfahan cannot be 
assumed to have been identical with those provided at a Seljuk court in Hamadan or 
Konya, or at the Azhar in Mamluk Cairo. But the Muhadarat retained its value, even 
though the concrete methods and goals of teaching this literary tradition are likely to have 
changed over the centuries, since Muslims still consider the knowledge of the original 
language of the Koran a requisite of an Islamic education. In contrast, Rawandl’s account 
of the Great Seljuq sultanate became by default the authoritative source of all later 
versions of Great Seljuq historiography because today the unique Rahat manuscript is the 
oldest preserved witness of NIsapuri’s Seljuq chronicle. That later historians drew on 
Rawandi’s institutional history of the Great Seljuq sultanate without acknowledging 
either Rawandi, or his reliance on Nlsapurl, seems to indicate that functional data were 
not considered an author’s intellectual property.
The rich hadM literature demonstrates that the knowledge of historical events, 
especially events in the life of the prophet Muhammad and his companions, was part of
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an Islamic curriculum. Yet historical events did not constitute a field of knowledge that 
was the subject of a specific discipline (ars) practiced by trained historians.6 Historical 
events were instead considered data (tawarih and ta ’rih-ha) that could be employed as 
exempla to develop and support arguments in every field of knowledge.7 Such a 
typological use of historical examples presupposes a cyclical concept of history, and 
Islamic concepts of history are eschatological, combining linear with cyclical concepts.8 
Events of human history are always perceived within the framework of a linear divine 
history of salvation, an Islamic historia sacra, that began with God’s creation of the 
world and that will end with the Day of Judgment. The divine history reached its 
fulfillment (sub gratia) in the foundation of the umma, and the next significant event of
6. For the ensuing problem o f finding no full-time historians in medieval Islamic societies, see: Rosenthal, 
History: 54—65; and Meisami, Persian Histography: 289-290. For the modem western concept o f history, 
compare: Koselleck, Vergangene Zukunft: “Die eigentiimlich Bedeutung von Geschichte, zugleich das 
Wissen ihrer selbst zu meinen, lafit sich einmal als generelle Formel fur einen anthropologisch 
vorgegebenen Zirkel verstehen, der geschichtliche Erfahrung und ihre Erkenntnis aufeinander verweist.
Zum anderen aber ist die Konvergenz der beiden Bedeutungen ein historisch einmaliger Vorgang, der selber 
erst im 18. Jahrhundert stattgefunden hat. ... Mit dem Begriff >Geschichte schlechthin< wird die 
Geschichtsphilosophie freigesetzt, innerhalb derer die transzendentale Bedeutung von Geschichte als 
BewuBtseinsraum und von Geschichte als Handlungsraum kontaminiert werden.” (130).
7. Muslim historians established a fixed era so that ta ’rih, based on the date of the higra, is the technical 
term for the measuring o f time and provides the chronological matrix o f Islamic historiography, see: 
Rosenthal, History: 74; Bosworth, “The Persian Contribution”: 223; and Perry, Review o f The Persian 
Presence: 454. For a reversal o f the relationship between the knowledge o f historical events and the 
knowledge of the world, following from the projection o f the modem western concept o f history on the 
medieval Islamic episteme, compare: Jan Geert van Gelder in Binkley, Pre-Modern Encyclopaedic Texts:
“It is important, I believe, that this combination o f encyclopaedic knowledge and history turned out to be 
more popular as a genre than other forms o f encyclopaedism, such as the more or less systematic 
encyclopaedia without history of the Sincere Brethren. Knowledge o f the world is a preliminary for 
historical knowledge. For the Sincere Brethren, who wrote for pious believers with leanings toward 
philosophy, the knowledge o f  history was obviously not relevant.” (258). For the premodem western 
concept o f historia as a source o f exempla, compare: Hans-Wemer Goetz in Schmale, Funktion und 
Formen: “Die Frage nach dem Standort der historia im System der artes liberates war offenbar falsch 
gestellt. Man wird vielmehr erklaren miissen, weshalb verschiedene ‘Kunste’ sich mit der historia 
beschafdgten.” (174).
8. In Shicite Islam the coming o f the maM/provides a second chance o f salvation that is absent from 
Sunnite Islam.
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divine history will be the Day of Judgment. The intermittent stage of quiet is filled with 
human activity maintaining the divine status quo of the umma. Since the events of human 
history sub gratia cannot alter the course of divine history, the events of human history 
represent transfigurations of the revealed divine history and can be interpreted within the 
paradigm of the most important intersection between divine and human history: How the 
prophet Muhammad acted on the revelation of the word of God.9
Neither the Muhadarat nor the Rahat focused on history, though both contain 
information about and references to historical events. Rawandi surveyed recent and 
contemporary politics in the institutional history of the Great Seljuq sultanate,10 providing 
data to compel his Rum Seljuq dedicatee Kai Husrau to conquer western Iran.11 
Rawandl’s reporting of Great Seljuq politics recalls Bob Woodward’s book about the 
preemptive war against Iraq and the toppling of Saddam Hussein’s dictatorship. 
Woodward’s book has been promoted as a collection of facts about the internal decision­
making processes of the Bush administration, even though Woodward neither revealed 
his sources nor identified his criteria of reported speech and direct quotations. In a 
review in the New Yorker, Hendrik Hertzberg argued that Woodward’s claim to factual 
correctness was actually strengthened by his anti-analytical approach because it kept the
9. For a thesis about recurrent patterns in Islamic historiography, derived from the combination o f cyclical 
cosmic time and linear human time, compare: Meisami, Persian Historiography: 283-286.
10. For habar and tawarih as part o f curricula, see: Rawandi, Rahat: 13 lines 13-15 (tawarih), and 65 lines 
7-8 (habar).
11. Rosenthal, History : “The problem o f historical truth was, it would seem, uppermost in the mind o f quite 
a few historians.” (60); compare: Meisami, Persian Historiography: “The pre-modem historian’s primary 
concern is not with facts, but with the meaning o f those facts;” (12).
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presented data open to interpretation.12 While Rawandi appears like an early-thirteenth- 
century practitioner of the US brand of political journalism, Ragib stayed out of the 
political fray altogether. The Muhadarat is strictly non-partisan in its outlook, and free of 
verifiable functional data. Ragib designed an inoffensive textbook of literary Arabic so 
that the neutral anthology could reach the widest possible circulation
Our academic ethics postulates that scientific research is conducted in an 
atmosphere of unbiased, objective curiosity about the things themselves.13 Insofar as an 
ahistorical description of a past and foreign society can be very convincing as an 
essentially true image in its timeless stillness, it does not become evident that the 
perception of both continuity14 and change15 poses an epistemological challenge.
Heuristic decisions must be employed to define the perspective from which change and 
continuity is observed. These heuristic decisions presuppose a specific understanding of 
the relationship between history and time,16 and concern, on the one hand, the differences
12. Hertzberg, “In the Soup”: 98-100. Hertzberg’s positive evaluation follows from the implicit 
assumption that a non-analytical presentation o f raw intelligence is less interpreted and hence more truthful 
because showing is less invasive and hence more objective than telling.
13. Welsch, Grenzgange: “die Leitinstanz der Modeme, die Wissenschaft” (45).
14. Rosaldo, “From the Door o f His Tent”: “Yet this very sense o f long-term continuity tempts the 
historian into committing his discipline’s cardinal sin: anachronism.” (83).
15. Foucault, Archaeology. “And the great problem presented by such historical analyses is not how 
continuities are established, how a single pattern is formed and preserved, how for so many different, 
successive minds there is a single horizon,... What one is seeing, then, is the emergence o f  a whole field o f  
questions, some o f which are already familiar, by which this new form o f history is trying to develop its own 
theory: how is one to specify the different concepts that enable us to conceive of discontinuity (threshold, 
rapture, break, mutation, transformation)?” (5).
16. Time and history are themselves historical concepts, the understanding of which changes over time; 
see: Koselleck, Vergangene Zukunft: 130-143. Moreover, the historicizing of the concept o f time is 
necessary for establishing in retrospect watersheds and turning points that have caused the discontinuation 
o f traditions and customs; see: Lynn Hunt in Medick and Trepp, Geschlechtergeschichte und Allgemeine
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between stability, order, and stagnation and, on the other hand, the characteristics of 
evolution, progress, development, and anarchy. The followers of an orthodox religious 
movement, for example, are likely to understand their exclusive focus on a small canon of 
prayer books as a sign of stability and vitality of their faith. But for non-believers, 
limiting reading matter to a handful of strictly religious anthologies could appear as a 
symptom of stagnation, signaling the rejection of progress and development, even though 
the very same people might nevertheless consider the continued reliance on Quintilian’s 
Institutio Oratoria for the instruction in Latin and rhetoric a sign of the vitality of the 
classical tradition within the western civilization. The conservative reception of the 
Muhadarat and the selective reception of the Rahat prove neither an unchanged teaching 
practice nor an unchanged mind-set. Technical literature about pedagogy and didactics 
illustrates that different generations can use the same textbook for many purposes and in 
various ways. In western Europe, the canon of Latin authors stayed more or less the same 
between the tenth and the twentieth centuries, yet its role within the educational 
curriculum changed over time. Moreover, the synchronic analysis of a society will 
always reveal the parallel existence of indications of both change and continuity since 
societal processes never affect all members of a society to the same degree.
My initial decision to compare an Arabic anthology with a Persian miscellany led 
to the premise that in the eleventh and twelfth centuries Iran was a diverse society. The 
continued circulation of the Muhadarat and the Rahat outside western Iran after the 
Mongol conquest provided evidence against taking these textbooks from pre-Mongol Iran
Geschichte: 90.
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as the direct expression of an Arab, Iranian, or Turkish identity.17 The most unexpected 
result of my analysis is therefore the extent to which the Ottoman Hanafite and the 
Safavid Shicite perception of the Arab-Islamic heritage and an Islamic identity are still 
reflected in our contemporary research on Arabic and Persian literatures. This reflection 
is not surprising, inasmuch as European scholars traveled widely in the Middle East since 
the seventeenth century, studied Arabic, Ottoman, or Persian with Arab, Turkish, or 
Iranian scholars, and purchased manuscripts from booksellers in Istanbul, Cairo, or 
Isfahan. But it is surprising that, despite the impact of Edward Said’s Orientalism on the 
self-image of contemporary Middle-Eastern studies, especially in North America, the 
lasting influence of the various Ottoman and Safavid informants on contemporary 
western scholarship remains to be acknowledged and systematically analyzed. In the 
twentieth century, Brockelmann, Rowson, and Thomas presented the well-established 
Ottoman Hanafite interpretation of Ragib’s biography as the only game in town. From 
this Arab-Islamic Sunnite perspective, the Shicite and Imamite appropriations of Ragib 
and his oeuvre as Iranian heritage remain invisible. In contrast, the evaluation of 
Rawandl’s institutional history of the Great Seljuq sultanate is determined by patently
17. For the methodological problem o f defining the concepts o f collective, cultural, and national memory, 
see: Winter, “Film”: “one feature o f the discussion o f ‘collective memory’ that is at the heart o f the 
problem. The assumption is that individual memory and collective memory are related in a linear or 
aggregative way. I know o f no study in neurology or cognitive psychology that justifies such a conclusion. 
The language o f ‘collective memory’ or ‘cultural memory’ is simply too vague to bear weight o f  such an 
argument.” (860); and “one crucial analytical distinction that these authors do not make. ‘Collective 
memory’ is not the same as national memory. National collectives never create a unitary, undifferentiated, 
and enduring narrative called ‘collective memory.’ Nations do not remember, groups o f people do. Their 
work is never singular, and it is never fixed.” (864); compare: Confino, “Collective Memory”: “That a given 
memory exists, that it has a symbolic representation and a political significance is obvious, but in itself it 
explains little if  we do not place this memory within a global network o f social transmission and symbolic 
representations.” (1402).
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nationalist sentiments. The twentieth-century Turkish scholars Ibrahim Kafesoglu 
(1914-1984) and Osman Turan (1914—1978) accepted the genealogical ties between the 
Oghuz, the Great Seljuqs, and the Rum Seljuqs as fact.18 They read Rawandi’s account of 
Great Seljuq politics as an important chronicle of successful Turkish Hanafite rule, 
because his yearning for the reconstitution of Great Seljuq rule over western Iran could be 
interpreted as the foreshadowing of the spread of a benevolent Ottoman rule over Asia 
Minor and the Balkans.19 From an Iranian perspective, however, the Great Seljuqs and 
the Khwarazm Shahs could seem as problematic rulers, since neither dynasty can be 
claimed as Iranian or Shicite.20 While the Khwarazm Shahs’s defeat of the Great Seljuqs 
could be explained as an another instance of how successive waves of foreign invaders 
fought over the control of Iran, Rawandi’s account of west-Iranian history during the 
Great Seljuq sultanate could be utilized as evidence for the vicissitudes of non-Iranian 
rule over Iran.21 Parallel analysis of the reception of the Muhadarat and the Rahat reveals 
the continued application of these mutually exclusionary strategies of fitting the textbooks 
into the Turkish and Iranian concepts of Arabic literature and Iranian history.
18. Bosworth, New Islamic Dynasties: 187-188 and 214.
19. See the controversy between Ibrahim Kafesoglu and Osman Turan about the interpretation o f Seljuq 
history, as documented in Leiser, History o f  the Seljuks.
20. It is, o f course, one o f the major ironies o f Iranian history that the ethnic origin o f the Safavids is 
obscure; Bosworth, New Islamic Dynasties'. 279-280.
21. Julie Scott Meisami is representative for this attitude; see her email response “nothing nice about the 
Saljuqs?” to the H-Mideast-Medieval list, 4 July 2004.
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